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1
Introduction

1.1
1.1.1

Dense matter and neutron stars
Equation of state

Neutron stars are defined by extreme physical regimes which cannot be reproduced in terrestrial
laboratories. Neutron star (NS) cores are thought to harbor high-density, neutron-rich, and
potentially strange matter (for recent reviews see Hebeler et al. 2015; Lattimer & Prakash
2016; Chatterjee & Vidaña 2016; Oertel et al. 2017; Baym et al. 2018). The density in the
stellar core may reach up to ten times the nuclear saturation density (of baryon rest mass),
ρsat = 2.8 × 1014 g/cm3 . Stable states of strange matter may either be bound in the form of
hyperons, or deconfined as a mixture of up, down, and strange quarks.
The microphysical behavior of matter under extreme conditions is poorly understood
and difficult to model from first principles.1 Instead, theorists develop phenomenological
models of particle interactions and phase transitions, which must be tested by experiment and
observation. Heavy ion collision experiments explore the high-temperature and lower-density
parts of the nuclear matter phase diagram; NSs, on the other hand, are unique laboratories for
the study of the strong and weak forces in cold, dense matter.
Microphysical particle interactions emerge macroscopically as an equation of state (EOS)
variables. A thermodynamic EOS has the general intensive form f (ε, P, T, . . .) = 0, where
the arguments are state variables of local comoving matter: energy density ε, pressure P,
temperature T, and/or others including entropy density, and particle species number densities2
and chemical potentials. Other quantities such as magnetic pressure and those generalized
under material elasticity may appear. Often, as a first approximation, NSs are treated as

1Although note that calculations at sub-saturation densities (see, e.g., Hebeler et al. 2010), and perturbative QCD
modeling (valid for densities several times higher than the maximum expected in NS cores, see Kurkela et al. 2014)
can impose some constraints on the low- and high-density limits of NS core parameter space.
2Which can also appear in the guise of species fractions and rest mass densities.

1

1 Introduction Watts A L, Yu W, Poutanen J, Zhang S, et al

Sci. China-Phys. Mech. Astron.

January (2017)

Vol. 60

No. 1

000000-6

Figure 3 The pressure–density relation (EOS, left) and the corresponding M-R relation (right) for some example models with di↵erent microphysics. NucleFigure 1.1: Figure from Watts et al. (2019) of example equations of state P = P(ρ) of NS core matter
onic (neutrons, protons): models AP3 and AP4 from Akmal & Pandharipande (1997), also used in Lattimer & Prakash (2001). Quark (u, d, s quarks): models
based
on(2016)
microphysical
theories,
where
is the
local
(baryon)
restof nucleonic
mass density,
and from
corresponding
from
Li et al.
and Bhattacharyya
et al. (2016).
Hybridρ(inner
core of
uds quarks,
outer core
matter): models
Zdunik & Haensel (2013).
Hyperon
(inner core of hyperons,
outer
core of nucleonic
matter): Model from
et al. (2012). CEFT:
range of nucleonic
EOSin
based
Chiral E↵ective
hydrodynamically
stable
sequences
of nonrotating
(i.e.,Bednarek
Schwarzschild)
spacetime
solutions
theonjoint
Field Theory (CEFT) from Hebeler et al. (2013). pQCD: range of nucleonic EOS from Kurkela et al. (2014) that interpolate from CEFT at low densities and
space
of
total
mass
and
surface
coordinate
radius.
The
various
EOS
functions
(where
bands
represent
a
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solutions, each controlled in the exterior domain by parameters such as the total mass7 and
the surface coordinate equatorial radius (both of which are constituted by a background term
associated with a nonrotating star, and a perturbative term at low-order in a small dimensionless
spin parameter; Hartle 1967).
Contemporary knowledge of cold dense matter in NS cores is often formulated as a
constraint on its compressibility, a macroscopic property defined in terms of the gradient of
the EOS (the sound speed; e.g., Lattimer 2012). Every EOS function8 permits stable spacetime
solutions up to a maximum in total mass—associated with a specific central density—beyond
which no stable solutions can exist. The most massive star inferred to exist conditional
on observations (see Section 1.1.2 and beyond) is informative about core compressibility
(Lattimer 2012): the more compressible the core matter, the less massive the most extreme
hydrodynamically stable star (rotating at some frequency) it can support (Stergioulas 2003).
Microphysical calculations reveal that the existence of interesting—even strange—phases
of matter in the core of a NS tend to soften (increase the compressibility of) the EOS (see,
e.g., the hybrid and hyperonic NS EOS and sequences in Figure 1.1, and Bednarek et al.
2012; Zdunik & Haensel 2013; Tolos et al. 2017). Moreover, sharp phase transitions9 would
result in disconnected families (stable sequences or branches) of NSs—or more generally,
supranuclear compact stars—that coexist and whose cores are at least partially in distinct
phases (e.g., Alford et al. 2013; Drago et al. 2014; Drago et al. 2016; Drago & Pagliara 2016;
Alford & Sedrakian 2017; Bhattacharyya et al. 2017). However, many of these theoretical EOS
models can produce10 reasonably massive stars across a range of radii (refer to Figure 1.1). It
is therefore necessary to also gain precise information about stellar radii in order to become
more sensitive to core compressibility. Indeed, the more compressible the core EOS, the
smaller the radius of the most massive star it supports (Stergioulas 2003).11

1.1.2

Radiative phenomena

Radiative NS phenomena provide a unique window onto fundamental physics (for recent
reviews see Miller & Lamb 2016; Özel & Freire 2016). Here we are interested in the
detection of such radiation and the derivation of conditional inferences about the dense matter
EOS.
To formalize this notion, first consider isolated NSs in equilibrium (stable, uniformlyrotating, axisymmetric, equatorially reflection symmetric) whose exterior spacetimes are
stationary and asymptotically-flat (Misner et al. 1973). General exact closed-form exterior
7Sometimes referred to as the gravitational mass.
8Corresponding to a parameter vector for a parameterized model.
9The hybrid EOSs in Figure 1.1 are (albeit sub-optimal) examples—there is an effective density discontinuity as
a function of pressure, leading to stable sharp interfaces within a hybrid star.
10With some theoretical caveats and uncertainties regarding formation channels, especially for massive strange
quark stars that are far less compact than NSs (e.g., Drago et al. 2014; Bhattacharyya et al. 2017).
11The radius is also dependent to a much smaller degree on the compressibility of the crust EOS (Koranda et al.
1997; Read et al. 2009).
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solutions to the Einstein field equations12 that match smoothly and exactly to numerical
interior solutions are not known for such objects (see, e.g., Berti & Stergioulas 2004). An
observer may decompose an exterior spacetime solution into a parameter set P (of countably
infinite cardinality) whose values uniquely relate spacetime structure to the global distribution
of source stress-energy (see, e.g., Thorne 1980); the set P may be constructed from source
multipole moments (e.g, the total mass, the spin angular momentum, the spin-induced mass
quadrupole, and so on) and parameters that describe the closed inner-boundary of the exterior
spatial domain over which the solution is valid (e.g., the coordinate equatorial radius, the
surface coordinate ellipticity, and so on).
For inspiralling compact object binaries13 the exterior spacetime of the binary is nonstationary because the system is rotating and non-axisymmetric: gravitational wave radiation
drives (secular) evolution of the exterior spacetime structure (e.g., Misner et al. 1973). Nevertheless, once finite-size effects become important to post-Newtonian wave generation, the
relevant tidally-induced spacetime moments of a NS in such a binary can be calculated via
an external quadrupolar tidal field perturbation on a stationary spacetime (see Yagi & Yunes
2017a, and references therein). Indeed, the definition of the set P can be expanded to include
global (wave) source properties such as binary tidal deformabilities.
An observer may make measurements of photons and/or material particles whose worldlines encode information about P. Such worldlines can provide either: (i) a direct connection
to the source—i.e, a past subset of the worldline is contained in the near-field region); or (ii) an
indirect connection to the source via, e.g., the photon-mediated manifestation of gravitational
waves (in a laser interferometric detector such as LIGO; Pitkin et al. 2011) in non-stationary
spacetimes, or Cherenkov radiation (e.g., Cherenkov Telescope Array Consortium et al. 2019).
Further, the observer may then probabilistically infer a subset of P, conditioned on some
informative set of such observations and all model assumptions (including, e.g., general relativistic gravity), as an indirect probe of microphysical processes that are manifest in the
macroscopic nature of the source matter.
It follows that one can constrain microphysical and/or macroscopic properties of dense
matter—particularly in NS cores—via its effect on global spacetime structure and in turn
on messenger radiation that has propagated through that spacetime and been detected using
instrumentation. The constraints14 are of a likelihood-based (i.e., statistical) nature, and thus
defined as some probabilistic measure that is conditional on fixed observational data, and
is also a function of—or otherwise pertains to—free model parameters.15 Suppose that we
can statistically estimate total masses and surface coordinate radii for each member of some
observed population of stars whose core densities span some sufficiently broad range. We can
then in principle recast that information into knowledge about a shared, parameterized core
EOS, and hence make inferential statements about the microphysics (Özel & Psaltis 2009;
12Throughout this thesis the continuity constraint is implicit in this system of equations.
13Here we are specifically interested in black hole–NS and NS-NS binaries.
14Or measurements, or estimates.
15See, e.g., Section 4.2.2 for an more specific example of the probabilistic measures we put into practice in this
thesis.
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Steiner et al. 2010, 2013; Nättilä et al. 2016a; Özel et al. 2016b; Raithel et al. 2017; Riley
et al. 2018; Raaijmakers et al. 2018; Greif et al. 2019); the parameters could in principle
be explicitly microphysical (e.g., Tolos et al. 2017), explicitly macroscopic (e.g., Read et al.
2009), or in principle a mixture (e.g., Steiner et al. 2013).

1.1.3

Contemporary and future telescopes

Statistically constraining the dense matter EOS via the astrophysical study of NSs is a major
goal for current observational facilities: particularly for NASA’s Neutron Star Interior Composition Explorer (NICER; Gendreau et al. 2016) and the gravitational wave interferometers
Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo (Abbott et al. 2017). It is also a major science driver for
the planned Square Kilometre Array radio telescope (Watts et al. 2015) and proposals for the
next generation of large-area X-ray timing telescopes (Watts et al. 2016), such as the enhanced
X-ray Timing and Polarimetry mission (eXTP; Zhang et al. 2019; Watts et al. 2019) and the
NASA Spectroscopic Time-Resolving Observatory for Broadband Energy X-rays Probe-class
Study (STROBE-X; Ray et al. 2019). The radiative phenomena (to be) observed by such
telescopes can be synergistic probes of: (i) the EOS, from core to crust, of the source matter within a common target star, supposing the star exhibits (contemporaneous) detectable
multi-waveband and/or multi-messenger emission; and (ii) more powerfully, the EOS shared
by core matter in a set of observed stars.
Tightly constrained, high NS masses can effectively exclude16 a subset of EOS function
space, barring strong contention with future analyses of independently acquired data. The
strongest statistical constraints on NS masses are derived by timing radio pulsars in (compact)
binaries, and rely on our well-established understanding of relativistic orbital dynamics. The
most informative pulsars in this regard are PSR J0348+0432, with mass 2.01 ± 0.04 M (Antoniadis et al. 2013, wherein the mass is derived by combining pulsar timing and models of
the white dwarf companion), and PSR J1614−2230 with mass 1.908 ± 0.016 M (Arzoumanian et al. 2018, where the mass is derived via Shapiro delay estimation).17 More recently,
Cromartie et al. (2019) have reported a higher—but at present more uncertain—mass of
2.17+0.11
−0.10 M for PSR J0740+6620.18 The EOS functions displayed in Figure 1.1 can all
support a ∼ 2 M star, but without this information, the core EOS function space is restricted
by nuclear physics theory and terrestrial experiments at lower-densities (near nuclear satura16In a Bayesian context, by truncating the mass likelihood function only far into the tails, leading to a finite but small
marginal posterior density for EOSs that do have substantially smaller maximum supported masses. Interpretation
of information in radio pulsar mass likelihood functions is commonly inaccurate due to non-compliance with the
notion of Bayesian updating: posterior EOS information derived from such a mass likelihood function would be
informative in the context of future updating, which does not negate the need for accurate likelihood interpretation,
but instead justifies it. In other words, ad-hoc likelihood interpretation leads to censorship of independent likelihood
information—independent scientists would not permitted to speak freely about EOS models conditional on their data.
17Note that PSR J1614−2230 was initially reported as having mass 1.97 ± 0.04 (Demorest et al. 2010); the
inferences have since been updated via analysis of newly-acquired data.
18Note however that the Cromartie et al. (2019) measurement is not subject to the systematic uncertainty that should
be—but is not—added to the formal uncertainty on the mass of PSR J0348+0432 due to the latter’s dependence on
theoretical models of white dwarf evolution.
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tion density, Lattimer 2012; Hebeler et al. 2013) and at much higher densities (Kurkela et al.
2014), resulting in a higher-complexity function space a priori.
Radio pulsar timing of compact binaries has yet to deliver a radius constraint, although this
is feasible and indeed anticipated, via moment of inertia estimation (Kramer & Wex 2009).
There are however constraints on radius via X-ray spectral modeling of transiently-accreting
and bursting NSs (see, e.g., Steiner et al. 2013; Özel et al. 2016b; Nättilä et al. 2017; Shaw et al.
2018; Baillot d’Etivaux et al. 2019); we refer the reader to Miller (2013) and Özel & Freire
(2016) for detailed reviews that include an explanation of these X-ray modeling techniques
and the associated uncertainties—including both statistical estimates conditional on specific
models, and potential systematic model error. Generally, joint mass-radius estimates are yet to
collectively achieve the total precision needed for synergy19 with the information collectively
encoded in: the ∼ 2 M radio pulsar constraints; laboratory experimental constraints near
nuclear saturation density; and theoretical nuclear physics prior restrictions near nuclear
saturation density and at densities beyond those in NS cores. Marginal radius estimates (i.e.,
likelihood functions with ulterior model parameters integrated out) that make little or no
reference to nuclear physics are broad; collectively—and in some cases individually—they
span a wide range, from ∼ 7 km up to ∼ 15 km (e.g., section 3 of Özel & Freire 2016).
Mass and tidal deformability estimates are now also being reported based on the gravitational wave observation of the first detected NS-NS merger event, GW170817 (Abbott et al.
2017, 2018; De et al. 2018; Abbott et al. 2019). These can be translated, usually by means
of universal20 relations or EOS model assumptions, into constraints on mass and radius (see
e.g., Abbott et al. 2018; De et al. 2018; Annala et al. 2018; Most et al. 2018; Tews et al.
2018b; Abbott et al. 2019). Generally, assuming that both NSs have the same EOS, it is found
that their radii are nearly equal and (for the 68% credible interval) have the common value
11.9 ± 1.1 km. In the future, the gravitational wave community aims to gain more information
via population-level analyses; we direct the reader to Lackey & Wade (2015, and references
therein) for a theoretical discussion of EOS inference given gravitational wave observations
of a population of NS-NS inspiral events (including detector forecasts).
Our primary focus in this thesis is the modeling of X-ray emission by NSs that are not
deformed by the external tidal field of another compact object and whose spacetimes are
effectively stationary. For this reason we opt not to treat or discuss tidal deformabilities in
any detail; this would require discussion of viscous tidal heating during inspiral, and thus the
validity of the assumption of a shared, cold EOS. By restricting ourselves to stars that are not
deformed by the tidal fields of other compact objects, we lose generality but enable a simpler
treatment.

19E.g., in the sense that posterior information contribution is remarkable.
20Meaning the emergence of hydrodynamic insensitivity of global spacetime solutions in general relativistic gravity
to the detailed functional form of the EOS within a given family for which a library of (numerical exact) solutions
are computed (e.g., Yagi et al. 2014; Yagi & Yunes 2017b).
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1.1.4

X-ray pulse-profile modeling

To revolutionize our state of knowledge, observational missions are targeting far more precise
radius measurements than have been possible as of writing. One avenue to achieve this is
X-ray pulse-profile modeling:21 a time-domain technique that probes (approximations to)
general relativistic effects on (thermal) emission from hot regions on22 a rotating NS surface.
Examples of sources to which pulse-profile modeling is applicable include: (i) rotationpowered X-ray MSPs (e.g., Bogdanov 2013), the primary targets of the NICER mission;
(ii) accretion-powered X-ray MSPs (Patruno & Watts 2012; Salmi et al. 2018); and (iii)
thermonuclear burst oscillation sources (Watts 2012).
The mapping of surface emission into a signal incident at the position of a distant observer,
via ray-tracing through the exterior spacetime of a rapidly rotating (and hence oblate) star, is
well-understood (Pechenick et al. 1983; Miller & Lamb 1998; Poutanen & Gierliński 2003;
Poutanen & Beloborodov 2006; Cadeau et al. 2007; Morsink et al. 2007; Bauböck et al. 2013a;
AlGendy & Morsink 2014; Psaltis & Özel 2014; Nättilä & Pihajoki 2018; Vincent et al. 2018;
Bogdanov et al. 2019, submitted to ApJLb). The relevant effects may be distilled into: local
radiation beaming23 due to bulk motion of material on the rotationally-deformed surface,24 and
subsequent ray propagation on the exterior spacetime. Ray propagation includes the canonical
bending of light, gravitational redshift, and the (increasingly) smaller imprints of rotational
deformation of the exterior spacetime metric away from spherical symmetry: frame-dragging,
a finite mass quadrupole moment, and higher-order (mass and current) multipole moments.
Given a (parameterized) model for the surface emission (e.g., a geometrically thin atmosphere of some chemical and ionic composition together with a local comoving effective
temperature field as a function of surface coordinates) and a solution for the exterior spacetime, one can propagate radiation from the surface to a distant observer and thus simulate
to high accuracy the flux and spectrum of X-ray emission expected to be registered by their
telescope. As the star spins, the emission is modulated in a periodic manner: we can determine the rotational phase evolution of pulsars precisely and build up a pulse-profile (X-ray
counts per rotational phase bin per detector channel) by phase-folding X-ray events according
to an ephemeris. A key difference from X-ray spectral modeling is that pulse-profile modeling
involves phase-resolved spectroscopy; spectral modeling is phase-averaged, and does not fully
leverage the temporal dimension of information provided by stellar rotation.
We refer the reader to Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3 for vizualization of the deformation
of NS images—and thus X-ray pulsation signals—due to both gravitation and rotation. A
more diverse array of rotational effects on observable X-ray signals have been reported in the
literature (recently, Bauböck et al. 2012, 2013b,a, 2015; Nättilä & Pihajoki 2018; Vincent
21Also referred to in the literature as waveform modeling or light-curve modeling.
22Or in the near vicinity of, and corotating with.
23Note that local effective gravity in local comoving frames (instantaneously inertial during rotation) also enters
calculation of atmospheric beaming of radiation emergent from the local comoving photosphere.
24Where for statistical applications the surface is either self-consistently computed via matching to a numerical
interior solution to the field equations, or is embedded via a quasi-universal relation in an ambient spacetime solution
(for an overview see, e.g., Chapter 2 and the references therein).
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Figure 1.2: Continued on the next page.
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Figure 1.2: Spatially-resolved images of toy NS photospheres for three exterior spacetime solutions:

Minkowski (M), Schwarzschild (S), and Hartle-Thorne (HT; Hartle 1967; Hartle & Thorne 1968). The
sense of rotation of surface plasma is indicated, where φ denotes rotational phase; we display the images
for four rotational phases. The viewing direction is just off equatorial. The same oblate surface embedded
in each ambient spacetime, with the caveat that for a rotating spacetime (HT), the azimuthal and temporal
coordinates become inexorably coupled in their specification of manifold geometry. The rendered surface
radiation field is completely specified by a field of local comoving blackbody temperatures denoted by
T; the temperature field is a random realization of a spherical harmonic power spectrum, with color
corresponding to the redshifted temperature at the image plane. Note that if we chose to instead
render specific photon or energy intensity at the image plane, the brightness asymmetry due to both
temperature and rotation would generally be amplified—see for instance figure 15 of James et al. (2015).
The temperature field is non-evolving in a coordinate chart which co-rotates with the plasma. One
could loosely imagine a surface radiation field, whose asymmetric spatial structure is commensurate
with that rendered, being rotationally modulated over a number of cycles during a thermonuclear X-ray
burst, resulting in oscillations (see Watts 2012, and the discussion in Section 1.2.1). The spacelike
meridional curve of the surface, the dimensionless spin parameter, and the mass quadrupole moment
are all adopted from the approximate universality relations of AlGendy & Morsink (2014) valid in the
slow-rotation regime (Hartle 1967). The HT metric is transformed into the quasi-Kerr metric (Psaltis
& Johannsen 2012; Bauböck et al. 2012) for ray-tracing. The dashed closed curve in the lower-left HT
panel delineates the boundary of the ST image when the lowest order rotational deformations to the
exterior metric are neglected; the deformations are exaggerated here to ensure the effects are discernible,
being calculated for a reasonably fast spinning ∼ 600 Hz star.

et al. 2018). Rotational metric-deformation is difficult to account for in practice, whilst
accounting only for rotational deformation of the surface may well be at least as important
and is more tractable (Morsink et al. 2007, and, for proof of tractability, Chapter 4). We will
return below to a discussion on the feasibility of accounting for rotational metric-deformation
in contemporary statistical inference applications.
An inherent component of an X-ray pulsation model is a likelihood function of parameters;
from a Bayesian perspective of probabilistic inference, a prior probability (density) function
of parameters is also an inherent component of a model. A primary aim of the work featured in
this thesis is to couple a computationally efficient software implementation of such a Bayesian
pulsation model to statistical sampling software, in order to draw samples from a Bayesian
posterior probability (density) function of parameters, defined as proportional to a product
of likelihood and prior functions. Executing such a sampling process on a high-performance
computing system, one is able, given pulse-profile data, to directly estimate either: (i) exterior
spacetime parameters (at lowest order, the gravitational mass and the surface coordinate radius,
e.g., Lo et al. 2013; Miller & Lamb 2015; Salmi et al. 2018); or (ii) interior source-matter
parameters (e.g., EOS parameters and central density). A useful alternative in practice to the
latter is to estimate interior parameters given some set of nuisance-marginalized likelihood
functions of exterior parameters (Steiner et al. 2010; Raaijmakers et al. 2018; Greif et al.
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Figure 1.3: Toy graphics made for Watts et al. (2019) to illustrate: (i) the difference between a nongravitating and a gravitating star (i.e., zero total mass versus & M ), manifest to a distant observer in
the form of the pulsing X-ray signal (top panels); and (ii) the difference between gravitating stars with
different surface coordinate radii, neglecting rotational deformation of the exterior metric away from
spherical symmetry. The surface of the non-gravitating and gravitating stars is the same oblate 2-surface
is embedded in coordinate time hyperslices foliating the spacetime. When increasing the mass (top) or
radius (bottom), all other toy model parameters are fixed; these parameters control the exterior spacetime
and the surface radiation field (the photosphere). The spatially-resolved images in the right panels are
computed at a moderately distant (∼ 105 gravitational radii defined for the stars with finite mass) image
plane. Note that there is no reference to real observational data being made here.
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2019). Each of these inference workflow variants is discussed theoretically by Riley et al.
(2018, and featured in Chapter 2).
Pulse-profile modeling was a founding technique for NICER, a NASA soft X-ray telescope
installed on the International Space Station in 2017. The principal NICER mission objective is
the joint estimation of mass and radius for each in a set of nearby—but relatively faint—X-ray
millisecond pulsars (MSPs) that are rotation-powered. NICER targets soft X-ray pulsations
from hot thermally-emitting surface regions25 (e.g., Bogdanov 2013). Pulse-profile modeling
is also the core technique for dense matter studies with proposed large-area hard X-ray
telescope concepts (Watts et al. 2016) such as the enhanced X-ray Timing Polarimeter (eXTP;
Zhang et al. 2019; Watts et al. 2019) and the Spectroscopic Time-Resolving Observatory for
Broadband Energy X-rays (STROBE-X; Ray et al. 2019). These larger-area missions will target
pulsations from accretion-powered X-ray pulsars (Patruno & Watts 2012) and thermonuclear
burst oscillation sources (Watts 2012). We also remark that a future imaging telescope such
as the Athena X-ray Observatory (Barcons et al. 2017) would be synergistic for pulse-profile
modeling with eXTP, STROBE-X, and even archival NICER data, despite it not being a core
technique driving the Athena science design. Athena promises to advance beyond a telescope
such as XMM-Newton used, e.g., by Bogdanov & Grindlay (2009) and Bogdanov (2013) for
spectral-timing of rotation-powered X-ray MSPs (see Section 4.4 for further discussion).
For the pulse-profile modeling technique to deliver tight constraints on mass and radius,
rapid spin (& 100 Hz) is desirable (Psaltis et al. 2014; Miller & Lamb 2015; Stevens et al. 2016),
and one needs high-quality phase- and energy-resolved pulse profiles with time resolution
≤ 10µs and a large number of photons. The precise number of photons needed to deliver
constraints on mass and radius at levels of a few percent—and by extension tight constraints
on EOS models—depends on the geometry of a given source, but is ∼ 106 pulsed photons
(Lo et al. 2013; Psaltis et al. 2014; Miller & Lamb 2015). For the brightest of the rotationpowered MSPs targeted by NICER, it is feasible to collect sufficient data with observation
times ∼ 1 Ms. Indeed, NICER’s principal science targets are these MSPs and the mission will
continue to accrue photon event data sets of unprecedented quality, of which Figure 1.4 is a
prime example; moreover, in Figure 1.5 and Figure 1.6 we display graphics courtesy of the
NICER mission which are telling of the focus on these rotation-powered MSPs.
The hot regions on rotation-powered MSPs in theory arise as magnetospheric currents—
including return currents—deposit energy in the surface layers of the star; the resulting
surface radiation field is, however, highly uncertain a priori for a given system (the star and
its magnetospheric vicinity) due to sensitivity to initial conditions and boundary conditions
that are themselves highly uncertain (Harding & Muslimov 2001; Gralla et al. 2017; Bauböck
et al. 2019). NICER pulse-profile modeling can therefore also help to constrain the characteristics of the hot regions—e.g., the shapes, including interior and exterior boundaries,
supposing that they are constructed from closed radiating regions, perhaps with uniform local
comoving emission properties (e.g., Bogdanov & Grindlay 2009; Bogdanov 2013). More
25Interpreted, for instance, as the vicinities of polar caps where magnetospheric particle currents heat the surface
material.
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generally, pulse-profile modeling is a probe of the spatial structure of the surface radiation
field. Ultimately however, we are limited in our sensitivity to the detailed spatial structure—
especially on smaller angular scales with respect to the stellar origin—because the MSPs are
point sources; if additional complexity is unhelpful in the context of a likelihood function,
(continuous) degeneracy will tellingly emerge a posteriori.
Various studies on the importance of NS rotation on observable phenomena (e.g., Berti
et al. 2005; Bauböck et al. 2012, 2013b,a, 2015; Nättilä & Pihajoki 2018; Vincent et al.
2018) have concluded that certain effects—on certain signals, for certain spin frequency
ranges, for certain system and observer configurations—are important given some sufficiently
sensitive future instrumentation. These studies predominantly operate on a theoretical and
computational level without bandwidth for the detailed consideration of complications of
modeling real data—some of which inevitably manifest during the modeling. Indeed, there
exist two remarkable barriers that may preclude the usage of computational models which
include some degree of rotational metric-deformation: (i) justification, in the form of a
forecast26 based on cruder27 statistical modeling of real data, that one would be sensitive to
certain rotational effects; (ii) evidence that inclusion of the effects is tractable in large-scale
statistical sampling processes.
Universal relations promise to reduce the complexity of any parameter subspace defined
to control the exterior spacetime solution (e.g., Yagi & Yunes 2013; Bauböck et al. 2013a;
AlGendy & Morsink 2014; Yagi & Yunes 2017b), thus increasing the tractability of statistical
estimation of EOS behavior; however, tractability is a function of the total dimensionality of the
problem at hand. There are, in general, many a priori unknown or weakly constrained facets
of both the target system and other nuisance sources of radiation, whose effects may preclude
sensitivity to the signature of rotational metric-deformation. Ultimately, the dimensionality
of the sampling space28 is at a minimum ∼ 10, and the total number of CPU core hours is
large—i.e., requiring time granted on high-performance systems. Just how many core hours,
and the wall-time, is somewhat unpredictable, depending strongly on: (i) the a priori unknown
detailed likelihood function structure in parameter space; (ii) the general performance and
scalability of algorithmic tools used to map the likelihood function; and (iii) the amenability of
those tools to the problem at hand. Contemporary benchmarks (Section 1.2.4 and Chapter 4)
for energy-resolved X-ray pulse-profile modeling are, loosely, O(107 –108 ) likelihood function
evaluations in O(104 –105 ) core hours—i.e., in a non-negligible fraction of a € O(104 –105 )
grant on a high-performance system. The typical time for a single-threaded process to
evaluate the likelihood function must thus be O(100 ) s. Moreover, computation can parallelize
reasonably efficiently up to at least O(103 ) cores depending on the problem, thus permitting
wall-times of O(100 –101 ) weeks.
Numerous pulse-profile codes have been used in the literature (see, e.g., Poutanen &
Gierliński 2003; Bhattacharyya et al. 2005; Cadeau et al. 2005; Poutanen & Beloborodov
26E.g., in the form of Fisher information or some approximation thereof.
27I.e., neglecting rotational metric-deformation but retaining rotational deformation of the surface at low-order.
28After analytic or numerical marginalisation of other parameters, where relevant.
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Figure 1.4: Phase-folded and binned NICER event data acquired via observation of the rotation-powered

X-ray MSP PSR J0030+0451 for ∼ 1.94 Ms. The count numbers are split identically over two rotational
cycles in a contiguous subset of detector channels. The top panel displays the pulse-profile summed
over the channels. The bottom panel displays the phase-channel resolved count numbers. We model this
specific pulse-profile data in Chapter 4.

2006; Cadeau et al. 2007; Lo et al. 2013; Bogdanov 2013; Psaltis & Özel 2014; Miller
& Lamb 2015; Mahmoodifar & Strohmayer 2016; Stevens et al. 2016; Salmi et al. 2018;
Bogdanov et al. 2019, submitted to ApJLb), however none of those that would be clearly
tractable for use in large-scale statistical sampling applications are known to be open source.
A possible exception is bender (Nättilä & Pihajoki 2018), an open-source code with pulseprofile functionality that uses the image-plane formalism to enable both approximate and
exact inclusion of low-order rotational deformation of the surface and metric; integration
via image-plane discretization, however, is generally more expensive than discretization of a
radiating surface embedded in a coordinate-time level-surfaces (hyperslices) of an ambient
spherically-symmetric spacetime.
Beyond software designed and optimized for NS pulse-profile simulation, there also exist
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Figure 1.5: An X-ray count-integrated sky map of NICER observations. The primary science targets, of which there
are a number of rotation-powered X-ray MSPs, manifest as bright nodes, connected by slew-tracks across the X-ray sky.
The pulsar PSR J0030+0451, whose associated pulse-profile data is displayed in Figure 1.4, is the bright far-right node.
Image credit: NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center & the NICER mission (http://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/13214).

Figure 1.6: Graph of unique NICER observations over the first 17 months of science operations. Most of the black
points denote an observation of a rotation-powered X-ray MSP, which are the principal science targets but are far
fainter than the other targets: black hole systems, an ultra-luminous X-ray pulsar, an extra-galactic candidate tidal
disruption event, and a calibration source (the Crab). The dotted line denotes a space-to-ground event telemetry
saturation limit. Image credit: NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center & the NICER mission (https://heasarc.
gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/nicer/science_nuggets/20190103.html).
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several general purpose29 CPU-based ray-tracing codes, for instance gyoto by Vincent et al.
(2011)—see also Vincent et al. (2018)—and arcmancer by Pihajoki et al. (2018). Several
GPU-accelerated codes exist that are general purpose in some respects, but are limited to
Kerr30 or Kerr-like31 spacetimes with a focus on black hole simulation: e.g., the GRay
code of Chan et al. (2013); and the Odyssey code of Pu et al. (2016). Open-sourced CPU
algorithms for pulse-profile computation remain valuable however: we have yet to transition
into an era where GPU-acceleration of numerical algorithms is commonplace, and it is unclear
whether employing such hardware for likelihood function evaluation can achieve a sufficiently
remarkable advancement over CPUs to warrant use in large-scale statistical applications.
Whilst pulse-profile likelihood function evaluation can be accelerated via ray-tracing on GPUs,
there is a performance floor demarcated by fast CPU-based likelihood implementations that
invoke spacetime symmetries—i.e., justifiable truncation of the spacetime structure of rotating
stars. Only at the time of writing are these implementations being embedded in large-scale
statistical sampling applications for execution on high-performance computing systems.

1.2

Thesis outline and summary

In Section 1.2.1 we contextualize this thesis. In Section 1.2.2 through Section 1.2.4 we
introduce the material in the constituent chapters.

1.2.1

The overarching problem

The research reported in this thesis arose naturally from a project aimed at—and thus funded
for—dense matter study based on flux oscillations detected during thermonuclear X-ray bursts
(see Watts 2012, for a physical and observational review of these phenomena, which below
we consider only briefly). A thermonuclear burster is a NS that accretes matter from a noncompact low-mass binary companion star, leading to a luminous but non-catastrophic X-ray
transient event that is far shorter than the accretion timescale.
Bursts are dynamical processes on O(100 –101 ) s observational timescales (Galloway et al.
2008). For all such transients the brightness sharply amplifies (the rise) and subsequently
decays over a longer timescale (the tail). Often, for a subset of bursting sources and a subset
of their bursts, oscillations can both appear and disappear during brightness amplification
and into the tail, coupled to which is fractional amplitude evolution; moreover, the frequency
29In terms of application flexibility: analytical exterior or numerical global spacetime solutions; respecting
arbitrary opaque and/or radiating embedded 2-surfaces; arbitrary coordinate charts and even on-the-fly transformation
between charts to handle local difficulties; radiative transfer, including polarization; and calculation of various signals
registered by distant observers.
30Where the hardware shift improves upon the performance of an efficient CPU-based Kerr black hole radiative
transfer code such as GRTRANS (Dexter 2016), which in turn implements Geokerr (Dexter & Agol 2009).
31I.e., Kerr spacetime with deviation in the mass quadrupole moment (Glampedakis & Babak 2006; Psaltis
& Johannsen 2012; Bauböck et al. 2012) derived from the Hartle (1967); Hartle & Thorne (1968) rotational
perturbations—at second order in a small dimensionless spin parameter—to the metric of a nonrotating star. Refer
back to Figure 1.2.
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of oscillations, when detectable, can drift by O(100 ) Hz. For comprehensive and uniform
data-mining of the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer archive for burst oscillations, refer to Bilous
& Watts (2018). Concurrent theory focuses on mechanisms for the ignition and propagation
of runaway thermonuclear burning of accreted plasma on the stellar surface, leading to
rotationally-modulated radiative asymmetries (e.g., Spitkovsky et al. 2002; Heyl 2004; Piro
& Bildsten 2005; Cavecchi et al. 2011, 2013, 2016, 2017; Garcia et al. 2018a,b; Chambers
et al. 2018; Zingale et al. 2018; Chambers et al. 2019).
In the course of time, the original higher-level aim of using thermonuclear burst oscillations
to probe the dense matter EOS was, needless to say, supplanted by a set of more fundamental
problems that needed to be addressed in order to make tangible progress. These problems
generally lie at the interface of physical theory and observation: an interface language,
likelihood-based statistics, is thus necessary.
Bayesian statistics is popular in related fields—e.g., it is practised extensively by the
gravitational wave community, and more broadly, in precision cosmology. Modern, highperformance software tools for general-purpose Bayesian computation exist and are open
source. The popularity (diverse usage) of such tools and techniques is a function of robustness,
accessibility, flexibility, and extensibility. In order to leverage such resources, we adopt a
Bayesian perspective throughout for the generation of telescope data.
A corollary is that such a perspective is deemed fully appropriate for the problems at hand.
Indeed, the conjecture of a universally shared NS cold supranuclear EOS32 is a powerful
example: a Bayesian formulation of radiative phenomena can naturally assign probabilities
to physical models given formulation of shared EOS parameters in terms of a realization of
a multidimensional random process. Despite the useful features of a Bayesian perspective, it
is not by consensus considered an objective and complete solution to the problem of defining
a framework for modeling of all real physical processes; debates generally focus on the
philosophy and practice of prior specification, which is considered frequently in this thesis.
Nevertheless, it is a framework that is demonstrably powerful when looking to other modern
astrophysical fields for guidance.
Much of this thesis focuses on the statistical formulation of pulse-profile modeling in terms
of mathematical objects, and on subsequent computation via interfacing of those objects with
open-source engines for probabilistic integration via sampling.33 In order for this process to
be tractable, there are practical restrictions on likelihood function formulation that we need to
be highly cognizant of. Unsurprisingly, comprehensive physical models of thermonuclear Xray bursts with efficient software implementations for signal generation—and thus likelihood
evaluation—do not yet exist. Indeed, it is principally due to such considerations that we
32To within some tolerance that increases as density decreases (i.e., towards the crust), and accounts for perturbative
effects such as finiteness of temperature, magnetic fields, and accretion history.
33As a foreword, different notation for such objects is used in the constituent chapters; Chapter 2 in particular uses
clearly different notation, but is also broader in theoretical scope than both Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Whilst we could
in principle edit the notation to approach global consistency, it is arguably useful for visual association of objects
with a certain chapter and thus journal article. In other practical terms, it would also require detailed editing and the
reproduction of a subset of figures using certain notational elements.
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deviate from the aim of constraining the dense matter EOS given burst-oscillation data; the
divergence, however, is largely superficial because the simplifications involved appear to be
necessary components of any future study aiming to leverage information encoded in such
data, or are at least crucial for informing the design of such a study.
Rotation-powered MSPs, on the other hand, generate pulsations that are stable over many
rotational periods constituting far longer timescales; it follows that these MSPs are a natural
baseline for developing infrastructure for pulse-profile modeling, before graduating to the
study of more daunting sources. Time-translation symmetry of a signal generated by one
rotation of a star is a key notion: such a signal can be computationally resolved—to a
degree appropriate for leveraging advanced spectral-timing telescopes—by a single-threaded
process in a non-prohibitive time. It follows that if a model constructed using time-translation
symmetry is found to generate synthetic data structured similarly to observed data, then
statistical modeling was clearly tractable.
We focus on the formulation and execution of data-driven modeling, and the creation
of a software package to do so. Consequently, beyond the radiative processes required for
(arguably primitive) X-ray pulse-profile models, there is little remaining bandwidth for the
vast majority of physical processes pertaining to NSs. As a telling example, it precludes any
detailed treatment or even consideration of microphysical processes (interaction of ensembles
of subatomic and fundamental particles) that may govern the dense matter EOS; indeed,
we proceed almost entirely without reference to such physics,34 instead merely considering
an EOS model in part as some space of R → R, ε 7→ P functions that adhere to certain
physical conditions,35 and that are operated on in general relativistic gravity. There has been
a large body of work on the effective representation of detailed microphysical EOS with
simple parameterized functional forms (e.g., Read et al. 2009), but we avoid digressing into
discussion of the origin for such models.
Upon commencement of this research, the infrastructure for pulse-profile modeling was
far from complete. And that remains true as of writing. We have made some progress towards
a coherent modeling framework, and towards tailored software that will be open-sourced
with publication of Chapter 3 of this thesis for continued development in the public domain.
A headline objective of the original project proposal was to investigate—in the context of
a known true data generating process—systematic bias in NS joint posterior mass-radius
estimates due to inaccurate treatment of nuisance physics in a (burst oscillation) pulse-profile
model. In an arguably roundabout way we have explicitly demonstrated via analysis of real
NICER data that such estimates are indeed sensitive to the model assumed for the surface
radiation field, and that simultaneously, multiple such models may generate synthetic data
structured like real data—at least as determined by a human performing graphical inspection.
Such a finding is arguably of greater utility in practice than any similar conclusion derived in
34Manifest in the overt brevity of Section 1.1.1.
35The physical
p conditions namely being local hydrodynamic stability and causality, meaning that the sound speed
satisfies 0 < dP/dε < c (e.g., Lattimer 2012), with some caveats regarding discontinuous or non-differentiable
P 7→ ε functions which represent an EOS with a sharp phase transition (e.g., Alford et al. 2013).
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the theoretical context of a known true data generating process.
We now have the basic capability to start modeling stars such as rotation-powered MSPs
that generate highly stable signals. Alas, our current capabilities are objectively primitive:
there are many open problems to address even for such stars. Beyond that, the pulse-profile
modeling framework needs to be developed to be applicable to stars that generate signals that
are dynamic on short timescales; only then will we be able to harness the full potential of nearfuture telescope missions for the study of exotic matters. The work requires access to advanced
facilities such as NICER; open-source tools and public archives; access to high-performance
computer systems; and above all, a healthy and diverse team for cognition.

1.2.2

Chapter 2

The driving motivation for this work is the need for a theoretical generalization of highenergy astrophysical literature on the inference of a shared EOS, in particular that of: Özel &
Psaltis (2009); Steiner et al. (2010, 2013); Lattimer & Steiner (2014a,b); Özel et al. (2016b);
Nättilä et al. (2016b); Raithel et al. (2017); Alsing et al. (2017). Collectively, these authors
addressed the need to express knowledge of model parameters probabilistically, conditioned
on observational data sets. However, there remains work to be done to rigorously understand
the relations between various approaches from a probability-theoretic perspective. At its heart,
this work examines the space on which we should define a joint prior probability (density)
distribution when sets of parameters defined within a theory (general relativistic gravity) are
deterministically related; a review of the state of the high-energy EOS inference field is then
offered in the context of a generalized framework.

1.2.3

Chapter 3

Given the interest in X-ray pulse-profile modeling from the scientific community, it is useful
to develop open-source software that can be freely used to: (i) inform mission and survey
design, for instance via statistical forecasting of performance given astrophysical models and
instrument models; and (ii) statistically analyze acquired observational data. In this chapter
we document the open-source X-ray Pulsation Simulation and Inference (X-PSI) software
package,36 designed for Bayesian spectral-timing of X-ray pulsations generated by the rotating,
radiating surfaces of NSs. The priority driving our algorithm and software development is to
build a streamlined package for statistical applications; it is thus necessary to settle on some
compromise between computational cost, model sophistication, flexibility for customization,
and robustness. We target usage on high-performance computing systems in order to perform
Bayesian parameter estimation by interfacing numerical likelihood functions with popular
open-source sampling software.
En route to X-PSI, we considered two aforementioned types of discretization of the
computational domain: surface discretization for likelihood implementations; and image36Specifically, v0.1; https://github.com/ThomasEdwardRiley/xpsi.
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plane discretization for cross-checking pulse-profile integration algorithms, for inclusion of
low-order rotational perturbations to the metric, and for visualization purposes. In Chapter 3
we discuss pulse-profile integration for the purpose of efficient statistical computation, but
otherwise direct the reader to the most recent technical documentation available with the XPSI software package for a record of algorithm design and physical details that do not appear
in this thesis.

1.2.4

Chapter 4

We undertake pulse-profile modeling of NICER X-ray Timing Instrument (XTI) observations
of the rotation-powered MSP PSR J0030+0451. Discovered as a radio pulsar by Lommen
et al. (2000) and then identified as an X-ray pulsar (Becker et al. 2000), PSR J0030+0451 has
a spin frequency of 205 Hz and lies at a distance of 325 ± 9 pc (Arzoumanian et al. 2018). In
this work we constrain the total mass and the equatorial radius of the star, respectively defined
as the mass in the Schwarzschild metric and the coordinate radius in the Schwarzschild chart.
There are no independent prior constraints on either mass or radius. In addition, we consider
a sequence of parameterized models for the spatial structure of the surface hot regions; this
sequence is data-driven in the sense that we adjust our model plan based on the emergence
of unhelpful complexity a posteriori. Whilst any parameters controlling the hot regions, for
instance, could be facetiously termed as nuisances from the perspective of learning about dense
matter, any thus-derived marginal inferences about the spacetime structure are conditional on
the nuisance details; moreover, the structure of the hot radiating regions pertains to the pulsar
evolution and emission physics, and is therefore of interest in its own right.
Our analysis uses the X-PSI package (Chapter 3), which couples X-ray pulsation likelihood functionality to open-source statistical sampling software for use on high-performance
computing systems. We apply nested sampling (Skilling 2006) in via MultiNest (Feroz et al.
2009), and report on usage of a 500, 000 core-hour grant on the Dutch national supercomputer
Cartesius.37 The work reported in this chapter represents the first real-world application of
the X-PSI package and contributes to the first joint estimation of mass and radius conditional
on NICER MSP data. It also represents one of the first studies to demonstrate—in the context of pulse-profile modeling—data-driven statistical computation on a larger scale; such a
statement was enabled by privileged access to one of the first advanced X-ray spectral-timing
telescope missions expected to come online in the next decade or so.

1.2.5

Epilogue

Let us briefly indulge in a philosophical perspective of the above. The dense matter whose
physical properties we target is in the closed rooms; and the questions about observed radiative
phenomena are the open doors that invite us in. Supposing the universal existence of the
cold supranuclear EOS, humanity must consider the union of its many questions in order to
37https://userinfo.surfsara.nl/systems/cartesius.
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open a door broad enough for it to step through in unison. By synergizing as a collective,
any dissonance that naturally arises has a basis for finding resolution, perhaps even via
falsification of the aforementioned conjecture of universality. Such a statement is however a
fallacy in practice because the subject is contemporarily esoteric: those amongst us whom
are able to exist whilst concerning ourselves with such matters are, at least in some respects,
privileged.38 Indeed, at the frontier of human knowledge even by-product technological
innovation can insidiously cause at least as much suffering as it—perhaps naively—might
promise to alleviate, especially when an iniquitous society resists economic adaptation. A
reference to humanity as a collective cannot be accepted in this present context: the subset
of people that are cognizant about the subject is not representative upon writing these words,
nor is the subset whom can tangibly benefit from it. We are therefore left with an allegory for
less abstract, more immediate problems facing humanity at present and in the future: to make
meaningful progress on problems that are so fundamentally shared, collective awareness is
required, a corollary of which is diversification and the sharing of resources.

38Not that the reader is privileged to be reading this thesis—perhaps far from it; the main author, however, certainly
is, in almost every conceivable respect.
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On parametrised cold dense matter equation of state
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Abstract
Constraining the equation of state of cold dense matter in neutron stars is a major science goal
for observing programmes being conducted using X-ray, radio, and gravitational wave telescopes. We discuss Bayesian hierarchical inference of parametrised dense matter equations
of state. In particular we generalise and examine two inference paradigms from the literature:
(i) direct posterior equation of state parameter estimation, conditioned on observations of a set
of rotating neutron stars; and (ii) indirect parameter estimation, via transformation of an intermediary joint posterior distribution of exterior spacetime parameters (such as gravitational
masses and coordinate equatorial radii). We conclude that the former paradigm is not only
tractable for large-scale analyses, but is principled and flexible from a Bayesian perspective
whilst the latter paradigm is not. The thematic problem of Bayesian prior definition emerges
as the crux of the difference between these paradigms. The second paradigm should in general
only be considered as an ill-defined approach to the problem of utilising archival posterior
constraints on exterior spacetime parameters; we advocate for an alternative approach whereby
such information is re-purposed as an approximative likelihood function. We also discuss
why conditioning on a piecewise-polytropic equation of state model—currently standard in
the field of dense matter study—can easily violate conditions required for transformation of
a probability density distribution between spaces of exterior (spacetime) and interior (source
matter) parameters.

2 On parametrised cold dense matter equation of state inference

2.1

Outline

The material in this section is based on the introduction to the journal article. Other material
from that introduction, where appropriate, has been merged into Chapter 1 to form the
overarching introduction to this thesis; here we proceed with more specificity, introducing the
material in this chapter.
A somewhat standard modeling conjecture we invoke throughout this work is that a single
cold EOS is shared by all neutron stars (NSs) that are observed. In theory, however the
crust composition, for instance, should be variable from star-to-star due to distinct accretion
histories (Chamel & Haensel 2008): whilst the core EOS (well beyond supranuclear) could be
defined as shared, the EOS of the crust could in principle be defined as unshared between stars
or between sub-populations of stars. Such an approach would be useful for modeling radiative
phenomena influenced by crusts of distinct stars (e.g., radiation from a rotating surface), but
may require the definition of additional continuous and/or discrete parameters.
For some types of theorized phase transition (e.g., Bednarek et al. 2012; Alford et al. 2013;
Zdunik & Haensel 2013; Tolos et al. 2017), there remains a single supranuclear EOS for core
matter to which the EOS of a given star converges with density from the crust. Supposing
a star were to stably accrete matter (with negligible or non-negligible rotational evolution)
and compress such that its central density reached and surpassed that of the phase transition,
the resulting star would be a hybrid NS (e.g., Figure 1.1), meaning the EOS of supranuclear
matter below the transition density would not consequentially evolve.
Bhattacharyya et al. (2017), on the other hand, focus on a type of EOS model characterized
by a phase transition, occurring at the stellar center of a NS, that triggers a global and rapid
conversion to a strange star with lower gravitational mass. Strange stars should exhibit
different observational properties than NSs, but it is possible to include them in general
context of this chapter via a model that permits two (or more) supranuclear EOS functions.
The EOS governing the matter within a given star would be controlled by the density at the
stellar center relative to some phase transition density (or densities). Stars can then coexist
whose core matter at some shared density (below the transition density) follows a different
local EOS.
A more general notion is that NSs do indeed coexist with exotic stars—such as self-bound
quark stars (e.g., Drago et al. 2014; Bhattacharyya et al. 2017)—and exotic formation channels
are possible that do not require an exotic star to form via conversion from a vanilla NS upon
triggering of a phase transition. In that case, there are two or more supranuclear EOSs to
which the behaviour of matter in coexisting stars can converge from near nuclear densities, and
the central densities of those stars can, for instance, be equal. It would generally be unknown
a priori which sub-population each observed star belongs to—in the absence of informative
prior information and supposing strong selection effects do not operate against observation
some sub-population of exotic stars. Such a case would appear to require definition discrete
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parameters—one per star, along with the usual continuous parameters—that flag1 which EOS
governs matter when the central density is less than a transition density in a given star. Note
that in the scenario described in the paragraph immediately above, it is the continuous central
density parameter that is sufficient to flag which EOS governs the associated star from core
to crust (supposing there is some form of crust near nuclear saturation density).
Given our state of knowledge in the present and observational sensitivity, it is arguably
reasonable to first invoke the assumption that a single EOS is shared globally with respect to
the density domain. Model EOS complexity can be incrementally increased over time, driven
by informative data and analysis of model predictive performance (Gelman et al. 2013). We
adopt this viewpoint hereafter by default for simplicity. If it is deemed plausible based on
observations that multiple families of (supranuclear) compact stars coexist in reality (for recent
papers on this topic see Alford et al. 2013; Drago et al. 2014; Drago et al. 2016; Drago &
Pagliara 2016; Alford & Sedrakian 2017; Bhattacharyya et al. 2017), then complexity could
be increased by invoking one or more phase transitions and one or more formation channels.
The Özel & Psaltis (2009) framework for statistical inference is based on post-processing
an intermediary, (marginal) joint (posterior) probability density distribution of parameters
which control analytic exterior spacetime solutions: continuous probabilistic knowledge of
exterior spacetime parameters is transformed into continuous probabilistic knowledge of
interior (EOS) parameters. In generalising the work of Özel & Psaltis (2009) however,
we encounter difficulties which imply that it is more principled to perform Bayesian EOS
parameter estimation directly, in a manner consistent with the later literature cited at the
beginning of this paragraph. In this work we do not discuss specific, direct choices of prior
on the space of EOS parameters (e.g., in regards to sensitivity of inferences), for which the
reader is directed to Steiner et al. (2016); Greif et al. (2019).
The discussion in this work complements that of Lackey & Wade (2015), to the extent
that their framework can be straightforwardly and cleanly merged with the general InteriorPrior EOS inference paradigm that we outline in Section 2.2. Together with Lackey & Wade
(2015), this work may help bridge the gap between the EOS inference work of gravitational
wave community and the high-energy electromagnetic community. Common to both this
work and Lackey & Wade (2015) is the choice to define a prior on a space of EOS parameters;
by defining a prior on a space of such local parameters assumed to be shared by all observed
sources, synergistic multi-messenger constraints may be derived.2 For the binary components,
Lackey & Wade (2015) then match numerical interior solutions and analytic exterior solutions
to the tidally-perturbed Einstein field equations (as described by, e.g., Yagi & Yunes 2013,
2017a), enabling a wave-generation model for likelihood definition and evaluation; this is
consistent with the ideas adopted in this work for direct EOS inference conditioned on
1See, e.g., Farr et al. (2015a) for a distinct population-level problem involving such discrete parameters.
2Note that, as stated above, one important caveat regards the assumption of NS-NS components sharing the same
cold EOS—during inspiral—as stars which do not exist in compact relativistic binaries. In principle, if there is
evidence that model complexity needs to be increased, these two classes of star could be assumed to only share a
subset of (continuous, phenomenological) EOS parameters, whilst another subset of EOS parameters are used to
emulate temperature dependence.
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electromagnetic data sets. Furthermore, for practicality given tested existing software, Lackey
& Wade (2015) enable a two-phase parameter estimation process whereby a numerical (or
approximative analytical) joint likelihood function is first computed on a space of exterior
spacetime parameters (component gravitational masses and a linear combination of component
tidal deformabilities) of a set of binaries; this function is subsequently used to evaluate a
likelihood function on a space of EOS parameters during posterior sampling. This two-phase
process—with a prior in part defined on a space of EOS parameters shared by all sources—is a
useful notion that appears in the high-energy literature (see the dedicated review in Section 2.3
and the references therein, e.g., Steiner et al. 2010) and which is highlighted in more detail
this work.
Bayesian statistical analyses in astrophysics often present formidable computational problems; supercomputers or large clusters are required to: apply generative models which are
numerical or depend on a large number of parameters; analyse vast quantities of data; or
more generically, to sample from highly-structured joint posterior distributions. Inference
of an EOS model can be a remarkably resource intensive astrophysical application and this
justifies a detailed discussion and review. Our treatment is deliberately general: in the main
body of this work we consider Bayesian statistics for modeling observable reality and general
relativistic gravity, but beyond technique-specific spacetime modeling, we do not discuss details of ulterior models (involving, e.g., instruments and particular astrophysical observables).
Where appropriate, simple examples of models are given to improve clarity.
In Section 2.2 we describe two paradigms for EOS inference, and in comparing these
paradigms the thematic problem of Bayesian prior definition emerges as the crucial distinction.
We also consider principles for large-scale collaborative analyses as a scientific community
which are required to synergistically constrain the EOS. In Section 2.3 we review a number
of approaches to EOS inference presented in the literature, contextualising each with respect
to the general paradigms detailed in Section 2.2. We summarise in Section 2.4.

2.2
2.2.1

Bayesian inference of a parametrised equation of state
Executive summary

In this section we distinguish two paradigms for formulating a marginal joint posterior probability distribution on some space T orthogonally spanned by EOS parameters3 θ defined as
Bayesian random variables. Throughout, let the parameters θ be necessarily associated with
some functional form for the EOS, P = P(ε; θ), where P is the local comoving pressure and
ε the local comoving energy density.
First, in Section 2.2.2, we define the Interior-Prior paradigm for Bayesian inference: a
posterior probability distribution is defined as an update to a prior probability distribution on a
space of interior parameters (of a set of stars), and it is known on-the-fly (by definition) during
3We use bold font to denote both a set of abstract parameters, and a point in the associated parameter space. For
instance, θ ∈ T where T ⊂ R n , where the coordinates of point θ represent parameter values.
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posterior sampling which (exact or approximate) exterior spacetime solutions to the Einstein
field equations are permitted conditioned on the EOS model—those that match to (exact or
approximate) stable interior spacetime solutions. We define interior parameters as the joint
set of EOS parameters, central densities, and angular rotation frequencies. We discuss the
matching of interior and exterior solutions—and the ‘exterior’ parameters which control those
exterior solutions—in Section 2.2.2.2.
Second, in Section 2.2.3, we define the Exterior-Prior paradigm for Bayesian inference: an
intermediary posterior distribution of parameters controlling a set of analytic exterior spacetimes is transformed into a posterior distribution of parameters (as defined above) controlling
the source interiors (and thus the global spacetime solution). The intermediary distribution
is conditioned on some observational data set and may span, for instance, the joint space of
gravitational masses, coordinate equatorial radii, and angular rotation frequencies of a model
ensemble of stars (we give more detailed examples in Section 2.2.2.3). In this case it is not
known during sampling of the posterior on exterior parameters whether a particular exterior
spacetime is permitted conditioned on the EOS model—i.e., whether an exterior spacetime
matches to an interior solution—nor whether a particular ensemble of exterior spacetimes is
permitted conditioned on a shared EOS.

2.2.2

The Interior-Prior paradigm

In this section we define and discuss the Interior-Prior (IP) inference paradigm.
2.2.2.1

Definition

For a given EOS, (stress-isotropic) equilibrium solutions to the Einstein field equations form a
two-parameter family which can be naturally understood in terms of the central energy density
ρ and the coordinate rotation frequency Ω (Hartle & Thorne 1968; Berti & Stergioulas 2004).
These local properties, together with (a functional form for) the EOS, everywhere determine
the components of the source stress-energy tensor in general relativistic gravity via integration.
Exterior spacetime solutions are controlled by this pair of parameters, and these solutions enter
in parametrised sampling distributions (defined below) of observed radiation originating from
systems hosting NSs.
It is known that a continuous set of stable non-rotating interior solutions to the Einstein
field equations parametrised, solely by central energy density ρ for a fixed EOS θ, maps to
a unique curve M(R; θ), where M is the exterior Schwarzschild gravitational mass and R is
the circumferential stellar radius (see, e.g., Misner et al. 1973; Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983).
Lindblom (1992) describes an algorithm for numerically approximating the EOS given a
discrete set of Schwarzschild solutions. In practice however, the Lindblom (1992) approach
is not useful: there are fundamental problems to be addressed. As Lindblom (1992) notes,
such a non-parametric inversion algorithm is not pragmatic: there does not exist an effectively
infinite, observable set of stars which share an EOS. The accuracy of the resultant EOS given
scalar representations of the mass and radius of each static star cannot, therefore, be perfect.
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Moreover, because the approach is non-parametric and not statistical, one cannot define the
nature of the deviations of the derived EOS from reality.
From a Bayesian perspective (refer, e.g., to MacKay 2003; Robert 2007; Robert et al. 2009;
Hogg et al. 2010; Gelman & Shalizi 2012; Gelman et al. 2013, and references therein), the
exterior spacetime structure (e.g., the gravitational mass and circumferential radius) of a single
(assumedly static) star is fundamentally probabilistic4 because a data set acquired through
radiation detection is a vector drawn randomly from some joint probability distribution.
Stochastic processes are intrinsic to the physical system being observed (e.g., randomness in
a source radiation field, such as Poisson noise for a thermal field) and intrinsic to imperfect
radiation detection technologies (e.g., thermal noise). Further, one’s probabilistic knowledge
of the exterior spacetime structure is conditioned on a global model;5 there may exist however,
a space populated by such models, each with a finite associated prior probability. Moreover,
to a Bayesian, the model parameters themselves are random variables distributed according to
some joint prior probability distribution which is to be updated given some data set. Finally,
astrophysical stars rotate and thus a statistical inference framework is required which accounts
for rotation.
Hereafter we adopt a Bayesian perspective.6 The marginal joint posterior probability
distribution on the space of EOS parameters may be written via Bayes’ theorem as
∫
P (θ | D, M, I) ∝
P (D | θ, ρ, Ω, η, M) P (θ, ρ, Ω, α, η, β | M, I) dηd βdρdΩdα, (2.1)
|
{z
}|
{z
}
L(θ,ρ,Ω,η)

π(θ,ρ,Ω,α,η,β)

where: M is a global hierarchical generative model; ρ and Ω are respectively the central densities and coordinate (or asymptotic) angular rotation frequencies of stars belonging to some
model ensemble E; α and β both denote sets of parameters which control population-level
distributions of random variables (it is convention to identify such parameters as hyperparameters); α denotes a set of hyperparameters controlling the joint prior probability density
distribution of (ρ, Ω) for every star; η denotes a set of nuisance parameters whose joint
prior probability distribution is parametrised by the nuisance hyperparameters β; D denotes
some observational data set; and I denotes Bayesian prior information (a union of data sets)
conditioned on in preceding analyses to calculate the global joint (hyper)prior probability

4Probabilistic knowledge is mathematically represented by a probability distribution (a scalar mass function or
density field) operating on a parameter space.
5A global model is constituted by a generative model (a parametrised sampling distribution of some data set,
requiring parameters controlling both deterministic and stochastic processes which describe data generation) and
priors (including assumptions about parameter hierarchies).
6Generally without favouring objectivism or subjectivism. We more closely adopt the view of a generative model
as a set of assumptions defined by the union of the prior and the likelihood, and that a generative model is to be
rigorously tested via posterior predictive checking, and developed if there are grounds to falsify it.
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distribution π(θ, ρ, Ω, α, η, β) B P (θ, ρ, Ω, α, η, β | M, I) on (hyper)parameter space.7
We use the term model stars (or stars in a model ensemble) here to remind the reader
that we are considering objects which exist in some abstract model and are associated with
some set of model parameters. These mathematical NSs are assumed to be the real sources
of detected radiation (which constitutes D) on our celestial sphere.
From a Bayesian perspective, the parameters defined in a theory to model observations
of a system are random variables distributed according to some joint probability distribution.
Suppose we condition on observations of an ensemble of stars: fundamental physical theories
(such as general relativistic gravity) are invoked to model observational phenomena across
that ensemble, and therefore each star may be associated with random variables distributed
according to a population-level (or hierarchical) prior. Further, we may parametrise a prior
with hyperparameters (which may or may not be nuisances); the hyperparameters also require
a prior, termed a hyperprior. We may then attempt to learn a posteriori both the system parameters and population hyperparameters by sampling from a posterior on the (hyper)parameter
space. The (hyper)prior is a necessary model component, but can be somewhat subjective in
nature and a principal argument against Bayesianism (e.g., Robert 2007; Hogg et al. 2010).
Parametrising the prior distribution of interior conditions (e.g, central densities and rotation
frequencies): (i) has physical implications in terms of choosing a prior consistently for all
observed stars comprising the ensemble; and (ii) in principle increases prior robustness when
hyperparameters are marginalised over (e.g., Chapter 3 of Robert 2007). The model M is
hierarchical if one defines hyperparameters and their associated hyperprior distributions, not
because one imposes that the EOS is shared by all stars belonging to E.
To define the global model M, one requires a generative model which describes the
statistical properties of D (e.g., Hogg et al. 2010): abstractly, a generative model is any
parametrised (conditional) joint probability distribution (on the space of the data) from
which the set D (a vector) is assumed to be randomly drawn—i.e., a conditional sampling distribution. A conditional sampling distribution evaluated at D is the likelihood
L(θ, ρ, Ω, η) B P (D | θ, ρ, Ω, η, M); the likelihood function is a scalar field on parameter
space. Equation (2.1) thus represents an updated joint (hyper)prior probability distribution
on the space of all model parameters, given a parametrised generative model which defines a
distribution of probability (densities or masses or both) on the joint space of the data D.
7A notable difference between this work and Lackey & Wade (2015) is that we focus on defining a hierarchical
population-level EOS-conditional prior on the joint space central density and rotation frequency, where stability
conditions impose where the prior density falls to zero. Lackey & Wade (2015) however, define for subsets of
sources, non-hierarchical population-level priors on the joint space of binary component masses; these priors are not
conditional on the EOS and thus assign finite density to unstable solutions. In Section 2.3 we revisit the choice of
central density priors versus mass priors in the context of high-energy inference. Stars may be considered as belonging
to distinct sub-populations, however, with different physical formation channels and observational selection effects;
for example, we may distinguish between sub-populations in terms of the observational phenomena by which they
are detected and by which they are applied to EOS inference. To a Bayesian, sub-populations may each be associated
with a distinct joint parameter distribution, whereby the global (intrinsic and observed) population is represented
by a weighted mixture model. Here we merely note that when synergistically combining EOS constraints from the
gravitational wave and (high-energy) electromagnetic communities there also needs to be discussion on this aspect
of the prior model.
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The process of mapping the distribution of posterior probabilities P (θ | D, M, I) on
parameter space may be referred to as EOS parameter estimation.8 More generally, one
might describe the process as EOS inference, especially if there exists a discrete set of
EOS models which cannot be continuously related on a space. In Section 2.2.2.2 though
Section 2.2.2.4 we develop the notions introduced above. In Section A.2 we offer an example
of a model M; we recommend that the reader uses this appendix if the general definitions of
model properties adopted in main text are deemed insufficient. Section A.2 may be especially
useful for readers who model observations of high-energy electromagnetic radiation from
NSs.
2.2.2.2

Exterior spacetime solutions for modeling observed radiation

We now remark on a general requirement for construction of a model of observable (electromagnetic) radiation originating from the near-field vicinity of a NS. In order to model the
radiation incident on a detector, one is usually interested in a suitable analytic exterior spacetime solution which may be an approximate or exact solution to the Einstein field equations.
Given such a solution and an appropriate coordinate chart, one can compute (exact or approximate) null (and timelike) geodesics in vacuum9 and invoke a geometrical optics approximation
for atmospheric radiation transfer and propagation to a distant observer (see, e.g., Misner et al.
1973; Pechenick et al. 1983; Schneider et al. 1992; Miller & Lamb 1998; Beloborodov 2002;
Poutanen & Gierliński 2003; Bhattacharyya et al. 2005; Cadeau et al. 2005, 2007; Poutanen
& Beloborodov 2006; Morsink et al. 2007; Dexter & Agol 2009; Bauböck et al. 2012; Psaltis
& Özel 2014; Nättilä & Pihajoki 2018). Such a procedure is a critical component of any
model for (high-energy) electromagnetic radiation: it is required for parametrised calculation
of statistical properties of the incident radiation field (e.g., the spectral mean photon flux,
where the photon flux itself is stochastic).
Finding an analytic exterior solution and determining its suitability for a particular application, on the other hand, is a non-trivial problem. If one’s aim is to construct a generative
model using a parametrised exterior solution, one requires this solution to be realistic in the
sense that it should meaningfully match to an interior solution to the field equations given
local source properties (see, e.g., Berti & Stergioulas 2004). Otherwise, one cannot sensibly
transform parameters of an EOS model into exterior spacetime parameters for the purpose of
parameter estimation.
A posterior sampling process applied to Equation (2.1) does not in principle require an
analytic solution: numerical solutions to the exact field equations may be computed via 3+1
numerical relativity (using some open-source code library such as RNS, Stergioulas & Friedman 1995), and the relevant geodesics in turn computed from numerical data for components
of the exterior metric (see, e.g., Vincent et al. 2018, and references therein). In principle,
8Alternatively, one might choose to express this process in terms of EOS model comparison on a continuous
model space.
9Or in some ambient plasma (see, e.g., Rogers 2015, 2017).
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a numerical exterior solution can be decomposed via an approximate, truncated series expansion whose coefficients are multipole moments (Thorne 1980; Berti & Stergioulas 2004):
this can for example be achieved in principle via the Ryan (1995) extreme mass-ratio inspiral
approach to evaluation of the Geroch-Hansen moments (Hansen 1974) and thus, equivalently,
the Thorne (1980) ACMC moments (see Cardoso & Gualtieri 2016, and references therein).
A multipolar decomposition is not necessary if the model is not parametrised in terms of
global spacetime properties appearing in an exterior solution, but is instead parametrised in
terms of local source properties from which exact numerical solutions are computed. Any
parameter estimation analysis using numerical solutions to the exact field equations is likely
to be computationally prohibitive at present; fortunately, the exact field equations are certainly
not necessary to make progress on EOS inference given observations of rotating stars.
There do exist exact closed-form exterior solutions, such as the Manko et al. (2000) solution
which is the focus of Berti & Stergioulas (2004). As Berti & Stergioulas (2004) comment
however, the solution is not generally applicable because it does not continuously reduce to
the Schwarzschild solution in the limit of zero rotation, but to non-rotating solutions with
finite mass quadrupole moment due for instance to anisotropic source matter stresses. Whilst
Berti & Stergioulas (2004) show applicability of the solution to rapidly rotating numerical
spacetimes (those whose rotation-induced mass quadrupole moment exceeds the non-rotating
quadrupole moment of the solution of Manko et al. 2000), it is not useful for slowly-rotating
stars if one strictly conditions on stress-isotropic source matter, or one assigns finite a priori
support (on the space of interior parameters) to isotropy when defining the global model M.
The physical and mathematical details of multipolar decompositions in general relativity
are not fundamentally necessary to understand the arguments presented in this work; we only
require the following axiom. Given the local properties of a rotating source in equilibrium,
there exists some unique, discrete representation of the corresponding exact asymptoticallyflat stationary vacuum solution to the Einstein field equations, whose elements manifest in
asymptotic spatial series expansions of metric components.
Hartle (1967) derived an analytic exterior solution to the Einstein field equations using
a perturbative technique (see also Hartle & Thorne 1968). This solution is pragmatic for
the purpose of EOS inference, and we therefore discuss it in more detail. Hartle (1967)
imposes axisymmetric spatial expansions of the metric components at second-order in (a
small dimensionless) rotation frequency and then integrates the resulting ordinary first-order
linear differential system of perturbation equations given a central density ρ and an angular
rotation frequency Ω.10 The exterior solution is found in terms of the non-zero rotational
metric and surface deformations up to quadrupole order, and is exact at this order, whilst all
higher deformations vanish; the solution is thus equivalent to a truncation of the exact exterior
solution for an isolated star rotating slowly. The exterior parameters are: the rotationally
10Strictly, the perturbative field equations are integrated in practice by specifying an arbitrary initial condition at
the centre of the star for the difference between the local rate of rotation of inertial frames, ω, and the angular rotation
frequency, Ω. Only at the surface is the value of Ω calculated via matching to the analytic form of the exterior
solution. The differential equations for the perturbations are linear and thus straightforwardly scalable with respect
to powers of Ω for a fixed central density and EOS. For details refer to Hartle (1967) and Hartle & Thorne (1968).
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perturbed gravitational mass (monopole moment) M; the rotationally perturbed coordinate
equatorial radius Req (of the stellar surface, where the pressure of source matter is effectively
zero); the rotational angular momentum11 (or mass-current dipole moment) J; the mass
quadrupole moment Q, a second-order rotational moment; and the boundary coordinate
ellipticity e. Imposing regularity of a numerical interior solution at the centre of the star, and
matching at the surface to an analytic exterior solution which is asymptotically flat, yields
values for the exterior spacetime parameters provided the interior solution is stable (Hartle
1967; Yagi & Yunes 2013, 2017b).
The parameters M, Req , J, Q, and e may be sufficient to describe the exterior spacetimes of
stable rotating stars: higher-order rotational metric deformations decay increasingly rapidly
with the radial coordinate of the exterior field point, and although the deformation of the
boundary (of the source matter distribution) scales in magnitude with the angular rotational
frequency Ω, typical astrophysical stars are observed to rotate sufficiently slowly for higherorder spacetime structure to be neglected. That is, for a star with a given EOS and central
energy-density, there exists an approximate limiting (Keplerian) frequency Ω2 ∼ GM/3R3
(where M and R are respectively the Schwarzschild gravitational mass and circumferential
radius of a non-rotating star with the same central density) which delimits the domain of
stability (see, e.g., Haensel et al. 2009); the slow-rotation regime is defined by non-relativistic
(RΩ  c) rotation of source matter below this limit (Hartle 1967). Perturbative solutions
become less accurate at second-order if rotation is rapid (those which do not rotate slowly,
Hartle 1967) because third-order metric structure is non-negligible.
One can construct a generative model explicitly in terms of local source properties. Integration of the interior solution to the perturbation equations is relatively inexpensive because
the equations form a coupled ordinary first-order linear system (Hartle 1967). Although
numerical integration of the interior perturbation equations is fast, we are ultimately interested in calculating properties of a radiation field incident on a telescope so as to evaluate
a likelihood function (Section 2.2.2.1). A matched stable analytic exterior solution permits
faster geodesic computation than do numerical exterior solutions because computation of the
affine connection requires numerical post-processing of metric data (as in, e.g., Vincent et al.
2011, 2012). Moreover, an approximate slow-rotation symmetry can be utilized (see Nättilä
& Pihajoki 2018, and references therein), which is useful because (CPU-bound) null geodesic
computation is expensive for non-Kerr spacetimes due to the coupled system of ordinary
non-linear second-order differential geodesic equations (see, e.g., Dexter & Agol 2009; Chan
et al. 2013).
The validity of truncation at low-order in rotation frequency (Hartle 1967; Hartle & Thorne
1968) will in general depend on: (i) how informative a given data set is; and (ii) whether any
statistical exterior-parameter bias which arises from neglecting higher-order rotational effects
is negligible relative to biases incurred by other modeling inaccuracies. It is plausible that
modeling inaccuracies (other than rotational truncation) will dominate the statistical effects
11In terms of which a moment of inertia I can be defined (see, e.g., Hartle 1967).
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of conditioning on the slow-rotation approximation for many realistic systems, albeit such
a statement will always require explicit proof in practice. As an example, Vincent et al.
(2018, and references therein) discuss the importance of at least invoking the slow-rotation
approximation, but also the importance of modeling X-ray observations of bursting sources
with numerical, directional atmospheres (which are weakly sensitive to surface effective
gravity); beyond this, however, inaccuracies are inherent to, e.g., the modeling of radiation
from the near-vicinities of such sources, and in the phase-folded modeling of the dynamic
surface radiation fields (see, e.g., the reviews of Watts et al. 2016; Miller & Lamb 2016; Özel
& Freire 2016).
2.2.2.3

Practical interior-exterior parameter mappings

Let us first define a vector12 of random variables y = (θ, ρ, Ω) such that y ∈ Y , where
Y ⊂ Rn+2s , n is the number of EOS parameters θ ∈ T, and T ⊂ Rn . The points ρ and Ω exist
in s-dimensional subspaces of Rn+2s (where s is the cardinality of the ensemble E, i.e., the
number of stars).
Now let us define a parameter vector x ∈ X, where X ⊂ Rd , as values assumed by a set (or
ensemble) of exterior spacetime parameters (the number of exterior parameters is thus d ∈ N).
The exterior parameters of each star form a subset of the set P introduced in Section 2.1:
axisymmetric rotating exterior spacetime solutions to the Einstein field equations for NSs
do not in general exhibit closed forms, but can be decomposed into a unique (countably
infinite) set of (scalar) multipole moments. The action of solving (approximations to) the
field equations—via numerical methods—given a model EOS shared by all stars belonging
a model ensemble E, manifests as a map y 7→ x requiring a matching procedure between
interior and exterior spacetime solutions. Let us define this map as f : Y → X, y 7→ x;
further, let us identify Y as the domain (of f ), and X the image (of Y under f ) which is equal
by definition to the codomain for map f . If point x exists in the (general relativistic) image
of Y under f , it can be said to represent an ensemble of stable (rotating) solutions to the field
equations conditioned on the shared model EOS.
In theory, unconstrained by both stochasticism in an incident radiation field and technological limitations (both in terms of compute resources and radiation detection systems), we
could define X ⊂ R∞ for the purpose of generative modeling.13 We should loosely appreciate
that (without imposing a spherically symmetric and thus closed-form solution) the image of
a point y ∈ Rn+2 —where n is finite—can exist in an infinite-dimensional codomain (representing a non-closed-form solution). This is because the map itself contains information in
the form of a continuum of pairs of thermodynamic state variables which are integrated over,
and the n parameters of the functional form are a (finite) set of scalars which control this
set of pairs. In other words, for some finite degree of rotation, f (y) can—depending on the
method of integration—generate a countably infinite tuple of scalars. Provided that the map
12Or, interchangeably, a point in a space of parameters defined as random variables.
13That is, all elements of X are ordered countably infinite tuples, but each coordinate is restricted to a compact
subdomain of R, and a tuple of coordinates is a point in R∞ .
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y 7→ x is invertible, then for some fixed EOS θ and rotation frequency Ω, the central density
ρ parametrises a continuous one-dimensional set of points in R∞ ; moreover, ρ and Ω can be
said to parametrise a 2-surface of unique14 rotating single-star solutions in R∞ for some fixed
EOS (see, e.g., Hartle & Thorne 1968; Berti & Stergioulas 2004). We then have n degrees
of freedom in the space of EOS functions, meaning that an (n + 2)-dimensional surface is
generated in R∞ .15
We now consider two practical interior-exterior mappings: (i) a model ensemble E B R
of slowly-rotating spacetimes (Hartle 1967) such that y = (θ, ρ, Ω) and the perturbative
solutions to x = f (y) are points x = (M, Req, J, Q, e); and (ii) a model ensemble E B S of
static spacetimes such that y = (θ, ρ) and the solutions to x = f (y) are points x = (M, R).
We note that the second case is the Ω = 0 limit of the first case (at least for stress-isotropic
source matter) because the rotational perturbations to the gravitational mass and surface vanish
(e → 0, Req → R), and the first- and second-order multipole moments (metric perturbations)
vanish (J, Q → 0).
The fundamental reason to model observations of multiple stars for EOS inference is that
messenger radiation may encode insufficient mineable information on the deterministic signature of rotational metric and surface deformations (e.g., the angular momentum, the mass
quadrupole, and the surface ellipticity) of an exterior solution away from spherical symmetry.
Parametrised sampling distributions on the space of data (see Section 2.2.2.1 for definitions)
are often sensitive to nuisance parameters but relatively insensitive to exterior spacetime
structure. That is, the likelihood function on a (sub)space of exterior parameters may only
be weakly informative due to stochasticism (in the incident radiation field incident and in
the detection process itself), and said stochasticism may primarily be controlled by nuisance
parameters, not exterior spacetime parameters. Even signatures of zeroth-order parameters
(such as the rotationally unperturbed gravitational mass and circumferential radius) on observables can be dominated by stochasticism if observations are not sufficiently informative,
which can be the case if, e.g., a submodel with high predictive complexity is invoked in order
to treat nuisance systematics.
Further, rotating exterior spacetime solutions have also been proven to exhibit approximate
universal behaviours (Morsink et al. 2007; Yagi & Yunes 2013; Bauböck et al. 2013a; Stein
et al. 2014; Yagi et al. 2014; AlGendy & Morsink 2014; Yagi & Yunes 2017a,b). Universalities

14Although not necessary, we here used the axiom from Section 2.2.2.2 regarding the uniqueness of rotating
exterior spacetime solutions given local interior source matter properties (an EOS function) and conditions (central
density and rotation frequency). We also required that the image in the EOS function-space of any point θ ∈ T is not
the image of any other point in T ⊂ R n , such that the mapping between EOS parameter space and function space is
invertible. These conditions can be trivially relaxed in the IP-paradigm, but are critically relevant to the EP-paradigm
(as discussed in Section 2.2.3 and Section A.1).
15The field-equation mapping is here considered continuous in the sense that an open neighbourhood of a point
in R n+2 is a subset of an open neighbourhood U of the image of that point in R∞ , where U is restricted to the
(n + 2)-dimensional surface (of stable and unstable solutions) embedded in R∞ .
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are emergent from approximate interior symmetries (Yagi et al. 2014); for isolated16 rotating
stars these symmetries manifest in part as approximate relations for the rotational metric
(e.g., the J and Q multipole moments) and surface deformations (e.g., the surface boundary
ellipticity, e) parametrised in terms of the (rotationally perturbed) gravitational mass M,
the coordinate equatorial radius Req , and the coordinate angular rotation frequency Ω (e.g.,
AlGendy & Morsink 2014). Whilst the EOS controls the continuous sequence(s) of stable
(M, Req )-pairs for some Ω, the aforementioned authors have demonstrated that in the slowrotation regime (and beyond, Yagi & Yunes 2013), and within certain families of EOS, the
rotational metric and surface deformations of a stationary spacetime solution are only weakly
sensitive to the EOS beyond dependence on Ω and relation to both M and Req . Thus if we
are to statistically distinguish—conditioned on observations of a single star—between multiparameter EOSs whose exterior solutions are (for certain densities and rotation frequencies)
degenerate with respect to M and Req (see Section A.1 for a related discussion), and which
exhibit approximately universal metric and surface deformations (e.g., J, Q, and e), the
likelihood function would need to be highly sensitive to higher-order variations of the exterior
spacetime. For single-parameter EOS models, if the single-star rotation frequency also enters
in a likelihood function independently of controlling M and Req , and is tightly constrained,
degeneracy between interior parameters is effectively broken.
Computational limitations (e.g., likelihood evaluation speed in general determines the
timescale on which samplers converge to a posterior distribution with appropriate properties
for application of that sampling algorithm) and theoretical limitations (e.g., in terms of
models for phenomena on the star or in its near vicinity which affect the statistical properties
of the incident radiation field) support the notion that it may be impractical for us apply
rotational metric deformations of analytical exterior spacetime solutions away from spherical
symmetry. Nevertheless, we opine that if likelihood functions are somewhat sensitive to
rotational truncation—i.e., sensitive to whether or not rotational metric perturbations of
some order are neglected—but are insensitive to small variations in those deformations (as
required to statistically distinguish between EOS which exhibit almost universal deformations),
a (marginal) posterior distribution of interior parameters may be biased under rotational
spacetime truncation.
The outermost source matter (the crust, exterior to which the ocean and atmosphere
exist) exhibits the greatest susceptibility to rotational deformation, but the matter in the socalled outer-core dominates rotational metric deformation of the exterior solution away from
spherical symmetry (Yagi et al. 2014). If a given likelihood function is far more sensitive to
inclusion of a rotationally deformed surface than to exterior rotational metric perturbations,
it is pragmatic to include surface deformation but neglect the metric perturbations (Morsink
et al. 2007), especially if likelihood evaluation is slow when ` > 0 metric perturbations are
16There exist other approximate universalities, such as the universal behaviour of the tidal Love number, a
deformation parameter relevant to binary inspiral when extended-source effects become important (Yagi & Yunes
2017a), but before the source matter experiences appreciable tidal heating. For isolated NSs and those in binaries
with companion stars whose gravitational fields are by definition weak, tidal deformation will be entirely negligible.
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included. Therefore, in pursuit of pragmatism, let us consider a truncation to the first case
stated above (for details on terminology refer to Hartle 1967): neglect rotational ` = 1 and
` = 2 metric perturbations (multipole moments J and Q respectively), but feed rotational
` = 0 metric perturbations (to M) and ` = 2 surface deformations (Req and e) to some
(null) geodesic calculator (given an appropriate coordinate transformation if required). In
other words, embed a rotationally deformed 2-surface in a spherically symmetric ambient
spacetime (Morsink et al. 2007).17 The exterior solutions are thus reduced to dependence
on x = (M, Req, e). To be clear, it is necessary to define truncation for both the metric
and the surface in terms of the highest rotational order Ωr , and the highest multipolar order,
` ≤ r, where for the metric ` ∈ N but for the surface only {` = 2k : k ∈ N} do not vanish.
Immediately above, the truncation of the metric is (r, `) = (2, 0), whilst the surface truncation
is the usual slow-rotation (r, `) = (2, 2).
The rotation frequencies18 Ω may also be defined as exterior parameters—i.e., as a subset
of the parameters x. The rotation frequency of a star (e.g., a pulsar) may be statistically
inferred from (electromagnetic) time-domain information: a mode of periodicity in a signal
may be identified as (or related to) the rotation frequency, given some model for frequency
modulation due to orbital dynamics of both star and detector. In this case the exterior solutions
could be considered to depend on x = (Ω, M, Req, e), where each rotation frequency is also
required compute the metric and surface given an EOS and central density.
In summary, detailed modeling of the exterior spacetime of a single rotating star will not in
general yield high statistical constraining power on higher-order spacetime structure (and thus
on interior parameters). Instead it is practical to: (i) solve the field equations perturbatively to
reduce the computational load; and (ii) define x as a union—over the ensemble—of parameters
appearing in the perturbative exterior solutions, where for each star the solution is truncated
(with respect to rotational metric and surface deformations). The degree of truncation need
not be identical for all stars nor be identical for all submodels invoked to describe (assumedly)
independent observations of a given star.
We now briefly consider modeling an ensemble S of static spacetimes as a limiting case of
the model ensemble of rotating spacetimes described above. In reality, all stars should exhibit
some finite degree of rotation: if all observed stars are sufficiently slowly rotating, however,
we may choose to define the map f in the limit that the stars are static—i.e., Ω B 0, so
all rotational metric and surface deformations identically vanish and spacetime is spherically
symmetric (if the local comoving source stresses are everywhere isotropic).19 The (exact)
exterior solutions are Schwarzschild solutions, parametrised by M, the gravitational mass,
and R, the coordinate radius of the spherical 2-surface; it follows that for a model ensemble
of s exterior solutions, d = 2s.
17Note that the coordinate rotation frequencies hold the same asymptotic meaning for static and asymptotically
flat stationary spacetime solutions.
18The local coordinate rotation frequency—expressed with respect to a global spacetime foliation adapted to
stationarity and axisymmetry—of source matter is assumed to be everywhere uniform.
19For static sources, the field equations—together with the continuity constraint—are the Tolman-OppenheimerVolkoff equations (Tolman 1939; Oppenheimer & Volkoff 1939).
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We refer to the formulation of the posterior distribution given by Equation (2.1) as the
Interior-Prior paradigm because posterior estimation of the parameters of an EOS model is
direct: for an ensemble of model stars, one only assigns a finite prior probability density to sets
of interior solutions which are stable and permitted by a shared EOS, and exterior solutions are
then matched to numerical interior solutions on-the-fly as y 7→ x during posterior sampling.
Crucially, there is no definition of probability on the joint space of all exterior spacetime
parameters appearing in those analytic exterior solutions. Alternatively, one can consider
writing a generative model explicitly in terms of exterior parameters which are free Bayesian
random variables, and are thus distributed a priori according to some probability density
distribution defined on the Rd space, and are to be sampled (Section 2.2.3).
2.2.2.4

Posterior tractability

Equation of state parameter estimation requires detection of (electromagnetic) radiation emitted by an ensemble of stars and the coordinated effort of an ensemble of scientists. The data D
and the model M in Equation (2.1) are general and can assume complicated forms. Naturally,
it is desirable for evaluation of the posterior P (θ | D, M, I) to be parallelisable in terms of the
application of both cognitive resources (scientists constructing models of observable reality)
and compute resources.
Let us define an enumerator 1 ∈ N>0 which will distinguish independent data subsets to be
Ð
analysed by distinct research groups: D B 1 D1 . Typically, a generative submodel will be
conditioned on to describe the statistical properties of each D1 ; a submodel is a parametrised
joint probability distribution from which a subset D1 (a vector) is assumed to be randomly
drawn, together with a (hyper)prior. Submodels share the parameters θ and hyperparameters
α, and in general can also share parameters in (ρ, Ω), nuisance parameters in η, and nuisance
hyperparameters in β. For instance, the nuisance parameter subsets η 1 and η 1+1 may have a
common subset of nuisance parameters.
The likelihood L(θ, ρ, Ω, η) appearing in Equation (2.1) is fundamentally separable with
respect to observations of stars assumed to be independent; moreover, the likelihood is
separable with respect to the data subsets D1 . The nuisance parameters η are formed from
a union over the discrete set of submodels defined under M. Equation (2.1) may then be
rewritten as
P (θ | D, M, I) ∝

∫

P (θ, ρ, Ω, α, β | M, I) P (η | θ, ρ, Ω, β, M, I)
|
{z
}|
{z
}
π(θ,ρ,Ω,α,β)

π(η | θ,ρ,Ω,β)

Ö
1




P D1 | θ, ρ 1, Ω1, η 1, M dηd βdρdΩdα,
|
{z
}

(2.2)

L1 (θ,ρ 1,Ω1,η 1 )

with the ansatz that the nuisance prior can be straightforwardly written as a conditional
prior. The parameters (ρ 1, Ω1 ) are a subset of (ρ, Ω): if each data subset D1 derives from
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observations of a single star in the model ensemble E, then (ρ 1, Ω1 ) = (ρi, Ωi ), where
i ∈ N>0, i ≤ s enumerates stars.
The (hyper)prior is defined on the joint space of: the parameters θ, ρ, and Ω describing
local conditions; the nuisance parameters, η; and the hyperparameters, α and β. Consider a
global model in which the nuisance parameters η 1 are defined as unshared between groups.
Hyperparameters may be shared between the subsets β 1 if, e.g., those groups handle instances
of the same underlying nuisance parameter in a physical theory. We may then write
P (θ | D, M, I) ∝

∫

P (θ, ρ, Ω, α, β | M, I)
|
{z
}

Ö∫
1

π(θ,ρ,Ω,α,β)



P D1 | θ, ρ 1, Ω1, η 1, M
|
{z
}
L1 (θ,ρ 1,Ω1,η 1 )




P η 1 | θ, ρ 1, Ω1, β 1, M, I dη 1 d βdρdΩdα.
|
{z
}

(2.3)

π(η 1 | θ,ρ 1,Ω1,β 1 )

Each integral factor in the product over 1 has an integrand consisting of the product of a
likelihood L1 (θ, ρ 1, Ω1, η 1 ) and a prior π(η 1 | θ, ρ 1, Ω1, β 1 ). To ensure clarity, the global
likelihood function in Equation (2.1) is given by
Ö
L(θ, ρ, Ω, η) =
L1 (θ, ρ 1, Ω1, η 1 ),
(2.4)
1

and the global (hyper)prior is given by
Ö
π(θ, ρ, Ω, α, η, β) = π(θ, ρ, Ω, α, β)
π(η 1 | θ, ρ 1, Ω1, β 1 ).

(2.5)

1

The (hyper)prior may further be written as
P (θ | D, M, I) ∝

∫

s
Ö
P (θ, α, β | M, I)
P (ρi, Ωi | α, θ, M, I)
|
{z
} i=1 |
{z
}
π(θ,α,β)

π(ρi ,Ωi | α,θ)

Ö
1




P D1 | θ, ρ 1, Ω1, β 1, M d βdρdΩdα.
|
{z
}

(2.6)

L1 (θ,ρ1,Ω1 )

The conditional argument θ in each of the prior factors P (ρi, Ωi | α, θ, M, I) is required
because there exist physical bounds on the joint space of (ρ, Ω) beyond which solutions to
the Einstein field equations are unstable for a given EOS (e.g, Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983,
sections 6.8 and 6.9). Moreover, we have assumed that the prior is separable with respect
to the subsets of nuisance parameters η 1 , and that those nuisance parameters have been
marginalised over by each respective group—cf. Equation (2.3). The subset (enumerated by
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1) of hyperparameters β 1 is associated with the subset of nuisance parameters η 1 appearing
in the generative submodel applied by the 1th group.
In general however, it is pragmatic for a given group—who are, e.g., experts in modeling
a particular observational phenomenon—to analyse data from multiple stars. In this case
distinct groups—e.g., the 1th and (1 + 1)th groups—may both analyse data from the i th
star, where the subset D1,i ⊆ D1 and the subset D1+1,i ⊆ D1+1 are independent. Consider,
therefore, a scenario in which some nuisance parameters are defined as shared between
groups. For instance, suppose groups 1 and (1 + 1) both analyse data from a given star
and there are thus nuisance parameters on which the sampling distributions of D1 and D1+1
depend; alternatively, nuisance parameters may be associated with a particular instrument for
the handling of systematic effects in the acquisition of both D1 and D1+1 . In this case the
prior distribution of the nuisance parameters cannot be written as a product over 1 (because
otherwise priors would be raised to some integer power greater than unity). On the other
hand, we may write
P (θ | D, M, I) ∝

∫

s
Ö

P (θ, ρ, Ω, α, β | M, I)
P η i | θ, ρ i, Ωi, β i, M, I
|
{z
} i=1 |
{z
}
π(θ,ρ,Ω,α,β)

π(η i | θ,ρ i ,Ωi ,β i )

Ö
1




P D1 | θ, ρ 1, Ω1, η 1, M dηd βdρdΩdα
|
{z
}

(2.7)

L1 (θ,ρ 1,Ω1,η 1 )

if subsets η i are defined as unshared between stars of the ensemble. Note that nuisance
hyperparameters may be shared between the subsets β i .
A fundamental remark to be made is that from a Bayesian perspective, a posterior (on
some space of parameters or, equivalently, models) is defined by updating our prior knowledge conditioned on observations of reality. It is therefore natural in a Bayesian framework
to distribute workload amongst independent groups via a series of posterior updates. We
proceed to formulate such a procedure mathematically, and we illustrate it in Figure 2.1. We
should note that the organisation of the procedure is arbitrary: in principle a single research
group could perform EOS parameter estimation. In practice however, the most stringent statistical constraints will be synergistic, derived from a diverse set of observational phenomena
and thus the contributions of a diverse set of research groups. Further, constraining power
increases if groups globally self-organise so as to minimise marginalisation operations when
(hyper)parameters are shared. Such self-organisation includes: consensus agreement on fundamental aspects of the global model (to ensure self-consistency); the distribution of data
amongst groups; the ordering of groups in the posterior updating chain to optimise communication with respect to (hyper)parameter sharing (groups can perform multiple disjoint updates
if appropriate); and consensus agreement on both approximate approaches to solving the field
equations, and on approximations to the posteriors transferred between groups. We note that
such a collaboration is clearly going to be involved, and likely requires various sources of
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funding. Moreover, the underlying notion is that if synergy is to be close to maximised,
communication between groups may need to be more sophisticated than as is naturally the
case when communication is predominantly through the literature. Thus, such a collaboration
is tailored towards collective publishing (of a series of articles) once a global analysis has
been completed by all participating groups, although this is not necessary.
A second remark is that in order to obtain values for exterior spacetime parameters
which appear in submodels (see Section 2.2.2.2), every group may numerically integrate
(approximations to) the field equations in order to match exterior solutions to interior solutions.
Groups are in principle free to apply different approximations to obtain their exterior solutions,
provided each approximation is well-defined in the global model M and can thus be clearly
and explicitly conditioned on by consensus. Moreover, each approximation needs to generate
exterior solutions which are sufficiently detailed to contribute to the global constraining power
conditional on D1 (e.g., solutions which are at least dependent on the lowest order exterior
metric parameter together with the lowest order surface boundary parameter); otherwise
careful justification for the use of that approximation in EOS parameter estimation is required
(e.g., for constraining hyperparameters).
Coordinating the efforts of a set of research groups and collaborations is challenging;
alas it is arguably necessary if we are to derive rigorous statistical constraints as a scientific
community. A leading example of synergistic applied statistics is the field of precision
cosmology (see, e.g., Jones 2017, for a recent review): cosmologists profoundly share a
single universe—a universe that observably manifests via numerous large-scale phenomena
which encode partially orthogonal information. Inference efforts are thus most powerful in
collaboration as a scientific community, given some canonical set of underlying cosmologies,
one of which is the well-known ΛCDM parametrisation. Parallels to the field of astrophysical
dense matter study are clear: whilst the focus is on small (strong force) scales, it is plausible
that the fundamental particles in our Universe are shared by all NSs. This assumption, together
with our empirical knowledge of the rich array of observable NS phenomena, lends credence
to the notion of collaboratively applying statistics to dense matter EOS study, given some
canonical set of underlying EOS models. If such an approach is not realised, constraining
power will not be maximal because potential synergy is not realized.
It is important to note that at each stage in the chain illustrated in Figure 2.1, the output
is an (approximation to the) joint posterior distribution of EOS parameters and other model
(hyper)parameters; typically the output will assume the form of a set of (approximately)
independent and identically drawn posterior samples. It follows that the output at each stage
can be straightforwardly post-processed to obtain a marginal joint posterior distribution of
the EOS parameters alone. Further, each group can archive a snapshot of the posterior
evaluation process which can be reverted to and updated if the consensus agreement is that
the subsequent analysis should be reiterated or modified in some manner—effectively a form
of version control.
A fundamentally important facet of such a coordinated analysis is open-sourcing. The
following should be made available to all groups during the analysis, and, arguably, made
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publicly available upon publication: detailed generative model documentation, including nuisance (hyper)prior and marginalisation choices; likelihood function codes (implicit in which
is execution of the interior-exterior parameter mapping for a subset of stars); the applied sampling algorithm and implementation if not already publicly available; and posterior samples
(e.g., entire Markov chains or nested samples and their approximate weights). Note that these
samples may also be from an integrable (e.g., bounded) likelihood function depending on
the collaborative analysis structure (see Section 2.2.2.4). Furthermore, there already exist a
diverse set of open-source sampling implementations in various languages which have community support, and are more appropriate for certain problems than others. The following
is a clearly non-exhaustive list of examples of open-source software packages which allow
generic likelihood specification and are used in astrophysics and cosmology: Feroz et al.
(2009); Graff et al. (2012); Foreman-Mackey et al. (2013); Handley et al. (2015); Brewer &
Foreman-Mackey (2016); Salvatier et al. (2016).20 It is even advisable for realistic problems
to apply at least two distinct algorithms (via their open-source implementations) in order to
robustly learn about likelihood function structure and thus make accurate numerical inferences
conditioned on a given model (e.g., Veitch et al. 2015).
Let us consider Equation (2.3) from the perspective of the first group to update a prior in
the analysis chain suggested above:
P (θ | D1, M, I1 ) ∝

∫


P (θ, ρ 1, Ω1, α, β 1 | M, I1 ) P η 1 | θ, ρ 1, Ω1, β 1, M, I1
|
{z
}|
{z
}
π(θ,ρ 1,Ω1,α,β 1 )

π(η 1 | θ,ρ 1,Ω1,β 1 )


P D1 | θ, ρ 1, Ω1, η 1, M dη 1 d β 1 dρ 1 dΩ1 dα,
|
{z
}

(2.8)

L1 (θ,ρ 1,Ω1,η 1 )

where I1 may or may not be the empty set; if it is not the empty set, it is constituted by
independent data sets. In Figure 2.1 we illustrate the general procedure whereby nuisance
parameter and nuisance hyperparameter sharing is implicit. The simplest case to consider
here is that in which none of (ρ 1, Ω1, η 1, β 1 ) are shared with any other group 1 > 1, and can
thus be marginalised over by group 1 = 1 to yield a (hyper)prior for group 1 = 2:
P (θ | D2, M, I2 ) ∝

∫


P (θ, ρ 2, Ω2, α, β 2 | M, I2 ) P η 2 | θ, ρ 2, Ω2, β 2, M, I20
|
{z
}|
{z
}
π(θ,ρ 2,Ω2,α,β 2 )

π(η 2 | θ,ρ 2,Ω2,β 2 )


P D2 | θ, ρ 2, Ω2, η 2, M dη 2 d β 2 dρ 2 dΩ2 dα,
|
{z
}

(2.9)

L2 (θ,ρ 2,Ω2,η 2 )

20Some well-known and powerful projects such as Carpenter et al. (2017) require that models be specified in a
more restrictive language and are thus not as generally applicable to EOS inference where the likelihood is of a
complicated numerical nature.
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Figure 2.1: Sequential EOS parameter estimation procedure. Cognitive workload (e.g., constructing the global
model and associated likelihood evaluation algorithms) is distributed amongst research groups in a quasi-parallel
manner (whilst requiring global self-consistency of the model M), whilst computational posterior sampling is
distributed amongst their respective compute resources in an arbitrary sequential manner.

where the (hyper)prior


P (θ, ρ 2, Ω2, α, β 2 | M, I2 ) B P (θ, α | D1, M, I1 ) P ρ 2, Ω2, β 2 | θ, α, M, I20 ,

(2.10)

and I2 B D1 ∪ I1 ∪ I20 , where I20 represents any prior information (independent data
sets) that satisfies I20 ∩ (D1 ∪ I1 ) = ∅. To be clear, note that the conditional probability P (θ, α | D1, M, I1 ) is the posterior given by Equation (2.8), if group 1 = 1 does not
marginalise over the hyperparameters α.
Provided that none of (ρ 1, Ω1, η 1, β 1 ) are shared with any other group contributing to the
analysis chain, it should be apparent that the above process is iterative and that for 1 = 1 . . . h
groups, the final marginal posterior distribution of the EOS parameters is given by
P (θ | Dh, M, Ih ) ∝
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∫



P θ, α | M, Ih \Ih0 P ρ h, Ωh, η h, β h | θ, α, M, Ih0

P Dh | θ, ρ h, Ωh, η h, M dη h d β h dρ h dΩh dα,

(2.11)
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where Ih B (D1 ∪ . . . ∪ Dh−1 ) ∪ I1 ∪ I20 ∪ . . . ∪ Ih0 and Ih \Ih0 denotes the set difference.
If we recursively express (hyper)priors P (θ, α | M, . . .) as marginal posteriors, we naturally
recover Equation (2.3).
We now discuss communication between groups. Each group would communicate either: (i) approximately independent and identically drawn posterior samples (weighted or
unweighted depending on the sampling algorithm); (ii) samples smoothed on a joint space
using, e.g., Kernel Density Estimation; (iii) or some accurate analytical approximation to a
posterior. Whilst the latter may be desirable, it nevertheless requires mapping of the posterior
using some robust sampling algorithm and implementation, and the tractability of such a task
depends on dimensionality and structural complexity (e.g., multi-modality and non-linear
degeneracies, which require many distributional moments to accurately represent). A sophisticated nested sampling algorithm and implementation such as that offered by the open-source
software PolyChord (Handley et al. 2015) could be applied by groups where appropriate
(this software is also discussed in Section 2.2.4, but is just one example).
If (hyper)parameters other than θ and α are shared between groups (e.g., multiple groups
analyse distinct observational phenomena from a given star) it is optimal if those shared
parameters are not marginalised over during communication between groups—such operations would discard statistical information. On the other hand, the greater the number of
(hyper)parameters that are shared and not marginalised over, the more difficult the problem
of organising the global analysis. Such organisation includes: (i) the definition of the subsets
D1 ; and (ii) the ordering of groups in the analysis chain in order to both minimise the total
quantity of communicated numerical (posterior) data and minimise the number of parameter
dimensions that need to be handled by each group.
A discussion on posterior tractability requires us to remark on parallelisation of EOS parameter estimation with respect to independent groups and their respective compute resources.
Ultimately, each group considers a submodel describing their respective data subset Dg ; parameter estimation is thus at least partially parallelisable with respect to cognitive resources,
however communication between groups is necessary to ensure global self-consistency of the
model M. However, if a subset of model (hyper)parameters are shared between groups, computational parallelisation of posterior evaluation is not possible because the process must be
serialised in a manner akin to above. Whilst the configuration of groups (and thus submodels
applied to data subsets) can in principle be modified to eliminate parameter sharing, and
whilst we can omit hyperparameters from the global model M, parallelisation of posterior
evaluation over groups cannot be achieved because of the fundamental model assumption that
the EOS parameters are shared by all stars and thus all groups.
The scope for computational parallelisation is limited to likelihood acceleration: groups
consider likelihoods L1 (θ, ρ 1, Ω1, η 1 ) which can in principle be mapped simultaneously in
order to construct approximate representations which are faster to evaluate during posterior
sampling; examples include training unsupervised neural networks (for demonstration and
open-source software see SkyNet, Graff et al. 2012, 2014), and, if appropriate, cruder analyt-
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ical representations (e.g., MacKay 2003; Robert et al. 2009; Azevedo-Filho & Shachter 2013;
Lackey & Wade 2015, and references therein) or (regular) discrete numerical representations
on a mesh for the purpose of multi-dimensional interpolation.21 Moreover, unshared nuisance (hyper)parameters can be marginalised over numerically or analytically (e.g., Taylor &
Kitching 2010) during likelihood acceleration. It follows that the sequential posterior updates
can in principle be globally accelerated if groups each accelerate their likelihood evaluation
procedure whilst (posterior) communications are pending.
An alternative structure for the global analysis would be for each group to simultaneously
generate an approximate representation of a likelihood function marginalised over groupspecific nuisance (hyper)parameters, either on a space of interior parameters (necessarily
including the shared EOS parameters) or on a space of exterior parameters. Each of these
likelihoods would be communicated to a single (“synthesis”) group who would apply the joint
(hyper)prior distribution of the EOS parameters, all central densities, all rotation frequencies,
the (interior) hyperparameters, and any nuisance (hyper)parameters shared between groups.
The “synthesis” group would then sample from the posterior defined by the product of the
likelihoods and the (hyper)prior.
If the 1th group supplies a likelihood function on a space of exterior parameters, the
“synthesis” group needs to be able to exhaustively evaluate that function at every image x ∈ X
under a map f : Y → X, y 7→ x (see Section 2.2.2.3), where the domain Y by definition
consists only of points y with finite prior density (and thus points which generate only stable
spacetime solutions, one per star). Instructions would need to be supplied by the 1th group
specifying the field equations to integrate (e.g., static or with low-order rotational perturbations) and the interior condition parameters required—i.e., central densities and rotation
frequencies of stars—in order to match to analytic exterior solutions used to define the likelihood function. There are two notable advantages of supplying likelihood functions on spaces
of exterior parameters: (i) a single group handles (the albeit difficult task of) field equation
integration and solution matching for all sources; and (ii) these likelihood functions are can
be applied to multiple EOS models. However, care needs to be taken that each likelihood
function spans a sufficiently large region of the space of exterior parameters it is defined on;
each EOS model includes a (hyper)prior distribution of the interior (hyper)parameters and the
exterior likelihood function needs to be evaluable for all spacetime solutions with finite prior
density (those that are stable).
A note to be made here (following on from Section 2.2.2.3) is that if the rotation frequencies
Ω are defined as free exterior parameters, a further assumption could in principle be made:
21To enable these cruder representations, we may need to stochastically sample the likelihood function with
some robust posterior sampling software (possibly requiring some appropriately bounded uniform prior to enforce
integrability). The approximately independent and identically drawn samples would need to be smoothed in multiple
dimensions to generate a probability density distribution proportional to the likelihood function. If the normalisation
of the likelihood function is important for Bayesian model comparison (see Section 2.2.4), a nested sampling
algorithm could be implemented. Such a sampler would approximate the prior predictive probability of the data
(the evidence). The probability density distribution can then be rescaled to (approximately) preserve the Bayesian
evidence (alternatively the marginal likelihood or, more explicitly, the joint prior predictive probability of D).
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universal behaviours allow a justified reduction in dimensionality of the space of exterior
parameters associated with each star (e.g., Yagi & Yunes 2013; Bauböck et al. 2013a).
Conditioned on the assumption that universal behaviour of the ellipticity (Morsink et al.
2007; Bauböck et al. 2013a; AlGendy & Morsink 2014) holds exactly for an EOS model,
we can estimate the free exterior parameters x = (M, Req, Ω) whilst applying the ellipticity
constraint equation e B e(M, Req, Ω). In practice, universal relations are based on some
precomputed numerical library of NS solutions to the field equations (e.g., Morsink et al.
2007; Yagi & Yunes 2013). When invoking a universality, one uses constraint equations
empirically calculated for a particular microphysical EOS family (e.g., nucleonic or quark).
The likelihood function distortion arising from truncation (here meaning the embedding of
a spherical 2-surface, such that Req ≡ R), however, may well be of greater concern than any
statistical bias incurred by invoking universalities associated with a particular EOS family to
write rotational metric and or surface deformations as functions of exterior parameters such
as M, Req , and Ω. If this such an approximation is not invoked, the likelihood function to be
mapped on a space of exterior parameters for each star must also be a function of ellipticity,
and for expensive likelihoods, learning the function along an additional slow dimension
can be expensive. If, on the other hand, the likelihood function is mapped on a space of
interior parameters, such a universality is needless because the ellipticity is an (r, `) = (2, 2)
perturbation, and thus of the same order as the first perturbation to the equatorial radius; the
ellipticity is then trivially calculated at effectively zero expense and is for the specific EOS
model of interest.
The above alternative analysis structure is a form of parallel likelihood acceleration; the
distinction here is that the handling of the (hyper)prior distribution of shared (hyper)parameters
is limited to a single group. We note that the normalisation of the communicated likelihoods
would be important for model comparison via a Bayes’ factor metric (see Section 2.2.4
for detailed discussion). Given that each group’s likelihood may require the application of
sampling software to accurately map (see the above discussion and footnote), this global
analysis structure may be viewed as consisting of two “slow” sampling phases connected by
one “slow” communication phase due to a form of barrier synchronisation if the “synthesis”
group is to perform only a single Bayesian posterior update. The “synthesis” group could
in principle perform a series of Bayesian updates, using likelihood functions as they become
available; in this case a single central group is dedicated to executing the chain of posterior
updates in Figure 2.1. However, such an approach requires approximative computation to
transform the posterior output of one node into an appropriate prior input for the subsequent
node.
The analysis structure treated above (Bayesian sequential updates as illustrated in Figure 2.1), on the other hand, consists of a sequence of “slow” sampling phases separated by
“fast” communication phases. However, given that the time to sample an arbitrary distribution
at some tolerance level is governed by properties such as dimensionality, modality, degeneracy, and likelihood evaluation time (see, e.g., MacKay 2003; Gelman et al. 2013; Handley
et al. 2015), it is conceivable that groups later in the analysis chain complete their “acceler-
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ated” sampling processes appreciably faster than earlier groups due to likelihood acceleration
performed whilst communications were pending. Both structures (involving approximate
likelihood representations) may well involve computation of a similar set of intermediary
distributions and integrals: the main difference lies with the handling of the prior for shared
(hyper)parameters—i.e., the complexity of the communication and posterior sampling tasks
performed by any one group. We cannot state which of analysis structures above is more
efficient in general—a consensus agreement amongst participating groups would be required
at the outset of the collaboration.
The problem of structuring the analysis, especially when there exists freedom, lies in
the realm of Bayesian sequential experimental design and optimisation (e.g., Chaloner &
Verdinelli 1995, for an early review on this field). In the context of EOS inference, the global
data set may, e.g., be comprised only of archival telescope data, or more realistically be
comprised of both archival data and data which accumulates over the lifetime of an observing
programme, and is to be analysed in real-time. Moreover, ordering of posterior updates is
not necessarily invariant of prior choices; minimally informative (noninformative) references
priors including Jeffreys—if for instance deemed appropriate and tractable—are dependent on
a parametrised sampling distribution on the space of a data subset (e.g., Jeffreys 1946, 1961;
Bernardo 1979; Robert 2007; Robert et al. 2009), and thus sensitive to group ordering (e.g.,
Lewis 2013b). In this work we will not pursue a more sophisticated framework for design of
the sequential update process in the context of EOS inference.

2.2.2.5

Summary

Bayesian inference of an EOS assumedly shared by an ensemble of stars can be formulated
in a principled manner via the IP-paradigm. This paradigm is defined by direct EOS parameter estimation conditioned on: a global hierarchical generative model; the union of data
acquired via observations of all stars in the ensemble; and any prior data sets. The work
required for definition and implementation of the global model can naturally be distributed
amongst research groups. The scope for computational parallelisation of EOS parameter
estimation—amongst research groups and their respective compute resources—is limited because (hyper)parameters are shared between groups, meaning there must be a serial element
to the global analysis; however, there is full scope for acceleration of sequential posterior
updates via parallel learning of likelihood functions.

2.2.3

The Exterior-Prior paradigm

Let a prior be explicitly defined on some joint space of exterior spacetime parameters, instead
of on a space of interior parameters (including the EOS parameters). Hereafter we shall refer
to such an approach as the Exterior-Prior (EP) paradigm for EOS parameter estimation.
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2.2.3.1

Definition

The EP-paradigm by design consists of two distinct phases. Let the first phase be defined by
posterior estimation of parameters of an (exact or approximate) analytic exterior spacetime
solution for each star belonging to some abstract model ensemble. The free parameters
of interest are multipole moments appearing in the solution and parameters describing the
spacelike 2-surface outside of which the solution is considered valid (see Section 2.1 and
Section 2.2.2.2).
Let the second phase be defined by the post-processing of a marginal joint posterior
distribution of an ensemble of exterior parameters, with the aim of transforming it into a
marginal joint posterior distribution on the space of EOS parameters. Such an approach was
first considered by Özel & Psaltis (2009) for general probability density distributions, which
we have interpreted from a Bayesian perspective. We agree with examining this notion based
on probability theory alone: it may be intuitive to any given author that because continuous
interior and continuous exterior parameters are deterministically related, probability density
distributions can be transformed between spaces of exterior and interior parameters. However,
there exist difficulties to address in the context of general relativistic gravity and populationlevel parameters.

2.2.3.2

Conditions for transformation of probability density between spaces of exterior
and interior parameters

In order to define a law for the transformation of a probability density distribution between
spaces of exterior and interior parameters, we require the map f : Y → X, y 7→ x defined
in Section 2.2.2.3. Let us identify the vector x ∈ X as a vector of random variables, where
X ⊂ Rd and Rd is the space of a set (or ensemble) of exterior spacetime parameters. Let us also
define an inverse function g : X → Y , x 7→ y as illustrated in Figure 2.2.22 The relevant ansatz
here is that f (and thus, by definition, g) is a diffeomorphism between the distinct continuous
sets Y ⊂ Rn+2s and X ⊂ Rd in which y and x respectively exist. To an (objectivist)
Bayesian, studying the properties of such a mapping—representing a deterministic model
reparametrisation—is crucially important for defining noninformative priors (see Jeffreys
1946, 1961; Bernardo 1979; Robert 2007; Robert et al. 2009, and references therein).
Let a conditional, marginal joint probability density distribution on the space of EOS
parameters be denoted by P (θ | . . .); posteriors are of the form P (θ | D, M, I), whilst priors
are of the form P (θ | M, I). Such a distribution can be written as an integral over a derivative
22The function which is in principle evaluable (without any optimisation process or unsupervised learning process)
is the general relativistic mapping y 7→ x from local source matter properties to a global rotating spacetime solution.
Therefore we opt to denote this evaluable function by f , and to define the nominal inverse of f as the function g. The
function g is thus associated with the ‘backward’ transformation of the probability density distribution from exterior
(global) parameters to interior (local) source matter parameters.
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f : Y ! X, y 7! x
y2Y

g : X ! Y, x 7! y
x2X

Y ⇢ Rn+2s

X ⇢ Rd

y2Y

Y ⇢ Rn+2s

x2X

X ⇢ Rd

Figure 2.2: A discrete representation of a bijection: a map which is both injective (one-to-one) and surjective (onto).
Such a map is invertible; the domain Y of f has an image X. Each element of X is the image of exactly one element
of Y. In the context of EOS parameter estimation, we require Y to be the (compact) subset of interior-parameter
vectors with finite probabilistic support, and we require X to be the (compact) subset of exterior-parameter vectors
with finite probabilistic support conditioned on Y and general relativistic gravity. For continuous spaces we consider
such a map to be diffeomorphic: both locally and globally invertible, and thus for continuous spaces, differentiable.

of a cumulative distribution function:
∫
P (θ | . . .) =
P (θ, ρ, Ω | . . .) dρdΩ

∫ 
∫
 ∂

∂
0
0

P(x | . . .)d x  dρdΩ.
=
 ∂ y1 · · · ∂ yn+2s


W



(2.12)

where W = {x 0 ∈ X | g(x 0) ≤ y} is the integral domain, a subset of the image X, defined by
the coordinate-wise inequality g(x 0) ≤ y. We thus have a general law for the transformation of
a probability density distribution spanning the image X on the space Rd (of exterior spacetime
parameters), into a probability density distribution spanning the domain Y on the space Rn
(of EOS parameters).
Provided that g(x) ≡ f −1 (x)—i.e., the map y 7→ x is globally (and thus locally)
invertible—we can manipulate Equation (2.12) using the Heaviside step Θ(.) and delta δ(.)
functions as follows:

∫ 
∫
∂
∂
P (θ | . . .) =
···
Θ (y − g(x 0)) P(x 0 | . . .)d x 0 dρdΩ
∂ y1
∂ yn+2s
#
(2.13)
∫ "∫
n+2s
Ö ∂
0
0
0
=
P(x | . . .)
Θ (yi − gi (x )) d x dρdΩ,
∂ yi
i
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and thus
P (θ | . . .) =

∫ "∫
∫ ∫

=

0

P(x | . . .)
0

n+2s
Ö

#
0

δ (yi − gi (x )) d x

0

dρdΩ
(2.14)

i
0

δ (y − g(x )) P(x | . . .)d x

0



dρdΩ.

Further,
∫ "∫

∂ x0
P (θ | . . .) =
δ (y − g(x )) P(x | . . .) det
∂g(x 0)


∫ Õ
∂ x0
dρdΩ
=
P(x 0 | . . .) det
∂g(x 0)
X


∫
∂ f (y)
=
P( f (y) | . . .) det
dρdΩ,
∂y
0

0





#
dg dρdΩ
(2.15)

where the Jacobian linearly approximates f , and its determinant23 is the generalised differential
volume transformation between the Rd and Rn+2s spaces for d ≡ n + 2s. The summation over
elements of the set X = {x 0 : y − g(x 0) = 0} reduces to a single term if global injectivity is
satisfied (see Figure 2.2). The active equation to be solved is thus x = f (y), via application
of the general relativistic map f from interior to exterior parameters.24
The post-processing phase requires us to match analytic exterior spacetime solutions to
numerical interior solutions. The constraint equation d ≡ n + 2s relates the number of exterior
spacetime parameters d, the number of EOS parameters n, and the number of stars s comprising
the ensemble. For an s = 1 ensemble, the number of continuous parameters controlling
the parametrised exterior solution must match the number of free continuous parameters
controlling the interior solution if our aim is to transform probability densities between spaces
of exterior and interior parameters. If this condition is satisfied, the exterior parameters
may each be defined as continuous random variables from a Bayesian perspective. In other
words, if a star (with a particular EOS, central density, and rotation frequency) is uniquely
described by some subset of parameters of an exterior solution, any remaining parameters of
that solution by definition have deterministic values and thus cannot be considered random
variables. As a brief example, suppose the interior parameters of a star uniquely match
to: the gravitational mass M; the (coordinate) equatorial radius Req ; the surface coordinate
ellipticity e; the angular momentum J; the mass quadrupole moment Q; and the (asymptotic)
angular rotation frequency Ω (see Section 2.2.2.2 and Section 2.2.2.3). It is then the case
23Note that the ordering of y and f (y) in terms of matrix rows and columns is unimportant: the modulus accounts
for a change in sign of the Jacobian determinant upon matrix reordering.
24The equation x = f (y) is in principle solvable because the parameters x are global integral quantities and the
parameters y are interior source matter conditions. In practice, solving x = f (y) can be highly non-trivial, depending
on the desired level of accuracy and the rate of rotation (see, e.g., Stergioulas 2003).
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that all higher-order structure (admitted by an approximate exterior solution to the field
equations)—e.g., even-parity axisymmetric multipolar surface deformation, and multipolar
metric structure—is known as a function of (Ω, M, Req, e, J, Q).
However, in Section 2.2.2.2 and Section 2.2.2.3 we acknowledged that conditioning on
observations of multiple stars is necessary because likelihood functions will in general not be
sufficiently informative with respect to higher-order rotational spacetime structure of a single
star. Let us consider the s > 1 ensemble of static spacetimes, S, defined in Section 2.2.2.3.
For static spacetimes in S, the number of EOS parameters n is likely to always be at least
limiting (n ≥ 1), and therefore s is required to scale with n. In this case we require d ≡ n + s,
and thus s = n.
Let us also consider the s > 1 ensemble of rotating spacetimes, R, defined in Section 2.2.2.3. The notion was to perturbatively solve for the global spacetime solution, matched
at the stellar surface. During sampling of a posterior distribution of exterior parameters, we
need to use a parametrised analytic exterior solution which can be meaningfully matched
to a numerical interior solution in the second phase of EOS parameter estimation. The
exterior parameters considered for practicality were x = (Ω, M, Req, e), meaning that oblate
surfaces with ellipticities e are embedded (everywhere exterior of a horizon) in ambient spherically symmetric spacetimes parametrised by (rotationally perturbed) gravitational masses. If
x = (M, Req, Ω), the cardinality s of the ensemble R must scale with n ≥ 2 if d ≡ n + 2s is
to be satisfied. In this case d = 3s and thus s = n.25
Note that in practice, posterior information about the exterior parameters will typically
be in the form of (approximately) independently and identically drawn samples (see also
Section 2.2.3.4). However, it is not possible for us to simply reweigh exterior parameter
samples with respect to a Jacobian determinant to approximate samples from a transformed
distribution on a space of interior parameters. One reason is that the nature of the map
f (requiring numerical integration of global spacetime properties given interior conditions)
means that it is a non-trivial problem to accurately evaluate an inverse map g (if such a
map can be defined; see Section 2.2.3.3). A second reason is that the exterior parameter
samples will not typically be drawn on a joint space of all exterior parameters, but on disjoint
subspaces on a star-by-star basis. Therefore, instead of reweighing, we need to examine use of
Equation (2.15), where the integrand factor P( f (y) | . . .) is either a numerical approximation
to a posterior obtained by sample smoothing (on the subspace associated with each star), or an
analytical approximation to a posterior assuming, e.g., Gaussianity of a unimodal distribution.

25For a fixed EOS model it is possible to have an arbitrarily sized ensemble but not an arbitrary number of exterior
parameters. If we condition on rotating spacetimes, the relevant constraint equation to be satisfied is d ≡ n + 2s.
Each star increments s by one, and must increment d by a minimum of two: on average, d must increase faster than
2s if the constraint equation to be satisfied. If a subset of stars contribute only two parameters (such as a mass and
rotation frequency), these stars will in general only affect constraining power on the shared EOS parameters—i.e.,
the likelihood function—if an observed star hosts an extreme exterior spacetime relative to other observed stars, and
a posteriori, marginalised over nuisance parameters, there is strong support for an extreme exterior solution.
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2.2.3.3

Interior-exterior mapping pathologies

In Section A.1, we examine interior-exterior parameter mappings in detail to highlight the
difficulties in meaningfully transforming a probability density distribution between spaces of
exterior and interior parameters. We term certain map properties as pathological because
they impede straightforward transformation of probability density between continuous equaldimension spaces. These details are best reserved as supplementary material: in this work we
advocate more principled statistical inference, with the IP-paradigm serving as an example.
Here we will very briefly summarise Section A.1.
Diffeomorphicity (Figure 2.2) is not often not satisfied due to the map y 7→ x being
locally non-invertible on subdomains of Y . The consequence of this is that: (i) the domain
W = {x 0 ∈ X | g(x 0) ≤ y}—of the integral over X in Equation (2.12)—cannot be evaluated
∀y ∈ Y because x 7→ y does not have a unique local solution; (ii) we cannot solve Equation
(2.12); and (iii) if Equation (2.15) is applied regardless, there are singularities in the Jacobian—
i.e., the differential of the map loses rank. In this case the map y 7→ x suffers from
a severe violation of diffeomorphicity which cannot be bypassed without redefinition of the
continuous spaces—e.g., EOS reparametrisation or redefinition of the prior to span the domain
Y ⊂ Rn+2s . An instance of this behaviour is demonstrated by Raaijmakers et al. (2018) for the
phenomenological piecewise-polytrope EOS model (Mueller & Eriguchi 1985; Read et al.
2009). This type of pathology also arises in mappings for ensembles of cardinality s > 1.
The map y 7→ x can also be globally non-invertible despite being everywhere locally
invertible. As above, this means that the domain W = {x 0 ∈ X | g(x 0) ≤ y} cannot be
evaluated ∀y ∈ Y because g(x) does not have a unique solution. In other words, we cannot
solve Equation (2.12) without adapting the space of exterior parameters in order to preserve
information. If Equation (2.15) is applied regardless, probability density associated with a
single image x ∈ X is mapped to multiple preimages y ∈ Y . In principle we can adapt the
space of exterior parameters by defining a discrete parameter. However, the tractability of such
a modification is contextual; if the nature of the discrete information loss can be understood
analytically then definition of such a discrete parameter is tractable.
Finally, surjectivity (Figure 2.2) is never satisfied in practice because the image X is in
general only a subset of the region Z ⊂ Rd which a (prior and thus posterior) probability
distribution of exterior parameters is defined to continuously span. Even if there exist no other
pathologies, the equality of Equation (2.15) is infringed because the total probability mass is
not conserved under transformation between spaces.
There is a class of maps y 7→ x which may not violate any of the above pathologies but
surjectivity. These mappings are for a single star, and an EOS model: (i) whose continuous
parameters control the EOS function everywhere on the subdomain of local comoving density
that the EOS function is free; and (ii) whose mapping between parameter space and function
space is invertible. Such mappings, however, are highly restrictive and not pragmatic in terms
of modeling.
A danger is that one could invoke Equation (2.15) without fully examining the properties
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of both a map y 7→ x, and of the probability density distribution (on the space of exterior
parameters) to which the transformation is applied; such an approach can only be viewed
as unprincipled. An ill-defined distributional transformation of a posterior between spaces
of exterior and interior parameters leads to an implicit prior on the latter space; this prior
may exhibit undesirable properties (such as being, e.g., informative and structured) or may
simply be ill-behaved. For instance, if the Jacobian is singular at some point y but Equation
(2.15) is applied, a prior density of zero is implicitly defined at that point in the space of
interior parameters. We detail such an approach in Section A.1.6 because it is relevant to
understanding the literature (see Section 2.3).
2.2.3.4

Archival posterior constraints on exterior spacetime parameters

The motivation for considering the EP-paradigm (despite the existence, in most cases, of a
non-invertible interior-exterior parameter mapping) is that posterior constraints on exterior
parameters already exist in the astrophysical literature (for reviews on efforts to infer static
masses and radii, for example, see, Miller & Lamb 2016; Özel & Freire 2016). These
constraints are in some instances very expensive to derive—due to costly likelihood function
evaluations, for instance26—and this justifies consideration of how to include this information
in EOS inference.
Posterior information is in most cases in the form of (approximately) independent and
identically drawn (weighted) samples which are typically used to estimate integrals (MacKay
2003). In the preceding discussion we identified that if likelihood functions are identical in
both paradigms (IP and EP), it is the space on which a prior is defined that is the critical
distinction. Suppose we have archival posterior samples of the exterior parameters of a star.
These samples would have been drawn from a distribution defined as proportional to the
product of likelihood function and prior, and can trivially be marginalised over all nuisance
(hyper)parameters. If the likelihood function is expensive to evaluate and our aim is to repurpose these samples for use in the IP-paradigm, we need to use the samples for likelihood
evaluation when directly sampling from a posterior distribution defined on a space of interior
parameters.
If the prior on the space of the exterior parameters of a given star is noninformative
relative to the data acquired by observing that star, the exterior parameter samples are approximately drawn from a nuisance-marginalised likelihood function (which is in general
physically bounded). These samples can thus be smoothed on a joint space to generate a
numerical approximation to the nuisance-marginalised likelihood function up to some normalisation factor for the purpose of EOS parameter estimation (but not model comparison as
discussed in Section 2.2.4); an analytic approximation to this numerical likelihood function
could also be calculated if appropriate. Suppose, on the other hand, that we cannot robustly
consider the posterior samples for a given star to be drawn from a likelihood function be26See the discussion under Equation (2.11) for further reasons why posterior constraints can be expensive to derive
(see also Hogg et al. 2010).
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cause the associated prior is not sufficiently noninformative. In this case we can divide a
smoothed, numerical approximation to the (nuisance-marginalised) posterior by the known
analytic prior density (effectively Importance Sampling followed by smoothing for sufficiently
similar priors, e.g., MacKay 2003; Neiswanger & Xing 2016; Abbott et al. 2019).
Such likelihood function approximations can then be used directly in the IP-paradigm with
a prior defined on a space of interior parameters provided that the function at least spans the
image X of the domain Y under map f (see Figure 2.2 and Section 2.2.2.4).
2.2.3.5

Summary

The general relativistic map f : Y → X, y 7→ x is numerical in nature and in general
expected to be non-invertible (refer to Section A.1). The EP-paradigm could be considered in
practice as an approach to the problem of utilising existing posterior constraints on exterior
parameters, but in general is ill-defined. It is crucial to appreciate however, that under such
a transformation, a prior is implicitly defined on a space of interior parameters which may
exhibit undesirable properties (e.g., being informative, or worse, ill-behaved), despite being
well-behaved and otherwise noninformative (e.g., invariant to bijective reparametrisation)
on a space of exterior parameters. It would be necessary to carefully consider on a caseby-case basis the sensitivity of inferences about EOS parameters to properties (including
pathologies) of the mapping, and thus prove that any posterior EOS inferences derived in
this way are likelihood-dominated (e.g., Steiner et al. 2016). A demonstration of implicitly
prior-dominated EOS parameter estimation via the EP-paradigm may be found in Raaijmakers
et al. (2018). From a more objectivist Bayesian perspective, it is clear that we cannot construct
a noninformative prior (see Jeffreys 1946, 1961; Bernardo 1979; Robert 2007; Robert et al.
2009, and references therein) which is invariant to exterior-interior reparametrisation because
in practice we are handling a non-bijective mapping. Strictly, we should formulate the EOS
parameter estimation problem in the context of, e.g., the IP-paradigm (see Section 2.2.2 and
Section 2.2.3.4).

2.2.4

Bayesian equation of state model checking and comparison

We now remark on Bayesian EOS model checking and comparison (see, e.g., Chapters 28
and 29, and Chapters 6 and 7, respectively, of MacKay 2003; Gelman et al. 2013) which is
crucial for development of theory. The IP-paradigm naturally supports posterior EOS model
checking and model comparison, whilst the EP-paradigm offers no scope for such testing.
Until stated otherwise, the body of this section regards the IP-paradigm.
The parameters of EOS models may be defined under some phenomenological functional
form for thermodynamic properties of dense matter, or they may have some deeper theoretical meaning in terms of microphysical particle interactions (for a recent review, see, e.g.,
Margueron et al. 2018a). In the latter case it may be that EOS models derived from a fundamental theory have many fixed parameters and the models clearly form some discrete set— a
discrete model space. In the former (phenomenological) case, the model space could clearly
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be defined as discrete, continuous, or discrete-continuous mixed, since we are dealing purely
with functional forms of type R → R. Gelman et al. (2013) recommends connecting discrete
models on a continuous space where it is rational to do so, but otherwise it is not necessary
to construct continuous model spaces.
A primary use for posterior estimation of phenomenological EOS parameters is to guide
development of microphysical theories of dense matter, given that the desired understanding
is, ultimately, of a fundamental theoretical nature and not merely of an empirical or phenomenological nature. A synergistically constrained phenomenological EOS model, which is
by consensus preferred under some metric above other phenomenological EOS models, may
prove highly useful for advancement of fundamental theory (for work in this direction, see,
e.g., Raithel et al. 2016; Margueron et al. 2018a). At present however, parameter estimation
is arguably being performed disjointly by a number of research groups: each group produces
constraints which alone are feasibly useful for advancement of fundamental theory, but can
be relatively weak. Moreover, constraints published by independent groups may in principle
exhibit contention (which is objectively not an issue if collaborations are conceived to improve
models). Communication, open-sourcing, and rigorous testing—such as posterior predictive
checks and sensitivity analysis (see below)—should help alleviate such contention via model
development (see discussion in Section 2.2.2.4).
If we desire a metric for a posteriori comparison of some (discrete) set of models which
populate a space, we could opt to compute (approximate) Bayes’ factors: ratios of posterior
probabilities27 of models conditional on the data set D. In this context we are particularly
interested in comparing models with different EOS parametrisations but otherwise shared
model structure (e.g., nuisance parameters and nuisance hyperparameters), such that the
model space of interest, M , is populated by overlapping models Mk where k ∈ N. Let there
exist a prior probability mass distribution on the space M , conditional on prior information
I (data sets). The posterior probability of a global (hierarchical generative) model Mk ∈ M
is given by
P(Mk | D, M, I ) =

P(D | Mk , M, Ik )P(Mk | M, I )
,
P(D | M, I )

(2.16)

where: P(Mk | M, I ) is the prior probability of the model; P(D | M, I ) is the prior
predictive probability of D conditional on the model space M , given by the marginalisation
Õ
P(D | M, I ) =
P(D | Mk , M, Ik )P(Mk | M, I );
(2.17)
k

and P(D | Mk , M, Ik ) is the prior predictive probability of D conditional on the model
27If the model space is everywhere continuous, ratios of posterior probability densities are naturally required.
If the space is discrete-continuous mixed, ratios of products of probability densities and probability masses are
required. If the model space is discrete (e.g., distinct values of continuous model parameters and hyperparameters
are not considered to define distinct models) as we consider in this context, ratios of posterior probability masses are
required. See, e.g., Farr et al. (2015b) and references therein.
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Mk and on the prior information Ik on the continuous parameters of that model. This prior
predictive probability is given by the marginalisation
∫
P(D | Mk , M, Ik ) = P(D | θ k , Mk , M, Ik )P(θ k | Mk , M, Ik )dθ k ,
(2.18)
where the θ j are the EOS parameters defined under the model Mk and all other model
parameters and hyperparameters (shared by Mk , ∀k) have been implicitly marginalised over.
Explicitly, the prior predictive probability which follows from Equation (2.1) is given by
P (D | Mk , M, Ik ) =

∫

P (θ k , ρ, Ω, α, η, β | Mk , M, Ik )
|
{z
}
π(θ k ,ρ,Ω,α,η,β)

Ö
1




P D1 | θ k , ρ 1, Ω1, η 1, Mk , M dηd βdρdΩdαdθ k .
|
{z
}

(2.19)

L1 (θ k ,ρ 1,Ω1,η 1 )

Prior predictive probability integrals are in general difficult to compute accurately,28 and the
complexity of the integral given by Equation (2.19) is evident. In Section 2.2.2.4 we focussed
only on evaluation of the marginal posterior distribution of EOS parameters—which does not
require integration—and concluded that to increase tractability, multiple research groups with
specialist knowledge and independent compute resources may need to synergistically perform
EOS parameter estimation via a series of Bayesian updates.
Let us consider, therefore, the posterior distribution communicated to group 1 = 2 by
group 1 = 1 in the example given in Section 2.2.2.4 (characterised by groups sharing only the
EOS parameters θ and the interior hyperparameters α). Based on Equations (Equation (2.8))
and (Equation (2.10)), group 1 = 2 considers a (hyper)prior distribution of EOS parameters
θ k and hyperparameters α k given by
P (θ k , α k | D1, Mk , M, I1 ) ∝

∫


P θ k , ρ 1, Ω1, α k , η 1, β 1 | Mk , M, I1
|
{z
}
π(θ k ,ρ 1,Ω1,α k ,η 1,β 1 )


P D1 | θ k , ρ 1, Ω1, η 1, Mk , M dη 1 d β 1 dρ 1 dΩ1,
|
{z
}

(2.20)

L1 (θ k ,ρ 1,Ω1,η 1 )

where the normalisation is the prior predictive probability of the data subset D1 conditional

28Thus giving rise to an entire literature on the subject, for which the reader may consider MacKay (2003) and
Gelman et al. (2013) as potential entry points, or, e.g., Handley et al. (2015, and references therein) which details a
recent nested sampling algorithm and implementation designed to handle difficult evidence integrals in moderately
high-dimensional parameter spaces.
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on the model Mk and prior information I1 :
P (D1 | Mk , M, I1 ) =

∫


P θ k , ρ 1, Ω1, α k , η 1, β 1 | Mk , M, I1
|
{z
}
π(θ k ,ρ 1,Ω1,α k ,η 1,β 1 )


P D1 | θ k , ρ 1, Ω1, η 1, Mk , M dη 1 d β 1 dρ 1 dΩ1 dα k dθ k .
|
{z
}

(2.21)

L1 (θ k ,ρ 1,Ω1,η 1 )

The marginal posterior distribution computed by group 1 = 2 is thus given by
P (θ k , α k | D2, Mk , M, I2 ) ∝
∫

P (θ k , α k | D1, Mk , M, I1 ) P ρ 2, Ω2, η 2, β 2 | θ k , α k , Mk , M, I20

P D2 | θ k , ρ 2, Ω2, η 2, Mk , M dη 2 d β 2 dρ 2 dΩ2,

(2.22)

with normalisation
P (D2 | Mk , M, I2 ) =
∫

P (θ k , α k | D1, Mk , M, I1 ) P ρ 2, Ω2, η 2, β 2 | θ k , α k , Mk , M, I20

P D2 | θ k , ρ 2, Ω2, η 2, Mk , M dη 2 d β 2 dρ 2 dΩ2 dα k dθ k ,

(2.23)

where I2 , D1 ∪ I1 ∪ I20 . It follows that the joint prior predictive probability of data subsets
D1 and D2 is given by

P D1, D2 | Mk , M, I1, I20 = P (D1 | Mk , M, I1 ) P (D2 | Mk , M, I2 ) .

(2.24)

The marginal posterior distribution computed by group 1 = h is given by
P (θ k , α k | Dh, Mk , M, Ih ) ∝
∫


P θ k , α k | Dh, Mk , M, Ih \Ih0 P ρ h, Ωh, η h, β h | θ k , α k , Mk , M, Ih0

P Dh | θ k , ρ h, Ωh, η h, Mk , M dη h d β h dρ h dΩh,

(2.25)

with normalisation
P (Dh | Mk , M, Ih ) =
∫


P θ k , α k | Dh, Mk , M, Ih \Ih0 P ρ h, Ωh, η h, β h | θ k , α k , Mk , M, Ih0

P Dh | θ k , ρ h, Ωh, η h, Mk , M dη h d β h dρ h dΩh dα k dθ k .
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(2.26)
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Finally, it follows that the prior predictive probability of D—Equation (2.19)—may be computed as
h
 Ö

P (D | Mk , M, Ik ) = P D | Mk , M, I1, I20, . . . , Ih0 =
P D1 | Mk , M, I1 ,

(2.27)

1=1

such that Ik B I1 ∪ I20 ∪ . . . ∪ Ih0 . Each group must evaluate their respective prior predictive
probability integral simultaneously to sampling from their respective posterior. In order to
facilitate simultaneous posterior sampling and evidence estimation, a sophisticated nested
sampling algorithm such as implemented in the open-source software PolyChord (Handley
et al. 2015) could be employed by each group.
Ratios of the posterior probabilities given by Equation (2.16), such as
Bk, j B

P(D | Mk , M, Ik )P(Mk | M, I )
P(Mk | D, M, I )
=
,
P(M j,k | D, M, I ) P(D | M j,k , M, I j )P(M j,k | M, I )

(2.28)

may thus be computed as a metric for use in model comparison (and thus decision making). We note that even distributions defined on discrete-continuous-mixed model spaces
can in principle be sampled from in order to approximate Bayes’ factors of discrete models
marginalised over their continuous parameters (e.g., Farr et al. 2011, 2015b, and references
therein). It follows that a global analysis as described above and in Section 2.2.2, and illustrated in Figure 2.1, does not in principle need to be repeated for each discrete EOS model
and associated (hyper)prior: the posterior probability masses of the discrete models can in
principle be communicated between groups, together with approximate posterior density distributions of shared continuous model parameters, for sequential Bayesian updates. This is at
the expense of complicating the sampling process conducted by each group contributing to
the update chain.
Naturally, the process of defining priors (which may be conditional on independent data
sets) is a modeling process, and thus models can in principle be distinct due to definition
of different priors (see, e.g., the more detailed physical discussion in Steiner et al. 2016).
Gelman et al. (2013) recommend that Bayes’ factors are not invoked as a metric for model
comparison, one reason being potential sensitivity of prior predictive probabilities of D to the
definition of (hyper)prior distributions of model parameters (and hyperparameters); indeed,
prior choices can be somewhat arbitrary and may be untestable—prior bounds, for instance,
can be problematic if there do not exist well-defined mathematical or physical bounds within a
theory. On the other hand, noninformative priors can in principle be chosen (by both objectivist
and subjectivist Bayesians) which are invariant to bijective transformations (Jeffreys 1946,
1961; Bernardo 1979; Robert 2007; Robert et al. 2009, and references therein), provided such
priors are tractable to compute and posteriors are integrable.
An advantage of invoking Bayes’ factors as a metric for model comparison is that evidence integrals can be performed simultaneously to parameter estimation, as described above.
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Posterior predictive testing, on the other hand, must be performed given a set of samples from
a posterior distribution—that is, following parameter estimation. Furthermore, Bayes’ factors
inherently invoke Occam’s razor because if prior choices under a particular model lead to
large predictive complexity in data space, that model will be disfavoured over a model that is
compatible with the data and exhibits simpler predictive properties (MacKay 2003; Gelman
et al. 2013). Lastly, if models which populate a model space overlap—e.g., due to unshared
EOS parametrisations but complete sharing of nuisance (hyper)parameters—then the prior
differences are restricted to the interior (hyper)parameters. Analysis of the sensitivity of
posterior distributions and prior predictive probabilities to prior definitions would be more
tractable in such a case (see the discussion of sensitivity analyses in Gelman et al. 2013).
For the purpose of model checking, we may in principle calculate posterior predictive
probability distributions, each conditional on a model Mk ∈ M (see, e.g., Gelman et al.
e that exists on the same space as the observed data D;
2013). Let us define some data set D
e is conditional on D and
the posterior predictive sampling distribution of the random vector D
is given by

 ∫
e | D, Mk , M, Ik =
P D
P (θ k , ρ, Ω, α k , η, β | D, Mk , M, Ik )

Ö 
e1 | θ k , ρ 1, Ω1, η 1, Mk , M dηd βdρdΩdα k dθ k .
P D

(2.29)

1

where P (θ k , ρ, Ω, α k , η, β | D, Mk , M, Ik ) is the full posterior distribution of all (hye1 is the subset of D
e which is relevant to
per)parameters defined under the model Mk , and D
group 1, in analogy with D1 ⊂ D. Given the existence of a set of samples from the posterior
distribution of model (hyper)parameters, the approximate posterior predictive distribution of
e is given by (MacKay 2003; Gelman et al. 2013)
D
N




Õ
e | D, Mk , M, Ik ≈ 1
e | (θ k , ρ, Ω, η)d , Mk , M
P D
P D
N d=1
N


1 ÕÖ e 
=
P D1 | θ k , ρ 1, Ω1, η 1 , Mk , M ,
d
N d=1 1

(2.30)

where d enumerates (approximately) independent and identical samples (θ k , ρ, Ω, η)d from
the marginal posterior distribution of all model parameters, P (θ k , ρ, Ω, η | D, Mk , M, Ik ).
e can be compared to D (graphically or otherwise) as
The posterior predictive distribution of D
a self-consistency check (Gelman et al. 2013). However, to obtain such samples from the full
posterior, each group must not marginalise over their respective nuisance parameters η 1 as
suggested in Section 2.2.2 as a way to simplify computation; these parameters would need to be
sampled by subsequent groups but, provided they do not parametrise the sampling distributions
of other groups—i.e., are unshared—they only enter in the communicated posterior factor.
Moreover, whilst such a distribution is also an indicator of unmodelled phenomena which
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may be included in a more sophisticated description of data generation, it is intractable to
fully separate out the inaccuracies of an EOS model from inaccuracies in the submodeling of
complex astrophysical phenomena and data acquisition. It may be most rational and practical
for each group to instead perform such posterior predictive checking at each stage in the chain
illustrated in Figure 2.1 in order to isolate potential submodel inaccuracies before the next
scheduled Bayesian update.
We now return briefly to discussion of the EP-paradigm. The reason that the EP-paradigm
offers no scope for EOS model checking and comparison is that a prior is explicitly defined
on a space of exterior parameters, not on a space of interior parameters. This means that
an undesirable or poorly behaved prior is implicitly defined a space of interior parameters
via an ill-defined transformation (see Section A.1.6). Bayesian evidences (prior predictive
probabilities) are sensitive to prior definition (Gelman et al. 2013), and in general will not
be a robust metric for model comparison for priors defined via the EP-paradigm.29 However,
posterior predictive probabilities and distributions (see above discussion) will also be sensitive
to EOS priors defined via the EP-paradigm if said priors are informative or ill-behaved, and
if observables are sensitive to the interior source matter conditions via exterior spacetime
structure; this means that posterior predictive checking (as described above) should in principle
indicate that a poor choice of prior has been made. Finally, for a fixed data set and fixed
definitions of exterior parameters, the EOS model must satisfy the constraint that d ≡ n + 2s
(see Section 2.2.3); this restricts the space of functional forms which may be compared,
leaving only functional forms with a certain number, n = d − 2s, of parameters.

2.3

Literature review

In this section we compare the EOS parameter estimation paradigms detailed in Section 2.2
to a number of approaches in the literature which have in general been implemented for
smaller-scale analyses (than envisioned in this work) of electromagnetic astronomical data,
and which we aimed to generalise as stated in Section 2.1. Authors use different notation and
definitions of statistical objects, so we refrain from attempting to summarise other formalisms
quantitatively, in order to avoid confusion; instead we opt to only qualitatively frame these
approaches in the context of the parameter estimation paradigms offered above. We first briefly
summarise critical points from Section 2.2 which are useful for facilitating comparison.
Bayesian inference of an EOS shared by a model ensemble of stars can be formulated
in a principled manner via the IP-paradigm: direct posterior EOS parameter estimation
conditioned on some global hierarchical generative model and observations of an ensemble
of NSs, wherein a prior is defined on a space of interior parameters. The IP-paradigm
naturally admits cognitive parallelisation of the modeling process amongst research groups.
However, in practice, the scope for computational parallelisation (over research groups) of
29If the interior-exterior parameter mapping were diffeomorphic, the evidence would be identically written as a
marginalisation over either space but may still be sensitive to which space a prior is directly defined on unless, given
the likelihood, it is proven effectively invariant to the reparametrisation given by the mapping.
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EOS parameter estimation is limited to likelihood acceleration because (hyper)parameters are
shared amongst groups, meaning that the mapping of a global posterior distribution must be
performed via a series of Bayesian distributional updates (see Section 2.2.2.4).
The general relativistic interior-exterior parameter mapping is not diffeomorphic. If the
EP-paradigm is invoked in order to leverage existing posterior constraints, it is conditional on
the understanding that inferences are potentially sensitive to the implicit definition of a prior
(on the space of interior parameters) with undesirable properties. In general, it is important
to prove that posterior EOS inferences are likelihood-dominated, and when defining an EOS
prior via the EP-paradigm this is especially true.

2.3.1

Özel & Psaltis (2009)

The approach to EOS parameter estimation discussed in Özel & Psaltis (2009) for three static
stars can be interpreted from a Bayesian perspective, and formed the basis for the EP-paradigm
(see Section 2.2.3): a prior distribution is defined on a space of exterior parameters—i.e., a
space of Schwarzschild gravitational masses and circumferential radii. Notably, their posterior
distribution of EOS parameters is marginalised over masses instead of central densities,
which for a given EOS model can map injectively to gravitational masses of stable spacetime
solutions, but this is not always true (see the first footnote in Section 2.3.2).
Özel & Psaltis (2009) did not discuss hyperparameters, but instead directly invoked
the ansatz that the marginal posterior distribution of exterior parameters is separable over
stars, implicit to which is the definition of a prior on a space of exterior parameters (see
Section 2.2.3). The consequential non-surjectivity of the mapping (see Section A.1.5), and
the non-injectivity incurred by modeling multiple stars (see Section A.1.4), are both implicitly
treated via normalisation of the transformed distribution on the EOS parameter space to define
a marginal posterior.
The authors conditioned on a piecewise-polytropic EOS model, for which there exist
continuous subdomains of the associated space of interior parameters in which Jacobian is
singular. The particular analytic (likelihood-function dominated) marginal posterior distribution of exterior parameters the authors considered appears to exhibit non-negligible support
(probability density) only at points where the Jacobian is non-singular, thus avoiding a dominant source of distortion incurred by transforming a probability density distribution between
spaces related by a non-diffeomorphic mapping (see Section A.1.2). Raaijmakers et al. (2018)
consider posterior distributions spanning a broader subset of the space of exterior parameters,
including points at which the Jacobian is singular, in order to demonstrate sensitivity of EOS
parameter inferences to pathologies in the interior-exterior parameter mapping.
We cannot, however, guarantee that the posterior they define on their EOS parameter space
can be considered robust against this pathology in the mapping. Another important point to
note is that a prior defined on a space of exterior parameters may, under such an ill-defined
reparametrisation (with an implicit marginalisation), manifest as informative on a space of
EOS parameters—even if singularities in the Jacobian are limited to subsets of a space (of
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exterior parameters) where the likelihood function is negligible. In principle this means that
only with a particular choice of prior did Özel & Psaltis (2009) demonstrate that one might be
able to distinguish, a posteriori, between three distinct EOS when conditioning on unbiased
constraints derived from observations with near-future high-energy telescope missions. We
refer the reader to Steiner et al. (2016) for discussion on the role of the prior in Bayesian EOS
inference.
The approach of Özel & Psaltis (2009) was implemented by Özel et al. (2010). In Özel
et al. (2010), the marginal joint posterior distribution of the exterior parameters was defined as
a product over stars. The posterior associated with each star was conditional on X-ray spectral
modeling. As is the case in Özel & Psaltis (2009), the conclusions of Özel et al. (2010) (who
also used a piecewise-polytropic EOS model) may be robust to the Jacobian being singular
in subdomains of parameter space. The reason for this that the joint posterior distribution
of all exterior parameters appears to be non-negligible only over subdomains of the exterior
parameter space where a non-singular Jacobian can be defined.
For completeness, we also remark on Raaijmakers et al. (2018): one of the analytic
posterior distributions (“Case 2”) defined on a joint space of all exterior parameters is similar
to those handled by Özel & Psaltis (2009) and Özel et al. (2010), except that the highdensity region is lower in mass (by ∼ 0.3 M ) and higher in radius (by ∼ 1 km). In
this case, Raaijmakers et al. (2018) found evidence for distortion incurred due to Jacobian
singularities. However the distributions considered by Özel & Psaltis (2009) and Özel et al.
(2010) are sufficiently distinct to mitigate some concern that the conclusions are not robust
to this pathology in the mapping. We make this claim on the basis of figure 2 and the other
distributions considered by Raaijmakers et al. (2018).
We note that in both Özel & Psaltis (2009) and Özel et al. (2010), the joint posterior
(over all stars) is defined as a product of (lower-dimensional) posterior distributions of exterior parameters, whose high-density regions overlap (partially and fully, respectively) when
projected onto a single (M, R)-plane (see their figures and respectively). It is important for
one to be aware of the local non-invertibility of the interior-exterior parameter mapping for
ensembles of more than one star, as discussed in Section A.1.4. We cannot therefore guarantee
that the conclusions of Özel & Psaltis (2009) and, in particular, Özel et al. (2010) are robust
to this pathology either.
The work of Özel & Psaltis (2015) is relevant to the current discussion: these authors
tackled a simpler problem than the EOS inference problem, but it is nevertheless abstractly
relevant. The presentation in our work is not entirely congruent with that of Özel & Psaltis
(2015),30 and thus we will summarise their solution in the context of our work. Özel &
Psaltis (2015) encounter the need to transform a probability density distribution between

30A crucial point is that—in our opinion—it is a misnomer to refer to the comparison between these posterior
formulations as Frequentist versus Bayesian: they are both founded on Bayesianism, as can be understood from the
fact that probability distributions are associated with model parameters. The differences manifest due to problems
with prior definition when parameter spaces within a theory are deterministically related, but not invertibly.
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equal-dimension parameter spaces31 between which there exists a deterministic mapping. If
within a theory subsets of parameters are deterministically related but carry distinct physical
meaning, one is faced with the problem of deciding which space to define a prior on. From an
objectivist perspective, one might ideally find a way to define a prior which is noninformative
relative to a likelihood function (which is identical for both parameter subsets) on both spaces.
However, if a deterministic mapping between equal-dimension spaces is non-diffeomorphic,
a probability density distribution cannot—strictly—be reversibly transformed between spaces
without distortion (of a non-numerical origin).
If one proceeds regardless, then in the context of Bayesianism, a prior distribution originally defined on one space is transformed into a prior on the alternate space, but this prior
may well be poorly behaved and not exhibit desirable properties (e.g., continuously positive
and noninformative within some boundary). In the case of Özel & Psaltis (2015), the parameter spaces in question are two-dimensional and there exists an analytic non-diffeomorphic
mapping between them; of particular concern is the existence of a singularity in the Jacobian, meaning that a finite prior density at points in one space have zero prior density at
the corresponding points in another space. As discussed in Section 2.2.3.3, singularities in
the Jacobian are also problematic for EOS parameter estimation via the EP-paradigm; in this
context however, the mapping is more difficult to examine and handle because it is numerical
in nature (e.g., integrating the Einstein field equations in a perturbative manner, see Hartle
1967; Hartle & Thorne 1968).
The solution reached by Özel & Psaltis (2015) is to define the prior on the space of
fundamental interest, and this is consistent with both Steiner et al. (2010)—for the problem
of estimating exterior parameters—and the principled solution we advocate in the context of
EOS parameter estimation, which is to invoke the IP-paradigm (Section 2.2.2). As discussed
in Section 2.2.3.4, however, there may exist posterior constraints on exterior spacetime parameters which contain valuable likelihood information (entangled with a prior defined on a space
of exterior parameters) and which were computationally expensive to derive. In this case, the
EP-paradigm was framed as one option for crudely utilising such information, and desirable
alternatives for harnessing this information—with minimal computational expense—for use
with the IP-paradigm were offered in Section 2.2.3.4.

2.3.2

Steiner et al. (2010)

The approach of Steiner et al. (2010) marked a paradigm shift relative to Özel & Psaltis
(2009): these authors developed an EOS parameter estimation procedure for an arbitrary
number of static stars, in which a prior (together with a joint likelihood function) is defined on
a joint space of EOS parameters and Schwarzschild gravitational masses (instead of central
densities). This procedure was applied to X-ray spectral data acquired via observations of six
stars (see their section 4).
31In Özel & Psaltis (2015), the spaces of interest are: (i) the joint space of a Schwarzschild gravitational mass and
circumferential radius; and (ii) two parameters derived from these exterior spacetime parameters.
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Hyperparameters of the prior distribution of gravitational masses are undefined (or alternatively may be considered as fixed), with the exception of the EOS parameters which
also appear as hyperparameters required to define the domain of stable interior solutions.
The authors performed direct EOS parameter estimation in a manner which we have encapsulated within the general framework of the IP-paradigm (see Section 2.2.2); because prior
distributions are not defined solely on the exterior-parameter space, it is unimportant for the
purpose of EOS parameter estimation whether or not their EOS parametrisation (which is not
piecewise-polytropic) has an associated diffeomorphic mapping between a space of interior
parameters and a space of exterior parameters.32 Steiner et al. (2010) also comment in their
discussion that the Özel & Psaltis (2009) formulation (the basis for the EP-paradigm) is some
form of approximation to the Steiner et al. (2010) Monte Carlo formulation.
Conditional on X-ray spectral data, Steiner et al. (2010) formulated a set of independent
normalised probability distributions: one distribution was defined per star on the joint space
of its Schwarzschild gravitational mass and circumferential radius—see their equation (30).
These distributions are each the normalised product of a likelihood function of the exterior
parameters (a gravitational mass M and a circumferential radius R) and a bounded, uniform
joint prior distribution of these exterior parameters. These distributions are thus marginal
posterior distributions of the exterior parameters, and each is implicitly marginalised over
any nuisance parameters and nuisance hyperparameters which enter in submodels invoked to
describe the observational data subset associated with a given star. The authors then wrote
their joint likelihood function of the EOS parameters and the masses as proportional to the
product of these (posterior) distributions—see their equation (31).
In other words, the authors: (i) implicitly fixed the hyperparameters of the prior distribution
of exterior parameters to obtain a uniform prior distribution of each (M, R) pair; (ii) constructed
a marginal posterior distribution of the exterior parameters (as illustrated in Figure A.5); (iii)
wrote their joint likelihood function of EOS parameters and masses as proportional to this
posterior distribution of exterior parameters, where the coefficient of proportionality33 is not
32We note that using a (Schwarzschild) gravitational mass in lieu of a central density has notable implications.
First, it is important to be aware that a conditional prior on one space may be informative under reparametrisation.
Second, as noted in (Steiner et al. 2010), certain EOS parametrisations exhibit phase transitions which result, for a
fixed EOS and rotation frequency, in disjoint branches of stable solutions connected by a branch of unstable solutions
in central density (see, e.g., Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983; Glendenning & Kettner 2000; Zdunik et al. 2006; Read
et al. 2009). Therefore, whilst a prior distribution of a gravitational mass can be continuously finite between bounds
(conditional on the EOS and rotation frequency), a conditional prior distribution of a central density must be zero
in an intermediate branch of unstable solutions. However, if an EOS-conditional prior is defined on a joint space
of gravitational masses, then for a given EOS and rotation frequency, there may be two stable solutions for a single
gravitational mass if there are disjoint branches of stable solutions. Thus one must decide, e.g., which solution to use
for likelihood evaluation. One way to handle this problem is to introduce a discrete parameter which distinguishes
between the two solutions as detailed in Section A.1.3; the associated prior is a probability mass distribution on a
space of two elements. When there are not multiple solutions, both elements on the discrete space represent the same
solution. When discrete nuisance parameter is marginalised over via a two-element summation, the marginalised
likelihood function on the joint space of a gravitational mass and EOS parameters is as expected where there is a
single stable solution, and is a prior-weighted average of the likelihoods when there are two stable solutions.
33Notably, this coefficient of proportionality would be useful for performing Bayesian model comparison if global
prior predictive probabilities of the data are invoked as a metric for model performance (see Section 2.2.4).
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dimensionless; (iv) computed a marginal posterior distribution of their EOS parameters and
masses, given this likelihood function and a joint prior distribution of EOS parameters and
masses.
Such a formulation is numerically valid provided the implicit prior distributions of exterior parameters are uniform (or sufficiently flat relative to the likelihood function; see
Section 2.2.3.4), in which case the joint likelihood function of the EOS parameters and
gravitational masses is not (appreciably) distorted. It follows that the authors did not need to
transform a probability density distribution between spaces of exterior and interior parameters
by everywhere multiplying by a Jacobian determinant as is required in the EP-paradigm.
The Steiner et al. (2010) approach to EOS parameter estimation was implemented by
Steiner et al. (2013), Lattimer & Steiner (2014a), Lattimer & Steiner (2014b), Nättilä et al.
(2016b), and in the open-source software bamr (Steiner 2014).

2.3.3

Özel et al. (2016b)

We now discuss the approach of Özel et al. (2016b)—later reproduced by Raithel et al.
(2017)—which is distinctly different from the approach of Özel & Psaltis (2009). The
justification for the paradigm shift given by Özel et al. (2016b) is that the approach of Özel
& Psaltis (2009) does not permit an arbitrary number of stars (and thus exterior parameters)
for some particular functional form for the EOS (with some fixed number of parameters).
Steiner et al. (2010) also comment that the Özel & Psaltis (2009) approach to EOS parameter
estimation is a simple approximation to Steiner et al. (2010), also based on a dimensionality
argument. Whilst this is a valid statement if the interior-exterior parameter mapping were
diffeomorphic but subsequent Bayesian updates were not possible, it is insufficient to capture
all of the problems we need to be aware of in the EP-paradigm. Özel et al. (2016b) state
that their approach is similar to that of Steiner et al. (2010, see Section 2.3.2): the statistical
terminology used by Özel et al. (2016b), however, differs markedly from that used by (Steiner
et al. 2010) without clarification, and their approach was not described in sufficient detail to
enable us to guarantee that the two approaches are indeed the same.
In attempting to encompass the approach of Özel et al. (2016b) within a general framework,
we identified issues with definitions of the data. The authors described the Schwarzschild
gravitational masses and circumferential radii of static stars as “observables”: these masses and
radii, however, are parameters defined under some submodel for a fixed (observed) data subset,
and these parameters are only statistically inferable, conditioned on all model assumptions—
i.e., parameters are statistically estimated, but not observed. The true data in this analysis
formed an astronomical data set, and the joint sampling distribution of that data must be
parametrised in terms of interior parameters (EOS parameters, and either central densities
or Schwarzschild gravitational masses) and nuisance parameters (e.g., Hogg et al. 2010); the
likelihood function of the parameters is equivalent to the conditional joint probability density
of the fixed data.
The likelihood formulation is also inaccurate. The likelihood function of the EOS parame-
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ters and central densities was written as a product of the joint probability density distribution of
the mass and radius of each star; each joint probability distribution is implicitly marginalised
over nuisance parameters—see equations (13) and (14) in Özel et al. (2016b). Each of these
joint probability distributions (of a mass and a radius) is conditional on the EOS parameters
and the central densities: this implies that the masses and radii are not deterministically
related to the interior parameters (unless the conditional probability distributions exhibit singular support, which is not the case). There is evidence that likelihood functions might have
been confused with posterior distributions—see equation (9) of Özel et al. (2016b)—and terms
such as “posterior likelihood” are used. This latter term is unorthodox and not explained: we
infer that it denotes a likelihood function marginalised over nuisance parameters.
Raithel et al. (2017) gave a more explicit definition of the likelihood: for each star the
likelihood of the “observed” mass and radius, conditional on the EOS parameters and a central
density, was written as an unbounded, normalised two-dimensional Gaussian distribution on
the joint space of the mass and the radius, evaluated at the mass and radius which match
to a stable interior solution to the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff equations (corresponding to
values of the EOS parameters and a central density). In this formulation: (i) the “observed”
mass-radius pair is equivalent to the maximum likelihood mass-radius pair; (ii) equation (11)
in Raithel et al. (2017) defines the probability density of that maximum likelihood mass-radius
pair, conditional on the interior parameters y = (θ, ρ); and (iii) the authors then maximise
the corresponding probability density distribution with respect to central densities as an
approximate marginalisation over central densities. This conditional probability is effectively
in lieu of writing the likelihood as suggested above—i.e., as the probability density of the data
conditional on the interior parameters (and marginalised over any nuisance parameters). If our
understanding is accurate, then numerically their marginal posterior distribution of the EOS
parameters is consistent with the Steiner et al. (2010) formulation (and is thus encapsulated
by the IP-paradigm) in that the true joint likelihood function has been normalised with respect
to the exterior parameters.
Raithel et al. (2017) also discuss a problem with transforming probability density between
parameter spaces. In this context the transformation is (effectively) between a space of interior
parameters, and a one-dimensional exterior-parameter space (a Schwarzschild circumferential
radius), including a marginalisation over all but one dimension of the space of interior
parameters. The authors highlight the problem of a prior distribution on one space having
undesirable properties on a deterministically related space due to the Jacobian of the mapping,
and thus parameter inferences on one space (in this case the space of a radius given some
Schwarzschild gravitational mass) are sensitive to this implicit choice of prior. Whilst Steiner
et al. (2010) is critiqued, there is no discussion of this thematic problem in the context of earlier
work—e.g., Özel & Psaltis (2009) and Özel et al. (2010). Moreover, the authors highlight this
issue without addressing pathologies (such as Jacobian singularities) in the mapping however,
which can induce highly undesirable behaviour in an implicitly defined prior.
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2.3.4

Alsing et al. (2017)

The approach of Alsing et al. (2017) is encapsulated by general framework of the IP-paradigm
(see Section 2.2.2). The authors formulated EOS parameter estimation in a novel way
(relative to the literature discussed thus far): they considered the EOS parameters only as
hyperparameters which are shared between static stars. In particular, the authors defined a
joint (hyper)prior distribution of EOS parameters, Schwarzschild gravitational masses (instead
of central densities; cf. Section 2.3.2), hyperparameters of the mass distribution (other than
the EOS parameters), and nuisance (hyper)parameters.
In section 6.3.2 of Alsing et al. (2017), the shared hyperparameters that are marginalised
over may be identified as the hyperparameters α we define in the IP-paradigm (see Section 2.2.2). The remaining hyperparameters of the mass distribution are the EOS parameters,
as equivalently stated in Equation (2.6) where we write the prior distribution of the central
densities (and rotation frequencies) as conditional on our hyperparameters α and our EOS
parameters θ. Alsing et al. (2017) formulated the EOS parameters as hyperparameters by
computing the maximum gravitational mass of a stable star permitted by a given EOS; this
maximum mass is the mass at which the mass distribution (the prior distribution of the mass
of a model star) is truncated. Thus the authors integrated the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff
equations to map EOS parameters and initial (central) densities to interior solutions (and thus
to exterior solutions) for the purpose of stability analysis. We note that, due to degeneracy,
the marginal posterior distribution of the EOS parameters is sensitive only to extreme gravitational masses which are not permitted by an arbitrary subset of the EOS parameter space but
are strongly supported by the data (conditioned on the global model) and have finite support
a priori (according to the hyperparameters α and the corresponding hyperprior distribution).
We now remark on likelihood function of the gravitational masses adopted from the
literature that Alsing et al. (2017) cite. If authors of this literature are particularly interested
in estimating masses, they will: (i) numerically or analytically marginalise their likelihood
functions over any nuisance (hyper)parameters;34 (ii) normalise an integrable, marginalised
likelihood function on the space of a mass (implicitly invoking some bounded or unbounded
flat prior distribution); and (iii) report the first few distributional moments (e.g., the expectation
and variance if Gaussianity is assumed). Analytic approximations can be used to accelerate
likelihood function mapping or permit fast marginalisations—e.g., a Laplace approximation
for nuisance-marginalisation and mass normalisation.
Alsing et al. (2017): (i) cited radio pulsar timing analyses, and timing analyses of X-ray
34A relevant point to note is that if we were to adopt from the literature a (normalised) likelihood function of
the mass which has been marginalised over the radius of a static star (given some prior), the likelihood function
of the mass is contaminated (or distorted) with exterior solutions which do not match to a stable interior solution
to the field equations given an EOS parameter vector and a mass. For static stars the radius cannot be considered
as a continuous random variable if the mass and the EOS parameters are random variables because there exists
a constraint given by integration of the field equations. Instead we should use a reported covariance matrix and
condition on the assumption of Gaussianity if no higher-order distributional moments are available. During EOS
parameter estimation we are required to evaluate an approximation to this likelihood function, where the radius is
deterministically calculated from the EOS parameters and the mass.
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and optical observations of eclipsing high-mass binary systems; and (ii) adopted the reported
moments of the normalised distributions to construct approximations which are proportional
to the marginal likelihood functions of the masses. The sampling distributions of such
observations are not conditional on the radii of the model stars; the gravitational masses,
however, influence the binary motion, which in turn is encoded in time-domain light-curve
periodicity. The EOS parameters only exert influence on the mass distribution, and thus the
first footnote of Section 2.3.2 is not applicable to Alsing et al. (2017).

2.3.5

General remarks

In general, it is common for authors to perform EOS parameter estimation as a stand-alone
population-level study of static stars by adopting (implicitly normalised) likelihood functions
of the masses and radii reported in the literature. These likelihood functions are typically
approximated by analytic distributions—e.g., multivariate Gaussian distributions—given the
first few reported distributional moments. Furthermore, in the literature discussed above the
authors all justifiably assume that the stars are static in order to enforce spacetime spherical
symmetry; this assumption accelerates integration of the field equations and, consequentially,
accelerates both likelihood evaluation and conditional-prior evaluation given that EOS parameters are also hyperparameters of a prior distribution of central densities (or gravitational
masses) and rotation frequencies (if non-static) for the purpose of assigning finite probability
densities only to stable solutions to the field equations.
When authors perform such stand-alone analyses, there is naturally less direct communication and collaboration both between the independent research groups who report likelihoods, and between those groups and the group estimating the EOS parameters by harvesting
constraints from the literature. This means that, in general, global self-consistency and the
harnessing of statistical information—e.g., by identifying (hyperparameters) which are shared
between groups—will be submaximal. Nevertheless, this is a valid approximation to the synergistic global analysis structures we discussed in Section 2.2.2.4—of which one is illustrated
in Figure 2.1. In particular, it can be considered as a form of parallel acceleration of likelihood
evaluation, whereby all groups communicate fast (to evaluate) marginal likelihood function
(approximations) to a single “synthesis” group (Section 2.2.2.4). In the case described in
this section, the likelihood functions are defined on spaces of exterior parameters, and are
communicated through the literature via, e.g., distributional moments; such an analysis structure is also discussed in Section 2.2.3.4) as a solution for using likelihood-dominated exterior
parameter constraints.

2.4

Summary

We have examined two paradigms for astrophysical Bayesian EOS inference. The crux of the
distinction between these paradigms is the choice of space on which a prior is defined when
there exists a deterministic but non-diffeomorphic mapping in general relativistic gravity
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between a space of continuous interior (local source matter) parameters and a space of
continuous exterior (non-local spacetime) parameters, where it is fundamentally assumed that
a subset of the interior parameters are shared between all members of some abstract model
ensemble of stars.
The Interior-Prior (IP) paradigm (Section 2.2.2) is characterised by direct posterior EOS
parameter estimation: a prior distribution is defined on a space of interior parameters, which
include parameters of an assumedly universal (core) EOS shared by all NSs. The ExteriorPrior (EP) paradigm (Section 2.2.3) is characterised by direct posterior estimation of exterior
parameters, followed by an ill-defined transformation of that (marginal) posterior distribution
onto a space of EOS parameters. In the EP-paradigm a prior distribution is thus instead
defined on that joint space of exterior parameters, none of which are shared between stars.
Individual summaries of parameter estimation under each of these paradigms can be found in
Section 2.2.2.5 and Section 2.2.3.5.
In Section 2.3 we concluded that the IP-paradigm offers a generalisation of most studies
comprising the recent literature from the (high-energy) electromagnetic astrophysics community. Moreover, although not treated in this work, we claimed that the IP-paradigm is
consistent with the Bayesian EOS inference of Lackey & Wade (2015), at least under the
modeling assumption that the same cold EOS is shared by all stars during the observations of
both the electromagnetic and gravitational wave communities.
The IP-paradigm may be viewed as principled from the perspective of a Bayesian who is
fundamentally interested in microphysical or macroscopic EOS models and their associated
parameters. Conditioned on the assumption of an EOS (and hyperparameters) which is
(are) shared by all model stars, posterior estimation of parameters of an EOS model cannot
be trivially parallelised with respect to distinct research groups with special expertise and
independent compute resources. In an organised, collaborative analysis (Section 2.2.2.4),
groups must either: (i) sequentially update collective posterior knowledge; or (ii) communicate
likelihood functions on a subspace of either the global joint interior space or global joint
exterior space. Moreover, there is flexibility regarding whether all groups or a single group
solve (approximations to) the Einstein field equations. Finally, there is full scope for each
group to accelerate their likelihood evaluation procedure whilst communications are pending,
thus accelerating the global analysis (Section 2.2.2.4).
The EP-paradigm on the other hand—based on older literature (Özel & Psaltis 2009)—
might be intuited as a natural approach because of the existence of a deterministic mapping
(the integral form of some approximation to the Einstein field equations) between sets of local
and global parameters defined in general relativistic gravity. Moreover, exterior spacetime
parameters are unshared between stars and hyperparameters can be considered fixed (Section 2.2.3), meaning that a global EOS inference problem can seemingly be distilled into two
posterior sampling phases, wherein the first phase consists of trivially parallelised posterior
sampling (by distinct research groups with independent compute resources). However, the
EP-paradigm is: (i) critically dependent on properties of the mapping between interior and
exterior parameter spaces satisfying certain criteria (Section 2.2.3); and (ii) restrictive in terms
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of updating posterior knowledge (Section A.1.7), and in terms of EOS model comparison and
posterior predictive checking (Section 2.2.4). We argued that priors should not be defined
via the EP-paradigm if at all avoidable because this implicitly leads to a prior distribution of
interior parameters which in general may be ill-behaved or have undesirable properties (such
as being informative). From a more objectivist Bayesian perspective we cannot in practice
construct a noninformative prior which is invariant under exterior-interior reparametrisation.
The reader can refer to Section A.1 (in particular Section A.1.6) where we elucidate the relation between the paradigms. It may be for these reasons that direct EOS parameter estimation
has typically been adopted in some form in the more recent literature.
In conclusion, we advocate for direct posterior inference of the parameters of interest—
microphysical or macroscopic EOS parameters—and thus use of a framework akin to the
IP-paradigm detailed in this work, which is more principled and more flexible than the
alternative EP-paradigm. We believe that authors of the literature have exhibited similar
ideologies, and so we offer the IP-paradigm as a more general framework under which the
electromagnetic community can collaborate on dense matter EOS inference in the future.
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Abstract
X-ray pulsations generated by the rotational modulation of asymmetric emission from the
surface of a neutron star can be used to statistically estimate exterior spacetime parameters
such as gravitational mass and equatorial radius and, more generally, parameters controlling an
equation of state (EOS) of interior cold dense matter. Here we describe the first public release
(v0.1) of X-PSI, an open-source software package for Bayesian modeling of energy-resolved
X-ray pulsations. In this paper we explain the modeling principles underpinning X-PSI,
which was developed with the overarching aim of constraining parameterized models of an
EOS via likelihood-based statistics. X-PSI couples X-ray pulsation likelihood functionality to
open-source statistical sampling software, for use on high-performance computing systems.
The numerical routines native to X-PSI are written in C, and are dependent on the GNU
Scientific Library (GSL). High-level object-oriented model construction and interfacing with
sampling software are performed by a user in the Python language. X-PSI is Unix source
code compatible, is being actively developed on GitHub, and is freely available under the MIT
license.

3 X-PSI: A package for neutron star X-ray Pulsation Simulation and Inference

3.1

Executive summary

The material in this section is based on the introduction to the submitted article. Other
material from that introduction, where appropriate, has been merged into Chapter 1 to form
the overarching introduction to this thesis; here we proceed with more specificity, introducing
the material in this chapter.
Riley et al. (2018, featured in Chapter 2) outlined a general treatment of the problem of
Bayesian parameterized EOS inference, discussing the general relativistic mapping between
interior source matter parameters and exterior spacetime parameters, with a focus on the
generative modeling of high-energy electromagnetic NS phenomena. The software package
X-PSI is designed for a small subset of this modeling: it offers a basic but customizable
open-source framework for modeling astrophysical X-ray pulsations generated by a rotating
NS to estimate its gravitational mass and surface equatorial radius.
The nominal usage of X-PSI discussed in this chapter is the analysis of data acquired using
contemporary and future high-resolution X-ray timing telescopes. Depending on the targeted
source (more specifically, the observational field containing the source), user-constructed
generative models may eschew treatment of detector phenomena such as dead-time and pileup—we do not consider these issues in this work. The software is designed such that a user
has substantial freedom to define a generative model of photon event data.
A necessary component of likelihood function evaluation is a software implementation of
the signal generated by the source. Signal models will inevitably belong to a simple, restricted1
set. The set of signal models can be viewed as an a priori plausible subset of a model space:
there will never be support for construction of all possible competitive models. A more
important reason for restricting models is that numerical integration over the surface radiation
field of a NS are computationally expensive to construct, and thus (single-threaded) likelihood
function evaluation times are typically on the order of a second for sampling applications
running on high-performance systems. The initial set of source models we consider have
efficient software implementations in X-PSI to improve tractability of parameter estimation
in parameter spaces that are moderately high-dimensional in the context likelihood function
evaluation cost. The X-PSI package is open-source and accessible via the popular Python
language; the supported set of source models can be extended by anyone as necessary—be
the motivation that of statistically-driven, incremental model development, or otherwise.
The X-ray pulsations of interest have been observed with an array of spectral-timing
properties, but are thought to share a common origin: bulk rotation of radiating material
in the near-vicinity of a NS surface. For the purpose of building software that is tractable
when embedded within statistical sampling applications, we need to limit scope. In particular,
the dominant source of radiation must be assumed to lie effectively at the surface of a NS
that rotates sufficiently slowly for deformation of the exterior metric—away from spherical
symmetry—to be unimportant for modeling data. Approximative spacetime models (namely,
1Meaning a subset of source properties are restricted by algorithm design; we will expound on this later in the
chapter.
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Morsink et al. 2007) for such sources are known to be computationally less expensive to
implement than higher-order spacetime solutions in general relativistic gravity. What spin
frequencies are sufficiently slow arguably cannot be rigorously defined without reference to
real data during the modeling process, but tentatively may extend up to several hundred
Hz—i.e., towards the nonrotating limit of the slow-rotation regime defined by Hartle (1967).
Theoretical work (e.g., Berti et al. 2005; Bauböck et al. 2012, 2013b,a, 2015; Nättilä &
Pihajoki 2018; Vincent et al. 2018), largely without reference to real data, suggests that the
Hartle (1967) rotating spacetime solution can be valid up to the vicinity of 716 Hz (Hessels
et al. 2006), and that the rotational metric-deformation therein can be important depending
on the observational context.
Rotation-powered sources that generate temporally stable signals should, loosely, require
less complex models to describe observations than accreting sources: aside from the potential
presence of strong off-surface sources of radiation (e.g., accretion discs, shocks in accretion
columns, and winds interacting with circumstellar media and the binary companion), accreting
stars often exhibit a dynamic surface radiation field that evolves in a manner beyond that due
to pure bulk rotation of the emitting material. Moreover, the evolution is can be on timescales
that are short compared to anticipated observation intervals: at least a few tens of rotations
for some thermonuclear burst oscillation sources (Watts 2012); and on timescales of order
a few days for accretion-powered pulsars (Patruno & Watts 2012). As a practical baseline,
the initial release of X-PSI is designed for modeling sources that generate stable time-domain
pulsations—i.e., sources whose signals are highly periodic as determined by an distant static2
observer.
Development of X-PSI is ongoing. Our purpose here is partially of a practical nature:
to checkpoint the package upon first public application (Riley et al. 2019, ApJL in press,
and featured in Chapter 4, use X-PSI to model NICER observations of the rotation-powered
millisecond X-ray pulsar PSR J0030+045), and thus invite public discussion on the optimal
continuation of this software project and any others similar to it. At the advent of largescale statistical computing in this field, we follow Huppenkothen et al. (2019) by calling on
interested members of the community to contribute generally to open-source code, packages,
and libraries that can be used both to analyze acquired data, and to inform design of future
observing programmes and accompanying proposals for time on high-performance computing
systems. We consider X-PSI at the time of writing (v0.1) as a basic prototype for some of
the functionality that a community-supported package for neutron star parameter estimation
via X-ray spectral-timing should offer in the future.
This chapter describes the general approach, implementation, and functionality of X-PSI,
and is structured as follows. We are working within a Bayesian inference framework, which
requires definition and implementation of likelihood functions and prior probability distributions. Pulse-profile likelihood functions incorporate the physics of: the surface radiation field;
the spacetime effects on the propagation of rays; astrophysical and instrumental backgrounds;
2Static frames are tetrads everywhere defined by 4-velocities that are orthogonal to spacelike hypersurfaces of
constant coordinate time in a chart that globally foliates the spacetime.
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photon detection by a distant telescope with a given response function; and the application of
a single computationally tractable rotational pulse to an X-ray event time-series far longer than
a rotational period. These aspects are treated in general terms in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3
we explain in high-level terms how to define a generative model in X-PSI that can interface
with external sampling packages for the computation of a (marginalized) posterior probability
distribution. In Section 3.4 we describe the primary sampler with which X-PSI currently
interfaces. In Section 3.5 we demonstrate a simple parameter estimation workflow using
X-PSI with synthetic pulse-profile data. We summarize in Section 3.6, and also comment on
avenues for future development.
Supplementary documentation for the application interface (the API) and for pulse-profile
(or light-curve) integration are available to aid the potential user; pointers to this material are
given where relevant. Note that we reserve the theory and numerical treatment of propagation
of surface radiation to distant observers for the repository documentation. Whilst there are
novel implementation-specific aspects to be covered, the underlying themes are covered by
the authors of the literature cited above and are adequate for understanding what X-PSI does.
Moreover, we view such components of likelihood function module as the most likely to
undergo further development (in both implementation and scope); the material in the present
work, on the other hand, promises to be more future-proof.

3.2
3.2.1

Likelihood functions for neutron star X-ray pulsations
Overview

In this section we consider probabilistic generative models of time-domain X-ray event data,
focussing on likelihood functions for observable radiation from surfaces of rotating NSs.
The are numerous physical processes required to build even a simple tractable model for
the generating process of observational data; such models may be plausible a priori, and
may perform well a posteriori, but will only ever be approximative. Readers experienced
in the physical (and thus necessarily statistical) modeling of time-domain X-ray observations
of emission from rotating NS surfaces may opt to only lightly peruse the material in this
section. Our purpose is to provide a tool for open-source usage, and thus we aim to provide
a self-contained description of the framework and scope of the available code. Moreover,
we review a number of principles that are considered standard in the field of compact-object
X-ray astronomy: we aim to lay out the essential reasoning at a level appropriate for a graduate
student tasked with piecing the statistical modeling process together.3
In Section 3.2.2 we introduce the concept of a generative model and its key components
in an abstract manner. In Sections Section 3.2.4 through Section 3.2.11 we build the basic
components of a physical model for describing X-ray observations. In Section 3.2.3 we give
a brief overview of the output of NS surface emission modeling. In Section 3.2.4 we review
3As was the case for T.E.R.
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the form of the X-ray event data for contemporary and future spectral-timing telescopes. In
Section 3.2.5 we review the operation of an instrument on-board such a telescope in response
to an incident radiation field composed in part by that from the surface of a distant (unresolved)
NS. In Section 3.2.6 we cover the modeling complications that must be navigated due to relative
motion of a (space) telescope and a targeted NS, and how such relative motion is canonically
treated via pre-processing of raw on-board event data into a form more compatible with X-PSI
modeling. In Section 3.2.7 we discuss the economical use of a single pulsation (generated
by a single revolution of a NS surface) for describing a time-series that is far longer than the
rotational period. In Section 3.2.8 we discuss backgrounds—i.e., signals from sources other
than the surface of the targeted NS. In Sections Section 3.2.9 and Section 3.2.10 we formulate
several forms for the likelihood function—e.g., unbinned and binned—that depend on the
definition of the data space. Lastly, in Section 3.2.11 we briefly generalize the notion of a
model from Section 3.2.2 to encompass additional probability measures that may be useful in
some contexts.

3.2.2

Model definition

We begin by requiring a probabilistic, parameterized model for the generation of an X-ray
event time-series. Let us define M as a model4 that, in part, defines a conditional sampling
distribution p(d | θ) of the data d (represented as a vector in some d-dimensional data space D),
where θ is a set of (real) parameters represented as a vector in some n-dimensional parameter
space Θ. The model M can be abstractly considered as the space Θ, together with both a
probability measure L : D ×Θ → R written as L(d, θ) B p(d | θ), and a joint prior probability
(density) distribution p(θ) : Θ → R. Combining the above elements, a probability measure
J : D ×Θ → R may be defined as the joint distribution J (d, θ) = p(d, θ) = L(d, θ)p(θ), from
which realizations (θ, d) can be randomly generated and predictions about future observations
can be derived.
The space Θ can, until suggested otherwise (see Section 3.2.11), be considered simply as
Θ ⊆ Rn . More generally, the space Θ can be a joint space of parameters that enter only in
the sampling distribution of the data, parameters that enter only in the sampling distribution
of other parameters, and parameters that enter in both; the latter are termed hyperparameters,
and if defined under M, the model is referred to as hierarchical.5
Let us identify an observed (fixed) vector d = d 0 as a random variate drawn from the ddimensional conditional sampling distribution L(d | θ): the variables along each dimension of
the data-space are jointly distributed due to statistical covariance. If the sampling distribution
is separable with respect to some subspace, subsets of numbers are statistically independent.
4Mathematical models require computational implementations; such implementations can in principle be included
in the model definition because ultimately evaluation of the likelihood function is dependent on the numerical accuracy
of the implementation.
5The hierarchy can in principle have multiple levels of hyperparameters. Also note that the joint prior distribution
of parameters and hyperparameters is the product of a conditional joint prior distribution of parameters, and a joint
hyperprior distribution of hyperparameters.
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The likelihood function given the random variate d = d 0 is defined as L(θ) : Θ → R,
L(θ) B L(d 0, θ) = p(d 0 | θ).

(3.1)

In Section 3.2 we limit the scope to likelihood functions only, despite priors being an inherent
component of generative modeling. We instead reserve discussion of priors for Section B.4 and
for the example exercise in Section 3.5: superficially this decision aligns with the viewpoint
that priors are inherently subjective and that readers and users should define their own priors;
whilst true to an extent, we also adopt the viewpoint of Gelman et al. (2017) that prior definition
is both in practice and from an information-theoretic perspective tied to likelihood function
definition. We choose therefore to treat the subject matter elsewhere, but not independently
of the material in Section 3.2.
We now define a probability measure π : Θ → R as the posterior probability (density)
distribution given by (Bayes’ theorem) π(θ) B p(θ | d 0) = L(θ)p(θ)/p(d 0); here we condition
on an observed vector d 0, p(d) : D → R, and p(d 0) = E p(θ) [L(d 0, θ)] is the prior predictive
probability of d 0. Expectation integrals with respect to the posterior6 are often the principal
target of Bayesian computation: conditional on assumptions and observations, one probabilistically learns about the model space M and may proceed to derive informed predictions.
Posterior predictions can be made via redefinition of J : D × Θ → R to be the joint distribution J (d, θ) = p(d, θ | d 0) = L(d, θ)π(θ), such that marginalization over θ gives the posterior
predictive probability p(d | d 0) = Eπ(θ) [L(d, θ)].7
If necessary, the model M can be explicitly conditioned on for clarity; e.g., each of
the above probability functions may be written p(. | ., M). It is also common to explicitly
condition on prior information when writing posterior and prior functions: this convention
can be useful for prior information to be interpreted as the union of independent observations
(data sets), but we do not use it in the main body of this work.

3.2.3

Neutron star surface X-ray emission signals

A subset of contemporary and future X-ray telescopes were and are being designed, in part,
for the observation of NS phenomena based on existing knowledge (e.g., NICER; Gendreau
et al. 2016). Let us begin therefore by summarizing the nature of the signals, incident on
an X-ray telescope, with which X-PSI works. An alternative approach would be to begin by
defining the space of the data—we save this for Section 3.2.4.
In X-PSI the source radiation field is defined as the rotating photosphere of a geometrically
thin atmosphere of a NS surface. The rotationally-deformed (opaque) 2-surface of the NS
is embedded within each of the time hyperslices (level surfaces) an ambient spacetime; the
NS surface and photosphere at different times are related purely by a rotation about the
stellar spin axis. Adopting the terminology of Chapter 2, we define an exterior spacetime
6Thus without the prior predictive probability p(d).
7Note that the posterior joint probability function as defined here fixes the conditional data vector, thus reducing
the generalized function D2 × Θ → R to a map D × Θ → R.
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solution as the union of an ambient spacetime solution and the NS surface embedded within
it; the surface delimits the relevant domain of the metric functions. Exterior spacetime
parameters then control the metric of the ambient solution, and the rotational deformation of
the surface. In principle, the global (interior and exterior) spacetime solution may or may
not be computed self-consistently depending on the modeling application—i.e., whether one
is primarily targeting statistical interior (EOS) constraints or exterior (spacetime) constraints;
X-PSI v0.1 does not support EOS parameter estimation but a long-term goal is to integrate
existing EOS code to allow such flexibility. In either case, X-PSI would necessarily have to
implement an ambient Schwarzschild spacetime,8 together with an oblate spheroidal surface,
as originally conceived by Morsink et al. (2007).9
X-PSI represents, to our best of our knowledge, the first open-source code of its kind
tailored specifically for statistical applications. The incident pulse calculation algorithm is
recorded in detail in the repository documentation: we formulate the well-known light-curve
integrals for purpose of software implementation, and discuss numerical treatment of those
integrals for the purpose of fast and accurate likelihood-function evaluation. Here we will
summarize the theoretical output of those integrals; the output must then be interfaced with
an instrument model (Section Section 3.2.5 and beyond).
All source pulse integrals of interest are incident photon-flux integrals over an observer’s
sky of the form
∫
FS (t, E; θ S ) =
µ(u, v)IS (t, E, u, v; θ S )dΩ,
(3.2)
S

where θ S denotes a subspace of model parameters that control the exterior spacetime solution
and radiation field—the targeted source S—together with parameters controlling the geometric configuration of a distant observer relative to S. Hereafter, we refer to the mathematical
objects that describe data-generation by S simply as targeted objects: e.g., S itself is the
targeted source, whilst θ S are targeted parameters. In regard to Equation (3.2): we require a
chart that globally foliates the spacetime with level surfaces of coordinate time t; we treat t as
equivalent to the on-board proper time of an instrument that is distant (asymptotically so) and
invariantly static. The symbol Ω denotes solid angle; contextually, S also denotes the image
(or region) that S subtends on the local sky. The function IS (t, E, u, v; θ S ) is the parameterized
incident spectral photon intensity transported from S along a ray bundle—with local sky coordinates (u, v)—that subtends an angle to a 2-surface local normal n̂ whose cosine is positive
and denoted by µ(u, v). All rays (null geodesics) that connect past spacetime events at the
photosphere to a common distant spacetime event are asymptotically radial, meaning µ → 1
if n̂ is everywhere effectively radial with respect to a spherical coordinate chart centered on

8Thus with a rotationally deformed mass monopole moment.
9We also refer the reader to the general discussion in Section 2.2.2.2 on approximative exterior spacetime solutions
for modeling of observable NS X-ray signals.
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the star. Let −r̂S denote the line-of-sight vector to S.10
An integral of the form given by Equation (3.2) is typically calculated for each member of
a two-dimensional set of points distributed in time and energy with respect to a distant static
frame. Such information is required for numerical evaluation of integrals over subdomains
of time and energy: the incident photon fluence through an element of a (photon-sensitive)
2-surface is given by
∫
∫
FS (t, E; θ S )dE dt =
FS (θ S ) =
µ(u, v)IS (t, E, u, v; θ S )dΩdE dt.
(3.3)
S

Hereafter we are only concerned with photon intensities, fluxes, and fluences; we therefore
omit the photon descriptor. Moreover, if the intensity or flux is a function of energy it is a
spectral quantity; otherwise the quantities are integrated over some finite energy interval. We
use the spectral descriptor only where useful. We define fluence as the number of photons per
unit area, integrated over some finite joint time-energy interval; we use this type of quantity
infrequently.

3.2.4

X-ray events

In order to construct a likelihood function of the form given by Equation (3.1) it first necessary
to define the data space D 3 d and the observed data vector d. To define a data space, we
require a model of a radiation-detecting instrument. The X-ray telescopes of interest are
contemporary and future high time-resolution telescopes such as NICER (Gendreau et al.
2016), eXTP (Zhang et al. 2019), and STROBE-X (Ray et al. 2019) that are optimized for
single-photon counting from point sources. The relevant principles are standard in the field
of X-ray spectral-timing (e.g., Arnaud et al. 2011), and thus we proceed to only briefly review
the relevant statistical assumptions and mathematical objects.
These X-ray telescopes either concentrate (i.e., collect and focus) X-ray photons onto one
or more detectors, or just collimate photons onto detectors.11 The detectors, when operating
optimally, register solitary incident photons as unique events in a discretized joint space of time
and amplitude (of the charge pulse generated). Raw12 X-ray photon events are summarized by
a pair of numbers that define the on-board time interval in which the photon event occurred,
and the detector channel13 to which that event was assigned.
Each detector is associated with some contiguous array of finite-width time intervals
and at most one arrival event is registered in a given time interval over all channels of that
10Notation chosen so as to indicate the radial unit vector in a spherical coordinate chart with origin defined by the
point source.
11Soft X-ray instruments on telescopes—such as NICER, STROBE-X, and the SFA on eXTP—implement singlereflection concentrator (or focussing) optics and a focal-plane array of parallel-operation Silicon Drift Detectors
(SDDs), but use collimation where necessary due to SDD drift-time effects (e.g., Prigozhin et al. 2016); hard X-ray
instruments on telescopes such as eXTP and STROBE-X would collimate rather than focus.
12As distinct from data procured by pre-processing raw event data, as we discuss below.
13The amplitude, pulse height, or pulse invariant (PI) channel into which photon arrival streams are output.
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detector. The event data in each detector channel constitutes a very high–dimensional random
variate generated by an arrival process. Each time interval in each channel can thus be
considered as Bernoulli random variable; the Bernoulli random variates constituting the data
then each describe whether zero or one events were recorded by a detector. This information
is represented as a set of time intervals wherein one photon event—or possibly more in the
case of a real detector with imperfect time resolution—triggered a detector response; the set
of non-events is then the far larger complementary set of empty time intervals in each channel.
The event space is then defined as a union over detector modules constituting a larger telescope
system.
It can be carefully argued—and is often assumed—that in the limit of a detector with
perfect time resolution (i.e., perfect time-tagging of photons and differentiation between
them), the arrival process in each channel of each detector converges to a non-homogeneous
Poisson arrival process that is statistically independent of all other processes.14 In this limit
the joint sampling distribution of all the Bernoulli random variables is separable over time
intervals, channels, and detectors. These assumptions are straightforward for likelihood-based
computation; one can adopt the view that if there are important deficiencies in this simple
stochastic model (of the incident radiation field and the operation of the instrument in response
to it), they will manifest a posteriori when evaluating performance.
Let a raw data space D thus be formed from a set of Bernoulli random variables. Another
data space D is then defined given the space D via some set of pre-processing operations;
these operations may or may not be considered included in the definition of the model M,
and are performed to ease computation by summarizing data at the cost of some information
loss (see Section 3.2.10). Fundamentally, we are interested in a parameterized physical
model of the joint probability mass distribution of the Bernoulli random variables (across all
time intervals, channels, and detectors)—or an approximation thereof. X-PSI supplies some
low-level routines and high-level objects for custom implementation of an instrument model
adhering to standard notions.

3.2.5

Instrument response

Instrument response functions are standard objects in the field of X-ray astronomy, and are
supplied for each space telescope, usually in the form of an ancillary response function (ARF)
together with a redistribution matrix file (RMF) for an on-board instrument,15 which itself
14The detector operation (or response) is a function of the flux through the photon-sensitive 2-surface—i.e., the
flux after focussing by foreground optics or surviving collimation—and dark current in the SDD. In practice, detector
dead-time (non-paralysable or paralysable) is an effect to be contended with. Given an incident radiation field that is
far from saturating, dead-time effects might be neglected until there is evidence to suggest it needs to be modeled.
Moreover, the detector response to incident photons in practice is such that two events that generate a charge pulse in
a detector can be registered as a single charge pulse. In the limit of perfect time resolution, then by definition of the
photon arrival process (integrated over all dimensions but time) as Poissonian, no two events occur simultaneously.
In practice, we require that temporal coincidences of charge pulses within the detector resolution timescale are rare
enough to be neglected. In this limit, event pile-up becomes an unimportant facet of instrument operation.
15The precise distribution between files of certain sub-system effects can be instrument specific.
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consists of a set of parallel-operation modules. We proceed to define the general form of the
response function as is necessary to formulate likelihood functions. We require the expected
number of the events recorded in the i th channel over a finite time interval. The integral form
of the instrument response16 to point-sources (including unresolved backgrounds) whose
specific intensities are denoted by I P (.), and to a diffuse background whose specific intensity
is denoted by ID (.), may be written as an expected count-number
ci =

∫

µ(x, y, u, v) [I P (t, E, u, v) + ID (t, E, x, y, u, v)] R(i; t, E, x, y, u, v)J(x, y)dΩdxdydE dt
∫
Õ∫
≈
FP (t, E)
µ(x, y, r̂ P )R(i; t, E, x, y, r̂ P )J(x, y)dxdydE dt
P ∈P

∫
+

µ(x, y, u, v)ID (t, E, x, y, u, v)R(i; t, E, x, y, u, v)J(x, y)dΩdxdydE dt,
(3.4)

where: P 3 S denotes a set of point-sources in the field of view including S and background
sources; (x, y) are some curvilinear coordinates on the collecting surface (of first contact
points of radiation incident on the system);17 (u, v) denote curvilinear coordinates on the
sky of point (x, y); r̂ P is the direction along the line-of-sight to a point-source P; µ(x, y, r̂ P )
projects the local 2-surface at point (x, y) on the focussing system along the line-of-sight to
a point-source P; J(x, y) is the local Jacobian determinant for the curvilinear to rectilinear
mapping; R(i; t, E, x, y, u, v) is the probability of a photon incident at time t from the (local)
neighborhood of the sky position (u, v) within the neighborhood of point (x, y) in the system
with energy E being registered by the measurement unit as an event in the i th channel; and
the response is linear in the limit of perfect operation as imposed above.
Let us now identify the flux FP (t, E) as parametrising a continuous field—on the joint
space of energy and spatial position—of statistically independent photon arrival processes
caused by precisely Poissonian light-matter interaction processes—e.g., thermal emission,
and interstellar absorption. The probability of an incident photon event E during a differential
time interval within the local neighborhood of point (x, y) and within a differential energy
interval is given by:
n o
Õ
Pr E { ≈ 1 −
µ(x, y, r̂ P )FP (t, E)J(x, y)dtdE dxdy
Õ P ∈P
Pr {E } ≈
µ(x, y, r̂ P )FP (t, E)J(x, y)dtdE dxdy,

(3.5)

P ∈P

16The joint response of the detectors and concentrator optics or collimators.
17The collecting surface is realistically constituted by a set of surfaces. E.g., for the NICER focussing system
(Gendreau et al. 2016) each module is constructed from a set of nested surfaces, and the total collecting area is given
by the union of the focussing modules. Thus a system is required that uniquely assigns coordinates to points on
the surfaces; discrete coordinates might also be necessary, in which case the integrals over a continuous surface in
Equation (3.4), need to be extended with summations over a union of surfaces.
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where E { is the complement event—i.e., no event—and the probability of two or more events
is zero. The response function modulates these incident photon event probabilities into event
probabilities in the output channels (refer to Section 3.2.4).
The point-source response function is usually represented in a discrete form and distributed. The function will be derived based on a microphysical model of the instrument
operation and other calibration products; in part it is measured—i.e., statistically estimated.18
That is, in a highly-controlled environment, an approximation is made that may be expressed
schematically as
∫

ci (t)dt ≈

∫

FP (t, E)dE dt ×

E ∈E j

1
∆t∆E j

∫

µ(x, y, r̂ P )R(i; t, E, x, y, r̂ P )J(x, y)dxdydE dt

E ∈E j

(3.6)
where: the energy discretization satisfies the criterion that variation of the response function
R(i; t, E, x, y, r̂ P ) over a finite photon energy interval E j of width ∆E j is sufficiently small
so as to validate the above approximation; the temporal discretization similarly satisfies the
criterion that variation of the response function R(i; t, E, x, y, r̂ P ) over a finite time interval ∆t
is sufficiently small so as to validate the above approximation; for calibration purposes, the
flux FP (t, E) is both approximately time-invariant and energy-invariant, and approximately
zero for E < E j ;19 and ci (t) is the expected count (event) rate function in the i th channel.
Without event culling, this count rate may also include a dark current contribution due to
thermal effects in the detectors. Let the model for the response to a point-source in a given
direction take the form of an (p × p0) matrix R? with areal units, where the energy interval
increments with column number, and channel increments with row number:
∫
1
R?i j (r̂ P ) B
µ(x, y, r̂ P )R(i; t, E, x, y, r̂ P )J(x, y)dxdydE dt.
(3.7)
∆t∆E j
E ∈E j

Such a representation simplifies communication and implementation of the response model,
and reduces memory requirements.20 Note that a response function derived in such a way
will ultimately exhibit dependence on the flux properties of the calibration source (and field),
which may be remarkably different from the properties of a field containing a targeted source
for science observations. Remaining uncertainty in the instrument response function may be
parameterized and jointly modeled with parameters of science targets.
To model the contribution from a diffuse background one might also require an approximation to the full response function R(i; t, E, x, y, u, v). If a calibration field is devoid of
18Multiple telescope pointings may necessitate distribution of multiple response models.
19The smaller the variation in the flux FP (t, E) over the interval E j , the greater the accuracy of the approximation.
20Response matrices akin to this are canonically decomposed into an effective area vector whose elements have
areal units, and a redistribution matrix whose elements are dimensionless, such that columns of R? are given by
the Hadamard product of the vector and the corresponding column of the redistribution matrix; the vector typically
contains efficiency factors and the redistribution matrix columns generally do not sum to unity.
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point sources and the diffuse background intensity is uniformly isotropic over the instrument
surface, then
∫

ci (t)dt ≈

∫

ID (t, E)dE dt

E ∈E j

×

1
∆t∆E j

∫

µ(x, y, u, v)R(i; t, E, x, y, u, v)J(x, y)dΩdxdydE dt.

(3.8)

E ∈E j

The conditions specified above pertaining to the approximation in Equation (3.7) similarly
apply to the approximation in Equation (3.8). The response matrix with elements given by
∫
1
Ri j B
µ(x, y, u, v)R(i; t, E, x, y, u, v)J(x, y)dΩdxdydE dt
(3.9)
∆t∆E j
E ∈E j

thus describes both the effective area and the effective field of view. It may be the case that the
contribution from a diffuse background to the event rate function in each channel is assumed
to be known, in which case a response matrix such as R that accounts for the field of view is
not required for likelihood function evaluation. As the effective field of view decreases, the
response function will approach that for a point source.
The response is modeled via some parametrization—either of underlying continuous
functions for theoretical subsystem operation or of the discretized, matrix form. That is, the
total response model will in general be constructed from parameterized subsystem models,
but in principle the elements of the matrices R?(r̂ P ) and R could be explicitly be defined
as parameters. The parameters thus defined are then statistically constrained conditional
on recorded event data, possibly both pre-flight and in-orbit, and periodically calibrated
using astrophysical sources. The response model is then typically assumed to be effectively
time-invariant over some (near future) observation epoch. For example, a set of narrow
energy intervals are defined and, for each interval, the response—across a pre-defined set
of channels—to a highly-controlled, filtered incident radiation field spanning the interval is
measured (in a regime where the stochastic properties of the detector operation are insensitive
to the incident flux). Given such measurements, inferential statements may be made about
the parameters in the response model, and that probabilistic information can be applied in the
modeling of science observations of targets.
In practice, for point sources in the field of view, an incident photon fluence is generally
calculated for each in a set of energy intervals that are determined by the approximate instrument response model for mapping expected photon fluences into expected count numbers.
Let the integral discretization of the incident flux FP (t, E) into incident photon fluences be
represented as the (p0 × q) matrix F P with energy intervals incrementing with row number
and time intervals incrementing with column number. The matrix of expected count numbers
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from point sources in the field of view is then approximated by the dot-product
Õ
R?(r̂ P ) · F P,
c≈

(3.10)

P

where elements of (p × q) matrix c are the contribution to the expected count numbers ci j
by point sources in the field of view, with channel incrementing with row number. Typically, target tracking is assumed to be sufficiently accurate so as to ignore a small temporal
variation of the telescope pointing with respect to each source direction r̂ P . If a data set
is constructed from the event streams of disjoint observing intervals, let the expected count
numbers form a set of matrices {c 1, c 2, . . .}, where each matrix c ` might be evaluated with
a unique, observation-specific response matrix R?`(r̂ P ). Similarly, one might require an
observation-specific response matrix R` appropriate for operation on a uniformly isotropic
diffuse background over the instrument surface.

3.2.6

Real and fictitious telescopes

Thus far we have considered a distant static telescope whose 4-velocity is uµ (τ) = [1, 0, 0, 0]T
with respect to the Schwarzschild chart and whose proper time τ thus coincides with coordinate
time t. Such a telescope is fictitious: in reality an instrument is not static (and is non-inertial)
due to motion of the telescope relative to the targeted NS. Moreover, there can exist (timedependent) perturbations of the spacetime near the target star due to a companion star, and the
asymptotically flat spacetime is perturbed by weakly gravitating (and slowly rotating) bodies in
the Solar system. Canonically, sophisticated modeling software is used to treat these issues—
which would otherwise vastly complicate the formulation of likelihood functions here—given
the information provided about a specific telescope, target source, and observation epoch.
We proceed to review what such software achieves, thereby identifying the way to interface
between objects computed by X-PSI—e.g., Equation (3.2), operated on by an instrument
response function—with real event data.
Let us first ignore perturbations to flatness, and suppose that the worldline of the instrument
on the asymptotic spacetime is the function x µ (τ), where τ is the proper time of the on-board
clock against which events are principally registered. The asymptotic nature of this worldline
is such that at any point along x µ (τ) the incident radiation intensity with respect to a local
static frame—instantaneously related to a comoving frame21 via Lorentz transformations in
the local tangent space—is such that source flux is given by Equation (3.2) evaluated at some
coordinate time with only an implicit dependence on the spatial coordinates x i (τ). Indeed, at
each spatial point in the vicinity of the Solar system, the flux in a local static frame is given
as a function of coordinate time identically by Equation (3.2) up to a position-dependent time
translation.
Consider first that the worldline x µ (τ) exists on a flat asymptotic spacetime, and a fiducial
point is defined with coordinates t(τ = τ0 ) = t0 and r(τ = τ0 ) = r0 in the Schwarzschild chart.
21Defined as the frame in which the 4-velocity is u µ (τ) = [1, 0, 0, 0]T .
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Suppose the source flux at time t = t0 at all points in the vicinity of the worldline with equal
radial coordinate r = r0 is given by Equation (3.2); the flux in a local static frame at all nearby
points with radial coordinate r = r0 + ∆r at time t = t0 is given by Equation (3.2) evaluated
at time t = t0 − ∆r/c. It follows that from an algorithmic perspective, one may first compute
the flux as a function of time without accounting for the worldline of the instrument, and
subsequently evaluate fluxes along the worldline via a time map τ 7→ t0 + ∆t − ∆r/c, where
∆r = r(τ) − r0 and ∆t = t(τ) − t0 . The specific photon flux in local static frames along the
worldline is then given by
FS (τ, E; θ S ) = FS (t(τ) − ∆r(τ)/c, E; θ S ) =

∫
S

µ(u, v)IS (t(τ) − ∆r(τ)/c, E, u, v; θ S )dΩ,
(3.11)

where the arbitrariness of r0 (in the asymptotic regime) manifests only as a temporal shift.
Strictly, the instrument is not asymptotic, but sufficiently distant that the explicit dependence
of the static flux on radial and angular coordinates is neglected for points belonging to the
instrument worldline; therefore, the coordinate-time evolution of the image S (instantaneously
subtended on the skies of static frames at points along the worldline) is shared—under a time
translation—by all spatial points belonging to the worldline. It follows that provided the
instrument tracks S, the angle µ(u, v) subtended (in a local static frame) between points in S
and the normal of each element of the instrument surface does not evolve.
Given the above, it can then by extension be carefully argued that the comoving flux incident on an element of a distant non-static, non-relativistic, non-inertial (tracking) instrument
in the asymptotic flat spacetime is sufficiently well-approximated as the flux incident in a
static fiducial frame under a time translation τ 7→ t − ∆r/c. Relativistic timing effects (and
spin-down; see below) are included in this mapping because over the course of the many
rotational cycles spanned, even an apparently small absolute deviation of dτ(t)/dt from unity
would result in decoherence of the transformed event times with respect to the natural rotation
of the target source. For a millisecond X-ray pulsar, for instance, the photon arrival process
is rotationally modulated on millisecond timescales, and the timing resolution achieved by an
X-ray instrument is far smaller than this timescale (Gendreau et al. 2016). If the temporal
mapping is inaccurate by even an O(10−2 ) s rotational period over the total time between the
first and last exposures—which may be O(106 –107 ) s for a mission such as NICER—the event
information would be smeared in time.22 Further, one can extend the arguments alluded to
above to consider gravitational perturbations by a pulsar companion and Solar system bodies,
the effects of which on the incident flux are, beyond crucial contribution to the aforementioned
temporal mapping, neglected.
The Poissonian nature of a photon arrival process is invariant under the monotonic time
22Meaning that if O(10−9 ) s timing cannot be achieved (cf. Hobbs et al. 2006) for a ∼ 5 ms rotation-powered radio
pulsar such as PSR J0030+0451 (Lommen et al. 2000), the phase-folded X-ray pulse-profile, with respect to a static
frame at the fiducial point, would be distorted.
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transformation τ 7→ t − ∆r/c. An approximate symmetry is thus observed: a photon event
E through an element of the instrument in a differential time-energy interval at time τ can
be mapped to a photon event through an element of a fictitious static instrument at the time
t(τ) − ∆r(τ)/c when the source radiation reached the spatial fiducial point (at coordinate
radius r = r0 ) on the worldline. Moreover, an event registered in the output stream against
a perfect on-board clock can be mapped to a fictitious detection event by a fictitious static
instrument in the same manner. The instrument response function—defined in discrete form
at some arbitrary time t by Equation (3.7)—at time t(τ) − ∆r(τ)/c in the time-domain of the
spatial fiducial point, would however match the response function that would be applied at
time τ in a frame instantaneously comoving with the real telescope.
Let us now consider a timing solution for the rotational phase φ(t) of the (slowly-rotating)
target star as a function of coordinate time t. Ignoring glitches (e.g., Edwards et al. 2006;
Bailes 2010),

φ(t) = φ0 +

1
2π

∫t
0

ω(t 0)dt 0 ≈ φ0 +



Û
Ü
1
ω(a)
ω(a)
ω(a)(t − a) +
(t − a)2 +
(t − a)3 + . . . ,
2π
2
6
(3.12)

where: ω(t) is the coordinate (asymptotic) angular rotation frequency of the star; the zero
phase φ0 B φ(t = 0) is arbitrary (and does not correspond to the number of revolutions
during the source-instrument light travel time interval); and, in the Taylor expansion for small
frequency derivatives, a ∈ [0, t]. The events in the time-domain of the fixed fiducial point can
thus be mapped to an arrival rotational phase; one thus has a map τ 7→ φ for phase-folding
arrival events against the natural rotation of the star.
We now discuss the canonical technique for curating a sparse set of photon arrival events
for subsequent data-space and generative-model definition. We build on the above wherein
other gravitating bodies in the dynamical vicinity of source and instrument are neglected. A
map is required between the satellite-specific on-board time-domain—populated by the raw
events—and a distinct time-domain that can be straightforwardly interfaced with a timing
solution for the rotational phase φ(t) of S as given by Equation (3.12). Let the coordinate
recorded by an imperfect on-board clock be denoted by τ̃: ultimately an injective map τ̃ 7→ φ
is often desired. However, the instrument is non-static and non-inertial (e.g., in-orbit rotational
source tracking due to finite parallaxes), has an imperfect on-board clock, and the spacetime
of the source is perturbed in a time-dependent manner due to gravitating bodies; there are a
substantial number of timing effects, of varying importance, which might be modeled in order
to precisely map on-board event times to arrival phases. Such a mapping has an inherent
degree of uncertainty: it is the output of a statistical fitting process wherein a rotational phase
model such as given by Equation (3.12) is parameterized and applied to generate a timing
solution.
Each space telescope is conventionally associated with unique (orbit and clock dependent)
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software tools to transform from times τ̃ to a time coordinate defined at a spatial reference
point in the Solar system—the barycenter, which moves relative to a given pulsar. Such a
mapping will account for the sky coordinates of the pulsar in a geocentric coordinate system
in order to compute the time at which radiation of the same phase as a given event passed the
Solar system barycenter. Given a set of transformed events associated with the Solar system
barycenter, a timing solution—e.g., Equation (3.12)—is then applied using a generic (satellite
independent) software framework such as tempo2 (Hobbs et al. 2006; Edwards et al. 2006;
Hobbs 2012)23 together with a plug-in such as photons to assign rotational arrival phases
φ to events and to phase-fold if desired, generating events with principal phases ϕ ∈ [0, 1].
The choice of a point fixed in space relative to the target pulsar is taken to be the center of
the pulsar for the purpose of assigning coordinate arrival times (phases) to photon events
registered by the real instrument; the phases and the coordinate interarrival times are shared
with a distant static frame, in a fictitious unperturbed pulsar spacetime, at which we place
our fictitious telescope and evaluate expected X-ray signals. The spatial location of this static
frame is in the near vicinity of the Solar system—i.e., at the distance of the Solar system,
along the line-of-sight which is inclined to the pulsar spin axis.
For pulsars that exhibit high rotational stability (e.g., high angular momentum and low
torques; Bailes 2010) and whose radio pulse-profiles exhibit (persistently) detectable flux, the
most accurate timing solution will usually be based on the application of a timing model to
radio observations. Such observations typically span much longer timescales—on the order of
years—than those of X-ray observations. The radio observation epoch ought to be sufficiently
long for the relative statistical constraining power on a timing solution to far exceed X-ray
constraining power on, e.g., spacetime parameters (as is the target of X-PSI). The timing
solution will therefore often be assumed exact and subsumed in a data pre-processing phase.
In the absence of a radio timing solution, one can instead use a timing solution derived from
pulsations in high-energy source radiation; in either case we recommend application of a
widely-used open-source software package for deriving the solution.
If one were to construct an X-ray model wherein (a subset of) the timing parameters are
not known exactly but have some associated joint prior probability density distribution (e.g,
the marginal joint posterior probability density distribution derived from a previous timing
analysis), X-ray parameter estimation may quickly become intractable due to the computational
cost of a numerical likelihood function combined with increased model complexity in a higher
dimensional parameter space. Moreover, any gain of information about the (nuisance) timing
parameters may be negligible, and the marginal posterior distribution of the parameters of
interest may be well-approximated24 by fixing the timing solution.

23Or alternatively TempoNest (Lentati et al. 2014).
24Especially considering the inevitable finiteness of sampling noise and of error in numerical likelihood function
approximation.
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3.2.7

The economy of computing a single rotational pulse

Numerical X-ray spectral-timing likelihood functions typically require many evaluations25 of
the four-dimensional integral given by Equation (3.3): a computationally expensive task that is
problematic for statistical sampling applications wherein a large number of likelihood function
evaluations are required. X-PSI is thus necessarily founded on the notions that: (i) plausible
models of large X-ray time-series can be written entirely in terms of a single pulse—or at most
a small number of distinct pulses—defined as the signal generated by a complete revolution
in the Schwarzschild chart of some mode of asymmetry in the rotating surface radiation field;
and (ii) the mathematical pulsation model is built on approximations that permit algorithmic
utilization of symmetries, and the numerical computation of a single pulse is satisfactorily
optimized. These assumptions can without additional effort be extended to encompass the
computation of an average pulse if the X-ray signal exhibits some secular evolution relative
to the pulsation timescale; whilst more realistic, it is less tractable to formulate a model—for
the average pulse—that will perform well, especially for sources whose signal generation
processes are clearly dynamic on observational timescales (e.g., Galloway et al. 2008; Watts
2012; Bilous & Watts 2018, and Section B.1).
Let us consider a data set formed from X-ray events that span a large number of rotational
cycles of a pulsing target source S. A joint sampling distribution of those events is clearly
more economical if it is constructed in terms of a single rotational pulse. This paradigm
becomes viable if, for a given time-series, the following statement is plausible: as registered
by an distant static observer, the expected X-ray signal over one pulse cycle, effectively, stable
in time—such as for a rotation-powered X-ray pulsar whose spin-down timescale is far longer
than the total exposure time (which may span a number of disjoint observing intervals).
The incident source flux function FS (t, E; θ S ) over a single pulse cycle is mapped identically to each in a contiguous set of time-domain intervals spanning, under some map t 7→ φ,
the phase interval φ ∈ [φ0, Φ], where Φ − φ0  1. That is, FS (φ, E; θ S ) = FS (ϕ, E; θ S )
is assumed, where the information-losing map ϕ(φ) = φ − bφc transforms arbitrary phases
φ > φ0 to a phase on the principal interval ϕ ∈ [0, 1] over which a single pulse function
FS (ϕ, E; θ S ) is defined and computed.
A timing-solution allows one to phase-connect temporally disjoint—and thus realistic—
observing intervals enumerated by ` whilst only requiring a single cyclic phase-shifting
parameter for the pulse function FS (ϕ, E; θ S ). These distinct observing intervals are in
general each associated with a distinct model for instrument operation that enters the model
in discrete form as a matrix of areal numbers. We represent these matrices as
∫
1
µ(x, y, r̂S )R(i; t, E, x, y, r̂S )J(x, y)dxdydE dt,
(3.13)
R?`i j (r̂S ) =
∆t` ∆E j
t ` ×E j

where the discretization of the response matrix into channels and energy intervals as described
25E.g., a number given by the (p0 × q) elements of a point-source fluence matrix F .
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in Section 3.2.5 is assumed as shared between observing intervals, and where t ` ⊂ [t0, T]
is an interval of length ∆t` . The interval lengths ∆t` correspond to interval lengths ∆τ`
on-board the real instrument, but provided the instrument is non-relativistic the distinction
may be neglected for computing expected count numbers. For the ` th interval, the expected
count-rate pulse function in the i th channel, s`i (t; θ S ), takes the form
∫
Õ
?
FS (ϕ, E; θ S )dE,
(3.14)
s`i (ϕ; θ S ) B
R`i j (r̂S )
j

E ∈E j

where s`i (φ; θ S ) = s`i (ϕ; θ S ) is assumed ∀φ. There are thus two levels of signal stability that
we require: (i) that of FS (ϕ, E; θ S ) over the phase interval φ ∈ [φ0, Φ] under φ 7→ ϕ; and (ii)
that of s`i (ϕ; θ S ), ∀(i, `), over the ` th phase interval φ ` ⊂ [φ0, Φ] of width ∆φ` over which a
response matrix is assumed time-invariant. To meet the first condition above, it is necessary
for ω(t) to be autonomous, i.e., to exhibit time-invariance of the form ω(t) = ω(φ), and further
that ω(φ) = ω(ϕ). The reason for this is that the gravitational time delays along rays connecting
spacetime points at the photosphere to points on a distant static instrument, when transformed
to a phase delay, depend on the frequency evolution. Moreover, if the frequency is identified
with the stellar rotation frequency and thus that of the radiating material at the surface, the
Lorentz transformations between local comoving and static frames at spacetime points at
the photosphere evolve between revolutions. In reality, for sources such as rotation-powered
pulsars that generate stable X-ray pulsations, the spin frequency evolution
∫T
∆ω =

(3.15)

Û
ω(t)dt,

t0

will be so small over the total exposure ∪` t ` = [t0, T] that, for the purpose of repeating the
Û = 0.
principal pulse function FS (ϕ, E; θ S ) over the entire time series, ω(t)
Let us write two useful corollaries. The time-integrated expected number of counts from
a pulsing source, s`i (θ S ), is thus given by
s`i (θ S ) =

∫

s`i (t; θ S )dt = 2π

t ∈t `

∫
φ ∈φ `

s`i (φ; θ S )
dφ ≈ ∆t`
ω(φ)

∫1
0

s`i (ϕ; θ S )dϕ,

(3.16)

where ω(φ)/2π = dφ(t)/dt. The approximation in Equation (3.16) holds true exactly if: (i)
Û = 0. The
the width of φ ` satisfies ∆φ` ∈ N; (ii) s`i (φ; θ S ) = s`i (ϕ; θ S ), ∀φ; and (iii) if ω(t)
expected pulse function s`i (ϕ; θ S ) can be transformed into a density on the interval ϕ ∈ [0, 1].
To do so let n`i (ϕ; θ S ) be the cumulative number of counts at principal phase ϕ:
dn`i (ϕ; θ S )
dt dφ
= s`i (ϕ; θ S )
dϕ
dφ dϕ
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=
ϕ

Õ
j

R?`i j (r̂S )∆t`

∫
E ∈E j

FS (ϕ, E; θ S )dE,

(3.17)
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Û = 0. Note that the non-injective nature of the map φ 7→ ϕ means
where we impose that ω(t)
that for the ` th interval the derivative dφ/dϕ evaluated at ϕ is equal to the number of cycles
in the time interval t ` —assuming that ∆φ` ∈ N. Integrating over ϕ ∈ [0, 1] we obtain the
approximation in Equation (3.16).
An important remark to be made here is that s`i (φ; θ S ) = s`i (ϕ; θ S ), ∀φ, is purely an X-ray
modeling assumption given a map ϕ(φ) = φ − bφc from a timing solution based on a some
relatively stable signal. For an empirically aperiodic signal, greater care would obviously be
required to determine if such an approximation is applicable. At present however, the singlepulse approximation appears to be required for the likelihood function to be computationally
tractable when embedded within sampling applications. For rotation-powered X-ray pulsars,
assumptions can be justified straightforwardly based on the empirical stability of signals on
typical observing timescales. We reserve additional discussion on time-evolution of the X-ray
signal for Section B.1.

3.2.8

Backgrounds

Point sources, extended sources, and diffuse background contributions to the radiation field
incident on an instrument must be considered when modeling—see, e.g., Equation (3.4).
Backgrounds for a telescope such as NICER can exhibit long-term variability over the mission
lifetime, and include (Chapter 4 and references therein): astrophysical sources in the field of
view other than the targeted source S; diffuse X-ray emission over the field of view; energetic
cosmic and non-cosmic particles and radiation; dynamical space weather and contamination
from sources in the Solar system—particularly the Sun; and thermal effects in the detectors.
During pre-processing of raw on-board event data, algorithms may be executed to cull certain
types of flagged background events, whilst all remaining events are defined as data and must
be modeled (Chapter 4 and references therein), typically as a collection of Poisson random
arrival processes.
We need not be as restrictive in scope when considering (nuisance) background models
because such models are often relatively inexpensive to compute per likelihood function call
due to being of a phenomenological nature, whilst being assumed to combine linearly with
target signals. Nevertheless, because numerical signals from S are expensive to compute
per likelihood function call, the number of parameter dimensions defined in the background
model should be as small as possible unless the background subspace B can be (analytically
or numerically) marginalized over such that the dimensionality of the posterior sampling
space is close to the dimensionality of the target subspace θ S . In general a subset of these
background parameters B could be defined as shared with the target parameters θ S , but this
is uncommon: by definition we would not expect the background to depend on parameters
describing physics in the vicinity of S (such as EOS parameters), for example, but it would
be quite reasonable for interaction of radiation with astrophysical material in the foreground
of both S and background sources to be parameterized. Similarly, the individual background
contributions may be unpulsed or, in principle, pulsed, but generally incoherently with respect
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to the rotation of S.
Let us define bi (t; B) as the total background count-rate function in the i th channel, such
that
bi (t ∈ t ` ; B) B

Õ
j

R`i j

∫

ID (t, E; B D )dE +

E ∈E j

ÕÕ
P,S

j

R?`i j (r̂ P )

∫

FP (t, E; B P )dE,

E ∈E j

(3.18)
where B D denotes the subset of background parameters associated with a uniformly isotropic
diffuse background, and B P denotes a subset of background parameters associated with a
nuisance point source P. The response matrices R?`i j (r̂ P ) and R`i j are respectively given in
schematic form by Equation (3.7) and Equation (3.9). Naturally, if it is to be assumed that the
background rate function is time-invariant over the ` th observation interval, the dependence
on the coordinate time t is dropped.
Background modeling is complicated by the notion of a fictitious static instrument that
registered the event data. The reason being that the fictitious instrument is static relative to
the spacetime of S, and the event-generating process is defined with respect to its coordinate
time t. Therefore if a background component is modeled as varying (during a given observing
interval) as a function of a time variable other than the coordinate time t in a distant static
frame (such as τ) one would need to apply a mapping (such as τ 7→ t) to approximate the
expected background contribution during operation of the static version of the instrument. As
treated in the following sections, backgrounds that are assumed to be time-invariant during
observing intervals are more straightforwardly implemented.

3.2.9

Unbinned likelihood functions

We now derive likelihood function approximations given count-rate functions for the target
source and the total background. An arrival process can be expressed in several equivalent
ways: in terms of arrival times, interarrival times, or as a counting process. A likelihood
function can thus in principle be formulated in several ways. Canonically a counting process
is invoked: if we consider the differential limit of a counting process we obtain an unbinned
form. The binned form (see Section 3.2.10) approximates the unbinned form and is more
commonly used in practice.
Let us first construct a likelihood function directly from the sampling distribution of
Bernoulli random variables indexed by tuples (i, k) that uniquely enumerate channels and
differential time intervals. Let these random variables form the set {Bik }, where by definition
Bik ∈ {0, 1}. Let us identify the count-rate function in the i th channel as
ci (t; θ) = si (t; θ S ) + bi (t; B),

(3.19)

where si (t; θ S ) and bi (t; B) are the target and background count-rate functions respectively.
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Let e ∈ E index the subset E ⊂ {(i, k)} of intervals in which an event is registered, meaning
that the random variate Bik = 1; the time interval associated with an event is t ∈ [te, te + dt].
Therefore, the union ({1} × E) ∪ ({0} × E) is equivalent to the data vector d in event space. Let
e ∈ E index the complementary subset E ⊂ {(i, k)} of intervals in which no event is registered,
meaning that the random variate Bik = 0; the time interval associated with a non-event is
t ∈ [te, te + dt]. Moreover, the count-rate functions local to events and non-events are denoted
by ce (te ; θ) and ce (te ; θ) respectively; the time-integrated expected number of counts in the
i th channel is ci (θ).
For the likelihood function, one obtains the unbinned form whose logarithm may, neglecting constants, be written
Õ
ln Pr{Bik | θ}
ln L(θ) =
ik

=

Õ

ln [ce (te ; θ)dt] +

Õ

e

=

Õ

=

Õ

ln [1 − ce (te ; θ)dt]

e

ln ce (te ; θ) −

e

Õ
e


ce (te ; θ)dt − ce2 (te ; θ)dt 2 + O(dt 3 ) + N ln dt

[ln ce (te ; θ) + ce (te ; θ)dt] −

e

ÕÕ
i

k

|
=

Õ
e

ln ce (te ; θ) −

Õ∫

ci (tk ; θ)dt +N ln dt

(3.20)

{z

Riemann sum

ci (t; θ)dt + N ln dt ∼

}

Õ

ln ce (te ; θ) −

Õ

e

i

ci (θ).

i

It follows that if a single pulse is applied via Equation (3.16), the likelihood function may be
approximated as
ln L(θ) ≈

Õ
e

ln [se (ϕe ; θ S ) + be (te ; B)]−

Õ
`,i

∫1
∆t`
0

s`i (ϕ; θ S )dϕ−

Õ∫

bi (t; B)dt, (3.21)

`,i t ∈t
`

where for S, the event index e summarizes the principal phase of the event and the observing
interval number `. For the background contribution e summarizes the pair (i, k) with k
Ð
indexing the differential time intervals that span the total exposure ` t ` . The background
event rate function bi (t; B) may assume the form given by Equation (3.18).

3.2.10

Binned phase-folded likelihood functions

3.2.10.1

General treatment

Event data is commonly compressed into a smaller number of summary statistics via phasefolding and grouping (binning) into intervals ϕ k ⊂ [0, 1] (see Section 3.2.9). When transformed into an equivalent time interval, these phase intervals are arbitrarily larger than the
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time resolution of the instrument. Data compression reduces the number of operations required for likelihood function evaluation, at the cost of information loss. Schematically,
serious information loss occurs if the underlying information content in the model exceeds
that which can be contained in the space of the data. Remarkably, when working economically
as described in Section 3.2.7, the target signal—which is of primary interest—is only resolved
over a single rotational cycle and thus phase-folding itself cannot be lossy as it pertains to
information about S; it is the binning that is overtly lossy, although beyond O(10) phase bins
the loss may well be unimportant in the context of other modeling problems. Depending on
the number of events (i.e., the number of variates Bik = 1) constituting the data, the cost of
evaluating an unbinned limit of the likelihood function may be substantially greater than the
cost of computing a single rotational pulse generated by S, and thus bordering on intractable
in order to preserve some minor quantity of information; rough benchmarking suggests that
for O(107 ) the typical likelihood function evaluation cost is doubled by not summarizing the
event data.
Let the event data grouped into a regular array of channels enumerated by i = 1, . . . , I, and
let the principal phase intervals be enumerated by k = 1, . . . , K. If a Poisson counting process
is assumed to generate the count numbers, the likelihood function given pre-processed event
data d may be written as
Ö
L(θ) =
p(dik | θ, M),
(3.22)
i,k

where dik ∼ Poisson(cik ) and cik = cik (θ) is the expected number of counts within the (i, k)th
interval. The events are thus grouped into finite phase intervals ϕ k in each channel. It
follows that due to phase-folding, many Poisson random variables—equal to the number of
observed cycles—are summarized by an element of a data space NI×K 3 d; the probability
mass distributions of these variables are convolved to define a (joint) sampling distribution
of the summary random variables—the number of counts cik in the (i, k)th interval. Note
that the expectations of the summed random variables are not all identical if the background
contribution or response matrix is not modeled as invariant over all observed cycles and thus
invariant ∀`. However, the processes that contribute background events are generally not of
interest—they are nuisances—and thus the information loss by phase-folding is at most a
minor concern (because the background contribution cannot be perfectly decoupled from the
contribution from S).
Let us identify the count-number function in the i th channel and k th phase interval as
cik (θ) = sik (θ S ) + bik (B),

(3.23)

where sik (θ S ) and bik (B) are the target-source and background count-number functions
respectively. The contribution from S to the expected number of counts is given, using
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Equation (3.17), by
Õ ∫ dn`i (ϕ; θ S )
sik (θ S ) ≈
dϕ
dϕ
` ϕ
k
∫
Õ
FS (ϕ, E; θ S )dE dϕ
=
R?`i j (r̂S )∆t`
`, j

ϕ k ×E j









! ∫
 Õ ∆t

Õ Õ

`
Í
∆t`
FS (ϕ, E; θ S )dE dϕ
=
R?`i j (r̂S ).



(
)
∆t
`
`
j  `
 `
ϕ k ×E j


|
{z
}



F j k (θ S )



(3.24)

The response matrix with elements
?

Ri j (r̂ P ) =

Õ
`

∆t`
Í
R? (r̂ P )
( ` ∆t` ) `i j

(3.25)

is the temporal mean response matrix that can be modeled as discussed in Section B.3.2. The
matrix of count numbers expected from S is thus the dot-product
!
Õ
?
s(θ S ) =
∆t` R (r̂S ) · F(θ S ),
(3.26)
`

where F(θ S ) is a matrix of phase-integrated fluxes with elements defined by the annotation
in Equation (3.24). Note that the elements of the matrix F(θ S ) may be approximated using
instantaneous fluxes at points within finite phase intervals instead of explicitly integrating over
those intervals, provided the intervals are sufficiently small.
The background contribution to the expected number of counts is given in general by

∫
2π Õ 
bik (B) =
ID (φ, E; B D )dE dφ
R`i j
ω l, j 

φ
×E
j
lk

+

Õ
P,S

R?`i j (r̂ P )




FP (φ, E; B P )dE dφ ,


φ l k ×E j

∫

(3.27)

where for uniform-width phase intervals denoted by ϕ k ⊂ [0, 1], we have that φ lk ⊂ [φ0 +
l + (k − 1)/K, φ0 + l + k/K] with l ∈ N denoting the cycle number and thus the observing
interval `, and φ0 is the X-ray phase at the beginning of the ` = 0 observing interval. It is clear
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that a general time-dependent background, schematically represented by Equation (3.27), is
convoluted to evaluate and, in effectively all conceivable cases, would be overly complex,
especially given our restriction to use of a single rotational pulse from S. We proceed in the
following sections to invoke commonly-used simplifications.

3.2.10.2

Time-invariant backgrounds

If the background contributions are assumed to be time-invariant within each observing
interval t ` , but not necessarily identical between observing intervals of length ∆t` , it then
follows that

bik (B) =

Õ
`, j


∫


∆t` R`i j
ID (t ∈ t `, E; B D )dE dϕ


ϕ
×E
j
k

+

Õ
P,S

R?`i j (r̂ P )




FP (t ∈ t `, E; B P )dE dϕ .


ϕ k ×E j

∫

In dot-product form, the matrix of background count numbers is given by
"
#
Õ
Õ
?
b(B) =
∆t` R` · I D (t ∈ t ` ; B D ) +
R` (r̂ P ) · F P (t ∈ t ` ; B P ) ,
`

(3.28)

(3.29)

P,S

where I D (t ∈ t ` ; B D ) is a matrix of phase-integrated photon intensities—i.e., time-invariant
specific intensities integrated over finite energy intervals and multiplied by the phase-interval
width—and the F P (t ∈ t ` ; B P ) are matrices of phase-integrated photon fluxes, both during
the ` th observing interval.
Ð
Further, if the background contributions are assumed time-invariant over the union ` t ` ,
then one may write


! ∫
 Õ ∆t
Õ  Õ

`
Í
bik (B) =
∆t`
ID (E; B D )dE dϕ
R`i j



(
` ∆t` )
j  `
`

ϕ k ×E j

|
{z
}
Ri j



! ∫
 Õ ∆t
Õ  Õ Õ

`
Í
+
∆t`
FP (E; B P )dE dϕ
R?`i j (r̂ P ).



(
)
∆t
`
`
j  P,S
`
 `
ϕ k ×E j
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In dot-product form, the matrix of background count numbers is given by
!"
#
Õ
Õ ?
b(B) =
∆t` R · I D (B D ) +
R (r̂ P ) · F P (B P ) ,
`

(3.31)

P,S

where again I D (B D ) is a matrix of phase-integrated photon intensities and the F P (B P ) are
matrices of phase-integrated fluxes. In this final case—which may be commonly conditioned
on—the matrix of count numbers c(θ) is straightforwardly given by
c(θ) = s(θ S ) + b(B)
!"
#
Õ
Õ ?
?
∆t` R (r̂S ) · F(θ S ) + R · I D (B D ) +
=
R (r̂ P ) · F P (B P ) .
`

3.2.10.3

(3.32)

P,S

Default phase-invariant channel-by-channel backgrounds

In this section we describe a default general background model26 that makes minimal assumptions about the background contribution to the event rate function in each channel, but wherein
the predictive complexity is considerable. If follows that a generative model implementing
this background treatment may be strongly disfavoured relative to a model that treats the background radiation field incident on the instrument in a simpler (phenomenological) manner
based on prior knowledge and information (see Section 3.2.11). Nevertheless, the reader may
find the background treatment described in this section useful for application in exploratory
analyses. For a real-world application of this background model, refer to Chapter 4, wherein
NICER observations of the millisecond X-ray pulsar PSR J0030+0451 are analyzed; Chapter 4
uses notation based on this chapter, and offer additional discussion in the context of real data
where the true data-generating process is unknown.
Let the phase-folded, binned likelihood function be defined by (Miller & Lamb 2015)
L(θ S , B) B p({d i }i=1,...,I | θ S , {Bi }),

(3.33)

where: i ∈ [1, I] enumerates channels of the instrument as in Section 3.2.10; each d i is a
data vector associated with the i th channel, constituted by count numbers {dik }k=1,...,K where
k enumerates phase intervals ϕ k ⊂ [0, 1] as in Section 3.2.10 above; Bi is the background
count-rate parameter in the i th channel; and θ S are the target parameters. Each Bi term
is identified as the expectation of a homogeneous Poisson arrival process: up to a known
constant,
ln L(θ S , B) = −2

Õ
i,k

!∫
!∫


Õ
Õ




dik ln sik (θ S ) + Bi
∆t`
dϕ − sik (θ S ) − Bi
∆t`
dϕ,


`
`
ϕk
ϕk



26With an implementation in X-PSI; see Section 3.3 for usage instructions.
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(3.34)
where we recast the background contribution to the expected count-number matrix given
by Equation (3.32) in terms of the {Bi }. The statistical properties of backgrounds are in
reality time-dependent. However, any background emission processes or dynamic emission
processes in the near-vicinity of S that are not harmonically coupled to the rotation of the
surface will decohere with the surface X-ray emission27 over the phase interval ϕ ∈ [0, 1]
whose boundary is periodic. It follows that event phase-folding under a map t 7→ ϕ enables
invocation of time-invariant channel-by-channel background count-rate functions.
These background count-rate parameters are fast parameters in the following sense (see,
e.g., Lewis 2013a): given a precomputed target-source signal that enters directly into the
likelihood function, it is computationally inexpensive to evaluate that likelihood function
many times at distinct points in the fast subspace. The background count-rate parameters B
are sufficiently fast for one to define one parameter per instrument channel—of which there
are may be O(102 )—and analytically or numerically marginalise the likelihood function with
respect to the B-subspace in order to reduce the dimensionality of the (posterior) sampling
space. In Section B.2 we explore analytical and numerical background marginalization
techniques, and we describe implementation of the latter in X-PSI.
The target parameters θ S , on the other hand, form a mixture of slow and fast parameters.
Parameters such as the gravitational mass, the surface coordinate equatorial radius, and so
on, form a slow subspace in the following sense: given the value of a likelihood function at
a point within the subspace given some vector of fast parameter values, it is computationally
expensive to re-evaluate that likelihood function at a distinct point in the slow subspace.
The distance to the target and any phase-shifting28 parameters are effectively as fast as the
background parameters, but parameters of S are not analytically or numerically marginalized
over during likelihood evaluation, and are thus dimensions of the sampling space.
The background model described above is relevant to a number of source classes. In
Section 3.5 we generate synthetic pulse-profile data and demonstrate a parameter estimation
workflow, using both the known data-generating process and using this default background
treatment. One should however be aware of the potential dangers of invoking a set of phaseinvariant background parameters. For this we refer the reader to Chapter 4 and we reserve the
remaining discussion on this topic in the present work for Section B.2.2 because the default
background model may not be of interest to all readers.

3.2.11

Mixed discrete-continuous models

In Section 3.2 we have thus far formulated several components of a mathematical model
M of astrophysical X-ray pulsations. To be precise, we have a conditional joint sampling
27More generally, the phase evolution of the signal generated by the surface X-ray emission is not always given
solely by the natural rotation of the NS (e.g., Watts 2012).
28Phase-shifts as applied directly to the pulse function FS (ϕ, E; θ S )—or to component pulse functions—defined
in Section 3.2.7.
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distribution defined on the data space D, as a function of a vector θ ∈ Θ of (real) parameters
where Θ ⊆ Rn (see Section 3.2.4 in particular). In general, however, it is not necessary for
the model M to be associated with a continuous space Θ: it can be associated with a mixed
discrete-continuous, joint space of parameters and hyperparameters.
Let a model M be constituted, in part, by the union of a discrete set of continuous spaces
Ð
(see also Chapter 4): the set of spaces, Θ = m ({m} × Θm ), is enumerated by one or more
discrete (hyper)parameters m. One could explicitly define the model M as a model space,
being constituted by a discrete set of models Mm . In the simplest case a single discrete
parameter is defined such that Θ ⊆ N × Rn ; alternatively, a single discrete hyperparameter is
defined, again such that Θ ⊆ N × Rn , where the hyperparameter enumerates a discrete set of
joint prior distributions on some subset of Rn .
For a more complex model, one can distinguish between a set of continuous target parameters θ ?—such as exterior or interior spacetime parameters—which are shared between the
continuous spaces, and sets of continuous nuisance parameters θ m ∈ Θm , some of which are
shared between the spaces and some of which are unshared. The discrete (hyper)parameters
themselves are nuisances. The discrete and continuous nuisance (hyper)parameters may be
associated with S, the instrument response function, or the background. The overarching
target of computation may then be a joint posterior probability density distribution of the
parameters θ ?, marginalized over all nuisance (hyper)parameters, discrete and continuous.
We reserve the remaining mathematical and computational details for Section B.3—where
examples are also given.

3.3

Package functionality

In this section we discuss how a user should approach building a generative model within
X-PSI. The material in this section should be supplemented with the more detailed API documentation; here we only explain underlying theoretical principles that we consider sufficiently
robust against future updates, whilst the latest source code documentation should be referred
to for the version-by-version API usage guides. In Section 3.5 we demonstrate the modeling
process with an example, for which there also exist supporting materials in the source code.

3.3.1

Object-oriented design, subclassing, and extension modules

The X-PSI API is largely constituted by a set of Python classes, some of which are abstract
base classes that a user must subclass with custom model facets. These classes call certain
Python/C-extension modules (shared libraries) that contain tools for likelihood function evaluation and are native to X-PSI; we use low-level compiled code to ensure likelihood function
evaluation is sufficiently inexpensive for application of sampling software (as loosely defined
in relative terms in Section 3.1). Instances of these classes and subclasses collectively operate
as a generative model for X-ray event data attributed in part to a pulsing target star.
We can consider extensibility on several levels. First, X-PSI is a mixture of high- and
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low-level code, the former of which is generally easier to develop. Second, on the Python
level, X-PSI is a mixture of native code and lightweight wrappers of existing interfaces to
external libraries. The Python-level functionality is by design used to glue the compiled
extensions together in a manner that is straightforwardly understandable and inexpensive to
develop further, allowing flexibility for user customization; the extensions are generally the
bottlenecks that dominate likelihood function evaluation times and thus the Python modules
can be modified with appreciably smaller risk of amplifying evaluation times. In the following
sections we outline the scope and structure of X-PSI, and how a user can consider moving
out-of-scope, in a manner expected to be insensitive to the software version. We then reserve
all remaining details regarding the X-PSI API details to the latest source code documentation.

3.3.2

Python customization

On the Python level, the user must build and instantiate both a likelihood callback object and
a prior callback object—which is thematic for use of general-purpose open-source sampling
software (see Section 3.4). These objects are to be passed as arguments to external sampling
libraries (see Section 3.4) and thus conform to a standard. The (abstract base) classes for
these objects may be located in the Likelihood and Prior modules.
3.3.2.1

Likelihood callback

The Likelihood class must have callable instances and does not itself require subclassing by a
user. To instantiate the Likelihood class, however, the user must supply a collection of other
objects with which the Likelihood instance can interface, in an automated manner, whilst
organising the evaluation of the likelihood function. Of the objects that must be supplied for
instantiation of the Likelihood class, a subset do not require subclassing by a user, whilst a
subset necessitate subclassing with custom code. In both cases there are numerous behavioral
settings—some without defaults—that a user needs to configure; these pertain, for instance,
to parameter space dimensionality declaration, and numerical resolution during likelihood
function evaluation.
These objects form a hierarchy in which a given object is programmed with assumptions
about how objects further down the hierarchy behave. A likelihood function evaluation is
executed by a Likelihood instance, which resides atop the hierarchy, calling bound methods
and properties of these component objects, and organising their interaction via directing
the transfer of information. In turn, objects call bound members (methods, attributes, and
properties) of other objects that they are aware of; these calls are uni-directional, with an
object higher in the hierarchy only calling members of objects further down in the hierarchy.
The layers of the hierarchy are constructed by a user supplying objects in a given level to
relevant objects in the above level; objects that require a certain instance of a class (including
subclass instances) raise exceptions if that object is not passed upon instantiation.
An instance of the Likelihood class evaluates (the natural logarithm of) a likelihood
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function by combining: (i) objects for computation of a specific-flux pulse function29 with
respect to a distant static frame, of the form FS (ϕ, E; θ S ) appearing in Equation (3.14); with
(ii) objects that represent the operation of an X-ray telescope on said flux pulse—evaluation of
Equation (3.14), amongst others—in order to evaluate a sampling distribution of the observed
(and pre-processed) data vector. The two groups abstractly defined here are separated in the
hierarchy: only Likelihood instances are programmed to facilitate their interaction.
An overarching design notion is that certain numerical parts of the model are more
difficult to implement efficiently than others (in terms of both programming time and compute
speed), and this stringently guides user-modeling freedom. Efficiency is here considered,
loosely, as the computational cost of achieving a certain level of numerical precision given
a mathematical model. The two object groups referred to above are defined such that the
first group—for computation of functions of the form FS (ϕ, E; θ S )—contains objects that do
not require subclassing, and represent the target star with a restricted set of mathematical
descriptions. The second group of objects pertaining to telescope operation and data, on the
other hand, do require subclassing and the user is free to use or develop extension modules
(e.g., to implement a likelihood function formulated in Section 3.2.10) where desired, perhaps
using the existing source code as a template for doing so.
A target star is more fundamental in its physical nature than an artificial system such as
telescope, but we are more ignorant as to the nature of the former. Correspondingly, likelihood
function evaluation cost is often dominated by the computation of signals from the target,
and model complexity may be dominated by that of the target star model. Moreover, signals
from the target star may be observed in many ways—e.g., with a number of telescopes and
data pre-processing paradigms—for which the user must provide implementations in order to
complete a model. It is natural when building an open-source package for modeling NS X-ray
pulsations to allow more user-freedom in: (i) the instrument modeling; and (ii) the treatment
of non-target signals that are nuisances, and whose physical origin is often eschewed in favour
of inexpensive phenomenological treatments that are assumed to be sufficiently complex to
encompass the true data-generating process without biasing inferences regarding the target
star. The material in Section 3.2 should give an impression of the flexibility for constructing
a model given a restricted set of models for a target star signal.
Nevertheless, it is possible to move beyond the scope of the restricted set of target star
signal models by subclassing the relevant classes for signal computation, whilst leaving the
integrator extension modules (see Section 3.3.3.2) unchanged. To understand the behavior
of the integrators as tools that are compatible with certain types of surface radiation field
(in particular those with useful symmetries), we refer the potential user to the source code
documentation.
If the Likelihood class is to be subclassed, the subclass should only add functionality,
and not overwrite methods, attributes, and properties of the parent class. In particular, the
following behaviors are crucial: (i) a
call
() method that, given an iterable container
29Or, in principle, a small number of such flux pulse functions.
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representing the vector θ, evaluates the natural logarithm of a likelihood function (optionally up
to a constant term) defined in Section 3.2.2 as a probability measure L(θ) : Θ → R where Θ ⊆
Rn is the domain of the likelihood function; and (ii) an
init
() method that accepts—
and binds to attributes—objects of the aforementioned hierarchy that the
call
()
method subclass is programmed to interact with. The Likelihood class is also programmed
for behaviors such as data synthesis given the object hierarchy forming the model; we return
to this notion in Section 3.5.
3.3.2.2

Prior callback

The Prior class requires subclassing by a user in order to define a callable class. The methods
defined in the Prior abstract base class contain simple default code that the user can either
overwrite entirely or call via the super() built-in function.
The requisite methods for a Prior subclass are: (i) a
call
() method that, given
an iterable container representing the vector θ, evaluates (optionally up to a constant term
depending on the sampling application) the natural logarithm of a joint prior density function
defined as a probability measure p(θ) : Θ → R where Θ ⊆ Rn is the prior support (refer
back to Section 3.2.2), which may or may not be compact; (ii) an
init
() method
that accepts—and binds to an attribute—an iterable container of n 2-tuples of hard parameter
bounds that thus form a hyper-rectangle in parameter space that wholly encompasses the
support Θ; and (iii) a method that inverse-samples p(θ) given an n-dimensional random variate
x ∈ H drawn uniformly from a unit hypercube H = [0, 1]n —i.e., a map H → Θ, x 7→ θ.
The first method is natural and often required by a sampler in order to draw posterior samples.
The latter method implements a possible technique (which is not universally applicable) for
drawing samples, in this case from the joint prior, which is often analytic if of a weaklyinformative (e.g., Gelman et al. 2017, and Section B.4) ilk;30 nested sampling in canonical
form requires a prior inverse sampling function (see Section 3.4.1), but it is not strictly
necessary for the function to draw specifically from p(θ) because the sampling problem can
be recast in practice—and where appropriate—as discussed in Section B.5.31
The default code in the unbound methods of the Prior class does the following. The
call
() method simply evaluates whether the vector θ exists in the hyper-rectangular
region defined by bounds passed to, and bound to an attribute by, the
init
() method;
the hyper-rectangular region is assumed to define the support Θ, and thus
call
()
returns zero if θ ∈ Θ and negative infinity if θ < Θ. The inverse-sampling method simply
maps a point x ∈ H to a point θ ∈ Θ, where Θ is the hyper-rectangular region, under the
assumption that the joint prior density p(θ) is flat on its support Θ; for the default code this
30If the prior is informative and numerical (as opposed to informative and analytically approximated), an approximate and efficient numerical inverse sampling map may be desired. See Section B.5 for practical alternatives.
31In Section B.5 we also discuss how the
call
() method of a Prior (subclass) instance can be used for
nested sampling when the problem is recast, in which case the function should return the exact density lest evidence
estimates be in systematic error. In canonical nested sampling, the joint prior density function evaluation is not
required.
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assumption necessitates that Θ be compact.
Lastly, we return briefly to a discussion of the Likelihood class, which itself inherits
from an abstract base class representing a parameter space Θ ⊆ Rn , where we identify Θ as
the support of p(θ). We do not distinguish functionally between the domain of the likelihood
function and the support Θ.32 Upon instantiation, the Likelihood class assigns an order to
the dimensions of the parameter space defined by objects of the hierarchy; this order is also
imposed on a container of hard parameter bounds that form a hyper-rectangular superset of
the domain of the likelihood function. The imposed order must be then be adhered to when
the Likelihood instance is called, and the order must be mirrored by a Prior instance.
To instantiate a Prior subclass, one should then pass the Prior subclass, together with
any arguments and keyword arguments, to a designated method of a Likelihood instance.
That method will construct an instance of the Prior subclass, passing the hard parameter
bounds together with any arguments and keyword arguments, and bind it to an attribute.
The hard bounds can then be implemented by the Prior subclass instance for definition of
the default hyper-rectangular support Θ. One should access the prior as an attribute of the
Likelihood instance, if required; when interfacing with sampling software (see Section 3.4)
via an X-PSI wrapper function, one need only pass the Likelihood instance. As should be
clear from the above and from Section B.5, likelihood and prior function implementation are
intertwined to a degree, but crucially the joint prior density should not be constructed to have
any dependency on the data.
3.3.2.3

Posterior tools

Aside from the objects that form the likelihood and prior callback hierarchy, other objects
are necessary for post-processing of posterior sample sets. Such operations typically include estimation of expectation integrals with respect to the posterior. To be more specific,
examples include: posterior vizualization, including kernel density estimation and credibleregion construction for marginal distributions; vizualization of derived quantities (functions of
parameters); estimation of both error due to Monte Carlo sampling noise and implementationspecific sampling error; graphical posterior predictive checking; quantitative posterior predictive checking and forecasting; Kullback-Leibler (asymmetric) and Jensen-Shannon (symmetric) divergence integrals for information-theoretic distributional comparisons, respectively
between posteriors and priors, and between posteriors (e.g., The LIGO Scientific Collaboration & the Virgo Collaboration 2018). A subset of these operations will be discussed in later
sections, once the sampling algorithm and software have been addressed.
The capability to perform post-processing operations will evolve with future development;
the user is also free to add custom functionality, interface with external libraries, and contribute
to the X-PSI project. The modeling flexibility available is intended to allow development of
custom statistical analysis pipelines: the user will have to develop tools specific for their
32If continuous hyperparameters are defined then the support Θ is of the joint prior density distribution of
parameters and hyperparameters, and the Likelihood instance defines only the parameter space, where the relevant
support is that of the marginal joint prior density distribution of parameters.
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research purposes. In Section 3.5 we give a concrete demonstration of a subset of the above
post-processing operations and provide corresponding material in the X-PSI source code to
guide custom usage.
3.3.2.4

External packages and libraries

X-PSI necessarily interfaces with external open-source packages and libraries beyond those
considered as core Python packages33 in order to link specialized software into the statistical
analysis framework. The user can modify or extend the interfaces to these packages and
libraries, modify or extend the packages and libraries themselves, or develop interfaces to new
or alternative packages and libraries. X-PSI is dependent (or offers a lightweight interface
for) several open-source packages libraries and upon initial public release. In Section 3.5 we
demonstrate an analysis using such software.
All likelihood functions will require numerical routines from the GNU Scientific Library
(GSL)—namely, routines for (doubly) adaptive Gaussian quadrature and spline34 interpolation. In addition, X-PSI requires posterior sampling software that: scales efficiently on
high-performance compute systems; is popular and well-tested; and whose limitations are
well-understood and are nevertheless considered robust to a wide class of problems. We consider usability to be implicit in these criteria. In Section 3.4 we discuss the sampler available
upon release. X-PSI also depends on packages for the post-processing of posterior samples.
These packages facilitate the post-processing operations highlighted in Section 3.3.2.3.

3.3.3

Customizable extensions

X-PSI implements C-extensions in order to boost likelihood function evaluation efficiency.
The salient disadvantage of this is that a user of X-PSI is required to modify and (re)compile
a subset of these extensions; to ease this process a recompilation script recognises if said
extensions need recompilation.
3.3.3.1

Surface radiation field

An integral of the form given by Equation (3.2) is written in an approximate, tractable form35
and then evaluated using a (deterministic) low-level integrator that spatially discretizes some
region of the computational domain (on a discrete sequence of Schwarzschild time hyperslices;
see the source code documentation). The incident intensity in the integrand of Equation (3.2)
is a function of the target source intensity along a ray bundle that maps the neighborhood of a
past spacetime event at the photosphere to the neighborhood of a spacetime event at a distant
instrument; ray bundles are themselves a property of the (stationary) exterior spacetime
solution, but the relevant bundles are determined by light-matter interaction events. The
33The core packages are cited at the end of this manuscript.
34Monotone cubic Steffen splines are the default.
35Specifically, as a Riemann sum.
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direction and coordinate time (phase) at which a relevant bundle is incident upon an instrument
determines the neighborhood of the surface at which the intensity must be evaluated. For
integration such phases are explicitly defined and form a discrete set on the unit interval,
whilst directions are (generally) defined implicitly and are effectively, but not exactly, the
direction −r̂S as defined in Section 3.2.3.
The integrator functions call an extension module containing the local comoving surface
radiation field implementation. The surface radiation field is that emerging from a geometrically thin, optically thick layer of material—an atmosphere stratified on a crust (e.g., Vincent
et al. 2018). The integrator passes a parameter vector, an energy, and an angle subtended to
the local surface normal; the radiation field is always assumed to be azimuthally invariant
with respect to the normal direction, which is not strictly necessary but is a common physical
assumption and is thus not a facet that should take precedence in model development. The
user will in general wish to change the parameterized surface radiation field model from the
out-of-the box configuration. To do so the user must modify the extension module dedicated
to the surface radiation field, adhering to function prototypes.
The local comoving radiation field will be usually be described in terms of effective gravity
and some set of macroscopic variables, e.g., effective temperature, chemical and ionization
fractions, and so on (see Salmi et al. 2018, for a useful example). In the radiation field
extension module the user needs to construct the specific intensity field at the surface in a
local, coordinate-invariant manner in terms of these variables. The vector of variables passed
by the integrator to the radiation field extension module will in most use cases be functions of
global NS surface coordinates and these functions will be parameterized by some subset of the
target parameters θ S . The mapping from surface coordinates to local comoving radiation field
variables is also used to inform integrator behavior—e.g., if the radiation field is azimuthally
invariant with respect to the rotating surface such symmetry is automatically utilized by calling
the appropriate integration algorithm. Moreover, the mapping must be implemented in the
likelihood callback object hierarchy in the form of surface meshes that discretize regions
that generate a signal. Upon initial release, a limited set of mesh-construction modules are
provided that we expect in most cases would be useful as a natural entry point (i.e., the simplest
conceivable type of surface emission model) for modeling a source deemed to fall within the
scope of X-PSI.
X-PSI also permits implementation of parameterized surface radiation fields that are
represented by the numerical output of independent radiative transfer software. Intensity
evaluation given a discrete representation of the radiation field generally requires multidimensional interpolation. A bespoke interpolator needs to be written via customization
of the existing extension module for the surface radiation field; the function prototypes of
this module are known by and called from the light-curve integrators. Calling a low-level
interpolator reduces expense when aggregated over many such calls. The numerical data
should however be preloaded into memory allocated dynamically within a Python process as
a multi-dimensional NumPy array: when such an array is passed to an integrator function as
a Python object, the underlying C data structure is automatically extracted using the Cython
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superset, and a pointer to said structure is in turn passed to an intensity evaluator function
in the extension module. Such preloading is optional, but if neglected when numerical data
is required from disk, one needs to make use of the initialization function in the extension
module to dynamically allocate memory, and a complementary function to free it; upon every
likelihood function call (more accurately, upon each call to a surface radiation field integrator)
this I/O, allocation, and deallocation would then occur, which would be an unnecessary
expense.
3.3.3.2

Integrators

In principle one can modify the integrator extension routines that deterministically evaluate
target flux functions of the form FS (ϕ, E; θ S ). One may wish to do this either to improve
performance, or to extend the modeling scope of X-PSI. If the overarching aim is to extend
the integrators for implementation of models that are out-of-scope at the time of development,
the integrator must perform efficiently for application for samplers (which indirectly call the
integrators many times). The integrator design is coupled to the nature of the assumed input,
and thus on the nature of the surface meshes—it follows that if the integrator is modified, one
must jointly consider whether mesh design must also be modified.
Finally, we note that there are a number of other extension modules available. A subset
of these modules contain integrators and interpolators designed to operate, in a joint space of
energy and phase, on a discrete approximation to a flux pulse function FS (ϕ, E; θ S ) generated
by the integrators described above (which integrate in solid angle over the image subtended
by a target star on the local skies of points on an instrument). Others are modules that
complete likelihood function evaluation given a discrete representation of a count-rate pulse
function—such a function is generated by a model instrument in response to a target star flux
pulse function; for reference see, e.g., Section 3.2.7 and Equation (3.14) in particular. The
various tools in the extension modules can likewise be modified, developed, or added to by
the user.

3.4

Sampling software

In this section we detail how one can apply external open-source sampling software to an
X-PSI model via a lightweight Python interface. We discuss the capabilities of the natively
supported sampler—in comparison to some other options—and advise on its usage.

3.4.1

Nested sampling

Nested sampling (Skilling 2006) is an algorithm pattern for Monte Carlo computation of
expectation integrals with respect to probability density distributions with support Θ ⊆ Rn .
The canonical application of nested sampling is the Monte Carlo evaluation of a fullymarginal likelihood integral (i.e., the prior predictive probability of a data vector conditional
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on a generative model, and hereafter the evidence) given by36
∫
Z = E p(θ) [L(θ)] =
L(θ)p(θ)dθ
θ ∈Θ

∫b
=

0

0

L dX(L ) = −

a

where

∫b
a



∫
∫




p(θ)dθ −
L 
p(θ)dθ  ,


 L(θ)>L0 +dL0

L(θ)>L0



a = min[L(θ)]
θ ∈Θ

(3.35)

0

and

b = max[L(θ)].
θ ∈Θ

The above is equivalent to Monte Carlo sample mean integration as formulated from the
Lebesgue perspective. The integral is here written as a one-dimensional Lebesgue integral
over the range L 0 ∈ [a, b] of the likelihood function whose d-dimensional domain is restricted
to the (compact) support Θ of p(θ).37 The elements dX(L 0) of the integrator X(L 0) must be
numerically estimated because the d-dimensional integral over the domain Θ of the likelihood
function is reduced to a one-dimensional integral over its range. In other words, the support
Θ is discretized into a countably infinite, single-parameter set of (differential) hypervolumes,
each of which is bounded by two hypersurfaces; the likelihood function is invariant over each
bounding hypersurface and is differentially different between hypersurfaces. Each hypervolume element is associated with a (differential) prior mass dX(L 0) given the integrator function
∫

0

X(L ) =

p(θ)dθ

(3.36)

L(θ)>L0

such that
dX(L 0)
= lim  −1
 →0
dL 0

 ∫

∫




p(θ)dθ −
p(θ)dθ  ,



 L(θ)>L0 +

L(θ)>L0



(3.37)

which exhibits singularities if L 7→ X is discontinuous.38
36Note that we here neglect conditional arguments for brevity, given that we working in the context of a continuous
model space.
37I.e., a Riemann-Stieltjes integral where the integrand is the integration variable L0 , defined on the range of the
likelihood function, of which the integrator X(L0 ) is a function.
38If continuity is satisfied, the Lebesgue integral may in principle be written as the one-dimensional Riemann
integral
Z=−

∫∞
0



∫
∫




L0 × lim  −1 
p(θ)dθ −
p(θ)dθ  dL0 .


 →0
 L(θ)> L 0 +

L(θ)> L 0
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In the nested sampling literature (e.g., Skilling 2006; Feroz et al. 2009; Handley et al.
2015), the Lebesgue integral given by Equation (3.35) is canonically transformed into the
one-dimensional Riemann integral on the unit interval

Z=

∫b
a

0

0

L dX(L ) =

∫1

L(X)dX,

(3.38)

0

where the integrand L(X) must now be numerically estimated instead of the integrator.
Irrespective of the formulation of the one-dimensional integral, Monte Carlo estimation
requires samples from p(θ) together with some partitioning of either the range of the integrator
or the range of the integrand; for deterministic methods the support Θ 3 θ is partitioned.
Nested sampling partitions the integrator X (Skilling 2006): at the i th iteration a replacement39
point θ is drawn uniformly from the joint prior distribution p(θ) subject to the constraint that
the likelihood function L(θ) > Li where Li = Li (θ i ) is a lower bound that itself increments
with iteration number, evaluated at the lowest-likelihood active point40 θ i that is to be replaced
(or deactivated without replacement). As a result, the integrator X(θ i ) invariantly decreases
with iteration number provided that L(X) is a strictly decreasing function of X.41 The value
of the integrator at each iteration, Xi , is non-deterministic, being estimated as an analytical
expectation E[Xi ] that exponentially decays with iteration number.
Given a set of nested samples {(θ i, Li, Xi )}i=1,...,n , Z is approximated as a Riemann sum
wherein the integral domain X is partitioned into n intervals in which L ≈ Li ; those intervals
that span the typical set are assigned a width such as E[wi ] = E[Xi−1 ]−E[Xi ]. The partitioning
of X is deterministic whilst the function L(X) is approximated by one sample per interval of
that partition; it is not known deterministically if a given sample truly lies within the interval
(of the partition of X) to which it is assigned. Note that this is distinct from Monte Carlo
sample integration, which is equivalent to writing Z as a Lebesgue integral, wherein it is
known which interval ∆L 0 of an integrand partition a given sample is to be assigned, but
instead a non-deterministic estimate is required of the associated integrator element ∆X.
In order to derive posterior inferences, nested samples are canonically assigned importance
weights proportional to Li E[wi ] in order to encode the estimated posterior mass within the
unique hypervolume element from which each was drawn. The random variable Z is reported
in terms of its expectation and variance, where the variance decays with increasing nested

39Provided the number of active points is not decreasing (Feroz et al. 2009).
40Alternative term for a live point.
41As highlighted by Skilling (2006) the likelihood function may in principle exhibit “awkward” behaviour: in
particular if it is monotonically decreasing with X but not strictly decreasing, which can be problematic in practice
(if not merely caused by numerical precision, which can be straightforwardly circumvented via likelihood function
extension). In Section B.5 we comment further on this issue because the weaker condition of monotonicity of L(X)
can be induced if the d-dimensional integral is recast as an expectation with respect to a joint density function p † (θ)
whose support Θ † is a proper superset of the support Θ of p(θ); in this case measures must be taken to ensure the
validity of nested sampling.
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sampling resolution settings (and thus increasing consumption of computing resources).42
Natively, xpsi is a mixture of high- and lower-level code. As a matter of design, we
choose the Python language for model-building because it is popular and flexible: it is an ideal
language for a package such as X-PSI that aims to interface various open-source projects. X-PSI
interfaces a user-defined generative model with the open-source nested sampler MultiNest
(Feroz et al. 2009). MultiNest boasts a widely used Python interface PyMultiNest (Buchner
et al. 2014). We have during development of X-PSI also interfaced with the nested sampler
PolyChord (Handley et al. 2015). However, we have opted to remove this functionality
because for expensive numerical likelihood functions, one is ultimately restricted to at most
moderate-dimensional sampling spaces, and thus in a regime where MultiNest is expected
to outperform PolyChord (see Handley et al. 2015).43 Below we expound on the choice to
interface only with MultiNest, which has the additional advantages of being more robust
from the perspective of wide usage and testing over a longer timescale, and being arguably
easier to apply.44
MultiNest implements rejection sampling with hyper-ellipsoidal decompositions of
active-point clusters, and whilst it is applicable to a broad class of problems involving highlystructured distributions, efficiency decays rapidly with parameter space dimensionality (Handley et al. 2015). PolyChord augments active-point clustering with Markov chain–based
sampling and fast-slow parameter hierarchies in order to function more efficiently than MultiNest in higher-dimensional spaces; see Handley et al. (2015) for discussion on the regime in
which performance of the sampling algorithms is commensurate.
We expect MultiNest to be an appropriate choice for X-PSI models because for a problem
to be tractable with available computing resources, the expense of numerical likelihood
function evaluation ultimately restricts the dimensionality of sampling spaces. As a rule,
resource requirements scale monotonically with sampling-space dimensionality regardless of
one’s choice of sampler: in high-dimensional spaces one can merely opt for the sampler that
will consume the least computing resources to achieve a given level of precision. Dynamic
nested sampling software exists (Higson et al. 2018a; Higson 2018a) that drives PolyChord,
and can accelerate parameter estimation; as noted by (Higson 2018a) however, the acceleration
scales with dimensionality, and may not be competitive in performance with MultiNest for
low-dimensional problems.
MultiNest offers a compromise between scope, efficiency, and robustness, all of which
makes it—for our specific application—the prime (nested) sampler of choice from those
publicly available. Nevertheless, we should be careful to highlight that computational cost
42Provided that one is working within the general class of problems to which a given nested sampling implementation is applicable.
43Private communication, W. J. Handley (2017).
44The (pure) Python package dynesty is an alternative open-source nested sampling implementation, which is
flexible and capable of performing dynamic nested sampling, error estimation, and vizualization. In the future
we plan on developing an interface to dynesty (Speagle 2019), provided that the parallelisation capabilities are
competitive with MultiNest. A user should however be able to straightforwardly apply dynesty—or some other
sampling software—if so desired.
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is ultimately sensitive to the structure of the problem at hand. In particular, if, due to the
parametrization of the sampling distribution of the data, continuous degeneracies exist that
are non-linear in O(10) dimensions, the MultiNest bounding algorithm for drawing nested
replacements may exhibit low efficiencies due to: (i) non-conformity of the union of bounding
hyper-ellipsoids to union of (closed) likelihood function hypersurfaces; and (ii) hyper-ellipsoid
overlaps. In this case, if such problematic structure cannot be straightforwardly transformed
away under reparametrization, the avenue down which to proceed for a given problem is
ultimately determined by resource availability: in particular, the availability of alternative
open-source45 sampling software and development time, versus granted computing resources.
Generally speaking, an X-PSI model may be in largely uncharted territory with respect to
statistical modeling expense, and thus gaining access to a high-performance system may be
deemed justifiable for this purpose. It is clearly more straightforward to use brute-computation
than to develop one or more of the algorithmic components of the process: the latter may well
require longer timescales and substantial work to show that appreciably higher efficiencies
are achieveable, whilst in the context of the former, steadily incrementing model complexity
generates useful inferences and provides a natural limit relative to the availability of a highperformance system.
In Section B.5 we treat a number of technical matters pertaining to both prior density
function implementation, and expectation integrals whose integrands are problematic for
nested sampling. These details should be considered by the reader who intends to use X-PSI,
but also may be of use to the reader who is generally interested in nested sampling theory and
application.

3.4.2

Ensemble-MCMC sampling

For completeness we note that X-PSI also interfaces with the popular open-source affineinvariant ensemble-MCMC sampler emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). Running emcee is
rather straightforward: it is written natively in the Python language and prior implementation
merely amounts to density evaluation by a callback function or callable object. Moreover,
the sampler scales massively with available computing resources provided likelihood function evaluation dominates Message Passing Interface (MPI; Gough 2009) communication
overhead.
The class of problems to which the emcee sampler is known to be applicable, however, is
more restricted than for MultiNest: emcee performance is proven for unimodal distributions
in high-dimensions (Markov chain–based) with, at most, moderately non-linear degeneracies.
The main difficulties lie in choosing an amenable parametrization and transition, process
initialization (ensemble seeding), and the justification of process termination. For more
highly-structured distributions the performance of the canonical transition kernel degrades,
which inflates autocorrelation timescales, and thus necessitates longer Markov chains and
45We believe open-source, general-purpose statistics software with strong community support will yield the optimal
compromise between robustness and performance.
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higher resource consumption to satisfying convergence criteria (see Foreman-Mackey et al.
2013, together with the source code documentation and tutorials on matters of convergence).
Moreover, emcee does not estimate evidence integrals—the samples are equally-weighted,
approximately uncorrelated draws from the (approximate) posterior. As of writing, developments have been made which expand the scope of problems to which emcee is applicable:
emcee v3 natively supports a host of Markov-chain transition (or move) types which can be
mixed in a given sampling process, and a parallel-tempering variant of emcee also exists
(Vousden et al. 2016). A handy comparison between ensemble-MCMC sampling and nested
sampling was given by Allison & Dunkley (2014).

3.4.3

Usage on high-performance computing systems

The samplers that X-PSI interfaces with each exhibit a high degree of MPI parallelization
efficiency, provided that likelihood function evaluation time dominates MPI communication
overhead. X-PSI straightforwardly inherits these parallelization capabilities.
Nested sampling is an inherently serial process: the fundamental unit is a thread consisting
of single active point, such that many threads constitute a nested sampling process (Skilling
2006; Higson et al. 2018a).46 However, there exists much scope for parallelization—for instance one may trivially parallelise with respect to independent threads on non-communicating
processes. MultiNest, on the other hand, accelerates nested sampling processes with multiple47 threads by using information encoded in the set of active points to draw approximately
uncorrelated candidates from the prior subject to the evolving likelihood constraint; these
draws are thus made more efficiently than can be achieved by a set of non-communicating
processes, despite serialization of the nested-replacement process across threads and despite
point-to-point communication overheads. The algorithm distributes active-point candidate
generation across (communicating) MPI processes, storing excess candidates in memory for
use at subsequent iterations subject to an updated likelihood constraint. MultiNest parallelizes reasonably efficiently up to the number of active points scaled by the local acceptance
fraction at a given iteration of the sequential nested replacement process (Feroz et al. 2009).48
We note that for X-PSI models the numerical likelihood function evaluation time is
a (typically weak) function of parameters. It follows that in regard to nested sampling,
any parallelized active-point generation scheme that draws uniformly from the joint prior
subject to a likelihood function constraint must wait for barrier synchronization, lest regions
of parameter space with lower likelihood function evaluation times be implicitly assigned
greater prior density (which would also be stochastic). MultiNest ensures such barrier
46Note that requiring many threads is a necessary condition for a sampling process to be high-resolution, and can
also in principle be a sufficient condition. The question of what number of threads is sufficient of course depends on
the nature of the problem at hand.
47Exceeding the dimensionality of the sampling space (Feroz et al. 2009; Handley et al. 2015), which is the absolute
minimum.
48In practice, the hypervolume expansion factor is explicitly controlled by the user and thus whilst it generally
overestimates the acceptance fraction, is used to configure the number of MPI processes.
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synchronization is performed.
In default configuration, each sequential iteration of emcee operates (via a Markovian transition kernel) first on an ensemble of states (parameter vectors), and then on its complementary
ensemble of states; the ensemble and its complement by default have equal cardinality and
the operation on each is distributed amongst as many MPI processes as there exist states per
ensemble. A useful rule is that subject to resource allocation and a likelihood function whose
evaluation dominates MPI overhead, one is free to spawn as many MPI processes as states in
an ensemble; if one can afford W MPI processes, and if the ensemble and its complement
have equal cardinality, one should use W states per ensemble to generate a higher number of
(effectively) independent samples per autocorrelation time and thus per unit wall time.

3.4.4

Verification

3.4.4.1

Simulation-based calibration

It has been advocated in the literature that simulation-based calibration (SBC) of a parameter
estimation process—on a model-by-model basis—is not only desirable, but an inherent component of Bayesian analysis, necessary for inferential statements to be proven computationally
accurate (see Talts et al. 2018, and references therein).49 SBC accrues information from the
treatment of multiple (ideally many) posteriors by simulating draws from the Bayesian joint
distribution. Indeed, SBC is a rigorous form of calibration because it can be used to check for
the existence of error, and even characterize the cause. For instance, SBC can probe for: (i)
model mis-implementation between draws from the Bayesian joint distribution; (ii) posterior
sampling inaccuracy; and (iii) erroneous credible region computation. The first and third of
these error types can however be validated in other ways, whilst the second is the principal
focus of SBC.
Due to resource limitation—especially when in the context of a small team or collaboration—
it may be impractical to rigorously calibrate every model, and verges on intractable if likelihood
function evaluation is expensive as is the case in general for X-PSI models. For instance, one
might settle for lower-sensitivity SBC by using only the number of simulations for which
resources can be allocated: the sampling noise inherent to the distribution of a discrete rank
statistic (Talts et al. 2018) for each parameter grows as fewer resources are allocated, meaning less information can be accrued regarding computational accuracy. If one cannot afford
SBC, a question then arises: is it meaningless to execute and report such inference work?
The answer in our opinion is that in practice, the information remains valuable to the scientific process because other scientists with independent resources can cross-check estimates
with distinct statistical computation techniques, and/or independent observations and physical
49Exemplary alternative calibration was demonstrated by the gravitational wave community (Berry et al. 2015);
the calibration was similarly based on draws from the Bayesian joint distribution, but required the uniformity of a
posterior mass integral (a random variable) whose domain was a function of the true parameter values (similar to
a quantile as also discussed by Talts et al. 2018). Specifically, Berry et al. (2015) compute the two-dimensional
(highest-density) credible region for sky localization, and check for uniformity by requiring that the cumulative
fraction of prior draws, as a function of the posterior credible region, is approximately diagonal on [0, 1] × [0, 1].
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models. Usually it will be the case that one has no choice but to resort to cruder measures of
performance than SBC, often bypassing repeated analysis of synthetic data sets (replications)
in order to focus computational resources on analysis of observed data.
If one has the resources to draw many—e.g., O(103 –104 )—effectively independent samples set from the posterior conditional on the observed data, then a reasonable corollary is
that one also has sufficient resources to draw posterior samples conditional on one synthetic
data set (in turn conditional on one ground truth parameter vector). Indeed, this is a popular
form of test (Talts et al. 2018).50 Whilst not entirely devoid of information, this cannot be
considered proof of computation accuracy because in every case the output—such as a quantile or a rank statistic (Talts et al. 2018)—would not be inconsistent with a calibrated process.
Posterior predictive checking would be advisable, as always (Talts et al. 2018): if this is not
suggestive of error, and assuming that the likelihood function and prior are implemented as
for synthesis, then it is very difficult for one to make any meaningful statement about the
state of calibration based on analysis of a solitary synthetic data set. Nevertheless, parameter
estimation conditional on a synthetic data set, together with posterior predictive checking,
can help identify egregious implementation mistakes and is often reported in the literature to
reassure a reader that the computational output at least seems sensible.
3.4.4.2

Error analysis for nested sampling

Error estimation in the context of nested sampling has been treated in the literature (Higson
et al. 2018b; Higson 2018b; Higson et al. 2019) but is weaker than SBC as proposed by
Talts et al. (2018): the former is performed given one or more sampling runs on a particular
posterior computation problem.
Nested sampling is subject to both Monte Carlo sampling noise and implementationspecific error51 (Higson et al. 2018b; Higson 2018b; Higson et al. 2019), the latter of which is of
a systematic nature; in combination these properties lead to variation between nested sampling
runs at fixed resolution. MultiNest, for instance, in default configuration is controlled by
two sampling-resolution settings (and a termination criterion); the number of active points
and the efficiency setting both contribute to implementation-specific error because candidate
sampling subject to a likelihood constraint is accelerated by using information encoded in
50The procedure may for example proceed as follows: (i) estimate the posterior distribution; (ii) estimate the
intervals for each parameter (or the highest-density credible regions for pairs of parameters); and (iii) compare the
known injected vector to those intervals, noting the degree of surprise in a manner akin to hypothesis testing for
extreme values, with the null here being that of proper calibration. If for example the injected vector lies far into the
posterior tail, then one may be suspicious enough to investigate further. Of course, hypothesis testing cannot assign
a probability to the null.
51Note that whilst one could in principle consider the X-PSI numerical resolution of the mathematical likelihood
function given a parameter vector to contribute to such implementation-specific error, the likelihood function is
deterministic and thus does not contribute to variation between nested sampling runs. Quantitatively, to prove that
the numerical precision of the likelihood function implementation is adequate, one could consider Jensen-Shannon
divergences for the symmetrized difference in information encoded by posterior distributions with different likelihood
function resolutions (for a recent example in the context of inference sensitivity to physics approximations see the
appendix of The LIGO Scientific Collaboration & the Virgo Collaboration 2018).
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the set of active points. Moreover, the MultiNest efficiency setting has two definitions: in
one sampling variant the efficiency enters as a hypervolume expansion factor, whilst in the
constant efficiency variant it is an acceptance fraction for the rejection-based scheme to target
subject to minimum-bounding restrictions. The implementation-specific error is non-identical
between these variants for the same numeric efficiency value, and indeed for the latter variant
the risk of implementation-specific error can be far larger.
Error due to inherent stochasticity can be estimated and visualized from a single run
via bootstrap resampling of the constituting threads via the software nestcheck (Higson et al.
2018b; Higson 2018b; Higson et al. 2019).52 Implementation-specific error, on the other hand,
can only be estimated by repeating runs (with identical resolution settings). The absence of
implementation-dependent error is a state of perfect nested sampling (Higson et al. 2018b,
2019): one desires to approach this state as closely as possible with available computing
resources, but it is naturally difficult to ascertain how important the implementation-dependent
effects are when just a single run at some reasonable default level of resolution requires a
high-performance system.
In their supplementary material, Higson et al. (2018b) advocate that one should combine
a set of repeated runs in order to derive inferential statements together with Monte Carlo noise
estimates; such advice is also given by Higson et al. (2019). The repeated runs themselves
are advised by these authors and by Higson et al. (2019) in order to probe the importance
of implementation-specific error. Given an estimate of such error one can crudely determine
whether or not the Monte Carlo noise estimates on the combined run is an appreciable
underestimate of the true error. If implementation-specific error is deemed sufficiently small,
the Monte Carlo noise may be estimated directly from the combined run (Higson et al.
2019).53 Runs (at equal or different resolutions) combined under such conditions (using, e.g.,
nestcheck) will maximize production given already expended resources (Skilling 2006).54
To summarize, error estimation for nested sampling targets only a subset of the possible
implementation errors targeted by SBC (see Section 3.4.4.1). Ideally, one would, in order: (i)
execute SBC using some configuration of nested sampling resolution settings and proceed if
successful; (ii) execute a single nested sampling run—at the calibrated resolution—conditional
on observed data; and (iii) estimate the nested sampling error due to simple Monte Carlo noise
from that single run, and report the posterior inferences, together with estimated noise and
the SBC results. However, if the SBC highlights implementation error one would either have
52Note that nested sampling library versions that register dead-point birth iteration numbers are required (https:
//nestcheck.readthedocs.io; MultiNest v3.11). Also note that if the mode-separation MultiNest sampling
variant is activated, then at the time of writing (nestcheck v0.2.0), neither the theory nor software exist for a general
treatment of runs wherein threads are prevented from migrating between modes, and nestcheck should throw an
exception based on an assertion about the input sampling process.
53Combining perfect nested sampling runs can be adversely affected by varying termination conditions across
runs—see the supplementary material of Higson et al. (2018b).
54Note the discussion in Higson et al. (2018a) regarding combining runs—together with the active points remaining
at termination of each run—from the perspective of dynamic nested sampling. Viewed as a dynamic nested sampling
process, the prior masses assigned to the final active points deviate from the canonical case of equal masses and
estimators based on these masses thus also deviate; the assigned masses are nevertheless very close to being identical
until the number of active points is small.
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to: (i) repeat SBC—e.g., with higher resolution settings if deemed the probable cause—until
one achieves calibration; or (ii) analyse the observed data with multiple nested sampling runs
to estimate and report some subset of the implementation error, and also report the results of
the SBC. In reality, if resources are insufficient for SBC, one would have to report that it is
the case, rely on nested sampling error estimation, and report the run programme.
3.4.4.3

Advice for nested sampling run-programme design

The crux of the problem is now the determination—for a given posterior—of an adequate
programme of runs that: (i) permit estimation of Monte Carlo noise on estimators from the
combination of some subset of runs; (ii) permit cruder estimation of the implementationspecific error for comparison to the Monte Carlo noise estimate; and (iii) are tractable given
available resources (including wall time). Tractability is a function dimensionality of the sampling space, distributional structure, and the typical numerical likelihood function evaluation
cost; it is thus best judged based on past experience working with the model of interest or
with comparable sampling problems—e.g., those in a nested set with incremental increases
in complexity.
In order to choose resolution settings for the individual runs one should follow the advice
given by the authors of MultiNest55, which are considered to be at least sufficient for
distributions well-approximated as multivariate Gaussian, and by Higson et al. (2019). For the
(initial) number of active points this typically amounts to scaling the number of sampling-space
dimensions by up to two orders of magnitude;56 for implementation-specific settings such
as termination conditions and MultiNest’s efficiency parameter, conservative (expensive)
options and their counterparts are given by the authors. Of course, adhering to author
suggestions cannot guarantee tractability given some allocation of resources because resource
consumption is highly problem-specific (and in particular is sensitive to the divergence from
the prior to the posterior).
Arguably the most straightforward approach is to (somewhat arbitrarily) perform a single
nested sampling run at a resolution determined to be limiting based on knowledge of the problem and available resources. The first salient disadvantage of this approach is that whilst Monte
Carlo noise can be estimated via post-processing and may be small, one may have expended the
resource budget and thus cannot readily obtain information about implementation-specific error.57 Secondly, risk of sub-optimal resource usage decreases if more than one lower-resolution
run is performed with the same budget: one gains information about performance and implementation issues (regarding the global problem, likelihood and prior implementation and
sampling) more rapidly by monitoring and analyzing runs in their entirety. On the other hand,
55The PolyChord literature (Handley et al. 2015) also makes reference to nested sampling generally, and to
MultiNest.
56One order of magnitude at the minimum.
57One might be forced to split the run into constituent threads and recombine subsets of threads into smaller runs;
such a workflow appears in practice to reverse that suggested by Higson et al. (2019), and may therefore be more
difficult or nuanced to execute using existing software.
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by performing too many lower-resolution runs, the risk of important implementation-specific
error increases. With just two realizations (runs with identical configuration) a possible measure of error exists (Higson et al. 2019); these two runs can then either be combined, used as
a basis for increasing resolution, or both reported together with an indication of the error, be
it graphical or in the form of a summary quantity.
Our default protocol is to consider two runs at a resolution that satisfies the default
recommendations of the software authors: we thus aim to avoid relying on a single run, but
also minimize the risk of increasing error by lowering the resolution of each run. The runs
can then be inspected graphically or otherwise to diagnose inconsistency as demonstrated by
Higson et al. (2019). One can construct alternative approaches such as the above if deemed
necessary.58 However, we advocate adhering as closely as possible to the advice given in the
nested sampling error estimation papers cited above.
If, following the above protocol (specifically, that described in the literature), inferential
statements of interest have appreciable error due to sampling noise, implementation-specific
effects, and perhaps resource limitation, it is arguably necessary to report such detail as opposed to mere point estimates or a single posterior distribution. Readers are then supplied with
some information regarding the posterior, but are also informed regarding the performance
of a particular sampling algorithm with particular settings, and can consider ways in which
to advance the work computationally. If one cannot proceed further on the problem and this
information is not disseminated in some manner, then in our view one’s resources (pertinently,
time) are effectively wasted and resources may be spent independently by those unaware of
existing information on the tractability of the problem.
3.4.4.4

Sampler cross-checking

Another weaker verification of posterior accuracy than the SBC suggested by Talts et al.
(2018) is to apply two samplers with different underlying algorithms to identical prior density
and likelihood functions. Beyond graphical comparison, one could then consider the JensenShannon divergence for the symmetrized difference in information encoded by posterior
distributions estimated with distinct samplers. One-dimensional divergence integrals for each
parameter may be considered given that kernel density estimation is required.
Whilst such cross-checking does contain useful information and is a rather intuitive way to
verify consistency, it does rely on the availability of multiple samplers with distinct properties
58A modified approach would be to probe sensitivity to nested sampling resolution settings (given a likelihood
function computed subject to ulterior numerical resolution settings). One could attempt to demonstrate, at least
graphically with marginal distributions, that the posterior evolution with resolution plateaus to within the (decreasing)
Monte Carlo noise level, and that said noise level is sufficiently small so as to satisfy the user. However, such a
stopping criterion in resolution may not be reached given a computing resource allocation and the implementationspecific error cannot be so straightforwardly estimated because the processes evolve in resolution. In this case, if
inferential statements of interest clearly evolve between the highest and second-highest resolution runs (which may
be related by, e.g., a doubling in resource expenditure) it would be necessary to also report that one has not acquired
evidence that computations have “converged” due to resource limitation. One could report the evolution graphically
and in terms of (one-dimensional) Jensen-Shannon divergences.
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that have the potential to handle the problem. As an example, suppose that one first applies
a nested sampler such as MultiNest in a space with a compatible number of dimensions
(see, e.g., Handley et al. 2015); MultiNest blindly maps the prior hypervolume subject to
the chosen resolution settings, performing rejection-based sampling accelerated by cluster
recognition. If the nested set of samples exhibits unimodal behavior, one might consider
cross-checking properties such as credible regions, degeneracies, and expectation integrals,
by using said samples for initialization of a massively-parallel ensemble-MCMC sampler such
as emcee; such an approach attempts to partially bypass the salient problem of Markov chain
burn-in for finite-sample computations.

3.4.5

Post-processing

Post-processing involves computation of statistical estimators, and posterior (and prior) visualization. The X-PSI postprocessing module wraps several external Python packages for
post-processing of sample sets. It combines functionality and adds to it, offering a number of
classes that automate common patterns.59 We summarize the functionality here, and examples may be found in Section 3.5 and in Section 4.3. In Section 3.4.5.1 we give an overview
of the supported posterior post-processing tools that can be considered standard statistical
tools—or are at least not specific to the physics problem being considered in this work—and
would work with arbitrary nested-sample sets with little or no source code modification. Then
in Section 3.4.5.2 we describe post-processing tools that apply standard concepts, but are
entirely specific—in terms of input and output—to the context of the X-ray signals considered
in this work. These tools are simply those supported upon initial release; the context-specific
tools described in Section 3.4.5.2 are especially susceptible to future development—in terms
of what they output—but are those applied in Section 3.5 and in Section 4.3.
3.4.5.1

Standard posterior tools

X-PSI wraps the GetDist60 package for posterior Gaussian kernel density estimation (KDE)
and vizualization, given that MultiNest natively generates GetDist-compatible output.61
GetDist is used for calculation and plotting of statistical estimators that require (prior or
posterior) sample KDE. In particular, for: (i) estimation of one- and two-dimensional marginal
density functions; (ii) estimation of two-dimensional highest-density credible regions; and
(iii) estimation of parameter-by-parameter Kullback-Leibler divergences (Kullback & Leibler
1951).
59Note that as of writing, X-PSI depends on forks of several external packages in which customization has been
performed; in the future the dependency details are susceptible to change and one should thus refer to the source
code documentation.
60https://github.com/cmbant/getdist.
61The wrapper code also simplifies the use of emcee samples with GetDist, which can be useful for overplotting
density functions with those estimated based on nested samples. We also recommend the Python package corner
(Foreman-Mackey 2017) as an alternative to GetDist, especially for post-processing emcee samples.
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For KDE, GetDist offers smoothing either via a manual kernel bandwidth or an automated
bandwidth selector. GetDist handles—i.e., approximatively corrects for—smoothing bias in
the vicinity of hard parameter bounds in each dimension, but at present cannot estimate densities accurately in close proximity to non-trivial boundaries that can arise in two-dimensional
spaces due to compactly supported prior density functions. To mitigate over-smoothing,
GetDist offers multiplicative bias-correction, which can be iteratively applied to the density
function estimator but does not promise convergence.
X-PSI combines a subset of the nestcheck (Higson 2018b) error analysis and plotting
functionality with the posterior corner plotting functionality offered by GetDist. The nestcheck
package natively implements one-dimensional weighted KDE. X-PSI replaces this native KDE
with the more powerful KDE functionality of GetDist, whilst harnessing the nested sampling
run decomposition and bootstrapping routines of nestcheck. Moreover, nestcheck wraps
the software package fgivenx (Handley 2018; Handley & Higson 2018) for plotting a onedimensional posterior density function as a set of bands representing joined one-dimensional
credible intervals, on the density itself, for each value of the associated parameter. Such
plots can be straightforwardly generated for arbitrary scalar functions of parameters—i.e., for
maps Θ → R. The synthesis results in the canonical plotting of one- and two-dimensional
posterior density functions, together with credible intervals (on-diagonal), credible regions
(off-diagonal; native to GetDist), posterior density function error bands (on-diagonal), and
annotated numeric estimators for each parameter (on-diagonal).
X-PSI uses nestcheck to estimate the one-dimensional credible intervals on each parameter
+b , where x is the
directly from the sample weights. These intervals are denoted by c
CI p% = x−a
estimated median parameter value, and p% is the posterior probability mass contained in the
interval, half of which lies in [x − a, x] and half in (x, x + b]. The estimated quantiles x − a,
x, and x + b are random variables due to the stochastic nature of the sampling process; the
distributions of these quantiles are simulated. Three vertical bands are then rendered in each
on-diagonal panel: a light shaded band over the interval [x − a, x + b], which is delimited
by two narrower and darker bands which recursively indicate the interval containing p% of
x − a and x + b quantile estimator realizations. If error analysis is requested via nestcheck,
the median of each quantile is estimated and used to report the credible interval estimate for
each parameter. The requested credible intervals are reported numerically for each parameter
above the corresponding on-diagonal panel.
It is advisable to display posterior information together with prior information. X-PSI samples from the joint prior distribution by calling the Prior instance referenced by a Likelihood
instance attribute; no additional programming is required because these callbacks are used
by MultiNest to draw nested samples from the prior. The marginal prior density function
for each parameter is computed via GetDist KDE and overplotted in the on-diagonal panels
with the marginal posterior density function (or density function error band). The KullbackLeibler divergence quantifies, for each parameter, the information gain as the marginal prior
density function is updated to the marginal posterior density function (see Section C.1.2.4
for a high-level summary). The divergence from the prior density function to the posterior
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density function is both visually accessible and is reported as a numeric Kullback-Leibler
bKL for each parameter above the corresponding on-diagonal panel. If nestcheck
divergence D
is called upon for error analysis, the estimate is augmented with an interval [y − c, y + d]
+d ; the interval is again
bKL = y−c
containing p% of estimator realizations, and is denoted by D
symmetric in mass about the median. Given the low cost, many more prior samples can be
drawn than posterior samples, and the prior Monte Carlo noise neglected for the purpose of
divergence estimation.
X-PSI can estimate the joint (or global) Kullback-Leibler divergence for all parameters
constituting the sampling space, together with a nestcheck error estimate. Note that the joint
divergence of the target parameters θ S does not depend on a θ S -invariant normalization of the
default background–marginalized likelihood function. We refer the reader to Section C.1.2.4
for further details.
The user-defined Prior subclass can implement a collection of transformations of the
form Rn → R, where n ≥ 1, from some subset of θ to some set of scalar quantities
(deterministically related parameters). Note that if in any case n = 1, it is inadvisable to
try to plot both parameters in a posterior corner plot. These transformations will be applied
automatically to both the posterior and the prior. Any of the original parameters (e.g., whose
samples were written to disk by a sampler and would be loaded directly by GetDist), together
with any of the derived parameters, can be included in a posterior corner plot.
Multiple nested sampling runs on a single posterior can be overplotted, together with the
combined run.62 In the case that multiple runs are to be plotted, a combined run is chosen for
rendering certain objects that require two-dimensional figure patches: the numeric estimator
annotations above the on-diagonal panels; the credible interval bands for each parameter in
the on-diagonal panels; and the two-dimensional shaded density functions in the off-diagonal
panels. The posterior density function error bands are displayed for each of the runs if
requested, to enable graphical comparison as outlined in Section 3.4.4.2.
3.4.5.2

Posterior X-ray signal tools

X-PSI offers several automated routines for the posterior visualization of X-ray signals derived
from the model parameters. These signals are generated by the target source S both alone
and in combination with a background signal. Moreover, the variants are the expected phaseenergy resolved signals, energy-integrated pulse-profiles, and phase-averaged spectra, both
incident on the telescope and as registered by the telescope. The routines render component
signals generated by disjoint closed surface radiating regions, and the injected signal supposing
the true signal is known. For one-dimensional signals X-PSI wraps fgivenx to compute and
render, as a set of shaded bands, the conditional posterior distribution of a signal as a function
of a dependent variable—rotational phase or photon energy depending on the context.
Examples of the v0.1 capabilities may be found in Section 3.5. The captions of these
62As noted in Section 3.4, the MultiNest mode-separation sampling variant is incompatible with nestcheck. It is
the responsibility of the user to inform X-PSI that the run was executed under the mode-separation algorithm.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of a model with single-temperature hot surface regions (primary p and secondary
s) wherein the local comoving radiation field is that of an isotropic blackbody. Figure adapted from Figure 4.2, to
which we refer the reader for supplementary detail.

figures contain more detailed descriptions of the figure elements than offered here.

3.5

Demonstration

To demonstrate a simple parameter estimation workflow we now construct a model, generate
a synthetic data set, sample from the posterior, and report the output. Supplementary material
in the form of a Jupyter notebook may be accessed in the persistent source code repository.

3.5.1

Model setup

Our target source S is based on the ST-U model of Section 4.2.4.1: there are two disjoint
radiating (hot) surface regions that are circular and simply-connected, and wherein the local
comoving radiation field is uniform—see the schematic diagram Figure 3.1. These, regions,
labeled p (primary; lower-colatitude center) and s (secondary; higher-colatitude center), do
not share any parameters. We refer the reader to Chapter 4 for further details; we proceed only
to state the differences. Any parameter symbols typeset in this work (see Table 3.1) and also
in Chapter 4 have the same meaning unless stated otherwise. Let us refer to the model simply
as M as in the preceding sections; parameter symbols, short descriptions, and the joint prior
distribution are given in Table 3.1.
The local comoving surface radiation field in the neighborhoods of points within the two
radiating surface hot regions is that of an isotropic blackbody. The local comoving radiation
field in each region is therefore only a function of one variable: the temperature T p in region
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Figure 3.2: The left panels are conditional on model M, and the right panels are conditional on model Mdefault .
The top panels are identical and display the channel-phase resolved synthetic data vector y of count numbers (note
the phase symbol here is chosen as φ); the center panels display the posterior expectation of the expected count
numbers; and the bottom panels display the standardized (Poisson) residuals between the top and bottom panels.
Note that the symbol d in the residual color-bar denotes, in this context, an element of the synthetic vector y. The
data count numbers are split over two rotational cycles for clarity, such that the total number of counts is the sum
over all channels and phase intervals φ k ⊂ [0, 2], and the numbers on the interval φ ∈ (1, 2] are identical to those
on the interval φ ∈ [0, 1]. Note that for likelihood function evaluation the data space is D , N32×180 as defined in
Section 3.5.1. For the Mdefault posterior-expected count numbers E π(θ S ) [ci k (θ s )], we have sampled in the joint
space of all target parameters and background parameters, and thus we maximize the conditional likelihood function
p(y | B, θ S ) with respect to B given a sample at point θ S ∈ ΘS .

p or temperature Ts in region s, both of which are model parameters. Moreover, we assume
that no surface emission is attenuated by interstellar material.
A set of NICER v1.01 average instrument response files were used to construct a temporal?
mean instrument response matrix R (r̂S ) (see Section 3.2.5). These files are available
on HEASARC,63 and can be straightforwardly processed, e.g., with the astropy (Astropy
Collaboration et al. 2013; Price-Whelan et al. 2018) Python package.64 The instrument frame
is static and distant in the Schwarzschild spacetime of S. The instrument response was fixed
instead of being parameterized based on additional calibration products and prior uncertainty
as in Section 4.2.3.2. We consider event data in detector channel subset [20, 200].
The background radiation field incident on NICER is assumed to be a phase-invariant
simple powerlaw solely from a point source that is well within the NICER point spread
function for S. The instrument response to the background signal is thus assumed to be
63https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/nicer/nicer_archive.html.
64http://docs.astropy.org/en/stable/io/fits/index.html#module-astropy.io.fits.
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accurately described by R (r̂S ).
We assume that the event arrival process in each detector channel is Poissonian and
statistically independent of all other channels and detectors. We define our data space by
assuming the raw event data was phase-folded and binned into 32 equal-width phase intervals
ϕ k ⊂ [0, 1] as in Section 3.2.10. Our data space is thus D B N32×180 , and the conditional
joint sampling distribution of the data is separable such that each dik ∼ Poisson(cik ) where
cik = cik (θ) = E[dik ].

3.5.2

Synthesis and posterior computation

Recall from Section 3.4.4.1 that estimating parameters conditional on a single synthetic data set
is not a proof of computational calibration, but is popular for demonstrating that the inferences
at least seem sensible–provided that it is accompanied by some form of posterior checking.
In this section we consider a single synthetic data set to demonstrate X-PSI functionality—we
did not have the computational resources for sophisticated calibration that approximates that
of Talts et al. (2018).
We defined an injection vector ϑ S ∈ ΘS for the target source S that is listed in Table 3.2.
The exposure time was defined as that for us to expect NICER v1.01 to register 2 × 106
counts from S in channel subset [20, 200], given the injection vector ϑ S . This exposure time
amounted to Texp ≈ 0.984308 Ms. Given ϑ S we completed the injection vector ϑ ∈ Θ with a
background powerlaw spectral index, and a background normalization such that the expected
number of background counts in exposure time Texp is 2 × 106 in channel subset [20, 200].
This resulted in a background specific photon flux at 1 keV of ∼ 6.052 × 10−4 s−1 cm−2 keV−1 .
The total number of counts in channel subset [20, 200] was thus 4 × 106 .
Given the conditional sampling distribution p(d | θ, M) we drew a synthetic data vector y. We then invoked the default background treatment defined in Section 3.2.10.3 and
Section B.2, and computed the joint posterior π(θ S | Mdefault ) = p(θ S | y, Mdefault ), where
Mdefault indicates that model M was modified by ignoring the known background model in
favor of the default. We recall that a fast numerical background-marginalization scheme is
required to reduce sampling space dimensionality. We executed two nested sampling runs at
one resolution level, and another at double that resolution; these runs were deemed consistent
and were combined for reporting of numeric estimators in Table 3.2. We also performed one
sampling run, at the lower resolution level, with the mode-separation algorithm activated:
an appreciable fraction of the sampling resolution (364/1000 active points or threads) was
absorbed by two local modes with vanishingly small posterior mass (each ∼ e−100 times that
of the global mode), but the posterior remained consistent with the other runs. We report
auxiliary sampling process information in Table 3.3. The reader should be able to ascertain
that our inferences are insensitive to the repetition and to the doubling of resolution.
We then computed the joint posterior distribution π(θ | M) conditional on the true datagenerating process. Due to exhaustion of computing resources, we only performed a single
nested sampling run for comparison to the posterior π(θ S | Mdefault ).
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Table 3.1: Summary table for prior and posterior information about the target source S whose radiating surface
regions are schematically illustrated in Figure 3.1. The joint prior distribution is reported as a product of the listed
one-dimensional density functions, which is then truncated according to the support—whose boundary is given by the
constraint equations—and renormalized appropriately. The implementation of prior is identical to the implementation
described Section C.2, which in turn is based on Section B.5.

Parameter
Ω/2π [Hz]
M [M ]
Req [km]

Θ p [radians]
Θs [radians]
φ p [cycles]
∆φ [cycles]
ζp [radians]
ζs [radians]


log10 T p [K]
log10 (Ts [K])
i [radians]
D [kpc]
log10 α
β

Description
coordinate angular spin frequency
gravitational massa
coordinate equatorial radius
compactness condition
compactness conditiond
enforce elliptical 2-surface cross-section
p region center colatitude
s region center colatitude
p region initial phase (from Earth)
region phase separatione
p region angular radius
s region angular radius
eliminate region-exchange degeneracy
non-overlapping hot regions
p region temperature
s region temperature
Earth inclination to rotation axis
Earth distance
background specific photon flux at 1 keV
background powerlaw spectral index

Prior (density and support)
fixed at 300
M ∼ U(1, 3)b
Req ∼ U[3rg (1), 16]c
Req /rg (M) > 3
Rpolar (M, Req, Ω) ≥ 3rg (M)
f (M, Req, Ω) ≥ 0
Θ p ∼ U(0, π)
Θs ∼ U(0, π)
φ p ∼ U(−0.5, 0.5), periodic
∆φ ∼ U(0, 1), periodic
ζp ∼ U(0, π/2)
ζs ∼ U(0, π/2)
Θs ≥ Θ p
f (Θ p, Θs, φ p, ∆φ, ζp, ζs ) ≥ 0
log10 T p ∼ U(5.5, 6.5)
log10 Ts ∼ U(5.5, 6.5)
i ∼ U(0, π/2)
D ∼ N(0.3, 0.1)f
log10 α ∼ U(−5, −1)
β ∼ U(−3, −1.01)

a Interpreted as a rotationally perturbed mass monopole moment (e.g., Hartle 1967), but the perturbation is small
for the spin frequency 300 Hz.
b Hard lower-bound loosely based on plausible astrophysical formation channels (see, e.g., Strobel et al. 1999).
c We denote the Schwarzschild gravitational radius as r (M) = G M/c 2 .
g
d The coordinate polar radius of the source 2-surface, R
polar (M, Req, Ω), is a quasi-universal function adopted
from AlGendy & Morsink (2014). This compactness condition, together with the elliptical surface requirement
below are unimportant for the 300 Hz spin frequency.
e Azimuthal separation of region centers, in the same sense as rotation, from the primary region p.
f We truncate the density function to the support D ∈ [0.1, 1.0].

For each figure associated with model Mdefault , we display a corresponding adjacent figure
for model M to facilitate easier visual comparison. We also report the same numeric information, where shared, in Table 3.3. In Figure 3.2 we display the synthetic count data and the
perform crude graphical posterior predictive checking: standard human inspection for residual structure when the model is confronted with the data a posteriori. In Figures 3.3 and 3.4
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Table 3.2: Summary table for prior and posterior information about the target source S whose radiating surface
regions are schematically illustrated in Figure 3.1. For short parameter descriptions and the joint prior, refer to
Table 3.1. The estimators in the final four columns (two for M and two for Mdefault ) are described in Section 3.4.5.1.

Parameter
M [M ]
Req [km]
Θ p [radians]
Θs [radians]
φ p [cycles]
∆φ [cycles]
ζp [radians]
ζs [radians]

log10 T p [K]
log10 (Ts [K])
i [radians]
D [kpc]
log10 α
β
a Note

Injected
1.4
12.5
1
2.14a
0
0.525
0.075
0.2
6.2
6.0
1.25
0.2
−3.2181
−2

c
CI68% (M)
+0.04
1.42−0.10
+1.20
13.56−0.94
+0.11
1.21−0.33
+0.41
1.84−0.16
0.0004+0.0018
−0.0020
0.5242+0.0017
−0.0016
0.076+0.014
−0.013
+0.04
0.20−0.03
6.192+0.008
−0.010
5.993+0.008
−0.010
+0.35
0.97−0.18
+0.03
0.21−0.03
+0.0007
−3.2181−0.0007
+0.004
−2.001−0.004

bKL (M)
D
2.25+0.04
−0.04
1.06+0.02
−0.02
1.75+0.03
−0.03
1.47+0.02
−0.02
7.11+0.02
−0.02
6.73+0.03
−0.03
4.36+0.02
−0.02
3.02+0.02
−0.02
4.95+0.02
−0.02
4.89+0.03
−0.02
1.10+0.02
−0.01
1.69+0.02
−0.03
10.38+0.03
−0.03
6.80+0.029
−0.038

c
CI68%
1.48+0.05
−0.07
13.31+1.34
−0.87
1.21+0.13
−0.31
1.89+0.35
−0.18
0.0002+0.0021
−0.0020
0.5244+0.0017
−0.0017
0.080+0.014
−0.015
0.21+0.04
−0.04
6.193+0.007
−0.010
5.997+0.007
−0.011
1.00+0.31
−0.21
0.22+0.03
−0.03
−
−

bKL
D
2.18+0.02
−0.02
1.02+0.01
−0.01
1.61+0.02
−0.01
1.41+0.01
−0.01
7.00+0.01
−0.01
6.65+0.02
−0.02
4.22+0.01
−0.01
2.93+0.01
−0.01
4.99+0.01
−0.01
4.78+0.01
−0.01
1.03+0.01
−0.01
1.56+0.01
−0.01
−
−

that this colatitude is chosen to be Θ s = π − Θ p .

we display the signal generated by S—both in total and in hot-region component form—a
posteriori, in comparison to the injected signal; the signals displayed are either incident on
NICER or are those after being folded through the instrument response. Moreover, these
signals are displayed as phase-energy (and phase-channel) resolved, phase-integrated, and
energy-integrated (and channel-summed).
When invoking the default background treatment instead of the known background model,
no important parameter estimation bias is evident in this specific case. Universal guarantees
cannot however be made on this basis. We have only considered a single parameter estimation
problem for comparison of the posteriors conditional on the true data-generating process and
on the default background model. We reiterate that the default background treatment is
optimally used for exploratory purposes—e.g., if the physics of the background is poorly
understood and candidate models are deemed to lack complexity based on examination of the
data
In Figures 3.5 and 3.6 degeneracies are clear between pairs of parameters. The primary
(lower colatitude) hot spot on the surface of the injected target source S was inclined to
the stellar spin axis by Θ p = i − 0.25 where i is the Earth inclination. As discussed in
detail, e.g., by Salmi et al. (2018), there exists continuous degeneracy—in terms of the signal
generated—between the inclinations of the radiating region and the observer, especially when
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Figure 3.3: The left panels are conditional on model M, and the right panels are conditional on model Mdefault .
The top panels display the posterior expectation of the phase-channel resolved specific photon flux incident on
NICER; note that the specific flux is actually integrated over the NICER energy intervals, hence the units of flux.
The top-center panels display as black curves the posterior expectation of the energy-integrated incident photon flux,
and is equivalent to the sum of the corresponding top panel over energy intervals. The bottom-center panels display
the posterior expectation of the phase-channel resolved count rate function after taking into account the NICER
instrument response (implicitly summed over all detectors). The bottom panels display the count rate function
summed over detector channels as the black curves. In the top-center and bottom panels, the component pulses
from hot regions p and s (see Figure 3.1) are shown, together with their combined signal. The injected signals are
rendered as blue curves in the top-center and bottom panels, but the deviation from the injected signals is hard to
discern. In the top-center and bottom panels we also display, as a set of shaded purple bands, the conditional posterior
distribution of the combined signal as a function of phase; bands of different shades connect, as a function of phase,
credible intervals containing different posterior masses p%. These bands are albeit difficult to discern given our
posterior sensitivity to the signal generated by S; however, the reader may be able to detect that invoking the default
background treatment under Mdefault results in slightly broader posterior uncertainty on the signal contributed by S.
In Figure 4.13 these posterior signal bands are visually clear, in particular because the response of the instrument is
uncertain and thus parameterized, whereas here the instrument response is fixed.

they are commensurate. In our case here the issue is complicated by the presence of a secondary radiating region. We have forgone analysis of potential parametrization degeneracies
in order to demonstrate the capability of MultiNest to handle non-linear degeneracy, given
sufficient resources—in this specific case the resource consumption was far from prohibitive.
In Chapter 4 we discuss the importance of designing one’s nested-sampling space to eliminate
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Figure 3.4: The left panels are conditional on model M, and the right panels are conditional on model Mdefault .
The top panels display the posterior-expected phase-averaged specific photon flux signal from S incident on NICER,
both in total and in component form (i.e., from each surface hot region). Due to high signal-to-noise, the dynamic
range of the spectra, and the logarithmic scale, the shaded posterior credible-interval bands on the total spectrum
are not discernable, but correspond to those displayed in Figure 3.3. The center panels display the transpose of the
phase-channel resolved signal displayed in Figure 3.3, plus the phase-invariant background signal. The bottom panels
display the phase-averaged count-rate signal from S both alone (the three lowest step-functions) and in combination
with the background count-rate signal (the enveloping step-function); the latter is the phase-average of the center
panel.

non-linear degeneracies where possible to maximize sampling efficiency with the MultiNest algorithm, especially when there are a number of overtly phenomenological parameters
defined in the problem.
Note that if we had the resources to execute the SBC suggested by Talts et al. (2018),
we would draw many (ϑ, y) tuples from p(θ, d | M) = p(d | θ, M)p(θ | M), the Bayesian
joint distribution, and for each compute the joint posterior distribution. Such calibration is
not tractable due to limited resources on a high-performance system. However, even if we
had sufficient resources to compute the joint posterior distribution π(θ S | Mdefault ) of the
parameters of S many times given many tuples (ϑ, y), the default background model would
not necessarily conform well to this SBC because the priors on the channel-by-channel background parameters are—if proper—separable and extremely vague relative to the conditional
likelihood function. If these priors are improper (see Section B.2 and Section 4.2.3.3) then
strictly the model is not generative, and this is a necessary condition for the SBC of Talts et al.
(2018); see Section 4.2.3.3 for discussion on the options for defining a proper background
prior.
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Figure 3.5: One- and two-dimensional marginal posterior density distributions for the parameters θ S conditional
on model Mdefault . Refer to Table 3.1 for parameter symbols and definitions. The one-dimensional prior density
functions are the dash-dot distributions in the on-diagonal panels. In the top-right we transform to alternative
inclination variables (i − Θ p , i + Θ p , i − Θ s ), and comparison of the Kullback-Leibler divergences to those of
(i, Θ p , Θ s ) reflects the combinations to which we are most sensitive (see Salmi et al. 2018). Other figure elements
are described in Section 3.3.2.3. We omit the error bands on the one-dimensional density functions, apart from those
in the transformed variables in top-right, because the information cannot be displayed adequately. For the nested
sampling run settings, refer to Table 3.3; note that for the mode-separation run, labeled run MM, the one-dimensional
posterior density function error cannot be estimated (see Section 3.4.4.2) for the top-right subplot, and we opt against
overplotting the density function line with the error bands corresponding to the other runs. The injection vector ϑ S
(see Table 3.2) is indicated by the points where the horizontal and vertical lines intersect (the reticles).
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Figure 3.6: One- and two-dimensional marginal posterior density distributions for the parameters θ conditional on
model M. Refer to Table 3.1 for parameter symbols and definitions. In the top-right we display the background
powerlaw parameters. The injection vector ϑ (see Table 3.2) is indicated by the reticles. Figure elements are
otherwise as described in Figure 3.5.
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Table 3.3: Summary of the sampling processes for the X-PSI example problem. Note that there are multiple runs
for model Mdefault ; those runs are combined to calculate some of the summary numbers—i.e., for the evidence and
the properties listed after the evidence (divergence, core hours, and so on).

Sampling process information
number of free parameters
number of runsb
number of active points
Efficiencyd
termination conditione
evidencef
joint KL-divergenceg (bits)
number of coreh hours
likelihood evaluations
nested replacements
weighted posterior samplesi

M
14
1
103
0.3
10−3
d
ln
Z = −25375.54+0.55
−0.52
bKL = 93.77+0.88
D
−0.97
17482
16193064
74383
17452

Mdefault
12 + 180a
3c
103 + 103 + 2 × 103
0.3
10−3
d
ln
Z = −26759.33+0.27
−0.26
bKL = 72.55+0.43
D
−0.46
15568
17342989
236786
64371

a There are 180 background terms—one per channel in the subset considered—which are numerically marginalized

over but are do not form dimensions of the sampling space.
b The mode-separation MultiNest variant was deactivated in all but one case. Without mode-separation, isolated
modes are not evolved independently and nested sampling threads are permitted contact multiple modes. As noted
in Section 3.4.4.2, the mode-separation run cannot be combined at present with other runs, and is thus omitted both
from the plots displaying only combined information (e.g., Figure 3.3) and from the combined numeric summaries
in this table. The posterior distribution estimated based on the mode-separation run is displayed in Figure 3.5.
c Plus an additional run with mode-separation activated. The run with mode-separation activated has 103 active
points (or threads), of which 636 were locked into the dominant mode identified in each of the other runs.
d More accurately, the reciprocal of the expansion factor applied to the active-point bounds. The constant-efficiency
MultiNest active-point bounding variant was not activated for any run.
e Applies both globally and locally.
f Defined as the prior predictive probability p(y | model). We report the interval about the median containing
±45% of 5 × 102 joint bootstrap-weight replications for the combined run. Note, however, that in order to complete
the reported evidence for Mdefault , upper-bounds Bi ∈ R >0 of the separable flat prior p(B i | Mdefault ) for the
background count-rate parameters need to be specified (see Section B.2). For a handle on the magnitude of
the background count rate that maximizes the conditional likelihood function L(Bi ; θ S ) in each channel, inspect
Í
d
d
Figure 3.4. The evidence for model Mdefault then needs to modified as ln
Z 7→ ln
Z − i ln Bi .
g I.e., the joint divergence of all parameters θ in the case of M, and the joint divergence of all target parameters
θ S in the case of Mdefault .
h Intel® Xeon E5-2697Av4 (2.60 GHz; Broadwell) processors on the SURFsara Cartesius supercomputer. Note
that the extension modules were compiled with processor-specific instruction sets, and that these are physical cores—
i.e., hyper-threading technology is not invoked.
i Excludes samples with important weight smaller than 10−6 times the largest such weight amongst samples.
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3.6

Summary and future development

We have reported on the initial release (v0.1) of X-PSI, a package for Bayesian statistical
inference of neutron star parameters given observed energy-resolved X-ray pulsations. X-PSI
has been applied to NICER observations of the rotation-powered millisecond PSR J0030+0451
by Riley et al. (2019, ApJL in press), and can be considered as an option for future work in the
context of contemporary (e.g., NICER) and next generation X-ray spectral-timing telescopes
(e.g., eXTP, STROBE-X, and Athena).
We proceed to highlight possibilities for future development. General aims of course
include: global efficiency improvement; broadening of the physical scope; interfaces for new
sophisticated samplers; new and improved tools for posterior post-processing, vizualization,
and analysis pipeline automation; additional tutorials; exhaustive documentation and unit
testing; and Python packaging improvements.
As stated in Section 3.1: X-PSI at the time of writing (v0.1) is a basic prototype for
some of the functionality that a community-supported package for neutron star parameter
estimation via X-ray spectral-timing should offer in the future. One logical avenue for future
development may be the integration of X-PSI into an existing open-source software package
for X-ray spectral-timing such as stingray (Huppenkothen et al. 2019). stingray has a broader
scope and community support: we can envision X-PSI being a specialist module that conforms
to the existing API standards. That said, substantial development would be needed in order to
cleanly integrate the statistical framework (i.e., nested sampling and object-oriented callbacks,
high-performance system usage, and posterior post-processing and visualization) and aspects
of the physical framework (e.g., likelihood functionality and instrument response functions)
described in this paper with the existing stingray framework.
Regarding physics development, we plan to natively support or interface with software
for both indirect and direct EOS parameter estimation: v0.1 only supports joint estimation
of gravitational mass and surface equatorial radius for a given star,65 where the derived
information can be subsequently used for indirect EOS parameter estimation externally of
X-PSI. We refer the reader to Section B.4 and references therein for discussion on this matter;
we also point the reader to Raaijmakers et al. (2019, ApJL in press), who demonstrate this
notion given output from X-PSI modeling of real NICER data.
We also plan to support an image-plane light-curve integration algorithm.66 An imageplane algorithm would prove useful for (posterior) visualization of the target source and for
internal cross-checking of light-curve integrators that implement distinct algorithm patterns.
We refer the reader to a brief discussion in the appendix of Bogdanov et al. (2019, submitted
to ApJLb) on the light-curve integrators of the AMS code base, which is itself a superset of
65Stellar spin frequency is in most cases going to be fixed, as is oblateness via a quasi-universal relation (e.g.,
AlGendy & Morsink 2014), but both can in principle be jointly estimated with the mass and radius. We refer the
reader to the discussion in Chapter 2 on such matters.
66Literature on more general-purpose image-plane software was cited in Section 3.1, notably the open-source code
bender (Nättilä & Pihajoki 2018), and Psaltis & Özel (2014) and references therein for additional details on the
formalism.
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X-PSI. We have streamlined X-PSI v0.1 for large-scale statistical computation: it imposes
the Schwarzschild ambient spacetime solution because the associated algorithmic patterns for
light-curve integration minimize computational cost. The AMS code as an entity is private for
development purposes, but image-plane functionality will be integrated into a future version
of X-PSI.
Software.—Python/C language (Oliphant 2007), GNU Scientific Library (GSL; Gough
2009), NumPy (van der Walt et al. 2011), Cython (Behnel et al. 2011), SciPy (Jones et al.
2001–), OpenMP (Dagum & Menon 1998), MPI (Forum 1994), MPI for Python (Dalcín
et al. 2008), Matplotlib (Hunter 2007; Droettboom et al. 2018), IPython (Perez & Granger
2007), Jupyter (Kluyver et al. 2016), MultiNest (Feroz et al. 2009), PyMultiNest (Buchner
et al. 2014), GetDist (https://github.com/cmbant/getdist), nestcheck (Higson 2018b;
Higson et al. 2018b, 2019), fgivenx (Handley 2018; Handley & Higson 2018), astropy (Astropy
Collaboration et al. 2013; Price-Whelan et al. 2018), X-PSI (v0.1; https://github.com/
ThomasEdwardRiley/xpsi).
Acknowledgments.—We thank Yuri Cavecchi for technical discussions and support during development of the pulse-profile integration routines. We thank Geert Raaijmakers for
constructive discussions on statistical computation during development of X-PSI. We also
thank the members of the NICER Light-Curve Modeling Working Group for discussions, and
for providing a collaborative environment in which X-PSI could be subjected to a rigorous
programme of testing.
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Abstract
We report on Bayesian parameter estimation of the mass and equatorial radius of the millisecond pulsar PSR J0030+0451, conditional on pulse-profile modeling of NICER X-ray
spectral-timing event data. We perform relativistic ray-tracing of thermal emission from hot
regions of the pulsar’s surface. We assume two distinct hot regions based on two clear pulsed
components in the phase-folded pulse-profile data; we explore a number of forms (morphologies and topologies) for each hot region, inferring their parameters in addition to the stellar
mass and radius. For the family of models considered, the evidence (prior predictive probability of the data) strongly favors a model that permits both hot regions to be located in the
same rotational hemisphere. Models wherein both hot regions are assumed to be simplyconnected circular single-temperature spots, in particular those where the spots are assumed
to be reflection-symmetric with respect to the stellar origin, are strongly disfavored. For the
inferred configuration, one hot region subtends an angular extent of only a few degrees (in
spherical coordinates with origin at the stellar center) and we are insensitive to other structural
details; the second hot region is far more azimuthally extended in the form of a narrow arc,
thus requiring a larger number of parameters to describe. The inferred mass M and equa+0.15 M and 12.71+1.14 km, whilst the compactness
torial radius Req are respectively 1.34−0.16
−1.19
GM/Req c2 = 0.156+0.008
−0.010 is more tightly constrained; the credible interval bounds reported
here are approximately the 16% and 84% quantiles in marginal posterior mass.

4 A NICER view of PSR J0030+0451: parameter estimation

4.1

Outline

The material in this section is based on the introduction to the accepted article. Other
material from that introduction, where appropriate, has been merged into Chapter 1 to form
the overarching introduction to this thesis; here we proceed with more specificity, introducing
the material in this chapter.
Section 4.2 outlines the modeling choices and introduces details specific to this analysis,
including issues associated with the PSR J0030+0451 surface radiation field parametrization,
instrument response, prior definition and implementation, and the consequences for computational efficiency of posterior sampling. In particular we restrict this analysis to models with
two distinct hot regions with various structures. While our choices are physically motivated,
it is important to emphasize that our inferences are conditional upon these choices. Posterior1 inferences for the models are presented in Section 4.3, including the inferred posterior
probability distributions for the spacetime parameters (mass, radius, and their combination
into compactness), surface radiation field parameters (e.g., heating distribution and resulting
temperature field), and instrument parameters. The Bayesian evidence for each model is
reported, and we also summarize the computational resources required for each parameter
estimation run. We also compare our inference to predictions derived via earlier study of
PSR J0030+0451 using XMM-Newton (Bogdanov & Grindlay 2009). In Section 4.4 we
discuss the implications of our results for our understanding of dense matter, pulsar emission mechanisms, and stellar evolution. We conclude with a discussion of future work for
PSR J0030+0451: variations in the model that should be considered, tests and cross-checks,
and the potential for improving the constraints for this source via longer observations or more
in-depth analysis.2

4.2
4.2.1

Modeling procedure
Data pre-processing

The NICER XTI data set d associated with the rotation-powered X-ray millisecond pulsar
(MSP) PSR J0030+0451 is necessarily a product of pre-processing, and its curation is largely
described in Bogdanov et al. (2019, submitted to ApJLa). However, there are a number of
details that are specific to each data set and so we record a summary of these details here. The
raw XTI event data are publicly available via the NICER archive (accessible via HEASARC3).
1Appendix C.1 provides an overview of the methodology used for posterior computation, and of the format used
to present the posterior information.
2For an independent analysis of the same data set using different modeling choices and methodology see Miller
et al. (2019, submitted to ApJL).
3https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/.
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For this analysis we consider only the detector channel4 subset [25, 300)—meaning channels 25 through 299 inclusive—nominally corresponding to 0.25–3 keV. Below channel 25,
there is increased “optical loading” contamination (electronic noise due to ambient light), and
there is greater uncertainty in the detector readout triggering efficiency for valid X-ray events.
Above channel 300 the soft thermal emission from PSR J0030+0451 becomes negligible
relative to the non-source background.
For PSR J0030+0451 we use 49 out of the 52 active detectors (excluding the three detectors
that are frequently “hot,” i.e., prone to excess electronic noise) and only NICER pointings
subtending an angle > 80◦ to the direction of the Sun. In addition to the standard filtering
criteria applied to XTI events, we excluded times where the planetary K-index K P ≥ 5, and
excluded regions in the NICER orbit where the cutoff rigidity (the COR_SAX parameter) was
less than 1.5. We further screened for occurrences of elevated background and eliminated all
16-second time intervals in which the 0.25–8.00 keV count rate exceeded 3 counts/s, yielding
Í
an integrated exposure time of Texp B ` ∆t` = 1, 936, 864 s, where each ∆t` is the time
interval for the ` th exposure.
By virtue of the flux and timing stability of PSR J0030+0451, the entire event data set in
each detector channel is phase-folded coherently according to the best available radio pulsar
timing solution from Arzoumanian et al. (2018) and using two approaches to check for consistency: using the tempo2 (Hobbs et al. 2006) photons plug-in and the PINT5 photonphase
tool. Differences of . 1 µs as a phase-offset are observed, but are deemed negligible for the
present analysis as such an offset corresponds to . 0.02% of the total phase, or less than 0.7%
of a bin width. The resulting folded event list, obtained with the PINT photonphase tool, is
summarized as count data in a set of rotational phase intervals and detector channels.
We display in Figure 1.4 the phase-folded PSR J0030+0451 count data split over two
rotational cycles for clarity: we use 32 phase intervals (bins) per cycle and the count numbers
in bins separated by one cycle—in a given channel—are identical. The total number of counts
is given by the sum over all phase-channel pairs. The top panel displays the pulse-profile
summed over the contiguous subset of channels [25, 300), nominally corresponding to the
energy range 0.25–3.00 keV. The bottom panel displays the phase-channel resolved count
numbers for channel subset [25, 300). For likelihood function evaluation (see Section 4.2.3.3)
we group all event data registered in a given channel into phase intervals spanning a single
rotational cycle. Moreover, we do not indicate the count-number noise in the top panel to avoid
confusion: the observed events are viewed as fixed random variates that do not have errors,
and whose parameterized joint sampling distribution is to be modeled (see Section 4.2.2).
We reserve the remaining details of data-space definition for Section 4.2.3.3, wherein we
formalize the likelihood function applied in this specific work.
4Conventionally termed a pulse-invariant (PI) channel, or alternatively a charge pulse amplitude (or height)
channel. Note the distinction between channel, which is only indicative of photon energy in units of 10 eV, and
incident photon energy intervals that map probabilistically to the channel set via the redistribution matrix, a standard
calibration product provided by the instrument team.
5https://github.com/nanograv/PINT.
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4.2.2

Generative modeling

We begin the description of our modeling process by outlining useful mathematical objects
that are assigned statistical meaning, and which can interface with open-source computational machinery. In Section 4.2.3, we build upon this conceptual groundwork and assign
astrophysical meaning to such objects.
There exists an inherent degree of freedom as to the precise definition of a model. We
consider a generative model for the X-ray data set d curated for PSR J0030+0451. Moreover,
we opt to define a generative model as the union of the following components: (i) a data space
D in which a data set d ∈ D exists as a fixed vector of numbers; (ii) an abstract model space
M of elements, such that each element completely specifies a joint sampling distribution on
space D (i.e., the sampling distribution can be evaluated conditional on the element); (iii)
a joint probability distribution defined on space M that is not conditional on data vector d.
Such a model is considered as generative because one can define a Bayesian joint distribution
on the joint space of D and M : the data vector and a model vector are both interpreted as
(finite-dimensional) multivariate random variables, and in order to simulate (or generate) data
sets, one can jointly draw random variates to populate the vector elements.
The model space M is in general a discrete-continuous mixed space, meaning that its
elements form a discrete-continuous mixed set: it follows that one could in principle identify
each element as a model. Ultimately, however, one can distinguish continuous subsets of M
as models, which is perhaps more common. To formalize the framework we are working in
Ð
further, let us define a discrete-continuous mixed space M as a union m∈F Mm , where
F ⊂ N is the space of a discrete parameter m—a flag or label—and where each Mm may be
considered as a model within M . Let each model Mm define a continuous space Θm ⊆ Rnm
such that M defines a space given by the union of Cartesian products
Ø
({m} × Θm ) .
ΘB
(4.1)
m∈F

The number of dimensions of the space Θm is given by nm ; a parameter vector θ ∈ Θm ⊆ Rnm
then has nm elements. We thus consider each space in the union M as a model: unless
explicitly stated otherwise, we hereafter consider a model as an element in a discrete set, where
each element has an associated continuous parameter space Θm (among other constructs, e.g.,
probability measures such as a joint prior density distribution).
Working within the scope of a given model Mm with continuous parameter space Θm , the
prior support Sm ⊆ Θm is a (compact) subset of Rnm on which the joint prior density is finite.
The target distribution is the joint posterior density distribution, denoted by π(θ | d, Mm ),
which is related to the joint prior density distribution, p(θ | Mm ), via the probability identity
(Bayes’ theorem)
π(θ | d, Mm )p(d | Mm ) = p(θ, d | Mm ) = p(d | θ, Mm )p(θ | Mm ),
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where p(d | θ, Mm ) is the likelihood function for model Mm . The likelihood function is
the sampling distribution on the space D evaluated at the fixed data vector d, as a function
of θ, conditional on model Mm ; the normalization of the posterior is the prior predictive
probability6 p(d | Mm ) of the data conditional on model Mm . We document the techniques
implemented for posterior computation in Appendix C.1. It is necessarily the case that
for construction of a generative model, a joint prior distribution injects a finite quantity of
information about the elements of the model space. From a Bayesian perspective, models
and parameters are random variables, whose joint prior distribution strictly encodes the
information available before acquisition of—and computation given—data. Hereafter we do
not need to typeset the symbol Θ (with or without a subscript) to represent a space, and thus
we explicitly free it for a different use.
The model space we consider is some mixture of M -complete and M -open (Vehtari &
Ojanen 2012): we do not believe the true data-generating process exists in M , nor do we
believe that an element in M is the closest approximation (to the true data-generating process)
that is achievable and tractable (in the future) given more resources (i.e., both cognition and
computing time). However, we proceed as though we can imagine a true data-generating
process to physically exist—i.e., is plausibly the product of simple physical laws and initial
conditions—and that parameterized approximations can in principle approach the real process
arbitrarily closely, at least in terms of predictive performance. Moreover, we view the model
space for this specific work as effectively the best available to us given current resources and
consider it plausible that it is sufficiently rich to predict features in the procured X-ray event
data. A subset of continuous parameters are shared by all models in the discrete set: these
are considered to be of an (effectively) fundamental physical nature, such as the distance to
a source system and parameters controlling the exterior spacetime solution of a compact star
in general relativistic gravity. On the other hand, parameters are also defined that are of
an overtly phenomenological nature and are intended to approximate reality only insofar as:
(i) predicting—via interplay with the (almost) fundamental parameters—features observed
in data; and (ii) supporting future development of physics models that are considered more
realistic but crucially remain tractable for statistical falsification.
When we increment model complexity, it is intended to be in an intuitive and natural
manner: we generally do so by breaking a form of symmetry, forming nested relationships
between models (see Section 4.2.4 and then Section 4.2.4.7). Nevertheless, the form of
the simplest model and the increments in complexity are ultimately of a subjective nature
and exhibit a degree of arbitrariness—different practitioners would have defined their model
spaces differently.
The discrete set of models we condition on was determined partly out of consideration for
available resources. Given that posterior computation cost generally increases with prior pre-

6The scalar expectation of the likelihood function with respect to the prior p(θ | M m ), commonly referred to as
the evidence or fully-marginal likelihood.
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dictive complexity,7 we consider it justified to organize a set of increasingly costly problems
wherein each is an extension of the former. The salient advantage in this respect is facilitating
robustness: by monitoring and analysing sampling processes operating on gradually more difficult problems, tractability can be gauged for subsequent problems given available computing
resources. Moreover, if a pair of models form an exact or approximate nested relationship we
expect the posterior parameter inferences to be consistent with that of the simpler model if
the additional complexity is unhelpful.
Aside from resource management, and conditioned on the assumption that posterior
computation is sufficiently accurate, one can pose the question of how much complexity
is useful to capture structure in observational data. In a Bayesian framework one can in
principle estimate prior predictive probabilities of data conditional on a model. It is generally
argued that Occam’s razor is inherent to prior predictive probability integrals: predictive
complexity is penalized if predictions are not expected to be at least as commensurate with
the data as a simpler (or nested) model. The interpretation of prior predictive probabilities
is often fraught with problems, principally sensitivity to prior definition. In this work the
joint prior distribution defined for the continuous parameters of each model is not rigorously
chosen according to an information-theoretic criterion, nor to accurately quantify belief for
overtly phenomenological parameters. However, the prior choices are viewed as being weakly
informative8 for most parameters of interest in the absence of existing constraints, and are
viewed as being consistent between models.
As acknowledged above, a widely held view is that evidence estimation9 does not solve
the problem of model comparison. In order to evaluate model performance we thus employ
both a form of graphical posterior-predictive checking, and prior predictive probabilities
that hereafter we will refer to simply as evidences—a less accurate but canonical descriptor
of p(d | M). If the evidence increases, it is generally accurate to conclude that additional
complexity is warranted; if evidence does not increase, however, graphical posterior predictive
checking on local modes is useful for determining whether or not facets of the highercomplexity model are a promising avenue to pursue in model development—i.e., if the
likelihood function maxima are larger.

4.2.3

Overarching definitions

In this section we describe model aspects that are generally shared between all models in
the discrete set M . These model facets are in some cases described in detail elsewhere in
the NICER literature,10 and thus we are brief where possible. Due to the large number of
7Which is easily proven for (non-dynamic) nested sampling processes (see Appendix C.1 for an outline of the
sampling procedure).
8Also known as vague or diffuse.
9For calculation of Bayes’ factors.
10These works are namely Bogdanov et al. (2019, submitted to ApJLa), Bogdanov et al. (2019, submitted to
ApJLb), and Bogdanov et al. (in prep.), which are being submitted to the same ApJL NICER Focus Issue as the work
(Riley et al. 2019, ApJL in press) in this chapter.
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Table 4.1: Translation of symbols for angle variables typeset in both this work and Bogdanov et al. (2019, submitted
to ApJLb).

Symbol
i
Θ
ζ, ψ
φ

Description
Earth inclination to pulsar rotation axis
colatitude of center of a circular hot spota
angular radius of a circular hot spotb
pulsar rotational phasec

Bogdanov et al.
ζ
θc
θ spot
φ

a We also use the symbol Θ, with subscripts, to denote the colatitudes of hot regions whose shapes are more
complex than circular spots.
b We also use these symbols to parameterize hot regions with more complex shapes, such as rings with outer
angular radius ζ and inner angular radius ψ.
c We also use the symbol φ, with subscripts, to denote the azimuthal coordinates of hot regions.

symbols required to describe the models in this paper, the symbols used to describe geometric
variables shared with Bogdanov et al. (2019, submitted to ApJLb) are different; Table 4.1
provides symbol translation from Bogdanov et al. (2019, submitted to ApJLb), the theory in
which underpins the present work.
4.2.3.1

Source

We usually refer to the source in the context of our simplistic modeling as the thermallyemitting hot surface regions of an MSP representing PSR J0030+0451; such emission is
explicitly defined in mathematical terms at the surface and the corresponding signal incident
on NICER is explicitly computed. However, the intended meaning of the word source is also
contextual, and is in some instances used more generally to mean a source of radiation—
even a background source—when discussing physical reality, as distinct from our simple
approximative models.
Parametrization. The exterior spacetime solution is approximated as follows: we embed
in each temporal hyperslice of an ambient Schwarzschild spacetime, a (quasi-universal) oblate
2-surface, such that the geometric center coincides with the origin of the Schwarzschild
coordinate chart (Morsink et al. 2007). The coordinate equatorial radius is denoted by Req ,
and the circumference of the equator is 2πReq ; the total mass in the ambient spacetime is
denoted by M. The polar axis of the Schwarzschild chart is defined as the pulsar rotational
axis.
Rotational deformation of the metric away from spherical symmetry is neglected; the
current dipole and mass quadrupole moments of the exterior metric enter at first- and secondorder in dimensionless angular velocity Ω̄ (Hartle 1967) but are sufficiently small—regardless
of the EOS—to be neglected in pursuit of a tractable likelihood function (Morsink et al.
2007), especially during first modeling and in a context where we do not expect the likelihood
function to be sensitive to the finiteness of these moments. The perturbations, at constant
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baryon number, to both the total mass and circumferential radius of a nonrotating star are
second-order in Ω̄ (Hartle 1967), and are thus small for a spin of 205 Hz (see also Section 4.4.2)
but are implicitly accounted for. The perturbation to the polar coordinate radius is secondorder in Ω̄, and the surface oblateness is controlled by an EOS-insensitive constraint equation
(as is the effective gravity along the surface; Morsink et al. 2007). These small changes
in the shape of the stellar cross-section induce tilt to the surface, which affects the rays
that connect spacetime events at the surface to an observer; together with the change in the
projected surface area of a tilted surface, and the change in effective gravity, the effect on
light-curves manifests at first-order in Ω̄. Crucially, there is a performance floor for light-curve
integration demarcated by a spherically symmetric exterior spacetime solution: embedding
an oblate surface in such an ambient spacetime results in negligible increase in computation
time per call to a light-curve integrator. We therefore are not concerned about quantifying
the difference in our statistical inferences due to inclusion of oblateness over a spherical
surface—more resources are required to quantify this rigorously than to simply account for
oblateness.
A distant, static, and fictitious11 instrument (see Section 4.2.3.2) is located at radial coordinate D, and subtends colatitude—hereafter termed inclination—denoted by i. Interstellar
light-matter interaction is described by absorption within a column of material. The attenuation factor is parameterized solely by the column density NH of neutral hydrogen and we
assume relative abundances for the interstellar medium from Wilms et al. (2000); we implement the tbnew12 attenuation model to precompute a set of lookup tables for attenuation as a
function of photon energy.
In each model the spatial dependence of the surface radiation field is of a phenomenological
nature: the aim is to introduce sufficient complexity so as to represent the basic notion of
pulsar surface heating due to energy deposition by magnetospheric currents (in the vicinity
of the magnetic poles). We are largely ignorant of spatial structure in the surface radiation
field because the star is not spatially resolved; moreover, it is intractable for us to consider
more self-consistent numerical models of the surface radiation field, in part due to the expense
of statistical computation. In the simplest case the radiation field is constructed by filling
two closed simply-connected regions on the surface—which do not mutually overlap—with
radiating material;13 these regions may be interpreted to each result from magnetospheric
polar cap heating. We only compute a radiative signal from these hot regions, and therefore
in the context of each of our models, hot region can be viewed as synonymous with radiating
region.
11A notion borne from the nature of the event-data pre-processing (see, e.g., Section 3.2, for details pertaining to
X-PSI).
12https://pulsar.sternwarte.uni-erlangen.de/wilms/research/tbabs/.
13Note that although a cooler radiating hydrogen atmosphere should exist globally over the stellar surface, we make
no explicit reference to it when defining our likelihood function—i.e., we do not compute any radiative signal from
the atmosphere exterior to the closed regions. The atmosphere cannot be globally uniform because local heating by
magnetospheric currents will affect the local temperature and ionization degree; effective gravity also varies due to
rotation. Reference to the global atmosphere is implicit due to the fluid properties required for containment of hot
material in the closed regions.
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For all models a geometrically-thin (and thus plane-parallel) fully-ionized hydrogen NSX
atmosphere is invoked for the radiating material (Ho & Lai 2001; Ho & Heinke 2009).
The radiation field is precomputed and represented as a lookup table for cubic polynomial
3 , with respect to four variables defined in a surface
interpolation of specific intensity, IE /k BTeff
local comoving frame: effective temperature, Teff ; effective gravity; photon energy, E/kBTeff ;
and the cosine of the ray zenith angle (to surface normal). A quasi-universal relation for
surface effective gravity14 is adopted from AlGendy & Morsink (2014) in order to evaluate
local radiation field intensities. We do not explicitly compute emission from the stellar surface
exterior to the closed regions (i.e., as a function of source parameters controlling the exterior
radiation field),15 but the phase-invariant background model we invoke in all cases can capture
non-pulsed components of surface and off-surface emission (see Section 4.2.3.3).
Let us hereafter refer to the geometric configuration of the infinitesimal radiating surface
elements simply as the shape of a hot region—including both exterior and interior boundaries.
In more complex models each hot region is constructed using additional shape parameters
and in some cases a second temperature component. We consider the shape and temperature
of a hot region to result from the interaction of two closed regions—hereafter members. The
members partially or wholly16 overlap, and one member takes precedence when evaluating
local radiation intensities along rays (null geodesics) that connect spacetime events on the
rotating surface to a distant observer. We term one member as ceding, and the other as
superseding. As discussed in the appendix of Bogdanov et al. (2019, submitted to ApJLb),
the X-PSI implementation (referred to as the AMS code in Bogdanov et al. 2019, submitted to
ApJLb) of a radiating region is specialized for fast likelihood function evaluation when said
function is a callback for sampling processes: whilst numerical approximations are necessary
in general, it is relatively inexpensive to ensure that the proper area of each finite-element
(discretised) radiating region is computed to a precision that (almost) exactly matches their
mathematical definition.17 When two members overlap to form a hot region: (i) the area of a
discretely-represented superseding member is (almost) exact; and (ii) the area the discretelyrepresented, non-superseded subset of a ceding member is also (almost) exact. The subset
that is not superseded can itself be simply-connected or non-simply-connected depending on
the model (where the set of configurations assigned finite prior density is model-dependent).
For the precise details of the hot regions, refer forward to Sections 4.2.4.1 through 4.2.4.7.
We opt for two disjoint hot regions: the two distinct pulses visible in the phase-folded
event data (Figure 1.4) are suggestive of two such regions being widely separated. Initially,
we impose parity in the complexity of each hot region—i.e., an equal number of shape
14Equatorially reflection-symmetric.
15Such computation is supported by X-PSI with specialization to ensure (almost) exact areas as described above
(see also Bogdanov et al. 2019, submitted to ApJLb), but requires a choice of surface radiation field (e.g., atmosphere
ionization degree and chemical composition). We therefore opt to capture the non-pulsed fraction of emission from
the stellar surface exterior to the regions via our default background treatment. If evidence for unmodeled soft pulsed
emission arises a posteriori one could then consider explicit computation of such emission.
16Such that one member is a superset of the other.
17The overall numerical accuracy remains implementation dependent.
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parameters and temperature components. We then consider models in which the hot regions
have unequal complexities because it becomes clear that increasing the complexity of a
particular hot region is unwarranted. In all cases we define the support of the joint prior
so as to exclude limiting configurations in which the hot regions overlap; the reason being
that extension of scope to such configurations requires specification and implementation18 of
additional logical conditions for a complete order of precedence in local radiation intensity
evaluation. For a subset of models we impose antipodal symmetry of the hot regions, in order
to crudely represent a heating distribution that is consistent with symmetry in the physical
mechanisms driving surface X-ray emission, such as a dominantly or perfectly centereddipolar field configuration. A magnetic field with finite higher-order structure is viewed
as a closer approximation of physical reality; we represent this case crudely by breaking
antipodal symmetry and defining additional parameters for a secondary hot region that are
not derived from parameters of a primary hot region. However, self-consistent coupling of
the magnetosphere to the surface radiation field is beyond the scope of this work, partly
due to the associated increase in complexity of efficient model implementation for posterior
computation.
We consider models with three or more mutually disjoint and separated radiating regions
to be a logical extension of the model space if it is deemed that incrementally increasing
the complexity of only two such regions is yielding insufficient advancement in posterior
predictive performance—i.e., is not satisfactorily capturing observed structure in data for the
resource expenditure—when approaching or extrapolating to the limit of what is considered
computationally tractable by a group executing posterior computation. A salient advantage of
such an approach is that it is more exhaustive with ideas for two hot regions and incrementally
breaks symmetries; an apparent disadvantage is that some small set of conceivable closelyrelated models with equal (continuous parameter) dimensionality are not applied.19 It is
however necessary to be selective—inherent to which is subjectivity and arbitrariness.
The above choices for surface radiation field configuration are somewhat consistent with
the notion of the source being a rotation-powered X-ray pulsar with two relatively small hot
regions that are disjoint. Therefore we consider the proposed model space to be logically
structured and a reasonable representation of widely-held conceptions of such stars that are
yet to be falsified statistically.
Whether or not such a model space is tractable given algorithm properties and computing
resources is highly sensitive to the choice of parametrization for posterior computation,
especially in phenomenological contexts. If degeneracies plague the problem at hand, it may
be considered an indicator that either: (i) the model is simply ill-defined, leading to forms of
invariance of the parameterized sampling distribution on the space of the data; (ii) the model
is needlessly or at least unhelpfully complex for describing observations, because despite
(physical) parameters having a finite effect on forward data-generation, one is ultimately
insensitive to such model structure. Usually this equates—at least in-part—to transforming
18Efficient finite-element representations.
19E.g., configurations in which three single-temperature regions are disjoint.
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away non-linear likelihood function degeneracies where possible. A number of sophisticated
open-source sampling software packages efficiently handle linear degeneracies, even in multimodal contexts, but non-linear degeneracy remains fiendish: certain sampling algorithms
can perform accurately,20 but coupled with an expensive (numerical) likelihood function and
moderately high-dimensional sampling spaces, still require massive computing resources.
As we highlight in Section 4.2.4 (where we provide more precise definitions of surface
radiation field structure), the choice of parametrization of a (largely phenomenological) hot
region plays a crucial role in sampling-space definition. In Appendix C.1 we summarize the
techniques adopted for posterior computation: we opt to perform nested sampling (Skilling
2006). The natural space for nested sampling is usually that of a unit hypercube that maps
to an equal-dimensional physical parameter space according to an inverse transformation
derived from a joint (prior) probability distribution on the physical space (e.g., Feroz et al.
2009). Given that nested sampling algorithms tend to operate in such a native space, a
parametrization that approaches optimality involves both the physical parametrization and the
inverse transformation from the native to physical space, and is such that continuous likelihood
function degeneracies, if existent, manifest effectively linearly in the native space.
Usually a joint prior distribution is chosen to be weakly informative—or “flat”—in the
context of the likelihood function, and in some cases is defined as an absolutely flat density
function with respect to a joint space. It follows that the mapping from the parameter space
to the native sampling space will then approximately preserve the linear degeneracy of a
posterior mode. An exception to this occurs if the boundary of the support of the joint prior
satisfies some set of non-trivial constraint equations.21
Priors. We define the joint prior density distribution p(M, Req ) to be jointly flat with
compact support: a prophylactic choice that eases future use of samples on the (M, Req )subspace for computing an approximative marginal likelihood function, which in turn can
be used for estimation of interior source-matter properties—principally EOS parameters (see
Chapter 2 and Section B.4). We also choose the boundary of prior support to be close
to maximally inclusive in regards to theoretical EOS predictions: we impose hard bounds
M ∈ [1, 3] M , and impose that Req ∈ [3rg, 16] km, where rg = rg (M) = GM/c2 is the
gravitational radius.
Although we allow the boundary of the prior support to extend down to the photon sphere
of the ambient spacetime solution, when computing pulse-profiles, we only integrate over the
primary images (along rays with angular deflection ≤ π) of radiating elements subtended on
the sky of the instrument. For a spherical star of radius R < 3.52rg (M), multiple images
of parts of the star will be visible (Pechenick et al. 1983; Bogdanov et al. 2019, submitted
to ApJLb) requiring that light from the primary, secondary, and higher-order images be
included—at additional computational expense—in an exact calculation of the flux; this
issue, and how it pertains to oblate stars, is discussed in more detail elsewhere (Bogdanov
20At reduced efficiency relative to simpler contexts—see the MultiNest sampler cited in Appendix C.1.
21An example of trivial constraint equations here are those that generate a (hyper-)rectangular support boundary
in parameter space.
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et al. 2019, submitted to ApJLb). From a computational statistics perspective, one could view
the inclusion of one or more higher-order images as a modeling refinement to be made if, a
posteriori, a rotating star is favored to be sufficiently compact: e.g., a substantial fraction of
posterior mass lies at Req /rg (M) . 3.6. The parameter inference reported in this work favors
much less compact stars a posteriori (refer forward to Figure 4.19), so multiple imaging is
not deemed important. However, when images are neglected, the issue of choosing the most
appropriate support for a joint prior distribution of M and Req remains an open problem for
statistical modeling.
A typical likelihood function for pulse-profile modeling will express many modes of
dependence on the compactness rg (M)/Req , and will generally be more sensitive to this
combination than to M (or Req ) individually. We ensure the mapping from the parameter space
to the native space preserves such linear degeneracy between M and Req . In Appendix C.2
we provide implementation details for the joint density p(M, Req ).
Finally, there exists a constraint on the distance of the PSR J0030+0451 system (Arzoumanian et al. 2018) that we adopt—in approximation—as an informative prior.
4.2.3.2

Instrument

In defining a generative model, the data space is constructed by phase-folding X-ray events in
each detector channel and grouping those events into a uniform set of phase intervals (bins) to
curate a set count numbers, typically with cardinality O(103 ). The conditional joint sampling
distribution of these count numbers is always constructed in terms of a phase-energy-resolved
signal that is generated during a single rotation of the source. Together with an appropriate
nuisance background model (see Section 4.2.3.3), it follows that the instrument in such an
analysis represents the temporal-mean operation of all detectors collectively in response to
the incident radiation field from the source during the observation time intervals. We reserve
a more elaborate discussion on these modeling facets for Section 4.2.3.3 (and also refer the
reader to Section 3.2).
For every model we invoke the instrument response model: the on-axis v1.02 ancillary response function (ARF) and an updated version of the v1.02 redistribution matrix file
(RMF; private communication from Jack Steiner, see Hamaguchi et al. 2019, for details of
the updates) to generate a reference (or nominal) response matrix R? derived from microphysical knowledge. Let detector channels increment with row number i, and energy intervals
increment with column number j, such that an element of the reference response matrix
is denoted by R?i j . We use this reference matrix as a basis for a parameterized family of
response matrices, and aim to compute (for each model) a joint posterior density distribution
of continuous source parameters and continuous instrument (response matrix) parameters. It
is well-founded to parameterize the instrument because despite its synthetic nature, we do not
consider its microphysical operation to be sufficiently known;22 nevertheless, we define far
22In-flight astrophysical calibration sources, for instance, are in practice far brighter than science targets, and
operation is conditional on the radiation field incident on the detectors.
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fewer parameters for the instrument than for the source. Whilst the following model ensures
that operational uncertainty is included, the continuum of response models and the associated
prior density distribution does not attempt to rigorously represent uncertainty in microphysical
knowledge; given a close approximation to the radiation field incident on the telescope, we
would expect the model to be conservative in terms of prior predictive performance.
We parameterize the response matrix using a calibration product derived from observations
of a calibration source. For this work we use instrumental residuals derived from NICER
observations of the Crab. These residuals are derived using the observations and following
the procedure outlined in Ludlam et al. (2018), modified to use the appropriate number
of detectors, ARF, RMF, and sun-angle cut consistent with the PSR J0030+0451 data set
(refer to Section 4.2.1). We acknowledge that the Crab is a remarkably different source to
PSR J0030+0451: the expected operation of NICER (and X-ray instruments in general) in
response to incident radiation fields is a function of the its properties. The Crab exhibits a
very different spectrum to PSR J0030+0451, being harder, more absorbed, and subject to
astrophysical features; the Crab is also an extended source, not a point source, and is much
brighter than the rotation-powered MSPs targeted by NICER.
The calibration product is a channel-by-channel vector R of ratios of observed Crab count
numbers to count numbers derived using a theoretical incident spectrum and the reference

response matrix R?. Let the vector elements Ri B Ci / R? · F i : in words, the element-wise
division of an observed count vector C from some calibration source, by a vector R? · F where
F is a vector of photon fluences (in the set of energy intervals inherent to the definition of
R?) computed given some theoretical model of said calibration source during the calibration
observations. Note that the calibration product is derived from observations of a single
chromatic source and thus is not resolved over elements of the matrix, only over the set
of channels; therefore we apply the ratio Ri for the i th channel to all elements R?i j . The
theoretical model is uncertain in the lowest ten channels we consider: the Crab is highly
absorbed so that there is less data at low energies, and the telescopes used to generate the
reference spectra for the residuals also perform poorly in this regime. In this work we therefore
assume that Ri for i ∈ [25, 35) is equal to R35 .
We choose to construct the response matrix as a continuous three-parameter family, where
the parameters are denoted by NICER α, NICER β, and NICER γ where possible, but reduced
to the aliases α, β, and γ respectively for clarity of mathematical expressions. First we give
the definition, and then we offer an interpretation in words. The parameterized matrix is
defined as
Ri j (α, β, γ; R, R?) B (1 − β)γR?i j + βαRi R?i j
h
i
≡ γR?i j + β αRi R?i j − γR?i j ≡ R?i j [γ + β (αRi − γ)] .
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
calibration shift

(4.3)

ηi
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Figure 4.1: In the left panel we display marginal conditional prior probability density distributions of

total on-axis effective area A as a function of energy (integrated over uniform intervals of width 5 × 10−3
keV), summed over the contiguous channel subset [25, 300). Note that the total NICER effective area at
energies & 3 keV in particular is far greater than shown here. The prior p(A; E) is represented by the
blue contours. At energy E a set of (one-dimensional) highest-density credible intervals are estimated
for A = A(α, β, γ); the credible intervals are connected as a function of energy, such that, e.g., the
second-darkest band encodes the energy-dependence of the estimated 68.3% highest-density credible
interval. We give the marginal prior distributions for the parameters α, β, and γ in Table 4.2. Note
that the posterior information shown is not that of the joint distribution of effective areas over energy
intervals: the effective areas are coupled by a functional form with three parameters. The range of the
energy intervals is determined based on the RMF of the reference matrix R? and on the curated data
set in the contiguous set of channels [25, 300), where these channels are summed over. The solid curve
is that of the reference matrix R? (with γ = 1); the dash-dot curve is that of the calibrated matrix
Ri j = Ri R?
i j (with α = 1). In the right panel we display as black points the elements of the vector R
of multipliers supplied for instrument parametrization based on the Crab as a calibration source. The
prior p(η; i), where i enumerates channels and η is defined in Equation (4.3), is represented by the blue
contours; the probabilistic information is otherwise congruent in nature to that described for the left
panel.

In general an additional condition must be invoked:
i
h
Ri j (α 0, β 0, γ 0) B 0 iff
(1 − β 0)γ 0R?i j + β 0 α 0Ri R?i j ≤ 0
for ∃(α, β, γ) = (α 0, β 0, γ 0) ∈ S(α,β,γ) , where S(α,β,γ) ⊂ S is the joint prior support on the
(α, β, γ)-subspace.23 We note, however, that this parametrization exhibits a finite degree of
degeneracy.
The parameter α scales the calibration vector R, and manifests to target the assumption
23Alternatively one might define the joint prior support such that if for (α, β) = (α0, β0, γ0 ) the inequality is true
∃(i, j), then the joint density is locally zero at (α0, β0, γ0 ).
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that the vectors C and F are known: in regards to C, the assumption that the temporalmean operation of the instrument between calibration and science observations is invariant
(including, e.g., pointing vector relative to source line-of-sight and the flux-dependent effects);
and in regards to F, the assumption that the expectation of the incident radiation field from
the Crab during the calibration observations is known. Thus, the parameter α represents the
product of dimensionless element-invariant scaling factors applied respectively to vectors C
and F. The support of α is such that Sα = {α : α ∈ R>0 ∧ 1 − α ≤ α ≤ 1 + α } where
0 < α 1; the prior density function allocates mass mostly to the near vicinity of unity.
The parameter γ is an element-invariant scaling factor applied to the reference matrix R?
alone. The reason we choose α , γ is that γ operates on R?, and thus because R is a function
of R? (via the element-wise vector division written above), γ cancels. The support of γ is
such that Sγ = {γ : γ ∈ R>0 ∧ 1 − γ ≤ γ ≤ 1 + γ } where 0 < γ < 1; the prior density
function allocates mass mostly to the near vicinity of unity.
The parameter β is a weighting factor between matrices with elements γR?i j and αRi R?i j —
i.e., the element-invariant coefficient of the element-dependent calibration shift away from the
γR? matrix. Thus β may be interpreted as the degree to which the calibration vector R is used
to modify the reference matrix R?. Note that the prior support for a weighting parameter such
as β is the unit interval β ∈ [0, 1]. We consider the limit β → 0 as a useful safe-guard against
erroneous calibration—e.g., artifacts may be introduced by invoking a calibration source to
which the instrument responds appreciably differently than it does to PSR J0030+0451. As
β → 0, Ri j (α, β, γ) → γR?i j , capturing a simple element-invariant scaling of R?. On the
other hand, in the limit β → 1, we have Ri j (α, β, γ) → αRi R?i j .
Priors. To demonstrate the properties of the family of response matrices defined above,
we: (i) define a joint probability density distribution p(α, β, γ) that could be plausibly viewed
as a weak prior on its compact support given that the instrument is an artificial system that
has been closely studied; and (ii) then visualize the distribution in terms of derived properties
(such as total effective area as a function on energy interval). Let: α ∼ N(1, 0.1) truncated
such that α ∈ [0.5, 1.5]; β ∼ U(0, 1); γ ∼ N(1, 0.1), truncated such that γ ∈ [0.5, 1.5]. In
Figure 4.1 we display the prior distribution of the total on-axis effective area as a function of
energy.
4.2.3.3

Likelihood functions and background

In the X-PSI documentation (Riley & Watts 2019, submitted to ApJS, featured in Chapter 3))
we offer a more complete overview of the supported class of generative models than is
appropriate for this work—instead we adapt the X-PSI documentation to provide a summary. A
generative model for raw on-board event data is eschewed by subsuming a non-parameterized
portion of the modeling within a data pre-processing phase. In this work, a pulsar radio timing
solution is invoked to transform events into a simpler time domain: a fictitious instrument,
which is static (or Eulerian) and distant in the (Schwarzschild) spacetime of the source,
is implicitly constructed to register events against the elapsed natural number rotations of
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the star, which is a clock related to the Schwarzschild coordinate time simply by an affine
transformation. In all models we condition on the phase-resolved specific flux signal (incident
on the instrument) generated by precisely one rotation of the star: accurate computation of
such a signal, even when invoking spacetime spherical symmetry, is approaching the limit of
what we consider tractable at present in terms of likelihood function callback cost for sampling
processes in O(10)-dimensional spaces.
In the context of a model for the joint probability distribution of observed events (Section 3.2),24 phase-folding said events is equivalent to computing one (average) rotational pulse
and replicating it over the many rotational cycles in order to evaluate the likelihood function.
It follows that, in this limit, no information is lost by transforming events to the unit interval
because the underlying information content in the model is not summarized for comparison
to data. It follows that, in this limit, no information is lost by transforming events to the
unit interval. In each instrument channel we choose to group events into a set of uniformwidth phase intervals (bins) that are subsets of the unit interval, and define the data space
as a D B NI×K , where I ∈ N is the number of channels over which the folded events are
distributed, and K ∈ N is the number of phase intervals; we choose K = 32 and I = 275
corresponding to channel subset [25, 300). Information loss is an inherent consequence of
compression of events into a smaller set of summary quantities, but the phase resolution is
sufficiently high here to mitigate our concern about the use of a binned likelihood function
instead of an unbinned likelihood function. The conditional joint sampling distribution on
the space D is assumed to be purely Poissonian and separable over channels: the NICER
instrument exhibits sufficiently high-resolution event-timing capabilities for the Poissonian
nature of the incident radiation field to be effectively conserved as an event arrival process in
the on-board time-domain (see Section 3.2, for a more explicit set of arguments pertaining to
this matter).
Let the likelihood function for phase-folded and binned events be defined by (see also
Miller & Lamb 2015)
Ö
L(θ, B) B p({d i }i=1,...,I | θ, {Bi }) =
p(dik | θ, Bi ),
(4.4)
i,k

where: i ∈ [1, I] enumerates channels of the instrument; each d i is a data vector associated
with the i th channel, constituted by count numbers {dik }k=1,...,K where k enumerates phase
intervals φk ⊂ [0, 1]; Bi is the (nuisance) background count-rate parameter in the i th channel;
and θ are the continuous source parameters that constitute the sampling space, and on which
source expected count numbers sik (θ) are dependent. Each Bi is defined as the expectation
of a homogeneous—i.e., time-invariant—Poisson arrival process: up to a known constant,
ln L(θ, B) = −2

Õ
i,k

!∫
!∫


Õ
Õ


dik ln sik (θ) + Bi
∆t`
dφ − sik (θ) − Bi
∆t`
dφ. (4.5)


`
`
φk
φk



24Leading to an unbinned likelihood function.
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Such background treatment is the default for NICER parameter estimation work and X-PSI (for
implementation details see Section B.2), and is based on Miller & Lamb (2015). In reality,
the statistical properties of backgrounds do not exhibit time-invariance, but exhibit longterm variation over the O(1) year observation epoch of MSPs target by the NICER mission,
especially due to factors such as dynamical space weather (Bogdanov et al. 2019, submitted to
ApJLa). However, any background emission processes—and dynamical emission processes
in the local vicinity of PSR J0030+0451—which are not harmonically coupled to the surface
X-ray emission will decohere over the unit phase interval whose boundary is periodic. It
follows that event phase-folding enables invocation of phase-invariant channel-by-channel
(background) count-rate terms.
The background below ∼ 3 keV for NICER observations of PSR J0030+0451 observations
consists of (Bogdanov et al. 2019, submitted to ApJLa): (i) cosmic energetic particle events
and diffuse X-ray emission over the ∼ 30 arcmin2 field of view (Arzoumanian et al. 2014);
(ii) many nearby X-ray point sources in the field that make a small total contribution relative
to the targeted MSP; and (iii) solar system contamination, including optical loading (pointing
sun-angle dependent), and high-energy non-cosmic particles and radiation. Considering a
proper subset of detector channels and filtering background events during the pre-processing
phase acts to reduce background contribution, but some subset of background events survive
and must be modeled (Bogdanov et al. 2019, submitted to ApJLa).
The source terms sik (θ) in Equation (4.5) are then derived as follows. Let F(φ, E; θ)
denote the incident specific photon flux from the source as a function of rotational phase φ.
The function F(φ, E; θ) is evaluated numerically at a regular discrete set of points in the joint
space of energy and phase, as an approximating two-dimensional integral over the solid angle
of the image of the source subtended on the sky of a point in the vicinity of the distant static
instrument; given the discrete representation, a continuous representation is constructed via
spline interpolation in X-PSI.
Let the symbol R`i j (r̂) denote a temporal-mean point-source response matrix invoked
for the ` th observing interval, which is dependent on the radial coordinate unit vector r̂ in
the Schwarzschild chart at the location of the instrument—i.e., the pointing of the telescope
relative to the source. The response matrix with elements
Ri j (r̂) =

Õ
`

∆t`
Í
R`i j (r̂) B Ri j (α, β, γ)
( ` ∆t` )

(4.6)

is the exposure-time-weighted mean response matrix that is modeled as the matrix defined in
Equation (4.3) and Section 4.2.3.2.
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The source contribution to the expected number of counts is given by
∫
Õ
sik (θ) =
R`i j (r̂)∆t`
F(φ, E; θ)dE dφ
`, j

φ k ×E j









! ∫
 Õ ∆t
Õ  Õ

`
Í
∆t`
F(φ, E; θ)dE dφ
=
R`i j (r̂).



(
∆t
`)
`
j  `
`

φ k ×E j


|
{z
}



F j k (θ)


A matrix of source count numbers may thus be evaluated as the dot-product25
!
Õ
∆t` R(α, β, γ) · F(θ),
s(θ) =

(4.7)

(4.8)

`

where F(θ) is a matrix of phase-integrated incident photon fluxes.26 Note that the elements
of the matrix F(θ) may be approximated using instantaneous fluxes at points within the finite
phase intervals instead of explicitly integrating over those intervals, provided the intervals are
determined to be sufficiently small.
We numerically marginalize the likelihood function given by Equation (4.5) over the
subspace of nuisance background parameters B in order to improve tractability of the sampling
process. The target distribution (the posterior) for sampling is written conditional on model
M ⊂ M as
∫
∫
π(θ | d, M) =
π(θ, B | d, M)dB ∝ p(θ | M) L(θ, B)p(B | M)dB,
(4.9)
|
{z
}
L(θ)

where L(θ) = p(d | θ, M) is the marginal likelihood function supplied as a callback for
a sampling process, and the joint prior density distribution p(θ, B | M) is separable with
respect to θ and B. The joint prior distribution p(B | M) is equivalent for all models: jointly
flat and separable. Crucially, such a phenomenological background model exhibits a large
prior complexity; for instance, the joint density at a background count rate vector B where the
variation between channels is always small relative to the limiting instrument count rate, is
equivalent to the joint density at a vector B whose elements exhibit vast channel-to-channel
variations. It follows that a joint flat, separable prior is not considered representative of
our prior belief. However, we consider—without proof—the prior to be weakly informative
25An approximation in many ways, one being the discrete representation of an instrument that responds in a
continuous manner to input.
26In the X-PSI implementation phase integration is performed using splines after a dot-product operation on a
matrix of instantaneous incident photon fluxes.
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because: (i) the conditional likelihood function (given a fixed source vector) exhibits a large
curvature relative to the prior density function; (ii) the source photon flux signal always has
few extrema in the joint space of energy and phase; and (iii) a posteriori the conditional
likelihood function maxima do not wildly fluctuate as a function of channel because such
structure does not exist in the data set. Nevertheless, if one were to compare, based on
prior predictive performance, the models we consider in this work with a model invoking a
background component with far lower complexity, one should not be surprised if the former
are strongly disfavored.
In general, the support of p(B | M) is compact and bounds can be specified on a channelby-channel basis to truncate the marginalization integrals. Lower-bounds may be derived, for
example, from calibration observations of nearby fields that exclude the PSR J0030+0451 and
are otherwise devoid of bright sources. Upper-limits may, for example, be based on distinct
NICER observations of the field containing PSR J0030+0451.
For this work, however, we define the lower-bound as zero for each channel, and we eschew
definition of an upper-bound in each channel because the posterior is considered integrable:
non-diverging on joint compact support, and the conditional likelihood function—L(θ, B)
for fixed θ—asymptotes to zero at large background count rates. If a set of sufficiently
high upper-bounds were specified (e.g., based on NICER count rate limits), the associated
normalising constant for the joint prior, equal to the reciprocal of the products of those bounds,
would not modulate relative probability measures defined on M .27 We therefore do not view
the improperness of the above prior as a misdemeanor, but it does mean that we should not
describe our model as generative in the strictest sense.
The numerical marginalization operation implemented is described in Section B.2.

4.2.4

Model-specific definitions

The surface heating distribution by realistic magnetospheric (return) currents remains uncertain. The global magnetic field may be more complex than a simple dipole (at least in the
near vicinity of the surface), whilst the mapping between currents and surface temperature
field is not well-determined by existing theoretical models (Harding & Muslimov 2001, 2011;
Timokhin & Arons 2013; Philippov et al. 2015a; Gralla et al. 2017; Lockhart et al. 2019).
We thus consider a set of simplified models that are representative of the various theoretical
possibilities, albeit restricting our analysis to models with two distinct hot regions. We allow
for the possibility of the hot regions being non-antipodal and non-identical (Bogdanov et al.
2007, 2008; Bogdanov 2013); we also consider various hot-region shapes, including circles,
rings, and crescents filled with material of uniform local comoving temperature.
While our choices are physically motivated, it is important to emphasize that our inferences are conditional upon these choices. However, posterior computation is computationally
27The raw event count-rate during the exposures used to curate the data set for this work is known to be far
below limiting and thus the conditional likelihood function is always relatively small for near-limiting background
count rates. A set of upper-bounds defined in this limit therefore truncates the evidence integral in a regime where
model-dependent sensitivity is negligible.
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intensive and scales with model complexity. The work presented here is based on usage of a
500, 000 core-hour grant on the Dutch national supercomputer Cartesius; we thus find it pragmatic to disseminate information to the community at this point. Further exploration of model
variants or execution of higher-resolution calculations requires additional resource allocation
on high-performance systems, building upon the information offered here as guidance. In
particular, it will be important to explore the sensitivity of marginal posterior estimates of fundamental physical parameters of interest—i.e., exterior and interior spacetime parameters—to
expansion of the space of models we have had the resources to consider.
In this section we detail the properties that distinguish the models in our model space.
For each model we give the parametrization details and any remarkable prior details; notes
on the support of the joint prior distribution are given where appropriate. We also discuss
the existence of (continuous linear and non-linear) degeneracy in posterior modes for a given
parametrization, which we interpret as one indicator of unnecessary complexity for a surface
radiation field with phenomenological spatial structure. For each model whose associated
posterior distribution we compute, we provide a summary table containing a more precise
definition of the joint prior distribution; these tables may be found in Section 4.3 and in
Appendix C.3.
4.2.4.1

Single-temperature regions with antipodal symmetry (ST-S) and with unshared
parameters (ST-U)

Parametrization. The primary hot-region (refer to the leftmost panel of Figure 4.2) is simplyconnected and encloses radiating material—a fully-ionized hydrogen NSX atmosphere with
effective temperature T . The boundary of the region is circular: i.e., given a center point
on the surface with colatitude Θ p and azimuth φ p (in a spherical coordinate basis whose
polar axis is defined as the stellar rotation axis), the boundary is the locus of points that are
equidistant28 in angular space from the center point.
Hereafter we use the alias ST-S, parsed as Single-Temperature-Shared. The surface radiation field associated with the secondary hot-region is derived exactly by applying antipodal
symmetry to the primary region: there are no free parameters associated with the secondary
region.
Similarly, we use the alias ST-U, parsed as Single-Temperature-Unshared. The primary
region (refer to the rightmost panel of Figure 4.2) definition is retained from ST-S as defined
above. The secondary region, however, is now endowed with distinct parameters—i.e., the
region is not derived from the primary region under antipodal symmetry. The parameters of
the secondary region have an otherwise equivalent meaning—in terms of surface radiation
field specification—to their primary-region counterparts.
Degeneracy. We note that a discrete degeneracy—multi-modality—can in principle arise
28The ambient spacetime is static, and with respect to a Schwarzschild chart, the points are equidistant in angular
coordinates. However, when projected from a spherical 2-surface onto that of a rotationally deformed (oblate)
spheroid, the spacelike separation—on a Schwarzschild temporal hyperslice—between the center point and boundary
points is not invariant.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic diagrams of models with single-temperature regions: ST-S defined by antipodal

symmetry of the primary and secondary regions, and ST-U defined by the primary and secondary regions
not sharing any parameters. Note that the 2-surface shown is spherical: the hot regions are defined in
spherical coordinates on a (unit) sphere and projected onto the rotationally-distorted (oblate) spheroid
representing the 2-surface of the star, such that the proper areas of the regions are only implicitly defined.
To construct the ST-U diagram from the ST-S diagram we: displaced the secondary region (defined by
having a center colatitude Θs ≥ Θ p ) away from the antipode of the center of the primary region (with
center colatitude Θ p ); decreased ζs such that ζs < ζp ; and assigned the secondary region a distinct
temperature parameter. Note that no numeric relationship is implied between the effective temperatures
of material within each member—indeed, the prior is separable with respect to the temperatures (T p
and Ts ), and the support includes combinations Ts ≤ T p and Ts > T p . For clarity we display for
ST-S a projection showing the southern rotational hemisphere; in subsequent diagrams we omit such a
projection when antipodal symmetry applies.

for a source such as PSR J0030+0451, but may only be weak when there is detectable
asymmetry between the two component pulses over the course of one rotational cycle. There
may exist two phase solutions, each corresponding to a distinct mapping between hot regions
(distinguished by colatitude) and the pulse components in the event data. For instance,
the primary (lower-colatitude) region could in principle generate either of the component
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pulses, whilst the secondary region generates the other. Fortunately, a number of open-source
sampling software packages are designed to handle multi-modality efficiently (at least in the
absence of non-linear degeneracy). If the asymmetry between the component pulses is clear,
the posterior mass in one mode may be entirely dominant.
Priors. For ST-S, we eliminate a region-exchange degeneracy by imposing a constraint
Θ p ≤ π/2 on the prior support. The primary region is uniquely defined as the region whose
center subtends the smallest colatitude, Θ p , to the rotational axis, if the region colatitudes are
different.
For ST-U, we eliminate a region-exchange degeneracy by imposing a constraint Θ p ≤ Θs
on the support of the joint prior distribution. The primary region is uniquely defined as the
region whose center subtends the smallest colatitude, Θ p , to the rotational axis, if the region
colatitudes are different; the regions are distinguishable when Θ p = Θs according to the subset
of parameters that controls their physical manifestation. The joint prior support is such that
the two regions cannot overlap but otherwise are not restricted to be antipodally symmetric.
4.2.4.2

Concentric single-temperature regions with antipodal symmetry (CST-S) and
with unshared parameters (CST-U)

Parametrization. The primary hot-region (see the leftmost panel of Figure 4.3) is a nonsimply-connected annulus (or ring) with outer angular radius ζ, which contains material with
effective temperature T . The non-radiating hole with angular radius ψ is concentric (in
angular coordinates) with the radiating annulus. We thus recover the shape defined for the
ST-S and ST-U variants in the limit ψ → 0 (which is at the boundary of the prior support).
A generally useful way to distinguish the hole and the annulus—in particular for further
increments in complexity—is as follows. Recall the term member from Section 4.2.3.1:
consider two simply-connected partially-overlapping member-regions, each wholly filled with
radiating material, but impose the logical condition that when evaluating radiating intensities
at a spacetime event on the stellar surface, one member—the hole—takes precedence if the
event falls within its boundary. In this case (for the models here described), let the temperature
of the material in the hole be (effectively) zero so that no signal need be computed for the
hole. The statements in Section 4.2.3.1 pertaining to the proper areas in finite-element
representations of radiating regions apply here: the annulus is a subset of a (simply-connected
circular) ceding member that is not superseded by the hole when evaluating local radiation
intensities, and its proper area is computed (almost) exactly. These constructions are useful
for further extension of the model.
Hereafter we use the alias CST-S, parsed as Concentric-Single-Temperature-Shared. For
CST-S, the surface radiation field associated with the secondary region is derived exactly by
applying antipodal symmetry to the primary region: there are no free parameters associated
with the secondary region. The annuli share an outer angular radius ζ, and the holes share a
fractional angular radius f such that the hole angular radii are ψ B f ζ.
Similarly, we use the alias CST-U, parsed as Concentric-Single-Temperature-Unshared.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic diagrams of models with concentric single-temperature regions: CST-S defined
by antipodal symmetry of the primary and secondary regions, and CST-U defined by the primary and
secondary regions not sharing any parameters.

For CST-U, the primary region (refer to the rightmost panel of Figure 4.3) definition is retained
from CST-S as defined above. The secondary region, however, is now endowed with distinct
parameters—i.e., it is not derived from the primary region under antipodal symmetry. The
parameters of the secondary region have an otherwise equivalent meaning—in terms of surface
radiation field specification—to their primary-region counterparts.
Degeneracy. We now consider the continuous degeneracy labeled I in Figure 4.4. When
the angular extent of a radiating region is small, the signal generated by that region—as
registered by a distant detector that does not spatially-resolve (image) the star—is insensitive
to its shape (detailed spatial structure). Sensitivity is here a measure in terms of the likelihood:
i.e., the total variation of the parameterized joint sampling distribution of a set of random
variables,29 in response to motion along a certain set of curves30 in parameter space, is small
29And whose number usually exceeds the number of parameters.
30Where those curves may more generally together generate m-dimensional surfaces in an n-dimensional space
where usually n > m—if m = n then no facet of the model is constrainable and the model is arguably not useful
unless it can meaningfully tested in some other manner.
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as summarized by the scalar likelihood. It follows that if the shape is parameterized with more
than a single degree of freedom, the likelihood function is degenerate with respect to shapes
that satisfy a constraint on the solid angle subtended by the radiating region at the center of
the star, and thus which satisfy a constraint on the proper area of the radiating region.
The degeneracy is not in this instance exact, but holds approximately. Consider a ceding
member of angular extent cos ζ . 1 and hole with angular extent cos ψ > cos ζ: the
degeneracy is such that the solid angle, $(ζ, ψ) = cos ψ − cos ζ, of the hot region (the
annulus), is approximately $ = 1 − cos ψ̃, where ζ = ψ̃ is the angular radius in the limit
ψ → 0. In other words, the relative size—and indeed existence—of the hole is at most weakly
constrained on small angular scales. This degeneracy in the (ζ, ψ)-subspace is non-linear for
ζ → ψ̃, but linearizes for increasing ζ > ψ̃; however, with increasing ζ the signal generated by
the region evolves away from that generated in the limit ζ → ψ̃ with ψ → 0. Note that if the
superseding member is not concentric with the ceding member, and the overlap is only partial,
the form of the degeneracy—the constraint equation satisfied—has additional dependence on
the coordinates of the center of the hole relative to the center of the ceding member.
It is important to be aware of such degeneracy for the purpose of efficient posterior
computation—inherent to which is accuracy. In our case, if the type of signal that is superior
for describing the event data is generated by radiation from a localized region on the star, the
constraint on the solid angle of the region can be viewed as dragging a posterior mode through
parameter space along the type I degeneracy direction. Thus, with this parametrization,
non-linearity will exist that will reduce efficiency to some degree.31
If the posterior predictive performance is maximal for signals generated by localized
emission, and degenerate posterior structure is observed, then clearly the most effective
manner in which to achieve efficiency increase is to reduce the complexity of the structure of
the radiating region. One thus inserts a simpler model into the model space, with the caveat
that whilst estimation of ulterior model parameters should be insensitive to this reduction in
complexity, the evidence may not be.
Alternatively, working with an integral summary variable such as the solid angle $
of the (uniform temperature) radiating region is useful from the perspective of eliminating
degeneracy by parametrising directly in terms of variables we are statistically sensitive to. On
the other hand, the mapping from $ to variables that directly control the shape of the radiating
regions can behave undesirably, and can thus complicate the action of extending models.
One potential avenue for efficiency improvement by linearizing the degeneracy, is to
sample in the space of (cos ζ, cos ψ), which will eliminate the emergent small-scale nonlinear degeneracy. The cost is complication of the joint prior definition and implementation:
in this case, a singularity32 exists in the mapping for ψ → 0, which is the boundary at which
the radiating region reduces to being simply-connected as for both ST-S and ST-U. If we
define finite joint prior density p(ζ, ψ) at points where ψ = 0, the joint density p(cos ζ, cos ψ)
31Which can only be robustly learned during computation.
32Note that Taylor-expanding on small angular scales to work in the joint space of (ζ 2, ψ 2 ) by definition cannot
bypass the singularity.
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On small scales:

I

Constraint:
<latexit sha1_base64="Guekn0nTyuaOMF+OIpuORH9pqrk=">AAACEHicbZBLSwMxFIUzPuv4GnXpJlhEV2WmCrWuit24rGAf0JaSSW/b0ExmSDJCGfoT3PhX3LhQxK1Ld/4b0+kovg4EPs65lyTHjzhT2nXfrYXFpeWV1dyavb6xubXt7Ow2VBhLCnUa8lC2fKKAMwF1zTSHViSBBD6Hpj+uzvLmDUjFQnGtJxF0AzIUbMAo0cbqOUcdH4ZMJBSEBjm1q6FQWhIm9LndAdH/DHpO3i24qfBf8DLIo0y1nvPW6Yc0Dsw65USptudGupsQqRnlMLU7sYKI0DEZQtugIAGobpJ+aIoPjdPHg1CaIzRO3e8bCQmUmgS+mQyIHqnf2cz8L2vHenDWTZiIYg2Czi8axBzrEM/awX0mgWo+MUCoZOatmI6IJNR0oOy0hHIqPIfSaQZl76uERrHgnRSKV8V85SKrI4f20QE6Rh4qoQq6RDVURxTdonv0iJ6sO+vBerZe5qMLVrazh37Iev0Az8yeHA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="LwaDl3/Xd4Mi5vECOq6pls96VhU=">AAAB+XicbZBLS8NAFIUn9VXrK+rSzWARXJWkCrWuim7cWcE+oA1lMr1ph04mYWZSKKH/xI0LRdz6T9z5b5ymQXwdGPg4517mcvyYM6Ud58MqrKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e/b+QVtFiaTQohGPZNcnCjgT0NJMc+jGEkjoc+j4k+tF3pmCVCwS93oWgxeSkWABo0Qba2DbtwKrkHCOFSUc1OXALjsVJxP+C24OZZSrObDf+8OIJiEITTlRquc6sfZSIjWjHOalfqIgJnRCRtAzKEgIykuzy+f4xDhDHETSPKFx5n7fSEmo1Cz0zWRI9Fj9zhbmf1kv0cGFlzIRJxoEXX4UJBzrCC9qwEMmgWo+M0CoZOZWTMdEEqpNWaWshHomvITaeQ5196uEdrXinlWqd9Vy4yqvo4iO0DE6RS6qoQa6QU3UQhRN0QN6Qs9Waj1aL9brcrRg5TuH6Iest08EM5Oo</latexit>

cos

<latexit sha1_base64="MkMaA7CAxLnxNyZI4Lg/l6LDuo4=">AAAB8XicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu8VV26GSyCq5JUoXYhFt3oroK9YBvKZDpph04mYeZELKFv4caFIrr0Qdy7Ed/GNCni7YeBj/+cwznzu6HgGizrw5iZnZtfWMwtmcsrq2vr+Y3Nhg4iRVmdBiJQLZdoJrhkdeAgWCtUjPiuYE13eDqpN6+Z0jyQlzAKmeOTvuQepwQS66oD7AaUH5+Pu/mCVbRS4b9gT6Fw/Goehc/vZq2bf+v0Ahr5TAIVROu2bYXgxEQBp4KNzU6kWUjokPRZO0FJfKadOL14jHcTp4e9QCVPAk7d7xMx8bUe+W7S6RMY6N+1iflfrR2Bd+jEXIYRMEmzRV4kMAR48n3c44pREKMECFU8uRXTAVGEQhKSmYZQSYUzKB9MoWJ/hdAoFe39YunCKlRPUKYc2kY7aA/ZqIyq6AzVUB1RJNEtukcPhjbujEfjKWudMaYzW+iHjJdPoW2U8A==</latexit>

cos ⇣ ⇡ 1

cos ˜

<latexit sha1_base64="NAJgGzyo5AtgR2VvScDR 9S1zb8=">A B6XicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3W 9Wlm6F EIS VKF2V3Tjsoq9QBPKZDp h04uzEy EPoGbgQVcesbuevbOE2KePth4OM/53DO/G7EmVSmOTcK 6tr6xvFzdLW9s7uXn /oCvDWBDaISEPRd/FknIW0I5i tN+JCj2XU57 vRqUe/dUyFZGNypJK Oj8cB8xjBSlu3djosV82amQn9BWsJ1VbFPn2at5L2sPxhj0IS+zRQhGMpB5YZKSfFQjHC6axk 5JGmEzxmA40Btin0kmzS2foWDsj5IVCv0ChzP0+kWJfysR3daeP1UT+ri3M/2qDWHkXTsqCKFY0IPkiL+ZIhWjxbTRighLFEw2YCKZvRWSCBSZKh1PKQmh Qjk0zpfQtL5C6NZr1lmtfqPTuIRc TiC pyABQ1owTW0oQMEPHiAZ3gxpsaj8Wq85a0FYzl CD9kvH8C9XGRBA= </latexit>

{

⇣⇡ ˜

<latexit sha1_base64="H27bpT7yvR1vZQRLrk5N8UrYJho=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="GnLRzVs0F3BppyzmodfMWkFMngQ=">AAAB/3icbZDNSgMxFIUz/lv/qoIbRYJFcFVmqlC7K7pxqWBV6JSSSW/b0MxMSO6Itbpw4Yu4caGIS30Ndz6DL2E6LeLfgcDHOfeSywmUFAZd990ZGR0bn5icms7MzM7NL2QXl05MnGgOFR7LWJ8FzIAUEVRQoIQzpYGFgYTToLPfz0/PQRsRR8fYVVALWSsSTcEZWqueXfEvAZnPlNLxhY9CNsBXRtSzOTfvpqJ/wRtCrrz2cvRxu/5yWM+++Y2YJyFEyCUzpuq5Cms9plFwCdcZPzGgGO+wFlQtRiwEU+ul91/TTes0aDPW9kVIU/f7Ro+FxnTDwE6GDNvmd9Y3/8uqCTZ3az0RqQQh4oOPmomkGNN+GbQhNHCUXQuMa2FvpbzNNONoK8ukJZRS0QEUd4ZQ8r5KOCnkve184ci2sUcGmiKrZINsEY8USZkckENSIZxckTvyQB6dG+feeXKeB6MjznBnmfyQ8/oJDGqa3g==</latexit>

⇣

⇣

⇣

<latexit sha1_base64="QTIce7yN2eFLjQ/lt1fZmLXaRkI=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqktFgkVwNcwD6cyu6MZlC05baEvJpJk2NJMZkoxQS5eu3bhQxK3f0O9w5zf4E6atgq8DFw7n3Mu994Qpo1JZ1puRW1peWV3Lrxc2Nre2d4q7e3WZZAKTACcsEc0QScIoJ4GiipFmKgiKQ0Ya4fBi5jeuiZA04VdqlJJOjPqcRhQjpaWgfUMU6hZLlun7ruf6UBPPtewzTRzH9/wytE1rjlLlcFp7vz2aVrvF13YvwVlMuMIMSdmyrVR1xkgoihmZFNqZJCnCQ9QnLU05ionsjOfHTuCJVnowSoQuruBc/T4xRrGUozjUnTFSA/nbm4n/ea1MRV5nTHmaKcLxYlGUMagSOPsc9qggWLGRJggLqm+FeIAEwkrnU5iHsPgU/iVfIdQd03ZNp6bTOAcL5MEBOAanwAZlUAGXoAoCgAEFd+ABPBrcuDeejOdFa874nNkHP2C8fABsMpLM</latexit>

⇣

<latexit sha1_base64="CS2UW4eO3IIBIeWGqGGBrPxjflc=">AAAB7HicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV0qEiyCqzJThdpd0Y3LFuwF2qFk0kwbmskMyRmhDl26duNCEbc+Q5/Dnc/gS5hOi3j7IfDxn3M4J78XCa7Btt+thcWl5ZXVzFp2fWNzazu3s9vQYawoq9NQhKrlEc0El6wOHARrRYqRwBOs6Q0vp/XmDVOah/IaRhFzA9KX3OeUgLHqnVsGpJvL2wU7Ff4LzhzylYNJ7ePucFLt5t46vZDGAZNABdG67dgRuAlRwKlg42wn1iwidEj6rG1QkoBpN0mPHeNj4/SwHyrzJODU/T6RkEDrUeCZzoDAQP+uTc3/au0Y/HM34TKKgUk6W+THAkOIpz/HPa4YBTEyQKji5lZMB0QRCiafbBpCORWeQelsDmXnK4RGseCcFoo1k8YFmimD9tEROkEOKqEKukJVVEcUcXSPHtGTJa0H69l6mbUuWPOZPfRD1usnFNCS9w==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="CS2UW4eO3IIBIeWGqGGBrPxjflc=">AAAB7HicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV0qEiyCqzJThdpd0Y3LFuwF2qFk0kwbmskMyRmhDl26duNCEbc+Q5/Dnc/gS5hOi3j7IfDxn3M4J78XCa7Btt+thcWl5ZXVzFp2fWNzazu3s9vQYawoq9NQhKrlEc0El6wOHARrRYqRwBOs6Q0vp/XmDVOah/IaRhFzA9KX3OeUgLHqnVsGpJvL2wU7Ff4LzhzylYNJ7ePucFLt5t46vZDGAZNABdG67dgRuAlRwKlg42wn1iwidEj6rG1QkoBpN0mPHeNj4/SwHyrzJODU/T6RkEDrUeCZzoDAQP+uTc3/au0Y/HM34TKKgUk6W+THAkOIpz/HPa4YBTEyQKji5lZMB0QRCiafbBpCORWeQelsDmXnK4RGseCcFoo1k8YFmimD9tEROkEOKqEKukJVVEcUcXSPHtGTJa0H69l6mbUuWPOZPfRD1usnFNCS9w==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="CS2UW4eO3IIBIeWGqGGBrPxjflc=">AAAB7HicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV0qEiyCqzJThdpd0Y3LFuwF2qFk0kwbmskMyRmhDl26duNCEbc+Q5/Dnc/gS5hOi3j7IfDxn3M4J78XCa7Btt+thcWl5ZXVzFp2fWNzazu3s9vQYawoq9NQhKrlEc0El6wOHARrRYqRwBOs6Q0vp/XmDVOah/IaRhFzA9KX3OeUgLHqnVsGpJvL2wU7Ff4LzhzylYNJ7ePucFLt5t46vZDGAZNABdG67dgRuAlRwKlg42wn1iwidEj6rG1QkoBpN0mPHeNj4/SwHyrzJODU/T6RkEDrUeCZzoDAQP+uTc3/au0Y/HM34TKKgUk6W+THAkOIpz/HPa4YBTEyQKji5lZMB0QRCiafbBpCORWeQelsDmXnK4RGseCcFoo1k8YFmimD9tEROkEOKqEKukJVVEcUcXSPHtGTJa0H69l6mbUuWPOZPfRD1usnFNCS9w==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="qvnVb4ordIUoGxZ4CefVQgjqIEM=">AAAB63icbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrepSkWARXJWZKtTuim5ctmAv0A4lk2ba0CQzJBmhDF26deNCEbe+Q5/Dnc/gS5iZKeLth8DHf87hnPxeyKjStv1u5ZaWV1bX8uuFjc2t7Z3i7l5bBZHEpIUDFsiuhxRhVJCWppqRbigJ4h4jHW9yldQ7t0QqGogbPQ2Jy9FIUJ9ipBOrHyo6KJbssp0K/gVnAaX64bz5cXc0bwyKb/1hgCNOhMYMKdVz7FC7MZKaYkZmhX6kSIjwBI1Iz6BAnCg3Tm+dwRPjDKEfSPOEhqn7fSJGXKkp90wnR3qsftcS879aL9L+hRtTEUaaCJwt8iMGdQCTj8MhlQRrNjWAsKTmVojHSCKsTTyFNIRaKphB9XwBNecrhHal7JyVK02TxiXIlAcH4BicAgdUQR1cgwZoAQzG4B48gieLWw/Ws/WSteasxcw++CHr9RNQgpKF</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="qvnVb4ordIUoGxZ4CefVQgjqIEM=">AAAB63icbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrepSkWARXJWZKtTuim5ctmAv0A4lk2ba0CQzJBmhDF26deNCEbe+Q5/Dnc/gS5iZKeLth8DHf87hnPxeyKjStv1u5ZaWV1bX8uuFjc2t7Z3i7l5bBZHEpIUDFsiuhxRhVJCWppqRbigJ4h4jHW9yldQ7t0QqGogbPQ2Jy9FIUJ9ipBOrHyo6KJbssp0K/gVnAaX64bz5cXc0bwyKb/1hgCNOhMYMKdVz7FC7MZKaYkZmhX6kSIjwBI1Iz6BAnCg3Tm+dwRPjDKEfSPOEhqn7fSJGXKkp90wnR3qsftcS879aL9L+hRtTEUaaCJwt8iMGdQCTj8MhlQRrNjWAsKTmVojHSCKsTTyFNIRaKphB9XwBNecrhHal7JyVK02TxiXIlAcH4BicAgdUQR1cgwZoAQzG4B48gieLWw/Ws/WSteasxcw++CHr9RNQgpKF</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="qvnVb4ordIUoGxZ4CefVQgjqIEM=">AAAB63icbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrepSkWARXJWZKtTuim5ctmAv0A4lk2ba0CQzJBmhDF26deNCEbe+Q5/Dnc/gS5iZKeLth8DHf87hnPxeyKjStv1u5ZaWV1bX8uuFjc2t7Z3i7l5bBZHEpIUDFsiuhxRhVJCWppqRbigJ4h4jHW9yldQ7t0QqGogbPQ2Jy9FIUJ9ipBOrHyo6KJbssp0K/gVnAaX64bz5cXc0bwyKb/1hgCNOhMYMKdVz7FC7MZKaYkZmhX6kSIjwBI1Iz6BAnCg3Tm+dwRPjDKEfSPOEhqn7fSJGXKkp90wnR3qsftcS879aL9L+hRtTEUaaCJwt8iMGdQCTj8MhlQRrNjWAsKTmVojHSCKsTTyFNIRaKphB9XwBNecrhHal7JyVK02TxiXIlAcH4BicAgdUQR1cgwZoAQzG4B48gieLWw/Ws/WSteasxcw++CHr9RNQgpKF</latexit>

T ⇡ Te
<latexit sha1_base64="WBFgaQNVIr7MdM/ObO89WZ/346E=">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</latexit>

II

) region-configuration degeneracy with
respect to spatially-unresolved signal
<latexit sha1_base64="vSQi2LESsT4MMm6BgiIxLGvzbcI=">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</latexit>

⇣=

⇡ ˜

+

+

<latexit sha1_base64="PcaJ+YSR6pG0olAK4V5MEOCUYVs=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="TaIFHBpx+R+VRY44Ho3O0G411O8=">AAAB8nicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu8VV26GSyCq5JUoXYhFt3YXQV7gTSUyXTaDp1JwsyJWEIfw40LRbr1Pdy7Ed/GNCni7YeBj/+cwznze6HgGizrw1hYXFpeWc2tmesbm1vb+Z3dpg4iRVmDBiJQbY9oJrjPGsBBsHaoGJGeYC1vdDmrt26Z0jzwb2AcMleSgc/7nBJILKcD7A6UjGu1STdfsIpWKvwX7DkUzl/Ns3D6bta7+bdOL6CRZD5QQbR2bCsENyYKOBVsYnYizUJCR2TAnAR9Ipl24/TkCT5MnB7uByp5PuDU/T4RE6n1WHpJpyQw1L9rM/O/mhNB/9SNuR9GwHyaLepHAkOAZ//HPa4YBTFOgFDFk1sxHRJFKCQpmWkIlVQ4g/LJHCr2VwjNUtE+LpaurUL1AmXKoX10gI6Qjcqoiq5QHTUQRQG6R4/oyQDjwXg2plnrgjGf2UM/ZLx8AjkjlUM=</latexit>

⇣⇡ ˜

⇣

⇣

III

<latexit sha1_base64="MAVJxBKmdPmBi+5v2iTBz7V9Q2U=">AAACBnicbZDLSgMxFIYz3q23qksvBIvgqsxUQd2JblxasBfolJJJT2swMxOSM2ItrkTwVdy4UMQufQZ3PoMvYTot4u2HkI//nMNJ/kBJYdB1352R0bHxicmp6czM7Nz8QnZxqWziRHMo8VjGuhowA1JEUEKBEqpKAwsDCZXg/Khfr1yANiKOTrGjoB6ydiRagjO0ViO75l8BMp8ppeNLH4Vsgq+M8Nvt/tXI5ty8m4r+BW8IuYPVXvHjdr130si++c2YJyFEyCUzpua5CutdplFwCdcZPzGgGD9nbahZjFgIpt5Nv3FNN63TpK1Y2xMhTd3vE10WGtMJA9sZMjwzv2t9879aLcHWXr0rIpUgRHywqJVIijHtZ0KbQgNH2bHAuBb2rZSfMc042uQyaQj7qegAdneGsO99hVAu5L3tfKFo0zgkA02RFbJBtohHdskBOSYnpEQ4uSH35JE8OXfOg/PsvAxaR5zhzDL5Ief1E59UnfY=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="SL78Kd2sVsPsP2rWyZf8p9Cg+fc=">AAAB83icbZBLSwMxFIUzPuv4qrp0EyyCqzJThdqFWHRjdxXsAzpDyaRpG5p5kNwRy9C/4caFom79He7diP/GdKaIrwOBj3PuJZfjRYIrsKwPY25+YXFpObdirq6tb2zmt7abKowlZQ0ailC2PaKY4AFrAAfB2pFkxPcEa3mj82neumZS8TC4gnHEXJ8MAt7nlIC2HAfYDUg/qdVqk26+YBWtVPgv2DMonL6aJ9HTu1nv5t+cXkhjnwVABVGqY1sRuAmRwKlgE9OJFYsIHZEB62gMiM+Um6Q3T/C+dnq4H0r9AsCp+30jIb5SY9/Tkz6BofqdTc3/sk4M/WM34UEUAwto9lE/FhhCPC0A97hkFMRYA6GS61sxHRJJKOiazLSESiqcQfloBhX7q4RmqWgfFkuXVqF6hjLl0C7aQwfIRmVURReojhqIogjdonv0YMTGnfFoPGejc8ZsZwf9kPHyCdEVlZY=</latexit>

⇣

<latexit sha1_base64="rNsgjlPt78B+2Dpnv5oIYNIQW8g=">AAAB7HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdanIYBFchaQRtbuiG5ctmLbQhjKZTtqhk0mYmQi1dOnajQtF3PoN/Q53foM/4SRR8HXgwuGce7n3Hj9mVCrLejPm5hcWl5YLK8XVtfWNzdLWdlNGicDExRGLRNtHkjDKiauoYqQdC4JCn5GWP7pI/dY1EZJG/EqNY+KFaMBpQDFSWnK7N0ShXqlsmdUUJzAnTlUT69i2HAfappWhXNubNd5v92f1Xum1249wEhKuMENSdmwrVt4ECUUxI9NiN5EkRniEBqSjKUchkd4kO3YKD7XSh0EkdHEFM/X7xASFUo5DX3eGSA3lby8V//M6iQrOvAnlcaIIx/miIGFQRTD9HPapIFixsSYIC6pvhXiIBMJK51PMQsg/hX/JVwjNimk7ZqWh0zgHOQpgFxyAI2CDU1ADl6AOXIABBXfgATwa3Lg3noznvHXO+JzZAT9gvHwAdiqS0g==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="rNsgjlPt78B+2Dpnv5oIYNIQW8g=">AAAB7HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdanIYBFchaQRtbuiG5ctmLbQhjKZTtqhk0mYmQi1dOnajQtF3PoN/Q53foM/4SRR8HXgwuGce7n3Hj9mVCrLejPm5hcWl5YLK8XVtfWNzdLWdlNGicDExRGLRNtHkjDKiauoYqQdC4JCn5GWP7pI/dY1EZJG/EqNY+KFaMBpQDFSWnK7N0ShXqlsmdUUJzAnTlUT69i2HAfappWhXNubNd5v92f1Xum1249wEhKuMENSdmwrVt4ECUUxI9NiN5EkRniEBqSjKUchkd4kO3YKD7XSh0EkdHEFM/X7xASFUo5DX3eGSA3lby8V//M6iQrOvAnlcaIIx/miIGFQRTD9HPapIFixsSYIC6pvhXiIBMJK51PMQsg/hX/JVwjNimk7ZqWh0zgHOQpgFxyAI2CDU1ADl6AOXIABBXfgATwa3Lg3noznvHXO+JzZAT9gvHwAdiqS0g==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="rNsgjlPt78B+2Dpnv5oIYNIQW8g=">AAAB7HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdanIYBFchaQRtbuiG5ctmLbQhjKZTtqhk0mYmQi1dOnajQtF3PoN/Q53foM/4SRR8HXgwuGce7n3Hj9mVCrLejPm5hcWl5YLK8XVtfWNzdLWdlNGicDExRGLRNtHkjDKiauoYqQdC4JCn5GWP7pI/dY1EZJG/EqNY+KFaMBpQDFSWnK7N0ShXqlsmdUUJzAnTlUT69i2HAfappWhXNubNd5v92f1Xum1249wEhKuMENSdmwrVt4ECUUxI9NiN5EkRniEBqSjKUchkd4kO3YKD7XSh0EkdHEFM/X7xASFUo5DX3eGSA3lby8V//M6iQrOvAnlcaIIx/miIGFQRTD9HPapIFixsSYIC6pvhXiIBMJK51PMQsg/hX/JVwjNimk7ZqWh0zgHOQpgFxyAI2CDU1ADl6AOXIABBXfgATwa3Lg3noznvHXO+JzZAT9gvHwAdiqS0g==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="vqH83JpMcxFhMBgvwpf9dXYa3so=">AAAB63icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqktFBovgKiSNqN0V3bhswT6gDWUynbRDZ5IwMxFK6NKtGxeKuPUf+h3u/AZ/wkmi4OvAhcM593LvPV7EqFSW9WYUFhaXlleKq6W19Y3NrfL2TluGscCkhUMWiq6HJGE0IC1FFSPdSBDEPUY63uQy9Ts3REgaBtdqGhGXo1FAfYqRSqV+JOmgXLHMWopTmBOnpol1YluOA23TylCp78+b77cH88ag/NofhjjmJFCYISl7thUpN0FCUczIrNSPJYkQnqAR6WkaIE6km2S3zuCRVobQD4WuQMFM/T6RIC7llHu6kyM1lr+9VPzP68XKP3cTGkSxIgHOF/kxgyqE6eNwSAXBik01QVhQfSvEYyQQVjqeUhZC/in8S75CaFdN2zGrTZ3GBchRBHvgEBwDG5yBOrgCDdACGIzBHXgAjwY37o0n4zlvLRifM7vgB4yXD7HckmA=</latexit>

T ⇡ Te
T ⇡ Te
<latexit sha1_base64="WBFgaQNVIr7MdM/ObO89WZ/346E=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="WBFgaQNVIr7MdM/ObO89WZ/346E=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="WJNhZZRApcdefGTKfIXXRZCfy+Q=">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</latexit>

IV

⇡ ˜
⇣& ˜

<latexit sha1_base64="EY4ARID1mVc9Q6x94E0ABFJZFiQ=">AAAB/nicbZDLSgMxGIUz9VbrrSquFAkWwVWZqULtrujGZQv2Ap1SMmmmDc1MQpIRy1Bw44O4caGI2z6HO5/BlzCdKeLtQODjnP8nP8cTjCpt2+9WZmFxaXklu5pbW9/Y3Mpv7zQVjyQmDcwZl20PKcJoSBqaakbaQhIUeIy0vNHlLG/dEKkoD6/1WJBugAYh9SlG2li9/J4rFHWREJLfupqyPpkZvXzBLtqJ4F9w5lCoHkzrH/eH01ov/+b2OY4CEmrMkFIdxxa6GyOpKWZkknMjRQTCIzQgHYMhCojqxsn5E3hsnD70uTQv1DBxv2/EKFBqHHhmMkB6qH5nM/O/rBNp/7wb01BEmoQ4/ciPGNQczrqAfSoJ1mxsAGFJza0QD5FEWJvGckkJlUQwhfLZHCrOVwnNUtE5LZbqpo0LkCoL9sEROAEOKIMquAI10AAYxOABPIFn6856tF6s13Q0Y813dsEPWdNPQPOabA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="1XL1GKlvBeoB+7XyyK1WOd8rcAY=">AAAB8nicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbjrerSzWARXJWkCrULsehGdxXsBdJQJtNpO3SSCTMnYgl9DDcuFOnW93DvRnwb06SItx8GPv5zDufM74WCa7CsDyO3sLi0vJJfNdfWNza3Cts7TS0jRVmDSiFV2yOaCR6wBnAQrB0qRnxPsJY3upjVW7dMaS6DGxiHzPXJIOB9TgkkltMBdgfKj6+ak26haJWsVPgv2HMonr2ap+H03ax3C2+dnqSRzwKggmjt2FYIbkwUcCrYxOxEmoWEjsiAOQkGxGfajdOTJ/ggcXq4L1XyAsCp+30iJr7WY99LOn0CQ/27NjP/qzkR9E/cmAdhBCyg2aJ+JDBIPPs/7nHFKIhxAoQqntyK6ZAoQiFJyUxDqKbCGVSO51C1v0Jolkv2Ual8bRVr5yhTHu2hfXSIbFRBNXSJ6qiBKJLoHj2iJwOMB+PZmGatOWM+s4t+yHj5BEzklVA=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="upcdCwLBxVq1ZOG2BjbwC09RIqs=">AAAB/3icbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4WxVsFBkUwSrsqqDpgjaWEYwJZJcwOzmJg7MXZs4KMaaw8EVsLBSxjK9h5zP4Ek42Qbz9MPDx/+cwhz9IpNDoOO/W2PjE5NR0biY/Oze/sGgvLZ/rOFUcKjyWsaoFTIMUEVRQoIRaooCFgYRqcHk8yKtXoLSIozPsJOCHrB2JluAMjdWwV71rQOa10YyEHgrZBC/RomFvOQUnE/0L7gi2Suv904+7jX65Yb95zZinIUTIJdO67joJ+l2mUHAJvbyXakgYv2RtqBuMWAja72b39+i2cZq0FSvzIqSZ+32jy0KtO2FgJkOGF/p3NjD/y+optg79roiSFCHiw49aqaQY00EZtCkUcJQdA4wrYW6l/IIpxtFUls9KKGaiQzjYH0HR/SrhfLfg7hV2T00bR2SoHFkjm2SHuOSAlMgJKZMK4eSG3JNH8mTdWg/Ws/UyHB2zRjsr5Ies108GYpra</latexit>

⇣

T ⇡ Te
8T 6= Te

<latexit sha1_base64="uOESVvbfkeypcPEgDNPPEiIlP+4=">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</latexit>

⇣

⇣

⇣

<latexit sha1_base64="rNsgjlPt78B+2Dpnv5oIYNIQW8g=">AAAB7HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdanIYBFchaQRtbuiG5ctmLbQhjKZTtqhk0mYmQi1dOnajQtF3PoN/Q53foM/4SRR8HXgwuGce7n3Hj9mVCrLejPm5hcWl5YLK8XVtfWNzdLWdlNGicDExRGLRNtHkjDKiauoYqQdC4JCn5GWP7pI/dY1EZJG/EqNY+KFaMBpQDFSWnK7N0ShXqlsmdUUJzAnTlUT69i2HAfappWhXNubNd5v92f1Xum1249wEhKuMENSdmwrVt4ECUUxI9NiN5EkRniEBqSjKUchkd4kO3YKD7XSh0EkdHEFM/X7xASFUo5DX3eGSA3lby8V//M6iQrOvAnlcaIIx/miIGFQRTD9HPapIFixsSYIC6pvhXiIBMJK51PMQsg/hX/JVwjNimk7ZqWh0zgHOQpgFxyAI2CDU1ADl6AOXIABBXfgATwa3Lg3noznvHXO+JzZAT9gvHwAdiqS0g==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="rNsgjlPt78B+2Dpnv5oIYNIQW8g=">AAAB7HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdanIYBFchaQRtbuiG5ctmLbQhjKZTtqhk0mYmQi1dOnajQtF3PoN/Q53foM/4SRR8HXgwuGce7n3Hj9mVCrLejPm5hcWl5YLK8XVtfWNzdLWdlNGicDExRGLRNtHkjDKiauoYqQdC4JCn5GWP7pI/dY1EZJG/EqNY+KFaMBpQDFSWnK7N0ShXqlsmdUUJzAnTlUT69i2HAfappWhXNubNd5v92f1Xum1249wEhKuMENSdmwrVt4ECUUxI9NiN5EkRniEBqSjKUchkd4kO3YKD7XSh0EkdHEFM/X7xASFUo5DX3eGSA3lby8V//M6iQrOvAnlcaIIx/miIGFQRTD9HPapIFixsSYIC6pvhXiIBMJK51PMQsg/hX/JVwjNimk7ZqWh0zgHOQpgFxyAI2CDU1ADl6AOXIABBXfgATwa3Lg3noznvHXO+JzZAT9gvHwAdiqS0g==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="rNsgjlPt78B+2Dpnv5oIYNIQW8g=">AAAB7HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdanIYBFchaQRtbuiG5ctmLbQhjKZTtqhk0mYmQi1dOnajQtF3PoN/Q53foM/4SRR8HXgwuGce7n3Hj9mVCrLejPm5hcWl5YLK8XVtfWNzdLWdlNGicDExRGLRNtHkjDKiauoYqQdC4JCn5GWP7pI/dY1EZJG/EqNY+KFaMBpQDFSWnK7N0ShXqlsmdUUJzAnTlUT69i2HAfappWhXNubNd5v92f1Xum1249wEhKuMENSdmwrVt4ECUUxI9NiN5EkRniEBqSjKUchkd4kO3YKD7XSh0EkdHEFM/X7xASFUo5DX3eGSA3lby8V//M6iQrOvAnlcaIIx/miIGFQRTD9HPapIFixsSYIC6pvhXiIBMJK51PMQsg/hX/JVwjNimk7ZqWh0zgHOQpgFxyAI2CDU1ADl6AOXIABBXfgATwa3Lg3noznvHXO+JzZAT9gvHwAdiqS0g==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="rNsgjlPt78B+2Dpnv5oIYNIQW8g=">AAAB7HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdanIYBFchaQRtbuiG5ctmLbQhjKZTtqhk0mYmQi1dOnajQtF3PoN/Q53foM/4SRR8HXgwuGce7n3Hj9mVCrLejPm5hcWl5YLK8XVtfWNzdLWdlNGicDExRGLRNtHkjDKiauoYqQdC4JCn5GWP7pI/dY1EZJG/EqNY+KFaMBpQDFSWnK7N0ShXqlsmdUUJzAnTlUT69i2HAfappWhXNubNd5v92f1Xum1249wEhKuMENSdmwrVt4ECUUxI9NiN5EkRniEBqSjKUchkd4kO3YKD7XSh0EkdHEFM/X7xASFUo5DX3eGSA3lby8V//M6iQrOvAnlcaIIx/miIGFQRTD9HPapIFixsSYIC6pvhXiIBMJK51PMQsg/hX/JVwjNimk7ZqWh0zgHOQpgFxyAI2CDU1ADl6AOXIABBXfgATwa3Lg3noznvHXO+JzZAT9gvHwAdiqS0g==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="vqH83JpMcxFhMBgvwpf9dXYa3so=">AAAB63icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqktFBovgKiSNqN0V3bhswT6gDWUynbRDZ5IwMxFK6NKtGxeKuPUf+h3u/AZ/wkmi4OvAhcM593LvPV7EqFSW9WYUFhaXlleKq6W19Y3NrfL2TluGscCkhUMWiq6HJGE0IC1FFSPdSBDEPUY63uQy9Ts3REgaBtdqGhGXo1FAfYqRSqV+JOmgXLHMWopTmBOnpol1YluOA23TylCp78+b77cH88ag/NofhjjmJFCYISl7thUpN0FCUczIrNSPJYkQnqAR6WkaIE6km2S3zuCRVobQD4WuQMFM/T6RIC7llHu6kyM1lr+9VPzP68XKP3cTGkSxIgHOF/kxgyqE6eNwSAXBik01QVhQfSvEYyQQVjqeUhZC/in8S75CaFdN2zGrTZ3GBchRBHvgEBwDG5yBOrgCDdACGIzBHXgAjwY37o0n4zlvLRifM7vgB4yXD7HckmA=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="vqH83JpMcxFhMBgvwpf9dXYa3so=">AAAB63icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqktFBovgKiSNqN0V3bhswT6gDWUynbRDZ5IwMxFK6NKtGxeKuPUf+h3u/AZ/wkmi4OvAhcM593LvPV7EqFSW9WYUFhaXlleKq6W19Y3NrfL2TluGscCkhUMWiq6HJGE0IC1FFSPdSBDEPUY63uQy9Ts3REgaBtdqGhGXo1FAfYqRSqV+JOmgXLHMWopTmBOnpol1YluOA23TylCp78+b77cH88ag/NofhjjmJFCYISl7thUpN0FCUczIrNSPJYkQnqAR6WkaIE6km2S3zuCRVobQD4WuQMFM/T6RIC7llHu6kyM1lr+9VPzP68XKP3cTGkSxIgHOF/kxgyqE6eNwSAXBik01QVhQfSvEYyQQVjqeUhZC/in8S75CaFdN2zGrTZ3GBchRBHvgEBwDG5yBOrgCDdACGIzBHXgAjwY37o0n4zlvLRifM7vgB4yXD7HckmA=</latexit>

T ⇡ Te
T . Te

<latexit sha1_base64="vqH83JpMcxFhMBgvwpf9dXYa3so=">AAAB63icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqktFBovgKiSNqN0V3bhswT6gDWUynbRDZ5IwMxFK6NKtGxeKuPUf+h3u/AZ/wkmi4OvAhcM593LvPV7EqFSW9WYUFhaXlleKq6W19Y3NrfL2TluGscCkhUMWiq6HJGE0IC1FFSPdSBDEPUY63uQy9Ts3REgaBtdqGhGXo1FAfYqRSqV+JOmgXLHMWopTmBOnpol1YluOA23TylCp78+b77cH88ag/NofhjjmJFCYISl7thUpN0FCUczIrNSPJYkQnqAR6WkaIE6km2S3zuCRVobQD4WuQMFM/T6RIC7llHu6kyM1lr+9VPzP68XKP3cTGkSxIgHOF/kxgyqE6eNwSAXBik01QVhQfSvEYyQQVjqeUhZC/in8S75CaFdN2zGrTZ3GBchRBHvgEBwDG5yBOrgCDdACGIzBHXgAjwY37o0n4zlvLRifM7vgB4yXD7HckmA=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="vqH83JpMcxFhMBgvwpf9dXYa3so=">AAAB63icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqktFBovgKiSNqN0V3bhswT6gDWUynbRDZ5IwMxFK6NKtGxeKuPUf+h3u/AZ/wkmi4OvAhcM593LvPV7EqFSW9WYUFhaXlleKq6W19Y3NrfL2TluGscCkhUMWiq6HJGE0IC1FFSPdSBDEPUY63uQy9Ts3REgaBtdqGhGXo1FAfYqRSqV+JOmgXLHMWopTmBOnpol1YluOA23TylCp78+b77cH88ag/NofhjjmJFCYISl7thUpN0FCUczIrNSPJYkQnqAR6WkaIE6km2S3zuCRVobQD4WuQMFM/T6RIC7llHu6kyM1lr+9VPzP68XKP3cTGkSxIgHOF/kxgyqE6eNwSAXBik01QVhQfSvEYyQQVjqeUhZC/in8S75CaFdN2zGrTZ3GBchRBHvgEBwDG5yBOrgCDdACGIzBHXgAjwY37o0n4zlvLRifM7vgB4yXD7HckmA=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="WJNhZZRApcdefGTKfIXXRZCfy+Q=">AAACCHicbVA9TxtBEN0z38eXgZIiq1hIVKc9Y2O7QKCkoXQk2yD5LGtvb4xX3rtb7e4B1sklDX+DMk2KRFFamvRpovwb7s4oAsSTRnp6b0Yz83wpuDaE/LNKC4tLyyura/b6xubWdnlnt6fjRDHosljE6tKnGgSPoGu4EXApFdDQF3DhTz7n/sU1KM3jqGOmEgYhvYr4iDNqMmlY/tDxqJQqvvVueACGiwBSL6RmzKhIO7PZsFwhTu241WjWMXFIs9503Zw0SJVUseuQApXT3/aJfPhrt4flP14QsySEyDBBte67RJpBSpXhTMDM9hINkrIJvYJ+RiMagh6kxSMzfJApAR7FKqvI4EJ9OZHSUOtp6Ged+Y36rZeL73n9xIyag5RHMjEQsfmiUSKwiXGeCg64AmbENCOUKZ7ditmYKspMlp1dhNAqgOekUXsmLfd/CL2q4x451S+kcvYJzbGK9tFHdIhc1EBn6By1URcxdIe+ou/oh3VvfbN+Wr/mrSXreWYPvYL1+ARFUp7W</latexit>
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Figure 4.4: Schematic diagram of (approximate and exact) continuous degeneracies between hot-region
structure parameters with respect to the energy-phase resolved signal incident on a distant telescope.
Degeneracy type I is discussed in detail in Section 4.2.4.2, whilst types II through IV are discussed
in Section 4.2.4.3; here we focus on defining the components of the diagram. In all cases, let us
suppose that there exists a strong posterior constraint on the (coordinate) solid angle $ subtended by
a component of a hot region (at the stellar origin) with temperature Te . Type I.—We consider a hot
region with a single-temperature component, and represent such a region as simply-connected with a
strongly constrained radius ζ = ψ̃. If the angular extent of the headed region is sufficiently small that
we are insensitive (in the absence of spatial imaging power) to structural details other than solid angle
$, then we can introduce a hole of angular radius ψ such that the hot region has the topology of a ring
and a likelihood function degeneracy $ = cos ψ − cos ζ = const. manifests (on small angular scales).
Continued on the next page.
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Figure 4.4: Similar arguments can be made for other parameterized structural modifications to the hot

region. Type II.—Let us consider a hot region constructed from an annulus and a hole (concentric or
eccentric), each filled with material of local comoving temperature T and T respectively. Let us assume
a strong constraint on the outer angular radius ζ = ψ̃ of the annulus, where ψ̃ is now not restricted
to small angular scales; let us further assume a strong constraint on the structure of the hot region
as simply-connected circular with uniform temperature Te , where only one temperature component is
useful. It follows that degeneracy manifests for T ≈ T ≈ Te and ψ + ψ + ≈ ψ̃, where ψ + B ζ − ψ. Type
III.—As type I, but in the limit that ζ  ψ, such that the signal generated by the hole, whose temperature
is degenerate over a range dependent on ψ, is effectively turned off. Type IV.—The signal generated
by the hole now satisfies the constraints assumed for type II—i.e., T ≈ Te and ψ ≈ ψ̃—whilst the solid
angle, temperature, and coordinates of the annulus exhibit degeneracy with respect to configurations
that effectively turn off the signal generated by the annulus.

is divergent (although integrable, possibly in closed-form).
Priors. An issue to be aware of is that the mapping from the native sampling space—
that of the unit hypercube—would need to avoid introducing non-linearity, otherwise the
effort to improve efficiency may be in vain (see the discussion in Section 4.2.3.1 regarding
implementation of the joint prior distribution of M and Req ).
We define the prior as separable on the joint space of f and ζ. Specifically, we condition
on f ∼ U(0, 1) and ζ ∼ U(ζ , π/2 − ζ ) where ζ  π/2. For posterior computation, in order
to ease prior implementation, we opt to transform the prior onto the joint space of ψ and ζ
and accept the non-linear degeneracy in the limit ζ → ψ̃ for small ψ̃. The chosen joint prior
is not separable on this chosen space, but remains straightforwardly implementable.
For CDT-U, we eliminate a region-exchange degeneracy by imposing a constraint Θ p ≤ Θs
on the support of the joint prior distribution. The primary region is uniquely defined as the
region whose center subtends the smallest colatitude, Θ p , to the rotational axis; the regions
are distinguishable when Θ p = Θs according to the subset of parameters that controls their
physical manifestation. The joint prior support is such that the two regions cannot overlap but
otherwise are not restricted by antipodal symmetry. Note that imposing that the regions are
non-overlapping modifies the marginal prior density p(ζ)—and thus p(ψ)—by redistributing
prior mass to lower angular radii.
4.2.4.3

Concentric dual-temperature regions with antipodal symmetry (CDT-S) and
with unshared parameters (CDT-U)

Parametrization. We extend the CST models by filling the holes (the superseding members)
with radiating material at finite temperature and evaluating the signal generated by both the
superseding and ceding members. The hot region is simply the union of the members together
with an order of precedence, and can be considered to have two heated subregions with distinct
temperatures, each of which generates a component of the signal.
Hereafter we use the alias CDT-S, parsed as Concentric-Dual-Temperature-Shared. For
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Figure 4.5: Schematic diagrams of models with concentric dual-temperature regions: CDT-S defined
by antipodal symmetry of the primary and secondary regions, and CDT-U defined by the primary and
secondary regions not sharing any parameters. To construct the CDT-U diagram from the CDT-S diagram
we: displaced the secondary region (defined by having a center colatitude Θs ≥ Θ p ) away from the
antipode of the center of the primary region (with center colatitude Θ p ); decreased ζs such that ζs < ζp
whilst leaving ψs = ψ p , equivalently meaning fs > fp ; and assigned distinct colors to the hole and
annulus of the secondary region. We retained the caveat that no numeric meaning is implied regarding
the effective temperature of the material in the members—indeed, the prior is separable with respect to
all temperatures (Tp , T p , Ts , Ts ), and the support includes combinations Ts ≤ Ts and Ts > Ts .

CDT-S, the surface radiation field associated with the secondary region is derived exactly by
applying antipodal symmetry to the primary region: there are no free parameters associated
with the secondary region. The annuli share an outer angular radius ζ, and the holes share a
fractional angular radius f such that the hole angular radii are given by ψ B f ζ.
Similarly, we use the alias CDT-U, parsed as Concentric-Dual-Temperature-Unshared. For
CDT-U, the primary region (see the rightmost panel of Figure 4.5) definition is retained from
CDT-S. The secondary region, however, is now endowed with distinct parameters—i.e., it
is not derived from the primary region under antipodal symmetry. The parameters of the
secondary region have an otherwise equivalent meaning—in terms of surface radiation field
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specification—to their primary-region counterparts. It follows that parameter vectors that
correspond to, e.g., the primary region having a hotter annulus whilst the secondary region
has a hotter hole, are assigned finite local joint prior density.
Degeneracy. Introducing a second temperature component also introduces degenerate
structure in the likelihood function—a fundamental problem with such phenomenological
descriptions of the surface radiation field. We now consider the continuous degeneracies
labeled I, II, III, and IV in Figure 4.4.
Degeneracy of type I manifests on small angular scales when the temperature T of the
superseding member is small relative to the temperature T of the ceding member. In this case,
the signal from the superseding member is dominated and we effectively recover the structure
from the CST models; the reader should imagine the hole in panel I of Figure 4.4 as colored
and labeled T  T .
Degeneracy of type II manifests because the temperatures of the ceding and superseding
members can be approximately and exactly equal. Thus, given a strong constraint on the
temperature, the solid angle ($ ≈ 1 − cos ζ) constraint on the radiating region can be satisfied
∀ψ ≤ ζ. Note that unlike degeneracy of type I, degeneracy of type II can be exact (for T = T )
and exists invariantly of angular scale. The smaller the solid angle constraint, the weaker the
constraint on topology of the hotter subregion (annulus or hole), and thus degeneracy of type
II should be present. On larger angular scales, the signal offers a much stronger constraint
on topology: if the hottest subregion is ring-like,33 degeneracy of type II cannot be present a
posteriori.34
Degeneracy of type III manifests because the smaller the superseding member is in relation
to the ceding member, the greater the dominance of the signal from the ceding member, and
thus the greater the range of values T can assume whilst leaving the signal approximately
invariant. Thus, given a strong constraint on the temperature and solid angle ($ ≈ 1 − cos ζ)
of the dominant component, the constraint can be satisfied ∀ψ  ζ. Again note that unlike
degeneracy of type I, the existence of degeneracy of type II is insensitive to angular scale.
However, if there is a strong constraint on the topology of the subregion that dominates
the joint signal, and that subregion is ring-like, degeneracy of type II will not be present a
posteriori.
We now consider degeneracy IV and its implications for sampling. Suppose the signal can
be dominated by that from a simply-connected subregion: if the superseding member satisfies
both a temperature constraint and a solid angle constraint ($ ≈ 1 − cos ψ), the ceding member
then forms an annulus whose width ψ + and whose temperature T can together assume a
wide range of values. In Figure 4.4 we illustrate the case of T  T for varying ζ (and,
in the last cartoon, for a shift of the center of the ceding member in angular space).35 The
33Formed by imposing a relatively large, cooler superseding member (effectively a hole).
34Here we assume a unimodal posterior distribution, but more generally, the degeneracy will not be present for a
local mode in which the topology is strongly constrained as ring-like.
35Note that a less important degeneracy occurs that we do not illustrate: the annulus is arbitrarily hotter (T > T )
but ψ + → 0 so that the superseding member also dominates the signal. In the T ≈ T transition zone—which
coincides with the type II degeneracy—ζ approximately satisfies the solid angle constraint.
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superseding member need only be described by four parameters, whilst the non-superseded
subset of the ceding member is described by five parameters, three of which are shared with
the superseding member. If the ceding member is relatively cool, the signal it generates is
dominated by that of a much hotter superseding member; the signal is then degenerate with
respect to T . Crucially, if one writes the properties of the superseding member in terms of
that of the ceding member, non-linear degeneracy can arise in what otherwise may appear to
be a natural parametrization, as we show below.
For posterior computation (see Appendix C.1 for methodology) we explicitly consider a
parameter space in which the superseding member is constructed using the minimal number of
parameters necessary, which eliminates needless non-linear degeneracy. For example, if we
work in the joint space of f and ζ, the local direction of approximate signal invariance—which
emerges when the superseding member with angular radius ψ is dominant—is not everywhere
a basis vector, but is given by the gradient of f = ψ/ζ for constant ψ ∈ R+ : ∂ f /∂ζ = −ψ/ζ 2 ,
so the direction is (1, −ψ/ζ 2 ) at point (ζ, f ). This degeneracy is linearized by working in the
joint space of ψ and ζ, or alternatively, in the joint space of ψ and the angular annular width
ψ + B ζ − ψ.
We note that unlike degeneracy of type I, the existence of degeneracy of type IV is
insensitive to angular scale. However, if there exists a strong constraint on the topology of
the heated subregion that dominates the signal, and that subregion is ring-like, degeneracy of
type IV will not be present a posteriori—in the same vein that degeneracy of types II and III
are absent. This does not mean that the posterior modes are devoid of degeneracy if the hot
regions are both constrained to be ring-like: the temperature of a superseding member can
assume a wide range of values (in logarithmic space) lower than that of the ring, because the
additional complexity beyond that of a non-radiating hole (i.e., devoid of heated material) is
unwarranted. However, the degeneracy is linear and thus handled straightforwardly.
In many cases, degeneracies are characterized by allowing one temperature component
(a heated subregion) to dominate the signal, whilst one temperature—or the solid angle
subtended at the stellar origin by a subregion—assumes relatively low values. In these cases
the degeneracy is not expected to be particularly problematic because it will be effectively
linear, parallel to basis vectors of the parameter space, and truncated by the boundary of the
prior support. Thus, provided the mapping from the native sampling space to the parameter
space preserves this behavior, nested sampling efficiency may not be affected as adversely as
when posterior modes exhibit strong non-linear degeneracy.
For instance, consider degeneracy such as type IV: let the angular scale be sufficiently
large for the dominant component to be constrained to be simply-connected. The degenerate
subsets of the (ψ, ζ)- and (ψ, T )-subspaces will be linear and orthogonal to the ψ̂ basis vector.
The notable source of efficiency reduction for type IV will be the boundary of the degenerate
subset of the (ζ, T )-subspace: whilst there will be a hard lower-limit on T , the boundary is
otherwise dependent on combinations of parameters and will not conform trivially to common
nested-sampling active-point bounding algorithms.
On the other hand, if degeneracy of type I arises and the hole is filled with material
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of temperature T, we incur a non-linear degeneracy in the (ζ, ψ)-subspace, and non-trivial
boundaries of the degenerate subsets of the (ζ, T) and (ψ, T)-subspaces. In this case the
potential for efficiency reduction is greater.
It is interesting to note that degeneracy can also arise when one temperature component
does not dominate the signal. Let us suppose that two components with distinct temperatures are favored a posteriori, where those components both contribute non-negligibly to the
total signal. We implement a numerical geometrically thin atmosphere where the effective
temperature and effective gravity control the local comoving specific intensity as a function
of photon energy and direction (i.e., control the spectrum and beaming); it follows if a hot
region exhibits small angular extent, two components (subregions) can in principle generate
signals that are commensurate in total count rate, provided the solid angles subtended by the
subregions at the stellar origin have appropriate relative sizes. For the CDT models, a discrete
degeneracy—multi-modality—can then arise on small angular scales: pairs of configurations
of the components generate approximately the same total signal. In one configuration the hole
hosts a particular component, whilst in the alternate configuration that component is hosted
by the annulus; the relative solid angles subtended by the hole and annulus depend on which
component is hosted. However, for a more complex model where the superseding and ceding
members are not defined as concentric (see Figure 4.4, and Section 4.2.4.5 and beyond),
it is clear that (approximate) continuous degeneracies would also arise and thus complicate
matters.
We should also be aware of the relative prior masses associated with subsets of parameter
space over which the signal is approximately invariant, governed roughly by the dimensionality
of the degeneracy. Degeneracy of types II and III generally occupy a subset of parameter
space with smaller prior mass than that of type I and IV, the former two being effectively to
one-dimensional,36 and the latter two being effectively two-dimensional. Note that the type I
degeneracy is effectively two-dimensional because we fill the hole from the CST models with
material whose temperature is finite and a model parameter.
Priors. We retain almost all prior definitions from the CST models (Section 4.2.4.2). We
again transform the prior onto the joint space of ψ and ζ in order ensure a more optimal
parametrization for our sampling algorithm of choice, as highlighted above. Crucially, we
need to transform from the native space to the parameter space in a manner that preserves
linearity of degeneracy IV. We achieve this by inverse sampling the marginal prior density
p(ψ) and the condition prior density p(ζ | ψ); we give these transforms in Section C.2. In
some cases we opt to transform to the joint space of ψ and ψ + space in post-processing
for optimality of kernel density estimation when ψ + approaches a boundary—e.g., due to
degeneracy of type IV.
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Figure 4.6: Conditional on CDT-U, we display points (nested samples) {θ k } that reported (background-

marginalized) likelihood function values L(θ k ) > L 0 , where maxk ln L(θ k ) − ln L 0 . 13; the choice of
threshold L 0 is somewhat arbitrary beyond needing a large enough number of points to clearly resolve
the form of the degeneracies. We display these points in a selection of two-dimensional spaces to
focus on the degeneracies that emerge upon application of CDT-U. These degeneracies pertain to the
structure of the primary (lower-colatitude) hot region that generates a signal describing a particular pulse
component visible in Figure 1.4; the hot region exhibits a small angular extent on the stellar surface,
and we are statistically insensitive to the additional complexity offered by a CDT cap over a ST cap. In
the left panel we show the points in the joint space (ζp, ψ p )—i.e., in the joint space of the angular radii
of the ceding and superseding members. We indicate which type of degeneracy illustrated in Figure 4.4
corresponds to which structure in parameter space; the curves (blue and red) each correspond to a
constraint equation. Types II and III occupy far smaller prior masses than types I and IV, so we choose
to indicate the structures associated with the former types with ellipses; in a finite sample contexts
these structures are allocated points more sparsely, in proportion to the associated prior mass in the
full n-dimensional parameter space. Note that the region ψ p > ζp is not a subset of the CDT-U prior
support. In the center panel we display the points in the joint space of (ζp, fp ), where fp B ψ p /ζp ;
our sampling processes (refer to Section C.1 for details) were executed in a space in which likelihood
function isosurfaces are structured non-linearly as suggested in this center panel, leading to reduced
posterior computation efficiency and higher nested-sampling error. In Sections 4.2.4.2 and 4.2.4.4 we
discuss the interpretation and treatment of degeneracy: in hindsight, higher efficiency would have been
achieved if we had worked in a joint space that linearized degeneracy of type IV. In the right panel we
display the corresponding structures in a joint space trivially related to (T p, Tp )—i.e., in the joint space
of the effective temperatures of the material enclosed by the ceding and superseding members. The
points displayed here are a composite set from two sampling processes, where due to reduced efficiency
and increased nested-sampling error, neither process individually resolved all of the degenerate structure
present.

4.2.4.4

Interlude: On degeneracy and complexity

General. The continuous degeneracies discussed in Sections 4.2.4.2 and 4.2.4.3, when in
mutual existence, generally form a connected structure in parameter space. These degeneracies
could be characterized in more detail, and also with reference to ulterior parameters (including
36An unillustrated degeneracy, characterized by a hotter ring in the limit ψ + → 0, is also effectively onedimensional
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Figure 4.7: As for Figure 4.6, conditional on CDT-U, we display points (nested samples) {θ k } that reported

(background-marginalized) likelihood function values L(θ k ) > L 0 , where maxk ln L(θ k ) − ln L 0 . 13.
We display these points in a selection of two-dimensional spaces to focus on the secondary (highercolatitude) hot region. The secondary region exhibits a larger angular extent on the stellar surface than
the primary region and, in contrast, we are statistically sensitive to the topology of the secondary region
whilst being statistically insensitive to the additional complexity offered by a CDT cap over a CST cap. In
other words, we do not strongly require the material in the hole to radiate when considering the NICER
waveband.

those of the other hot region). We do not study the degeneracies further here for lack of a
clear way to simultaneously linearize each of them via transformation.
We instead observe a fundamental aspect of the modeling process on a source-by-source
basis: It is judicious to evaluate the utility of additional complexity on a region-by-region
basis, if a posteriori one infers localized emission and/or that a single temperature component
per hot region suffices in describing a particular pulse component in the phase-folded event
data. In practice: (i) design a model space with increments in complexity, moving towards
more sophisticated region topologies and/or boundaries, and/or an additional temperature
component as warranted by the data; (ii) insert models into one’s model space that reduce
region complexity, if it is apparent a posteriori that a model with unhelpful complexity was
first applied; or (iii) reduce region complexity as in point (ii), whilst increasing the complexity
of another facet of the model, based for example on graphical posterior predictive checking.
To provide an example, suppose that a posteriori, given CDT-U, hot region A is degenerate with respect to multiple parameters controlling its surface radiation field, whilst hot
region B is only degenerate with respect to temperature of one relatively cool component.
Specifically, suppose A is constrained to have a small angular extent and a single temperature
component, whilst offering satisfactory posterior predictive performance in comparison to a
particular pulse component. Continuous degeneracies of type I and IV are then clear in the
posterior distribution. Additionally, suppose the secondary region has a strong constraint on
its topology, with its dominant component being ring-like with moderate angular extent. On
the basis of this inference, one might argue that it is justified to modify the model space: one
proceeds to define a model wherein the complexities of A and B are unequal. In doing so
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one can reduce or redistribute complexity whilst improving computational efficiency. For the
aforementioned example, one may define a model ST+CST, parsed as Single-Temperature +
Concentric-Single-Temperature, which is intermediary in relation to ST-U and CST-U: A has
one simply-connected component, whilst B has one non-simply-connected component (which
can reduce to a simply-connected component). The dimensionality of the parametrization is
then n = 9, reduced from the CDT-U value of n = 12. One could also define additional models
that increase the complexity of B (see Sections 4.2.4.5 and 4.2.4.6).
As a brief second example: if, given CDT-U, B was constrained to have two temperature
components, one could instead define a model ST+CDT with dimensionality n = 10. One
could then proceed to increment the complexity of B.
An important remark here is that the performance of A cannot strictly be decoupled from
the performance of B in relation to their respective target pulse components: the regions exist
on the same rotating 2-surface and share an ambient spacetime solution. It follows that the
complexity of one region can in principle affect our conclusions about the level of complexity
of the other. Such conclusions cannot be based solely on the existence of degenerate structure
in the joint posterior distribution of the region parameters. If A exhibits degenerate structure
whilst B does not, the structure may manifest—at least in part—because the complexity of B
is insufficient.
A more robust basis for breaking parity between the hot-region complexities would be
the existence of degenerate structure, and satisfactory posterior predictive performance of
both regions in comparison to their respective pulse components. A practical basis for
breaking parity, given existence of efficiency-reducing degenerate structure a posteriori, may
be resource availability and management.
Modeling PSR J0030+0451. For the source we focus on in this work, degeneracy
emerged upon application of CDT-U. We display the corresponding structures, in parameter
space, in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. In summary, the primary region was constrained to
have a small angular extent and one dominant temperature component, and could generate
data structurally consistent with a pulse component visible in the phase-folded event data
(Figure 1.4); the primary region thus here corresponds to region A above. Degeneracy of
types I and IV arose and dominated in prior mass (and by extension, in posterior mass). The
non-linear degeneracies in the native nested-sampling space also suppressed the efficiency
of the sampling processes. We therefore now have grounds to design and apply models that
break the parity in complexity between hot regions. We redistribute complexity from the
primary region to the secondary region, such that the dimensionality of the parameter space
does not exceed that of CDT-U. In Section C.4 we define models that preserve parity between
regions—a brief continuation of the above scheme for model extension.
In Sections 4.2.4.5 and 4.2.4.6 we explain how the complexity of a solitary hot region
is extended. In Section 4.2.4.7 we briefly summarize and provide diagrams of the relevant
models formed from two disjoint hot regions with unequal complexities. In Section 4.2.4.7
we then provide diagrams summarising the relationships between all models considered in
the scope of this work.
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4.2.4.5

Eccentric single- and dual-temperature regions (EST and EDT)

Parametrization. We extend the CST and CDT hot-region types by not requiring the ceding and
superseding members to be concentric. For a CST region, the superseding member was a hole
in a ceding member, devoid of radiating material; for a CDT region, the superseding member
was similarly a hole, but filled with radiating material. For both CST and CDT regions, the
non-superseded subset of the ceding member was a radiating annulus with concentric innerand outer-boundaries; now the radiating annulus is eccentric. Further we require—via the
joint prior support—that the ceding member is strictly a superset of the superseding member;
in other words, the superseding member is a hole in the ceding member, again forming an
annulus or ring.37
We illustrate these hot-region structures in the topmost panels of Figure 4.8; we also
alluded to such configurations in Figure 4.4 and in Sections 4.2.4.2 and 4.2.4.3. Hereafter
we use the aliases EST and EDT, respectively parsed as Eccentric-Single-Temperature and
Eccentric-Dual-Temperature.
An additional two parameters must be defined to specify the eccentricity as the great-circle
segment separating the centers of the members: the magnitude and direction of the offset. To
do so, we consider a spherical coordinate basis such that: (i) the polar axis subtends an angle
Θ to the stellar rotation axis; (ii) the southern rotational pole subtends angle π − Θ to the polar
axis, and has azimuth zero (such that the northern rotational pole has azimuth π radians).
The azimuth of the annulus center, ϕ, in the rotated basis uniquely selects the great circle and
direction of the offset (depicted in Figure 4.8). We choose define the magnitude of the angular
separation as a fraction ε of the difference ψ + B ζ − ψ ≡ ζ(1 − f ) between the angular radii
of the hole and annulus (see Section 4.2.4.3). The magnitude of the angular offset between
the centers—equal to the colatitude of the annulus center in the rotated spherical coordinate
basis defined above—is thus ϑ B εψ + .38
Degeneracy. In a similar vein to the CDT parametrization, optimality of the parametrization for an EDT region should be considered. By this point in the modeling process, we have
a handle on a region-by-region basis whether the additional complexity offered by an EST or
EDT region is a justified modeling step. Nevertheless, one can construct the sampling space
using the minimum number of parameters need to fully control the superseding member. The
parameter vector for the regions is thus of the form v = (ψ, Θ, φ, ζ, ε, ϕ), and the mapping
from the native sampling space to the parameter space is formed in part using the marginal
density p(ψ) and the conditional density p(ζ | ψ).
Priors. As for the CDT type of region (Sections 4.2.4.3), joint prior support is such that the
material within the annulus may exhibit an effective temperature T < T or T ≥ T. Moreover,
37The hole reduces to a point at the boundary of the prior support for an EST region, whilst for a EDT region the
hole is not permitted to reduce to a point. Also note that because the ceding and superseding members are circular,
their boundaries may intersect at a maximum of one point.
38An alternative is to parameterize in terms of the fraction of the sum of the angular radii such that ϑ B ε(1 + f )ζ;
it is this combination that is the limit of zero partial overlap when the superseding member lies partially exterior to
the ceding member (see Section 4.2.4.6). In order to impose that the superseding member is a hole in the ceding
member, we would then require the support constraint that ε(1 + f )ζ + f ζ ≤ ζ and thus that ε ≤ (1 − f )/(1 + f ).
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Figure 4.8: Schematic diagrams of solitary hot regions beyond the CST and CDT complexity levels, as
described in Sections 4.2.4.5 and 4.2.4.6. We delineate the boundary of the superseding member for the
PST region.

when an EST/EDT region shares the stellar surface with another hot region C, the joint prior
support does not include configurations wherein C overlaps with the ceding (annular) region
of the EST/EDT region. Note that a continuous set of coordinate singularities exist in the
mapping (ε, ϕ) 7→ (Θ0, φ 0), where the coordinates (Θ0, φ 0) are the colatitude and azimuth of
the center of the annulus in a spherical coordinate system with polar axis defined as the stellar
rotation axis. The mapping is singular for all points (ε, ϕ) = (0, ϕ) at the boundary of the
prior support, such that by defining a finite joint prior density at such singular points the joint
density at (Θ0, φ 0) = (Θ, φ) diverges. We consider the spherical coordinates (ϑ, ϕ) to be more
natural for increasing complexity and thus we display density functions with respect to (ε, ϕ)
to avoid difficulty in representing density functions accurately.
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4.2.4.6

Protruding single- and dual-temperature regions (PST and PDT)

Parametrization. We extend the EST and EDT hot-region types by not requiring the ceding
member be a strict superset of the superseding member. In other words, the superseding
member need not be a hole in the ceding member, leading to radiating component with the
topology of a ring. If the superseding member is not a hole nor a point, and the boundaries
of the ceding and superseding members intersect at two points, the non-superseded subset of
the ceding member is simply-connected and has a non-circular boundary: it cannot therefore
always be considered an annulus, and can assume a crescent- or arc-like morphology.39 Note
that we do not increase complexity here by incrementing the dimensionality of parameter
spaces defined for the EST and EDT regions. We nevertheless choose to distinguish between
EST/EDT and PST/PDT in view of a symmetry being broken: that of the circularity of the outer
boundary of the region. The superseding member can also now subtend the larger (coordinate)
solid angle at the stellar origin, and in the limit that the member boundaries touch at a point,
the hot region is simply-connected, with a boundary that is either circular or union of two
circular subregion boundaries.
We illustrate these hot-region structures in the bottommost panels of Figure 4.8; we also
alluded to such configurations in Sections 4.2.4.2 and 4.2.4.3. Hereafter we use the aliases
PST and PDT, respectively parsed as Protruding-Single-Temperature and Protruding-DualTemperature: the superseding member can protrude from the ceding member, for parameter
vectors within the joint prior support.
We modify the EST (and thus EDT) parametrization in order to permit the superseding
member to: (i) protrude40 from the ceding member; and (ii) subtend a larger (coordinate)
solid angle at the stellar origin than the ceding member. Let us denote the angular radius
of the largest member as ξ. Let us then consider the interval f ∈ [ f , 2 −  f ], where  f is
some small number: when f ≤ 1 the angular radii of the superseding and ceding members are
respectively ψ = f ξ and ζ = ξ, as in the EDT variants. However, when f > 1, the angular radii
of the superseding and ceding members are respectively ψ = ξ and ζ = (2 − f )ξ. The angular
radii are thus piecewise in f , and are continuous at the transition point f = 1. It follows that
the interval for the angular radius ξ of the largest member considered in the previous variants
can be maintained, whilst the member that is largest switches. If one varies f through the
interval f ∈ [ f , 2 −  f ] whilst all other parameters are fixed, the solid angle subtended by the
superseding member increases to match that of the ceding member; at the f = 1 transition
the superseding member stops expanding, and for f increasing beyond unity, the solid angle
subtended by the ceding member decreases.
We choose to define the magnitude of the angular separation as a fraction41 < of a
39It is now particularly clear why we supplant the hole and annulus descriptors with those in terms of simplyconnected members and evaluation precedence as noted in Section 4.2.3.1: one member is distinguished from the
other simply by which takes precedence when evaluating radiation intensities along a ray (null geodesic) connecting
the stellar surface to a distant observer.
40Or partially overlap with the ceding member.
41Equal to the colatitude of the center of the ceding member in the rotated spherical coordinate basis defined above.
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combination of the angular radii of the superseding and ceding members. For f ≤ 1, the
combination is the sum of the angular radii of the superseding and ceding members, ψ = f ξ
and ζ = ξ respectively for f ≤ 1: ϑ(ξ, f ≤ 1, <) B <(1+ f )ξ = <(ψ +ζ). It is this combination
that is the limit of zero partial overlap between the members when the superseding member
lies partially exterior to the ceding member. We define the prior support for < simply as the
unit interval: we permit only configurations wherein the members partially overlap (including
at a point), with maximum separation ϑ = ψ + ζ.
We require the angular separation ϑ as piecewise in f : for f > 1, we let ϑ(ξ, f > 1, <) B
ψ − ζ + 2<ζ = ( f − 1)ξ + 2<(2 − f )ξ. Note that the minimum separation here with respect
to <, for fixed ξ and fixed f , is ϑ = ψ − ζ, equivalent to the transition from the ceding
member being partially superseded to being wholly superseded; the minimum separation for
the subinterval f ≤ 1 is zero. The maximum separation (with respect to < for fixed ξ and
fixed f ) is ϑ = ψ + ζ, which is equivalent to the expression for the maximum separation for
f ≤ 1. Note that at the transition f = 1, the piecewise components of ϑ(ξ, f , <) continuously
match at a value of 2<ξ.
The coordinates of the center of the ceding member remain written in terms of those
of the center of the superseding member. We cannot define a pair of coordinates as being
associated with the larger member (in the same vein that ξ is directly associated with the
larger constituent) without generally introducing a discontinuous transition with respect to the
configuration of the members at f = 1.
Note that the above prescription is equivalent in principle to defining a binary discrete
parameter (with associated uniform prior probability mass function) that controls which
member ξ in turn directly controls, and thus which member f directly controls, where the
upper-bound of the prior support of f remains as unity. In this equivalent alternative, the
piecewise definitions of ϑ and the angular radii are required, but are recast with respect to the
binary parameter. However, extension of the support of a continuous parameter to include
these configurations eases posterior computation.
Degeneracy. The two clear exact degeneracies beyond those considered above42 are: (i)
equal temperatures where the superseding member is wholly enclosed by the ceding member,
leading to three-dimensional degeneracy in the subspace of ( f , <, ϕ); and (ii) the superseding
member wholly supersedes the ceding member (< = 0 for f ≥ 1), leading to a two-dimensional
degeneracy in the ( f , ϕ)-subspace. There are also discrete member-exchange degeneracies for
a given region when the temperatures are equivalent.
Priors. The joint prior support is again such that the material within the ceding member
may exhibit an effective temperature T < T or T ≥ T. Moreover, when a PST/PDT region
shares the stellar surface with another hot region C, the joint prior support could be defined
to exclude configurations wherein C overlaps with the PST/PDT region. We note that due
to choice of parametrization and prior support, the prior density function for the angular
separation between the ceding and superseding members has changed from the corresponding
42The degeneracies considered above should at this stage be of little to no concern if computation of the simpler
(nested) models has not indicated that the complexity thus far introduced is unhelpful.
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EST/EDT density function.
4.2.4.7

Overview of the model space

In Figure 4.9 we provide a diagram of the relationships between the models—spanning the
discrete model space—which impose equal complexities. A subset of these models are based
on the extensions defined in Sections 4.2.4.5 and 4.2.4.6; diagrams of EDT-S, EDT-U, PDT-S,
and PDT-U are given in Section C.4 because we do not compute posterior distributions that
are jointly conditional on these models and the event data.
We also define models wherein an ST region shares the stellar surface with a highercomplexity hot region. We provide diagrams of ST+EST and ST+PST in Figure 4.10. We
provide diagrams of ST+EDT and ST+PDT in the online figure set associated with Figure 4.10.
In Figure 4.11 we illustrate the relationships between these models. Note that these models
with unequal complexities exist within the scope of those models present in Figure 4.9.
When the hot regions are distinguishable by complexity level we can label the regions
as primary and secondary according to that complexity: let the higher-complexity region be
secondary. Our application of CDT-U suggested that evolving the lower-colatitude (primary)
region from ST to CDT did not yield any improvement in describing the event data; the lowercolatitude region in this case describes the pulse component in the event data (Figure 1.4) that
peaks at ∼ 0.5 rotational cycles. Moreover, for both ST+CST and ST+CDT, the secondary region
is formed (not necessarily by trivial union) from two members—one or both of which radiate—
that are concentric and thus share a single colatitude parameter. Therefore, for ST+CST and
ST+CDT it is reasonable to retain the constraint on the prior support that Θ p ≤ Θs —i.e., that
the colatitude of the center of the ST region is at most the colatitude of the center of the
CST/CDT region.43
Notably, we cannot consider a model with an EST/EDT or PST/PDT region as nested within
CDT-U, and there is thus not an obvious ordering of regions in colatitude that can be applied
based on the CDT-U posterior information. We therefore do not impose such a constraint on
the prior support, meaning that the order of the regions in model names ST+EST, ST+EDT,
ST+PST, and ST+PDT does not indicate an order in colatitude.
Based on the CDT-U posterior information we are now interested in models wherein we
couple the lower-complexity (primary) region to the pulse component in the event data (Figure 1.4) that peaks at ∼ 0.5 rotational cycles. We consider a practical reason to identify a
particular hot region with a particular pulse component in the phase-folded event data: to
ease posterior computation by focussing sampling resolution in the vicinity of such configurations. If we do not opt for this coupling, a local posterior mode (or modes) can absorb
sampling resolution, despite contributing relatively low posterior mass and thus being ultimately uninteresting for both parameter estimation and evidence estimation; such a local
mode is characterized by the ST region describing the pulse component at approximately
43A model wherein the CST or CDT region is at higher colatitude can be continuously connected to to this model
by simply by forgoing the constraint on the prior support that Θ p ≤ Θ s .
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<latexit sha1_base64="k3mEQ6gSfkkmHEe23McyNp1wHIw=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxFIYzXtt6q7p0EyyCqzJThdpd0Y3LCvaC7VAyaaYNzSQhyYhl6EO4EVTErTvfxZ1Po+lMEW8/BD7+cw7n5A8ko9q47ruzsLi0vLKayxfW1jc2t4rbOy0tYoVJEwsmVCdAmjDKSdNQw0hHKoKigJF2MD6b1dvXRGkq+KWZSOJHaMhpSDEy1mr3hKER0f1iyS27qeBf8OZQqufl/dXrzUejX3zrDQSOI8INZkjrrudK4ydIGYoZmRZ6sSYS4TEakq5FjuwSP0nPncID6wxgKJR93MDU/T6RoEjrSRTYzgiZkf5dm5n/1bqxCU/8hHIZG8JxtiiMGTQCzv4OB1QRbNjEAsKK2lshHiGFsLEJFdIQaqlgBtXjOdS8rxBalbJ3VK5c2DROQaYc2AP74BB4oArq4Bw0QBNgMAa34AE8OtK5c56c56x1wZnP7IIfcl4+AeRilA8=</latexit>

po

ne

<latexit sha1_base64="nnwGgMeRxHYXyqGLUEm7VwDcq6c=">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</latexit>

Unhelpful
complexity
<latexit sha1_base64="9uQ64oKPBXmydav6n5R3R2qD1H4=">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</latexit>

nt

ST-S
<latexit sha1_base64="Fs/OIQSRaXCtqiWK9dmxpuxXvOw=">AAACGnicbVDLSsNAFJ34Nr6qLt0MFkEFS1IFdSe6caloVWhKmUxv69DJJMzciCX0O9z4K25cKOJO3Pg3TtMgvg4MHM45l3vnhIkUBj3vwxkZHRufmJyadmdm5+YXSotLFyZONYcaj2Wsr0JmQAoFNRQo4SrRwKJQwmXYPRr4lzegjYjVOfYSaESso0RbcIZWapb8IISOUFmH4TXozb4bINwiYnZ2vnXWDwJ3fWfDDUC1vhLNUtmreDnoX+IXpEwKnDRLb0Er5mkECrlkxtR9L8FGxjQKLsFuTA0kjHdZB+qWKhaBaWT51/p0zSot2o61fQpprn6fyFhkTC8KbTKyB5rf3kD8z6un2N5rZEIlKYLiw0XtVFKM6aAn2hIaOMqeJYxrYW+l/JppxtG26eYl7OegQ7K7U5B9/6uEi2rF365UT6vlg8OijimyQlbJOvHJLjkgx+SE1Agnd+SBPJFn5955dF6c12F0xClmlskPOO+fZTig2A==</latexit>

⌦

(12)

CST-U

ST-U

(4)

<latexit sha1_base64="k3mEQ6gSfkkmHEe23McyNp1wHIw=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxFIYzXtt6q7p0EyyCqzJThdpd0Y3LCvaC7VAyaaYNzSQhyYhl6EO4EVTErTvfxZ1Po+lMEW8/BD7+cw7n5A8ko9q47ruzsLi0vLKayxfW1jc2t4rbOy0tYoVJEwsmVCdAmjDKSdNQw0hHKoKigJF2MD6b1dvXRGkq+KWZSOJHaMhpSDEy1mr3hKER0f1iyS27qeBf8OZQqufl/dXrzUejX3zrDQSOI8INZkjrrudK4ydIGYoZmRZ6sSYS4TEakq5FjuwSP0nPncID6wxgKJR93MDU/T6RoEjrSRTYzgiZkf5dm5n/1bqxCU/8hHIZG8JxtiiMGTQCzv4OB1QRbNjEAsKK2lshHiGFsLEJFdIQaqlgBtXjOdS8rxBalbJ3VK5c2DROQaYc2AP74BB4oArq4Bw0QBNgMAa34AE8OtK5c56c56x1wZnP7IIfcl4+AeRilA8=</latexit>

(16)

EST-U

Break temperature symmetries
& topology changes

PST-S

<latexit sha1_base64="SRlFDU5Btx7vc1mGd6B4JqAKAUc=">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</latexit>

(8)
<latexit sha1_base64="mXmEOzslSO+ma9tw2ezX9e7ZI58=">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</latexit>

(8)
<latexit sha1_base64="+qqqhCwR+AWsD/oGFH2a5/zQdiE=">AAACGnicbVDLSsNAFJ34Nr6qLt0MFkEFS1IFdSe6caloVWhKmUxv69DJJMzciCX0O9z4K25cKOJO3Pg3TtMgvg4MHM45l3vnhIkUBj3vwxkZHRufmJyadmdm5+YXSotLFyZONYcaj2Wsr0JmQAoFNRQo4SrRwKJQwmXYPRr4lzegjYjVOfYSaESso0RbcIZWapb8IISOUFmH4TXozb4bINwiYnZ2vlXrB4G7vrfhBqBaX4lmqexVvBz0L/ELUiYFTpqlt6AV8zQChVwyY+q+l2AjYxoFl2A3pgYSxrusA3VLFYvANLL8a326ZpUWbcfaPoU0V79PZCwypheFNhnZA81vbyD+59VTbO81MqGSFEHx4aJ2KinGdNATbQkNHGXPEsa1sLdSfs0042jbdPMS9nPQIdndKci+/1XCRbXib1eqp9XywWFRxxRZIatknfhklxyQY3JCaoSTO/JAnsizc+88Oi/O6zA64hQzy+QHnPdPbrag3g==</latexit>

Clear residual
structure
<latexit sha1_base64="iz48u/O7jl4ToKsujLs/bGj79aU=">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</latexit>

Complexity
<latexit sha1_base64="us3dgEBIo2NpvrEwB/8/gasvvfc=">AAACEXicjVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVdekmWISuSlIXuix247KCfUATymRy0w6dTMLMRAyhv+DGX3HjQhG37tz5N07bCL4WHrhwOOceZu4JUkalcpx3Y2l5ZXVtvbJhbm5t7+xae/tdmWSCQIckLBH9AEtglENHUcWgnwrAccCgF0xaM793DULShF+pPAU/xiNOI0qw0tLQqnkBjCgvCHAFYmq2kjhlcENV7nmmBzz8dIZW1ak7c9i/iVuSKirRHlpvXpiQLNZxwrCUA9dJlV9goShhMDW9TEKKyQSPYKApxzFIv5hfNLWPtRLaUSL0cGXP1a+JAsdS5nGgN2OsxvKnNxP/8gaZis78gvI0U8DJ4qEoY7ZK7Fk9dkgFEMVyTTARVP/VJmMsMNEdSPN/JXQbdfek7lw2qs3zso4KOkRHqIZcdIqa6AK1UQcRdIvu0SN6Mu6MB+PZeFmsLhll5gB9g/H6AZL+nhg=</latexit>

Figure 4.9: Diagram of relationship between a subset of models {M}, where each M ⊂ M and M is

the model space as defined in Section 4.2.2. The models are: ST-S and ST-U (Section 4.2.4.1); CST-S
and CST-U (Section 4.2.4.2); CDT-S and CDT-U (Section 4.2.4.3); EDT-S and EDT-U (Section C.4);
PDT-S and PDT-U (Section C.4). The integers in parentheses are the number of continuous parameters
controlling the hot regions; to obtain the total number of parameters constituting the sampling space
for each model, add 8 to these numbers—corresponding to the vector (M, Req, i, D, NH, α, β, γ) shared
between all models. Prior predictive complexity increases with dimensionality and/or prior support
expansion; complexity increments are achieved by breaking symmetries, allowing the morphology
and topology of the radiating regions to change, and adding a second component with parameterized
temperature. Solid arrows between model nodes delineate a nested relationship between models: the
model at the tail is nested within the model at the head, the latter of which has greater complexity. Adding
arrows head-to-tail at a node conserves such relationships—i.e., the model at the tail of the resultant
arrow is nested within the more complex model at the head. The dashed arrows are in the background
(visualize a third dimension of the graph as indicated by ⊗). The dotted arrows between single- and dualtemperature models indicate that the nested relationship is weaker: in the single-temperature models
no material (or material with zero temperature) fills the superseding member and thus no signal is
generated, whereas for the dual-temperature models we fill the superseding member with material of
finite temperature T & O(105 ) K, and a signal is thus physically generated and computed. The blue ring
indicates the simplest model that can generate data that is visually comparable to the real data set (refer
to Section 4.3 for discussion). The red annotations are to denote where we learn that a given model is
not performing adequately or has unhelpful complexity. A strikethrough denotes that a model was not
applied: (i) a solid strikethrough denotes that the model is considered as being incapable of generating
synthetic event data that resembles the real XTI event data, based on performance of a simpler model
with which some degree of symmetry is shared; (ii) a dotted strikethrough denotes that the model is
considered to include unhelpful complexity for at least one hot region.

4 A NICER view of PSR J0030+0451: parameter estimation

Figure 4.10: Schematic diagrams of models wherein an ST region shares the stellar surface with a

higher-complexity EST or PST region.

zero rotational cycles (Figure 1.4). Mitigating such an effect may then require additional
active-points and/or activation of the mode-separation MultiNest sampling variant (refer to
Section C.1).
To intentionally couple the hot regions to pulse components, we restrict the prior support
for the ST region to an interval φ p ∈ [a, b] where (b − a) < 1 (such that the boundary of the
support is not periodic with respect to φ p ). Remarkably, whilst such restriction may not affect
parameter estimation,44 the evidence does clearly depend on changes to the prior support,
especially for weakly informative priors whose density does not fall to negligible values at
the changing boundary of the support. It follows that in order to compare models based on
evidences, we should obtain a lower-bound on the evidence of, e.g., ST+EST, by accounting
for the increased prior mass in the posterior mode due to contraction of the ST phase support.
44Provided that: (i) the dominant posterior mode corresponds to a ST primary region; and (ii) that the marginal
prior density p(φ p ) remains weakly informative relative to the likelihood function
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4.3 Inferences

Add component
<latexit sha1_base64="w0lokYKrSXSGxtzJdvJeCR5edXI=">AAACEnicbZBLSwMxFIUz9VXHV9Wlm2ARdFNmqlC7q7pxWcGq0JaSydzW0EwyJBmhDP0Nbvwrblwo4taVO/+N6XQUXwcCH+fcS5ITxJxp43nvTmFmdm5+objoLi2vrK6V1jcutEwUhRaVXKqrgGjgTEDLMMPhKlZAooDDZTA8meSXN6A0k+LcjGLoRmQgWJ9RYqzVK+11AhgwkVIQBtTYPQpDTGUUS2ENtwMi/Ix6pbJX8TLhv+DnUEa5mr3SWyeUNInsOuVE67bvxaabEmUY5TB2O4mGmNAhGUDboiAR6G6afWmMd6wT4r5U9giDM/f7RkoirUdRYCcjYq7172xi/pe1E9M/7KZMxIkBQacX9ROOjcSTfnDIFFDDRxYIVcy+FdNrogi1HWg3K6GeCU+hdpBD3f8q4aJa8fcr1bNquXGc11FEW2gb7SIf1VADnaImaiGKbtE9ekRPzp3z4Dw7L9PRgpPvbKIfcl4/ACGhns0=</latexit>

ST+PST

ST+PDT
<latexit sha1_base64="SRlFDU5Btx7vc1mGd6B4JqAKAUc=">AAACN3icbVBNa9tAEF0lbeOqX0p7zGWpaenJSE7B8c24l56KA/UHWMas1mN58e5K7I4CRvhf9dK/kVty6aEl5Jp/kLWsln49WHi8mTc785JcCotheOUdHD54+Oio8dh/8vTZ8xfB8cuRzQrDYcgzmZlJwixIoWGIAiVMcgNMJRLGyfrDrj6+AGNFpj/jJoeZYqkWS8EZOmkefIoTSIUuOWgEs/X7zrymCCoHw7AwQO1GKUAjwMaxH7+lmOVuarqhfMV0CtaPQS9++udBM2yFFei/JKpJk9QYzIPLeJHxQjk7l8zaaRTmOCuZQcElbP24sJAzvmYpTB3VTIGdldXdW/rGKQu6zIx7Gmml/u4ombJu/cR1KoYr+3dtJ/6vNi1weTYrhc4LBM33Hy0L6W6nuxDpQhjgKDeOMG6E23WXhmHcZWD9KoRuBbonnfc16Ua/Qhi1W9Fpq33ebvb6dRwNckJek3ckIh3SIx/JgAwJJ1/INflOfnhfvW/ejXe7bz3was8r8ge8u3sRba5C</latexit>

Break temperature symmetries
& topology changes

(11)
<latexit sha1_base64="+53H6KqM5OLbGxTkVsC3XJeD5xY=">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</latexit>

ST+EST

ST+EDT

(11)
<latexit sha1_base64="ReePkQ7mVTIh0XmdyW2IJa341vg=">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</latexit>

(12)
<latexit sha1_base64="W+ITTmO8h62Kha7RlIy0kELYl7c=">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</latexit>

ST+CST

ST+CDT

(9)
<latexit sha1_base64="KSgwunIJM2CQ0YIkxgKubQyhS34=">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</latexit>

(10)
<latexit sha1_base64="fj9/+/pDTnRcfLGxi55KToAONws=">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</latexit>
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Figure 4.11: Diagram of relationship between dual-hot-region models with unequal complexities, con-

structed via extension of ST-U. These models exist within the scope of those displayed in Figure 4.9.

We reserve the remaining prior implementation details for Section C.2.2.

4.3

Inferences

In this section we provide (posterior) summary information about each model applied and
compare them. Tables giving numerical information for all but one model are available in
Appendix C.3. As regards model comparison, there is no clear maximally optimal measure
for relative model performance (and certainly not for performance in an absolute sense). We
deem ST+PST to be superior considering the following mixture of measures, both quantitative
and qualitative.
Posterior predictive performance. Our crude graphical posterior predictive checking
procedure suggests that even ST-U can generate synthetic event data that is structurally
commensurate with the XTI event data—at least in the channel subset [25, 300). For reference,
see Appendix C.1.2.1, together with Figure 4.12 and the associated figure set. Absent are
obvious systematic differences in the (Poisson) standardized residuals over phase-channel
intervals. Nevertheless one could study the residual differences for modeling background
event arrival processes, instrument operation, or noise properties of the event data—e.g.,
whether the event arrival processes could detectably deviate from being Poissonian (see also
Figure C.1). For the purpose of constructing a model that can simply generate event data
that is similar to PSR J0030+0451 under visual inspection, ST-U is competitive with all
higher-complexity models.
Visualization. In Figures 4.13 and 4.14 (and the associated online figure sets) we dis-
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Figure 4.12: Count data {di j }, posterior-expected count numbers {λi j }, and (Poisson) residuals for

ST+PST. Note that we split the count numbers in the upper two panels over two rotational cycles, such
that the information on phase interval φ ∈ [0, 1] is identical to the information on φ ∈ (1, 2]; our data
sampling distribution however is defined as the (conditional) joint probability of all event data grouped
into phase intervals on φ ∈ [0, 1]. We display the standardized (Poisson) residuals in the bottom panel:
the residuals for the rotational cycle φ ∈ [0, 1] were calculated in terms of all event data on that interval
(as for likelihood definition), and simply cloned onto the interval φ ∈ (1, 2]. In Appendix C.1.2.1 we
elaborate on the information displayed here. The complete figure set (6 images) is available in the online
journal, for the ST+PST, ST+EST, ST+CST, ST-U, ST-S, and CDT-U models.
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Figure 4.13: The posterior-expected signal for ST+PST, both incident on the instrument (top and top-

center) and as registered by the instrument (bottom-center and bottom). The signal in the top panel has
been integrated over the linearly-spaced instrument energy intervals, and is effectively proportional to
the specific photon flux. The black count-rate curves are the posterior-expected signals generated by
each hot region separately, and in combination. We also represent the conditional posterior distribution
of the incident photon flux (top-center) and count-rate (bottom) at each phase as a set of one-dimensional
highest-density credible intervals, and connect these intervals over phase via the contours; these distributions are denoted by π(photons/cm2 /s; φ) and π(counts/s; φ). Note that the fractional width of
the credible interval at each phase is usually higher for π(photons/cm2 /s; φ) than for π(counts/s; φ)
because of the variation permitted for the instrument model; in combination, the signal registered by the
instrument is more tightly constrained. To generate the conditional posterior bands we apply the X-PSI
package, which in turn wraps the fgivenx (Handley 2018) package. The complete figure set (6 images)
is available in the online journal.

play, in posterior-expected form, various signals (derived quantities) generated by the hot
regions; the reader can thus get a handle on the source contribution to the model displayed
in Figure 4.12 (center panel). In Figure 4.15 we display the model-to-model evolution of
the posterior-expected count-rate signals generated. To aid visualization, we provide in
Figures 4.16 and 4.18, schematics of the hot regions on the surface that generate the aforementioned signals.
Excerpt from Bilous et al. (2019, submitted to ApJL).—The PST hot region is far more
azimuthally extended than the ST hot region,45 in the form of a narrow hot crescent (or arc;
see Figure 4.18). We are clearly sensitive to the shape of this hot region being crescent-like.
For instance, the maximum fractional angular width is typically w/ζs  1, where ζs is
the angular radius of the circular convex (or outer) boundary; moreover, the width w is far
smaller than the half-angle ∆ϕ from the symmetry line46 to a terminal point (or “horn”). This
inference emerges despite ring-like and simply-connected circular regions being supported a
priori. Referring to Figure 4.17, and specifically the crescent region, the 68% credible interval
widths on each of the associated spherical angles are O(10−2 –10−1 ) in units of 180◦ . These
angles47 are: the maximum crescent thickness; the crescent half-angle; and the position,
defined as the colatitude of the fiducial point, and the longitudinal separation of the fiducial
point from the small circular region, both with respect to the spin axis.
Evidence. We report evidence estimates in Tables 4.2 through C.4. For the family of
models that we have considered, the evidence strongly favors (adopting the guidelines of Kass
& Raftery 1995) a model wherein antipodally reflection symmetry is not imposed; in other
words, ST-S, and by extrapolation any such model with the -S extension (refer to Figure 4.9),
is considered to be strongly disfavored. Moreover, for all computed models that do not
impose antipodal reflection symmetry, posterior modes contain configurations characterized
45With respect to the pulsar spin axis.
46Corresponding to a great circle when projected onto, e.g., the unit sphere.
47See also Table 4.2, wherein alternative parameters are reported.
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Figure 4.14: The posterior-expected spectrum for ST+PST, both incident on the instrument (top) and as

registered by the instrument (center and bottom). The black count-rate curves are the posterior-expected
spectra generated by each hot region separately, and in combination. In the top panel we display as
black curves the incident photon specific flux spectra both with and without interstellar absorption.
We represent the conditional posterior distribution π(photons/keV/cm2 /s; E) of the absorbed incident
photon specific flux at each energy as a set of one-dimensional highest-density credible intervals, and
connect these intervals over phase via the contours (top); the energies displayed are those spanning the
waveband of channel subset [25, 300). Continued on the next page.
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Figure 4.14: The credible intervals fan-out at the lowest energies because: (i) conditional on event data

for channel subset [25, 300), we are relatively insensitive to the details of the signal for E ∈ [0.1, 0.2); and
(ii) the interstellar attenuation factor is stronger the lower the photon energy, and thus the incident signal
varies strongly as a function of the neutral hydrogen column density—a free parameter that operates
as an exponent. In the top panel we overlay the incident absorbed spectrum inferred by Bogdanov &
Grindlay (2009) based on a phase-averaged analysis of low-background XMM observations; the blue
band denotes the estimated fitting uncertainty on this spectrum, at each energy, as a Gaussian with
fractional standard deviation σ/µ = 0.15, and the three opacity levels indicate intervals 1σ through
3σ. There is additional systematic XMM flux calibration uncertainty at the ∼ 10%-level that is not
included here. In the center panel we display the background-marginalized posterior-expectation of the
source count-rate signal, plus the background count-rate terms that maximize the conditional likelihood
function; the signal is equivalent to that displayed in the center panel of Figure 4.12. In the bottom
panel we display the posterior-expected count-rate spectra generated by the hot regions in combination
and individually; we opt not to render the conditional posterior count-rate distribution for each channel
because it is too narrow about the expected spectrum to be useful. Moreover, the topmost black step
function is the phase-average of the center panel—it is effectively, but not exactly, the observed countnumber spectrum divided by the total exposure time Texp . We combine the XMM-derived count-rate
spectrum (and its associated uncertainty) with the marginal NICER instrument posterior on parameters
α, β, and γ to simulate a conditional probability distribution π(counts/s; i) for the count-rate in the i th
channel; these conditional distributions are connected via the contours in a manner congruent to the top
panel described above. The complete figure set (6 images) is available in the online journal.

by both hot regions being located in the same rotational hemisphere—the opposite rotational
hemisphere to the Earth direction. We also conclude that at least one region should be modeled
with more complexity than offered by a single-temperature simply-connected circular (ST)
region; in other words, there is deemed sufficient evidence to disfavor ST-U. However, there
is insufficient evidence to resolve between CDT-U, ST+CST, ST+EST, and ST+PST, especially
when considering the evidence not as a scalar estimator, but as a random variable with a
(simulated) distribution for estimating error intervals. The estimated error intervals (defined
to contain 90% of evidence estimates based on nested sampling process realizations) typically
overlap for these models, whilst the expected log-evidences are within ∼ 2 units.
Kullback-Leibler divergence. We report global and marginal divergence estimates in
Tables 4.2 through C.4, and in Figure 4.19, Figure 4.20, and Figure 4.21. Information gain
from prior to posterior is defined as a divergence integral over some subset of parameter
dimensions: it is a non-negative real scalar measure of the difference between normalized
density functions (see Appendix C.1.2.4 for a more detailed description). The larger the
number, the larger the information gain, whilst a minimum divergence of zero indicates that the
density functions are identical. The global information gain—the divergence integral over all
dimensions—is comparable for all models. Based on comparison of parameter-by-parameter
divergence estimates, and visual comparison of the marginal prior and posterior density
functions hence summarized, we consider the joint prior distribution to be weakly informative
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Figure 4.15: Top panel. The posterior-expected channel-by-channel source count rate signal generated as

a function of rotational phase by ST+PST surface emission: s B Eπ(θ) [g(θ)], where g(θ) is a map from
parameter space to the corresponding count rate signal. Others panels. The difference between signal s
(for ST+PST) and the posterior-expected signal conditional on some other model: let s 0 B Eπ(θ) [h(θ)],
where h(θ) is a map from parameter space to a count-rate signal conditional on some model other
than ST+PST. The signals s and s 0 represent Poissonian arrival processes; we therefore opt to display
√
the difference as (s − s 0 )/ s, and scale the signals by Texp /32. A grayscale value is then locally
representative of the absolute change (shown exclusively on the phase interval φ ∈ [1, 2]), in units of the
Poisson standard deviation, within a phase interval of width 1/32 cycles as defined during event data
preprocessing.

in the context of the the likelihood function for most source parameters; the main exception
is the distance, which is strongly prior-dominated. The other parameters whose marginal
posterior distributions are entirely prior-dominated are the two of the instrument parameters,
α and γ (refer to Figure 4.21 and Figure 4.22). These informative prior distributions are
however shared by all models, as are the improper flat prior density functions described in the
background treatment (refer to Section 4.2.3.3). Note that more information is gained about
the instrument parameter β—the weighting factor between two response matrices—and we
can conclude that the instrument manifests a posteriori as a mixture weighted appreciably
towards the nominal response for all posterior computations; we reserve discussion on why
the instrument calibration may not be accurate for Section 4.4.1.3.
Likelihood function. We generally refrain from reporting parameter vector pointmeasures such as the maximum a posteriori (MAP) vector or the maximum likelihood vector
for the purpose of formal quantitative model comparison (see Appendix C.1.2.1 for reasoning). We note however that the background-marginalized likelihood function exhibits the
largest values in any posterior typical set (by ∼ 4 natural logarithmic units), across all models,
for ST+PST. It follows that a subset of the additional complexity introduced by ST+PST is
helpful—and suggestive of avenues for future modeling—whilst a subset of the complexity
is unhelpful, leading to only commensurate evidence relative to ST+EST. In other words, the
(background-marginalized) likelihood function, over a subset of the additional prior support,
is at most commensurate with the prior expectation of the likelihood function for the other
models; globally, the model does not therefore improve as measured solely by the evidence.
Tractability and complexity. Posterior computation accuracy and reproducibility are
generally higher the less complex the model. The ST+CST, ST+EST, and ST+PST models
redistributed complexity based on the performance of CDT-U in pursuit of helpful complexity
and thus higher-efficiency resource consumption. We demonstrate in Figure 4.15 that effectively all of the improvement of CDT-U over ST-U is captured by the intermediary ST+CST.
As a consequence, ST+PST in particular exhibited substantial improvement in regard to the
(background-marginalized) likelihood function in the posterior mode, whilst reducing the
number of parameters by limiting the complexity of one hot region; it follows that it should
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Figure 4.16: Top panel. Schematic diagram of a surface heating configuration—and Earth inclination—

representative of those corresponding to points in the ST+PST posterior mode. The configuration
rendered here corresponds to the sample that reported the highest background-marginalized likelihood
function value across all models (amongst the values reported by the set of all nested samples). We
project the hot regions onto a (unit) sphere and view from the Earth inclination with no ambient
gravitational field. The regions are constrained to exist in the same hemisphere, but with remarkably
different morphologies. The hot regions are approximately equal in effective temperature and thus we
use define a new temperature symbol Teff that is common to both. We also display the channel-summed
count rate pulse generated by the source emission and indicate which region generates which component;
we refer the reader to Figure 4.13, where this signal is also displayed, for more information. Bottom
panel. Note that we impose (via the prior support) that the Earth inclination lies within the northern
rotational hemisphere, but an identical configuration (in terms of the physics we consider and thus
signal generation) is given via an equatorial reflection of both the Earth direction and radiating regions;
we render this alternative configuration as viewed from the equatorial plane, and display the Earth
inclination (but not azimuth) as the shaded angular interval bounded by the 16% and 84% quantiles in
marginal posterior mass (see Figure 4.21 and Table 4.2 for the numerical interval).
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Figure 4.17: Excerpt from Bilous et al. (2019, submitted to ApJL). One- and two-dimensional marginal
posterior density distributions for interesting geometric parameters (spherical angles in degrees) conditional on the ST+PST model. In the top-right we offer a projected schematic of the angles associated
with the crescent region. From left to right, the parameters are: Earth inclination i to pulsar spin
axis; ST (single-temperature circular) region center colatitude Θ p with respect to spin axis; ST region
angular radius ζp ; PST (crescent-like) region fiducial-point colatitude θ with respect to spin axis; PST
region circular convex (outer) boundary angular radius ζs ; PST region maximum angular width w; the
half-angle ∆ϕ of the PST region with respect to the center of the circular convex boundary; and the
longitudinal separation ∆φ, with respect to the spin axis, of the center of the ST region from the PST
region fiducial-point. The coordinates of the crescent region are defined as those of the fiducial point,
midway (in angular space) between the convex and concave boundaries of the thickest segment; the
azimuthal coordinate of the fiducial point is implicit in the separation ∆φ. Continued on the next page.

4.3 Inferences

Figure 4.17: The half-angle ∆ϕ is that subtended along the convex boundary of the crescent, from the

line of symmetry to a terminal point; strictly, the prior density diverges at ∆ϕ = 180◦ because there
is prior support for regions with the topology of a ring, for which the half-angle is defined as 180◦ .
We display the marginal prior density distributions for each parameter as the dash-dot functions in the
on-diagonal panels. The marginal credible intervals, bounded approximately by the 16% and 84%
quantiles in posterior mass, are displayed in the on-diagonal panels as the vertical red shaded bands,
and given numerically by CI68% . The highest-density two-dimensional credible regions containing
68%, 95%, and 99.7% of the posterior mass are also rendered in the off-diagonal panels. We give the
estimated Kullback-Leibler divergences DKL in bits for each parameter to summarize prior-to-posterior
information gain.

be clearly preferred over CDT-U.48
We remark that although the complexity of one hot region was ultimately limited at the
ST-level, this does not mean that the signal generated by that region is fixed or performs
maximally in some absolute sense. Indeed, the signal generated by one region cannot be
decoupled (as stated in Section 4.2.4.4) from the signal generated by the other for the purpose
of statistical inference: (i) the regions are restricted to exist on the same 2-surface within an
ambient spacetime; and (ii) for some subset of rotational phases, and for the configurations
that report higher (background-marginalized) likelihood values, the images of both regions
are simultaneously visible (a posteriori) and registered by the instrument in combination. As
a result, upon examination of Figure 4.15, we observe that the posterior-expected count-rate
signal generated by the ST region evolves along the ST-U, ST+CST, ST+EST, and ST+PST
sequence, both at phases where the non-ST region is invisible, and at phases where both
regions are simultaneously visible. The reader should not therefore interpret our decision to
limit the complexity of one region to ST as a statement that an ST region is forecasted to be
sufficient for the purpose of future modeling efforts nor that exploration of different models
will fail to yield improvement; indeed, one could even consider models such as PST-U given
that our modeling route for one region was based on CDT-U.
Telescope cross-checking. In Figure 4.14 we display the posterior information for the
phase-integrated spectrum generated by the ST+PST hot regions; corresponding figures for the
other models may be found in the online figure set. We overlay a model PSR J0030+0451 spectrum, derived via analysis of low-background low-S/N phase-integrated XMM observations
(see Bogdanov & Grindlay 2009); this spectrum is considered as a guiding upper-bound for
all emission in the NICER waveband from the PSR J0030+0451 system. The ST-U, CDT-U,
ST+CST, ST+EST, and ST+PST models do not violate this condition in channels [25, 300)
spanned by the event data considered, nor at incident photon energies that couple strongly to
this channel subset; the ST-S model clearly violates this condition. The XMM-derived model
is more uncertain than shown at low energies in Figure 4.14, due to unresolved likelihood
48An implementation-dependent note is that likelihood function evaluation will generally be faster for a temperature
field that is azimuthally invariant where it is finite, as is by definition the case for regions that are of a single temperature.
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Figure 4.18: Surface heating configurations conditional on ST+ST (equivalent to ST-U), ST+CST, and

ST+EST. For each model the hot regions correspond to the sample assigned the greatest posterior weight
and is thus representative, being a draw from the posterior typical set. For each model we display the
Earth inclination (but not azimuth) as an angular interval bounded by the 16% and 84% quantiles in
marginal posterior mass.
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Figure 4.19: One- and two-dimensional marginal posterior density distributions for the MSP space-

time parameters conditional on the each in the sequence ST-U, ST+CST, ST+EST, and ST+PST. From
leftmost to rightmost in each panel, the parameters are: equatorial radius, (equatorial) compactness,
and gravitational mass. We display the marginal prior density distributions for each parameter as the
dash-dot functions. For the less expensive ST-U and ST+CST models we executed two production runs
and combined them, whilst for each of ST+EST and ST+PST we executed a single production run. We
also display an ST-U run in which the mode-separation MultiNest variant was activated, but because
the theory nor software exists for combining such a sampling process with runs in default mode (where
sampling threads can migrate between posterior modes), it is not included in the combined run. The
mode-separation run allocated ∼ 1/3 of the sampling resolution (i.e., sampling threads, or active points)
to a second posterior mode with negligible local mass; this mode corresponds to a distinct phase configuration, with the hot regions—which are distinguished by their order in colatitude—transposed in their
coupling to the pulse components visible in the phase-folded event data. We report the Kullback-Leibler
divergence, DKL , from prior to posterior in bits for each parameter, together with an error interval conbKL estimates based on simulated nested sampling process realizations. Continued
taining 68.3% of D
on the next page.
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Figure 4.19: The shaded credible intervals CI68% for each parameter are symmetric in marginal posterior

mass about the median, containing 68.3% of the mass; the (barely discernible) darker intervals at the
CI68% boundaries contain 68.3%, respectively, of the 15.85% and 84.15% quantiles in posterior mass,
again based on simulated nested sampling process realizations. The credible regions in the off-diagonal
panels, on the other hand, are uniquely the highest-density—and thus the smallest possible—credible
regions, containing 68.3%, 95.4%, and 99.7% of the posterior mass. In Appendix C.1 we provide
additional information regarding posterior kernel density estimation, error analysis, and the estimators
displayed here. The complete figure set (7 images) is available in the online journal.

function degeneracy between NH and the thermal components. The XMM spectral analysis
also included a power-law component, which is subsumed into the phase-invariant (background) terms in our analysis of NICER data (see the topmost black count-rate step function
in the bottom panel of Figure 4.14); the discrepancy at higher energies is thus accounted for.
Nevertheless, a pertinent question remains regarding how much of the signal generated by
surface emission is captured by the phase-invariant count-rate terms; these terms combine
linearly with the signals from the hot regions and are intended to parameterize the background
contribution. We refer the reader to Section 4.4.1 for more detailed discussion on this topic.
Marginalization. For parameters that are shared between discrete models {Mm }, where
Mm ⊂ M , we could in principle marginalize over the discrete parameter m (see Section B.3.1,
for a formulation consistent with Section 4.2.2), provided we accept a marginal prior mass
distribution of m. If two or more models are competitive, the marginal joint posterior
distribution of the shared parameters is not dominated by the information from a single
model. As stated above, we cannot distinguish between four of the highest-evidence models
(ST+PST, ST+EST, ST+CST, and CDT-U). Moreover, for ST+CST, ST+EST, and ST+PST, the
marginal joint posterior distribution of the shared spacetime parameters of interest is only
mildly sensitive to model choice—i.e., the compactness constraints are commensurate, whilst
the mass and radius are only weakly constrained individually, and the joint credible regions
exhibit high partial overlap. For ST+PST, the marginal joint posterior distribution of the shared
spacetime parameters discernibly evolves, but the mass and radius remain weakly constrained
individually. Given that m labels models that are often (approximately) nested and which
differ only in phenomenological complexity, we opt not to marginalize shared parameters
over those models; instead we report headline parameter estimates for ST+PST, which exhibits
the largest background-marginalized likelihood function values in any posterior typical set.

4.4

Discussion

In this section we highlight how our inferences may be sensitive to the modeling assumptions
made, and discuss the implications of our inferences for both dense matter physics and NS
astrophysics.
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Figure 4.20: One- and two-dimensional marginal posterior density distributions for the MSP parameters
conditional on ST+PST. From leftmost to rightmost: equatorial radius Req ; gravitational radius M; ST
center colatitude Θ p ; ST angular radius ζp ; ST NSX effective temperature log10 T p ; PST superseding
member center colatitude Θs ; PST superseding angular radius ψs ; PST superseding member angular
radius difference ψs+ = ζs −ψs , where ζs is the angular radius of the ceding member; PST ceding member
fractional angular offset <s (labeled as κs ); PST ceding member azimuthal offset ϕs ; and PST ceding
NSX effective temperature log10 Ts . For descriptions of the information displayed, refer to Figure 4.19;
note that here we display the marginal posterior density distribution for each parameter as a single solid
function due to the number of panels. We choose not to display joint posterior distributions for all pairs
of model parameters because the number of panels is prohibitive; moreover, the posterior azimuthal
separation of the ST and PST regions is displayed in Figure 4.21. The complete figure set (6 images) is
available in the online journal.

Figure 4.21: One- and two-dimensional marginal posterior density distributions for parameters pertaining
mostly to the MSP observation, conditional on ST+PST. From leftmost to rightmost: distance D; Earth
inclination i; ST center azimuth (phase) relative to Earth direction φ p ; PST superseding member center
azimuth (phase) relative to Earth antipode φs ; interstellar neutral hydrogen column density NH ; and
NICER instrument parameters α, β, and γ. For descriptions of the information displayed, refer to
Figure 4.19; note that here we display the marginal posterior density distribution for each parameter as
a single solid function due to the number of panels. The complete figure set (6 images) is available in
the online journal.

Table 4.2: Summary table for ST+PST. We provide: (i) the parameters that constitute the sampling space, with
symbols, units, and short descriptions; (ii) any notable derived or fixed parameters; (iii) the joint prior distribution,
including hard truncation bounds and constraint equations that define the hyperboundary of the support; (iv) onedimensional (marginal) 68.3% credible interval estimates symmetric in posterior mass about the median (c
CI68% );
bKL ) representing prior-to-posterior information gain (a scalar
and (v) Kullback-Leibler divergence estimates in bits (D
with an associated error calculated as the 68.3% distributional interval about the median with respect to sampling
process realizations; see Appendix C.1.2.4 for high-level description of the divergence). Constraint equations in
terms of two or more parameters result in marginal distributions that are not equivalent to those inverse-sampled.

Parameter
P [ms]
M [M ]
Req [km]

Θ p [radians]
φ p [cycles]
ζp [radians]
Θs [radians]
φs [cycles]
ψs+ [radians]
ψs [radians]
<s
ϕs [radians]

Prior (density and support)
P = 4.87,49 fixed
M ∼ U(1, 3)51
Req ∼ U[3rg (1), 16]53
Req /rg (M) > 3
Rpolar (M, Req, Ω) ≥ 3rg (M)
function of (M, Req, Ω)
Θ p ∼ U(0, π)
φ p ∼ U(a, a + 0.2)56
ζp ∼ U(0, π/2)
Θs ∼ U(0, π)
φs ∼ U(−0.5, 0.5), periodic57
ξs ∼ U(0, π/2), ψs+ = ψs+ (ξs, fs )59
fs ∼ U(0, 2), ψs = ψs (ξs, fs )
<s ∼ U(0, 1)
ϕs ∼ U(0, 2π)
function of Θ p through ϕs above
log10 T p ∼ U(5.1, 6.8), NSX limits
log10 Ts ∼ U(5.1, 6.8), NSX limits
i ∼ U(0, π/2)

c
CI68%
−
1.34+0.15
−0.16
+1.14
12.71−1.19

bKL
D
−
1.26+0.02
−0.02
0.78+0.02
−0.02

2.23+0.10
−0.10
0.46+0.00
−0.00
0.09+0.01
−0.01
2.91+0.05
−0.05
−0.59+0.04
−0.04
−0.01+0.02
−0.02
0.47+0.13
−0.13
0.10+0.05
−0.03
0.71+0.10
−0.10

2.98+0.02
−0.02
4.44+0.03
−0.04
4.62+0.03
−0.03
3.85+0.03
−0.03
2.43+0.02
−0.02
3.16+0.03
−0.03
1.52+0.03
−0.02
2.67+0.05
−0.05
2.28+0.03
−0.03

6.11+0.01
5.29+0.03
−0.01
−0.03
+0.01
6.11−0.01
5.75+0.03
−0.02
0.94+0.11
1.91+0.02
−0.10
−0.02
Continued on next page
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log10 T p [K]
log10 (Ts [K])
i [radians]

Description
coordinate spin period
gravitational mass50
coordinate equatorial radius52
compactness condition
compactness condition54
enforce elliptical 2-surface cross-section
ST region center colatitude55
ST region initial phase (from Earth)
ST region angular radius
PST region superseding center colatitude
PST region initial phase (from Earth antipode)
PST region angular radii difference58
PST region superseding angular radius
PST region ceding fractional angular offset
PST region ceding azimuthal offset
non-overlapping hot regions60
ST region NSX effective temperature
PST region NSX effective temperature
Earth inclination to rotation axis

Table 4.2 – Continued from previous page
Earth distance
D ∼ N(0.325, 0.009)61
interstellar neutral H column density
NH ∼ U(0, 5)
calibrated matrix scaling
α ∼ N(1, 0.1), α ∈ [0.5, 1.5]
reference-to-calibrated matrix weighting
β ∼ U(0, 1)
reference matrix scaling
γ ∼ N(1, 0.1), γ ∈ [0.5, 1.5]
Sampling process information62
number of free parameters:63 19
number of runs:64 1
number of live points: 103
inverse hypervolume expansion factor:65 0.8
termination condition: 10−1
d
evidence:66 ln
Z = −36368.28+0.49
−0.46
bKL = 68.9+0.9 bits
global KL-divergence: D
−0.8
number of core67 hours: 42453
likelihood evaluations: 78343018
nested replacements: 57972
weighted posterior samples:68 20177

+0.01
0.33−0.01
+0.17
0.78−0.16
+0.08
0.99−0.09
+0.17
0.19−0.12
+0.08
0.98−0.08

0.07+0.01
−0.01
2.86+0.03
−0.03
0.04+0.01
−0.01
0.96+0.02
−0.03
0.08+0.01
−0.01
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D [kpc]
NH [1020 cm−2 ]
NICER α
NICER β
NICER γ
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49Arzoumanian et al. (2018).
50Interpreted as a rotationally perturbed mass monopole moment (e.g., Hartle 1967), but the perturbation is small for the spin frequency of PSR J0030+0451 (see
Section 4.4.2).
51Hard lower-bound based loosely on plausible astrophysical formation channels (see, e.g., Strobel et al. 1999).
52An alternative two-dimensional space of g(M, Req ) and h(M, Req )—where g , h—on which we could choose to specify a joint flat prior density distribution is that
of g B M and h B Req /rg (M).
53The function rg (M) denotes the gravitational radius explicitly in dimensions of length.
54The coordinate polar radius of the source 2-surface, Rpolar (M, Req, Ω), is a quasi-universal function adopted from AlGendy & Morsink (2014), where Ω B 2π/P
is the coordinate angular rotation frequency. This compactness condition, together with the elliptical surface requirement below are unimportant for the P ∼ 5 ms spin
period of PSR J0030+0451, and therefore we ignore these constraints in Tables C.1 through C.5.
55Note that for parameters where a lower-bound of zero would correspond to absence of pulsations, we use some small finite number as a lower-bound.
56Where φ p = a is an arbitrary phase dependent on event data pre-processing. We set a = 0.35.
57The periodic boundary is admitted and handled by MultiNest. However, this is an unnecessary measure because we straightforwardly define the mapping from the
native sampling space to the space of φ s such that the likelihood function maxima are not in the vicinity of this boundary.
58The difference is defined as ψs+ B ζs − ψs , where ζs is the angular radius of the ceding member that radiates where it is not superseded.
59See Section 4.2.4.6.
60Refer to Appendix C.2.2.4.
61Constructed to approximate the information in the measurement (statistical information) reported by Arzoumanian et al. (2018). The support D ∈ [0.235, 0.415] is
equivalent to the interval µ ± 10σ.
62Refer to Appendix C.1 for definitions.
63In the sampling space; the number of background count-rate parameters is equal to the number of channels defined by the data set.
64The mode-separation MultiNest variant was deactivated, meaning that isolated modes are not evolved independently and nested sampling threads contact multiple
modes.
65For this sampling process, nor any such process reported in this work, we did not activate constant-efficiency MultiNest active-point bounding variant.
66Defined as the prior predictive probability p(d | ST+PST). We report the interval about the median containing ±45% of 103 joint bootstrap-weight replications for
the combined run. Note, however, that in order to complete the reported evidence for comparison to models other than those defined in this work, upper-bounds for the
background parameters need to be specified as described in Section 4.2.3.3.
67Intel® Xeon E5-2697Av4 (2.60 GHz; Broadwell) processors on the SURFsara Cartesius supercomputer. Note that these are physical cores—i.e., hyper-threading
technology is not invoked.
68Excludes samples with important weight smaller than 10−6 times the largest such weight amongst samples.
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Figure 4.22: We update the instrument prior (displayed in Figure 4.1) conditional on ST+PST. The

conditional posterior distributions are represented by the orange bands; the conditional prior distributions
are displayed in blue to indicate information gain about the instrument, and the black lines and points are
equivalent to those in Figure 4.1. The complete figure set (6 images) is available in the online journal.

4.4.1

Modeling assumptions

The inferences we report are conditional upon a number of modeling assumptions. These assumptions were physically motivated, and reassuringly there are no obvious large discrepancies
or structures in the pulse-profile residuals to indicate a major problem. Nonetheless, the sensitivity of our results to these assumptions should be explored in future work, given additional
computational resource allocations. With regard to the MSP, the biggest model-dependencies
are: (i) the atmosphere (see 4.4.1.1); (ii) the treatment of phase-invariant components of the
total signal (see 4.4.1.2); and (iii) the assumption there exist two disjoint hot regions, each of
which is radiatively contiguous and has a temperature field that is adequately represented by
one of the models described in Section 4.2 (see 4.4.1.2). The instrument model (see 4.4.1.3)
is of less concern.
4.4.1.1

Atmosphere

Two properties that could affect the atmosphere models used in our analyses are chemical
composition (hydrogen as opposed to helium) and ionization state (fully versus partially
ionized). In this paper we have considered only a hydrogen composition: hydrogen would
dominate the composition of matter accreted from the interstellar medium (Blaes et al. 1992),
whilst matter accreted from a binary companion star would be predominantly hydrogen or
helium. There are other processes that may drive changes in composition. For instance:
hydrogen would result from spallation (Bildsten et al. 1992); diffusive nuclear burning could
convert hydrogen to helium (Chang & Bildsten 2003, 2004); and significant pulsar wind
excavation could make visible an underlying heavy element layer (Chang & Bildsten 2004). If
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the atmosphere were in fact dominated by helium, we could expect changes, because helium
atmospheres radiate differently from those of hydrogen. For example, hydrogen and helium
model specific intensities, at an atmosphere effective temperature of 106 K (the approximate
inferred temperature for the hot regions for this source), have fractional differences of at most
2–5% at 0.5–1 keV in the (maximal) forward direction (Bogdanov et al. in prep.).
Regarding ionization state, our atmosphere models are constructed assuming the atmospheric plasma is fully ionized, such that the dominant opacity in regimes of interest is that
due to electron free-free absorption (Ho & Lai 2001). While opacity tables for partially
ionized matter exist (Iglesias & Rogers 1996; Badnell et al. 2005; Colgan et al. 2016), they
do not cover the full range of energies and temperatures needed for our analysis. However,
the hydrogen neutral fraction in the atmosphere at 106 K is low, and a comparison of our fully
ionized hydrogen atmosphere model with that constructed using the OP (Badnell et al. 2005)
opacity table yields specific intensity fractional differences of at most 1–2% at 0.5–1 keV in
the (maximal) forward direction at an atmosphere effective temperature of 106 K (Bogdanov
et al. in prep.). The importance of including partial ionization, in comparison to developing
other aspects of the model (e.g., Section 4.4.1.2), is not clear; but partially-ionized models
will be part of future re-analysis as updated opacity tables become available.
4.4.1.2

Surface heating estimation & treatment of phase-invariant components

Predicting the MSP surface temperature field from ab initio69 calculations of energy deposition
by magnetospheric currents is, as described in Section 4.2, notoriously challenging. In this
work we have assumed that there are only two distinct hot regions, motivated by the fact that
there appear to be two pulsed components in the pulse profile. If the (surface) field structure
involves higher-order multipoles,70 additional polar caps—and thus additional disjoint surface
heating—may be possible, and/or more complicated polar cap topologies (such as ring-like)
may be possible. We have also assumed specific forms for each hot region; the true temperature
field is more complex, and both the physical complexity and our statistical sensitivity to such
complexity should be investigated further. In lieu of a physical emission model for the stellar
surface exterior of the hot regions, we subsumed the non-pulsed component of any such
emission (which is expected a priori to be dominant if hot regions with smaller angular extent
are favored) within phase-invariant count-rate terms; however, this would be a minor concern
on the premise that outside of the footpoints of open magnetic field lines at the polar caps,
there is no energetically comparable heating to which we are sensitive when observing with
NICER.
All emission from sources other than the hot regions—a combination of astrophysical and
instrumental—was left free in our models in the form of a set of phase-invariant count-rate
terms (background parameters), one per channel, which we collected under the envelope of
69Terminology adopted from the series of studies by Philippov et al. (2015a,b) and Philippov & Spitkovsky (2018)
on pulsar magnetospheric simulations.
70With respect to some coordinate system that simplifies vector spherical harmonic field expansion; this coordinate
system will generally be rotated and displaced from the system with stellar spin axis defined as the polar axis.
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background contribution (refer to Section 4.2.3.3). Moreover, an improper joint flat prior
was implemented that was separable with respect to these background parameters; no upperbounds (or lower-bounds) were defined for the prior support, in lieu of a physical (generative)
model for the total contribution from the hot regions (and thus surface if emission exterior
of the regions is considered unimportant). Such a model would need to account for the
combined (phase-invariant) signal attributed to off-surface emission and any astrophysical
backgrounds in the field of view, in the NICER waveband, based on previous observations of
PSR J0030+0451 and/or theoretical modeling.
Remarkably, by neglecting any physical (generative) model for the total counts attributed to
all surface emission, the phase-invariant terms can even capture emission from the hot regions.
One can reason that by permitting the phase-invariant terms to capture all or most of the
phase-invariant signal components, there may then exist background-marginalized likelihood
function maxima corresponding to signals that are: (i) dominated by phase-invariant terms
over a fraction of a rotational cycle; and (ii) elsewhere found to describe the pulse-profile
adequately (in combination with the phase-invariant terms). Near pulse minima, the hot
region contribution can be entirely dominated in linear combination with the phase-invariant
terms, if the regions are both close to the visible limb of the star, or even partially or wholly
non-visible. Such a heating configuration may exhibit systematic bias in the sense that: (i) it is
not considered an adequate approximation of the configuration inferred when physical limits
are modelled for the contribution from the stellar surface (or specifically the hot regions); or
(ii) that a configuration alluded to in point (i) is not encompassed by a given posterior credible
region boundary. On the other hand, it could be viewed that our treatment of the phaseinvariant component of the total signal is in some aspects conservative: posterior credible
regions may be appreciably larger than if such physical limits on surface contribution are
imposed. In the X-PSI documentation (Section 3.5) a simple parameter estimation workflow
is demonstrated using the same default background treatment implemented in this present
work; whilst there is no evidence for systematic bias nor credible region inflation in that
specific case (where the true data-generating process is known), guarantees cannot be made
universally.
Upon examination of Figure 4.13 we see that the combined signal from the hot regions
falls to near zero at its minimum—such that the fractional amplitude of the signal is near
unity—and is thus not inconsistent with a phase-invariant component of the combined signal
being subsumed in the background. Further, examination of Figure 4.14, in which we crosscheck the ST+PST region spectrum with a PSR J0030+0451 spectrum inferred by Bogdanov
& Grindlay (2009), further suggests that a fraction of the contribution from the hot regions is
subsumed in the background. Interestingly, Bogdanov & Grindlay (2009) inferred a spectrum
with two thermal components of different temperatures.71
71Note that Bogdanov & Grindlay (2009) explicitly calculate the phase-resolved signal generated by rotating
single-temperature circular hot spots, and then phase-average; it is thus not the case that the discrepancy is explained
by our rotating circular hot spots (refer to ST-U), whose effective temperatures are commensurate, mimicking a
dual-temperature incident spectrum due to relativistic rotation.
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We attribute the discrepancy to a number of factors. First, the XMM photon event set
had size O(104 ), nearly two orders of magnitude smaller than the number of NICER events
used in this work. Second, it is known that Bogdanov & Grindlay (2009) did not fully resolve
degeneracy between the thermal components and the neutral hydrogen column density NH .
Lastly, XMM is an imaging telescope: the background signal was well-determined by imaging
nearby source-free regions of the sky, and was subsequently used to impose that the surface
hot spots generate the remaining signal from the imaged (point-source) MSP. Such a model
is distinctly different from those we consider here for NICER, a non-imaging telescope; we
do not impose (e.g., via some informative background prior) the signal to be generated by
the surface hot regions. As a result, we may inaccurately subsume a cooler contribution from
the hot regions into the phase-invariant likelihood terms as suggested above; Bogdanov &
Grindlay (2009), on the other hand, may miss some non-diffuse radiative component(s) in the
near vicinity of the surface of PSR J0030+0451, and thus require their hot spots to generate
additional cooler emission than they do in physical reality.
With these considerations in hand, we conclude that without further work, it is unclear
which inferred signal is more physically accurate. Indeed, the existence and treatment of additional X-ray emission by PSR J0030+0451—or from its circumstellar vicinity—in the NICER
waveband is considered an open question for future modeling. Moreover, the sensitivity of
parameter estimation to requiring a certain phase-invariant contribution specifically from the
hot regions could be investigated with newly allocated computing resources.
A (superficially) straightforward alternative to a full physical generative model of the nonpulsed surface and off-surface emission would be to define bounds—upper in particular—on
the prior support of the channel-by-channel background count-rate parameters (refer to related
discussion on limits in Section 4.2.3.3). One must then address the question of: How? One
option is to move the difficulty of defining a prior density for the background to another level in
a Bayesian hierarchy via a hyperparameter (e.g., the upper-bound of a flat density function) and
a corresponding hyperprior for each channel; each hyperparameter and background parameter
pair must then be jointly numerically marginalized over to ensure sampling is tractable in a
lower-dimensional parameter space. Another option would be to define a conditional prior
distribution for each background parameter, where the upper-limit of the support is a function
of the source parameters—e.g., some fraction of the phase-average source counts in a channel.
We did not consider at the outset of this work the possibility of jointly modeling NICER
and XMM event data—a strategy both tractable and arguably more rigorous given that we
do not have likelihood function information nor posterior information from Bogdanov &
Grindlay (2009) that is compatible as a prior information to be updated conditional on the
NICER data. We could thus consider constructing a joint likelihood function over observations
with both telescopes (requiring definition of at least one more nuisance parameter). On the
other hand, the NICER event data comprise far more photons than do the XMM data, and so
inferences may be dominated by the (background-marginalized) NICER likelihood function.
There are however good prospects for improving our understanding of the NICER background
(Bogdanov et al. 2019, submitted to ApJLa, particle radiation and diffuse sky terms; see
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Section 4.2.3.3 and), even without new input from XMM observations or other imaging
capabilities.
Observations with a future high–time resolution soft X-ray spectroscopic imaging telescope, such as the Athena X-ray Observatory (Nandra et al. 2013), would be synergistic with
archival NICER data—and/or observations with a future large-area soft spectroscopic timing
telescope such as the enhanced X-ray Timing and Polarimetry mission (eXTP, Zhang et al.
2019; Watts et al. 2019) or the Spectroscopic Time-Resolving Observatory for Broadband
Energy X-rays (STROBE-X, Ray et al. 2019). The high-sensitivity (read large-area) imaging capabilities of Athena (with ∼ 5–1000 angular resolution72) and its two instruments, the
X-ray Integral Field Unit (X-IFU, 10 µs time resolution73) and the Wide Field Imager (80 µs
time resolution), will permit modeling of the background emission not originating from the
line-of-sight of the PSR J0030+045174 system (as permitted by the point-spread function) in
a similar manner to Bogdanov & Grindlay (2009) for XMM (and also Bogdanov 2013, for
PSR J0437−4715). Furthermore, the microcalorimeter spectral resolution of X-IFU (∼ 2.5 eV
resolution for photons energies < 7 keV) will permit precise measurements of various edges
of the interstellar medium (e.g., oxygen K edge at 0.55 keV, iron L edge at 0.72 keV), thereby
enabling derivation of independent tight constraints on the hydrogen column density NH for
a given MSP. Archival NICER MSP data, on the other hand, will remain valuable far into the
future because the principal NICER mission science objectives focus purely on MSPs; NICER
will have compiled O(106 ) s integrated exposures on the primary MSP targets, meaning that
despite the smaller total effective area, the size of the event data set will be synergistic with
an advanced multi-faceted mission such as Athena whose science objectives are broader.
Consequently, observations with the Athena instruments will enable us to jointly model data
sets, and make definitive progress on disentangling the signal generated by surface hot regions
from the complicated phase-invariant emission detected by NICER (or a future non-imaging
telescope).
4.4.1.3

Instrument

We implemented a specific instrument response model (Section 4.2.3.2): a simple ad-hoc
parametrization designed to combine several available calibration products and thus account
for both energy-independent (absolute flux calibration) and energy-dependent uncertainty.
Sensitivity to our choice of astrophysical calibration source, the Crab, also needs further
study; it is known that operation in response to an incident radiation field is a function of its
properties (see Section 4.2.3.2). Future study could explore whether using different calibration
sources affects inferences. Another interesting question may be posed as to how the posterior
72Refer to Bogdanov et al. (2019, submitted to ApJLa) for an XMM image of the PSR J0030+0451 field; Athena
promises to improve on the XMM point-spread function half-energy width by a factor of ∼ 1.5–3.
73Similar to that expected for the eXTP Spectroscopic Focusing Array (∼ 10 µs), but not as good as spectro-timing
dedicated missions, like NICER or STROBE-X with ∼ 0.1 µs time resolution. Note that event time-tagging resolution
offered by X-IFU will still achieve a level of ∼ 1/500 of the spin period of PSR J0030+0451.
74And other MSPs targeted by a mission such as NICER.
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information about this instrument model evolves as we update our knowledge via analysis of
other sources (MSPs and otherwise).
As our understanding of the NICER instrument improves, it should be possible to improve
on this model. One option might be to adopt a more sophisticated approach based on Lee
et al. (2011) and Xu et al. (2014) to estimating the uncertainty in instrumental response for
Chandra. At present such a sophisticated approach may be unjustified because computational
expense would be amplified by increasing the complexity of the instrument model instead
of—or in addition to—the complexity of model astrophysical sources whose nature is more
uncertain.

4.4.2

Mass and radius constraints in context

M and 12.71+1.14
For ST+PST, the inferred mass M and equatorial radius Req are 1.34+0.15
−1.19
−0.16
km, where the credible interval bounds are approximately the 16% and 84% quantiles in
marginal posterior mass, given relative to the median. The marginal credible intervals may thus
be considered as 1σ intervals (containing 68.3% of the posterior mass), where σM /M ∼ 11%
and σR /R ∼ 9.2%. For completeness, and to assist comparison with results derived using
other methods, we also give the values for the 90% credible interval (M = 1.34 ± 0.24 M ,
+1.83 km) and the 95% credible interval (M = 1.34+0.28 M , R = 12.71+2.15
Req = 12.71−1.85
eq
−0.27
−2.14
km). The (equatorial) compactness GM/Req c2 = 0.156+0.008
is
more
tightly
constrained
than
−0.010
both M and Req individually, at the ∼ 6% level; the 90% credible interval is GM/Req c2 =
2
+0.015
0.156+0.013
−0.017 , and the 95% credible interval is GM/Req c = 0.156−0.021 .
The effect of a rotation rate of 200 Hz on NSs is a small deformation of the star into an
oblate spheroid. The deformation enters in two ways. A star rotating at 200 Hz will have
an equatorial radius that is at most 2% larger than a nonrotating star with the same mass
for the stiffest equations of state, with smaller increases in radius for soft equations of state
(Cook et al. 1994). The polar radius will be smaller than the equatorial radius, an effect
that depends on the equatorial radius, mass, and spin, with very little dependence on the
EOS (AlGendy & Morsink 2014, and references therein); for the a posteriori most probable
exterior spacetimes inferred in this present work, the polar radius is ∼ 1% smaller than the
equatorial radius. Rotation also increases the mass of a NS compared to a nonrotating star
with the same number of baryons, but this is at most a 0.2% effect for the rotation-powered
pulsars observed by NICER. The effect of rotation on the location of the innermost stable
circular orbit (ISCO) is larger (van Doesburgh et al. 2018): the (prograde) ISCO typically
ranges from 5.6rg –5.8rg for stars spinning at 200 Hz for most theoretical equations of state,
compared to the Schwarzschild ISCO radius of 6rg . The 95% compactness credible interval
corresponds to equatorial radii in the range of 5.84rg –7.41rg , meaning that the most probable
stellar surfaces75 have radii close to or larger than the radius of the ISCO, and thus that the
75Which in this present work are only embedded in the ambient spacetime whilst neglecting rotational metric
deformation (see Section 4.2.3.1) and are thus not self-consistently computed with global numerical solutions to the
field equations given interior conditions (including an EOS).
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innermost permitted stable orbit is typically at (or just exterior to) the surface.
In this subsection we proceed to discuss how the constraints derived in this work compare
to existing constraints on mass, radius, and compactness derived using other methods and
independent observations. We also consider prospects for improving NICER constraints
on PSR J0030+0451. When comparing radii, it should be remembered that most of the
published radius determinations using other methods have assumed that the star is spherical.
For luminosity radius determinations of rapidly rotating neutron stars (spins of a few hundred
Hz), systematic errors of 5% could be introduced (Bauböck et al. 2015), although other
systematic errors may well dominate over an inaccurate treatment of rotational surface and
metric deformation.
The present constraints on the radius are consistent with the previous radius lower-limit
for this pulsar, Req > 10.7 km (95% confidence, assuming a 1.4 M NS), obtained from early
pulse-profile modeling of XMM data (Bogdanov & Grindlay 2009). It is also in agreement with
the radii inferred from XMM observations of other MSPs: Req > 11 km (3σ confidence) for
PSR J0437−4715 (Bogdanov 2013); and Req > 7.8 km (68% confidence) for PSR J2124−3358
(Bogdanov et al. 2008). However, these early light curve models only considered uniformtemperature circular hot spots, neglected stellar oblateness, and we consider the statistical
computation described in this paper as more advanced.
Early constraints on the NS radius were obtained from the X-ray spectroscopic modeling
of the thermal emission originating from the entire surface of isolated NS RX J1856.5−3754
(Burwitz et al. 2001; Drake et al. 2002; Pons et al. 2002). However, uncertainties due to
the distance and due to the calculations of radiative transfer in the magnetized atmosphere
hindered an accurate radius constraint for this NS (Ho et al. 2007). More robust constraints, on
the other hand, can be extracted from the X-ray spectra of quiescent low-mass X-ray binaries
(qLMXB) hosted in globular clusters. Not only are their distances known to better than ∼ 10%
precision, but their purely thermal emission is thought to emerge from non-magnetic NS
atmosphere models (similar to the NSX model used in the present work) in order to estimate
 −1/2
the apparent radius R∞ = Req (1 + z) = Req 1 − 2GM/Req c2
. However, the degeneracy
between Req and M in the estimation of R∞ precluded obtaining useful constraints on the EOS
(e.g., Webb & Barret 2007; Heinke et al. 2006; Guillot et al. 2011; Heinke et al. 2014), due to
the typical shapes of the M–Req confidence contours that made them compatible with many
families of EOS. These results prompted the simultaneous analysis of a set of sources.
In these combined analyses, the degeneracy between M and Req was lifted by assuming
a parameterized shape for the EOS, either a toy-model (constant-radius EOS, as a simplistic
representation of nucleonic EOS) or an analytical representation using polytropes. A handful
of qLMXBs in globular clusters (up to seven) and of Type-I X-ray bursters (four or five) have
been combined to produce constraints on the EOS and/or the radii of NSs (given the assumed
EOS shape). Early works using only qLMXBs produced rather small NS radii, Req ≈ 9–
10 km with ∼ 10–15% uncertainties (90% credible interval; Guillot et al. 2013; Guillot &
Rutledge 2014; Guillot 2016), but the addition of new data and the use of more recent globular
cluster distance measurements resulted in higher values, Req in the 9.9–11.2 km range for a
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1.5 M NS (2σ credible interval; Bogdanov et al. 2016). Combining qLMXBs and Type-I
X-ray bursts, other works have found radii in a wide range of values: Req ≈ 10.4–12.9 km
(95% credible interval; Steiner et al. 2010, 2013), Req ≈ 10.5–12.7 km (90% credible interval;
Lattimer & Steiner 2014b), and Req ≈ 9.8–11.4 km (95% credible interval, Özel et al. 2016b),
for a 1.4 M NS. However, these analyses may have been affected by systematics, such as
those due to the modeling of piled-up X-ray photons in the Chandra data76—which was not
considered for all qLMXBs in these early analyses—or those due to the choice of atmospheric
composition for qLMXBs (generally H versus He). The mass-radius constraints extracted
from Type-I X-ray bursts are dependent on the color-correction factors used (between the
measured blackbody temperatures and the modeled effective temperatures of the burning
atmospheres), which have been debated in the literature (e.g., Suleimanov et al. 2011a; Güver
et al. 2012; Güver & Özel 2013; Kajava et al. 2014). These issues cast doubt on the robustness
of the error intervals reported in these early works.
Nättilä et al. (2017) recently analyzed Type-I X-ray bursts from 4U 1702−429 by fitting
bursting atmosphere models directly to spectra during the cooling tail of the bursts, hence
avoiding the use of color-correction factors. These authors found Req = 12.4 ± 0.4 km and
M = 1.9 ± 0.3 M (68% credible interval), although the posterior distributions also allow
smaller radii ∼ 10 km for higher masses ∼ 2.1 M .
Steiner et al. (2018) considered the effects of pile-up on qLMXB spectra, the possibility
of pure helium atmospheres (instead of pure hydrogen atmospheres), as well as non-uniform
surface temperature distributions. They obtained constraints on polytropic EOS via Bayesian
inference of mass-radius probability distributions of seven NS qLMXBs. These constraints
translate to a NS radius in the 10.0–14.4 km range (95% credible interval, assuming a
1.4 M NS), when considering all of the models tested.
More recently, a physically-justified parametrization of the EOS was proposed as an
alternative to polytropes (Margueron et al. 2018a,b). In that work, the EOS is a meta-model
expressed as a Taylor expansion of nuclear physics parameters, and was applied to a combined
spectral analysis of seven qLMXBs to directly extract values of nuclear physics parameters
Lsym , Ksym , and Qsat (Baillot d’Etivaux et al. 2019). Radius estimates were also derived:
Req = 12.35 ± 0.37 km (2σ credible interval) assuming a 1.45 M NS.
The cold emission from the MSP PSR J0437−4715 is detectable in the far ultra-violet
(Durant et al. 2012) and in the soft X-ray band (0.1–0.3 keV; Guillot et al. 2016), and its
mass and distance are known precisely from radio timing (Reardon et al. 2016). Applying NS
atmosphere models77 has permitted estimation of this pulsar’s radius: Req = 13.1 ± 0.8 km
(68% credible interval; Gonzalez-Caniulef et al. 2019). We note that this was a phase-averaged
spectral analysis, wherein the emission is assumed to originate from the ∼ 105 K stellar surface
exterior to the (heated) polar cap regions.
76It was shown that an unmodeled pile-up fraction as low as ∼ 1% could affect the radius estimated via modeling
of spectral data by as much as 10% (Bogdanov et al. 2016).
77Similar but not identical to the atmosphere models used in our NICER analysis—the models used in GonzalezCaniulef et al. (2019) incorporated various effects that are important at lower temperatures such as partial ionization
and plasma frequency effects.
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An indirect method to constrain NS radii is to use emission features from an inner
accretion disk in accreting LMXBs. Narrow emission lines, such as Fe K, arising from
this rotating material are asymmetrically broadened—to which there is a strong relativistic
contribution based upon proximity of the inner-disk to the NS surface (Fabian et al. 2000).
The accretion disk must truncate at the stellar surface or at a larger radius: spectral modeling
of these emission lines enables derivation of a statistical constraint on the inner-radius of the
(prograde) disk in units of the gravitational radius or the spin-dependent ISCO radius (Cackett
et al. 2008, 2010; Miller et al. 2013; Degenaar et al. 2015; Ludlam et al. 2017). To do so, an
approximative ambient spacetime solution (e.g., Schwarzschild or Kerr) is typically invoked—
as in this present work—but without the embedding of a NS surface.78 The constrained innerradius can then be translated into a lower-limit on the stellar compactness for that particular
NS.
Ludlam et al. (2017) infer, for two LMXB systems, inner-radii that are consistent with the
disks extending down to the ISCOs of their respective ambient spacetimes. In the absence of a
constraint on the NS mass that is independent79 of the inner-radius of the disk, a mass merely
has to be assumed to obtain an upper-limit on the stellar radius. For example, suppose that
the 4U 1636−53 system contains a nonrotating80 minimally-compact NS (i.e., disk truncation
by surface): for a mass of 1.4 M , the upper-limit on the stellar radius would lie close to the
Schwarzschild ISCO, at 12.4–13.1 km (1σ confidence interval; Ludlam et al. 2017), which is
not inconsistent with the constraint derived conditional on the NICER data81 even if a shared
EOS is assumed from core to crust. Lastly, if the surface of a NS in the 4U 1636−53 system
does not approximately truncate the disk—and is thus more compact than the ISCO—and/or
the (prograde) ISCO is more compact due to NS rotation, the NS could only be viewed as
inconsistent with our compactness estimate for PSR J0030+0451 if the following are true: (i)
the NS masses are both tightly constrained and happen to be highly commensurate; (ii) an
EOS from crust to core is shared; and (iii) the NSs do not occupy a segment of the mass-radius
sequence where the radius is highly sensitive to increasing mass due to EOS softening or phase
transitions (e.g., Drago et al. 2014; Alford & Han 2016; Alford & Sedrakian 2017). However,
one mass is unconstrained (disk modeling) whilst the other is constrained at the ∼ 10%-level
(NICER pulse-profile modeling).
Overall, these recent publications have estimated NS radii in the range of 12–14 km, which
is compatible with our PSR J0030+0451 radius estimate. We note that equating accurately
measured radii of distinct NSs should elicit agreement if: (i) the EOS from core to crust
is shared (modulo sufficiently small perturbative effects); (ii) the EOS is of a nucleonic
composition that supports NSs with similar radii for a wide range of mass (0.8 to ∼ 2.0 M );
and (iii) differences due to spin-dependent rotational deformations are accounted for or are
small enough to justify neglecting (see the discussion in the second and third paragraphs of
78The real surface could thus in principle enclose the ISCO associated with the ambient spacetime solution.
79E.g., via a binary mass function together with classification of the companion star.
80Or at least a small dimensionless spin, despite the 581.0 Hz spin frequency (Ludlam et al. 2017, and references
therein).
81Where as discussed above the rotational deformation of the surface is small for PSR J0030+0451.
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Section 4.4.2). For other families of EOS, such as those involving quarks or hyperons in
hybrid stars (e.g., Zdunik & Haensel 2013) or baryon resonances (Drago et al. 2014), the
radius may be (highly) sensitive to increasing mass. In such cases, we would expect to find
NSs whose radii differ by several km, reinforcing the importance of jointly estimating both
the radius and the mass of each member of a population of NSs.
Constraints on NS masses and tidal deformabilities are now also being reported based on
the first binary NS merger gravitational wave event, GW170817 (Abbott et al. 2018, 2019).
These can be translated into constraints on mass and radius. The inferred values vary somewhat
depending on modeling and prior assumptions. Abbott et al. (2018), for example, employed
two methods: the first, which did not assume that both stars had the same EOS, yielded radii
+2.1
of 10.8+2.0
−1.7 km and 10.7−1.5 km for the two stars, with masses in the range 1.16–1.62 M ; the
second, which assumed a common EOS, yielded a radius of 11.9 ± 1.4 km for both stars and
masses in the range 1.18–1.58 M (all results 90% credible intervals). De et al. (2018), who
± 0.2 km and masses in the range 1.12–
also assume a common EOS, report radii of 10.7+2.1
−1.6
1.67 M (90% credible interval). Constraints taking into account additional information tend
to support slightly larger mean values for the radius, and smaller uncertainties, e.g.: those
derived from the electromagnetic counterpart (12.4+1.1
−0.4 km, 2σ confidence interval; Most
et al. 2018); and those invoking a theoretical minimum (Tews et al. 2017) for neutron matter
+1.9
km, 90% credible interval marginalising over mass; Zhao & Lattimer, in
pressure (11.4−0.8
prep.). The results of Abbott et al. (2018) and De et al. (2018), which employ the assumption
that both stars share the same EOS, suggest that the radii of the two stars are nearly equal
despite the fact that the mass ratio of the stars could lie between 0.7 and 1.0 with almost
uniform probability. Let us make the assumption that PSR J0030+0415 also has the same
radius as the binary members to well within the posterior uncertainty on each star: the radius
reported in this paper, inferred from NICER data, is more consistent with values in the upper
ranges emerging from the gravitational wave analysis of GW170817. Larger radii would only
be consistent with mass ratios closer to unity. It follows that if the three stars have nearly
the same radius, and if the mass ratio of GW170817 was near its lower limit of 0.7, the
common radius should be at the lower end of the NICER range. Electromagnetic observations
might suggest relatively large amounts of dynamical ejecta, which would favor mass ratios
considerably less than unity (Radice et al. 2018).
What are the prospects for improving constraints on mass and radius for PSR J0030+0451?
Unfortunately we cannot obtain an independent constraint on the mass for PSR J0030+0451
because it is not in a binary, unlike some of NICER’s other MSP targets. Our model of
the NICER background (particle radiation and diffuse sky terms) is however expected to
improve without needing to wait for input from other telescope missions; understanding this
background accurately will prove crucial, as discussed in Section 4.4.1.2, and may well impact
mass-radius estimation. A longer total exposure time could also certainly be accumulated.
Previous studies that have examined how posterior estimation of mass and radius is sensitive to
factors such as geometry, spin rate, and the number of source counts in the event data, indicate
that constraining power increases as the square root of the number of counts (Lo et al. 2013;
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Psaltis et al. 2014). However, those studies all assumed a single circular single-temperature
hot spot, not a more complex hot region configuration such as those we have considered and
inferred here. While it is likely that gathering more data will improve the joint constraint on
mass and radius (without reference to an EOS model), the precise observing time required to
achieve a given level of precision cannot be estimated robustly without further study.
Our report here is encouraging in terms of prospects for other NICER targets such as
PSR J0437−4715: the pulsar mass is constrained independently to within a few percent via
radio pulsar timing because it is in a binary system (Reardon et al. 2016). If such a constraint
had been available for PSR J0030+0451, it is clear that we could have obtained a comparable
posterior uncertainty on the inferred radius of a few percent.

4.4.3

EOS implications

One of the primary goals of mass-radius inference is to use posterior information82 to infer
the properties of the dense matter EOS, if such information is deemed sufficiently likelihooddominated to warrant the study. Studies have utilized joint mass-radius posteriors inferred
from X-ray spectral modeling of bursting and quiescent NSs (Steiner et al. 2010, 2013; Özel
et al. 2016b; Raithel et al. 2017). Moreover, studies have utilized mass and tidal deformability
constraints derived from analysis of the NS binary merger event GW170817 (Abbott et al.
2018; Annala et al. 2018; Most et al. 2018; Tews et al. 2018b; Lim & Holt 2018; Malik et al.
2018; Carson et al. 2019; Li & Sedrakian 2019; Montaña et al. 2019), and consideration is
already being given to combining constraints from electromagnetic and gravitational wave
analysis (Kumar & Landry 2019; McNeil Forbes et al. 2019; Weih et al. 2019).
Given a suitable model for the EOS (see, e.g., Read et al. 2009; Raithel et al. 2016; Tews
et al. 2018a; Lindblom 2018) there are two approaches to EOS inference: one is to jointly
infer the EOS parameters (and central densities) directly from the data (e.g., pulse-profile
data); the other is to jointly infer EOS parameters from per-source nuisance-marginalized
likelihood functions of exterior-spacetime parameters (e.g., gravitational mass and equatorial
radius). The former approach is at least as computationally intensive as the direct mass-radius
inference reported in this paper; the latter approach is less computationally intensive given
archival likelihood function information about exterior spacetime parameters (Riley et al.
2018). In any case, care is required in both overall approach and the selection of (interior
source matter and exterior spacetime) model parametrization and priors (Riley et al. 2018;
Raaijmakers et al. 2018; Greif et al. 2019; Carney et al. 2018; Landry & Essick 2019). For
our analysis here we deliberately defined a joint flat prior density function for M and Req ,
with the intention that the posterior density function can be invoked as a likelihood function
marginalized over all nuisance parameters. We explore the dense matter EOS implications of
the inferred mass, radius, and compactness for PSR J0030+0451 in an accompanying letter
(Raaijmakers et al. 2019, ApJL in press), following the approach to EOS inference outlined
in Greif et al. (2019).
82Strictly, likelihood information (Riley et al. 2018).
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4.4.4

Implications of the surface heating configuration

We constructed a sequence of simple models for the properties of the two hot regions,
nevertheless motivated by (numerical) pulsar theory. We considered models in which the
regions were related via antipodal reflection symmetry with respect to the stellar origin, and
models that do not impose such symmetry, meaning that their properties and location were
described with distinct parameters (with the restriction that the regions cannot overlap). The
models included simply-connected circular and crescent regions, and rings (whose hole and
annulus are concentric or eccentric), each filled with single-temperature material; and annular
(ring) regions whose concentric hole is filled with material of finite temperature distinct from
that of the material in the annulus.
We were able to rule out the hot regions being antipodal and identical based on clear
systematic structure in the residuals between data and model a posteriori; moreover, a model
wherein the regions are both assumed to be simply-connected circular single-temperature
spots was strongly disfavored. We inferred that the regions are configured to exist in the
same rotational hemisphere: one region subtends an angular extent of only a few degrees (in
spherical coordinates with origin at the stellar center) but whose other structural details we
are insensitive to; the other region is far more azimuthally extended,83 in the form of a narrow
hot crescent. The inferred effective temperature of the NSX atmosphere was remarkably
consistent across all models considered—for both regions—at ∼ 1.3 × 106 K. The ST+PST
model exhibited the largest background-marginalized likelihood function values in the typical
set of a posterior mode. Figure 4.16 renders a representative configuration from the posterior
mode, and Table 4.2 reports the marginal credible intervals for the hot-region parameters. Note
that ST+PST includes within prior support, configurations wherein the regions are similar or
even congruent in shape, and a priori favors (albeit weakly) smaller angular extents—the
heating asymmetry is emergent in spite of this.
One of the principal astrophysical questions arising is how such a heating configuration
can occur. It appears to be incompatible with magnetospheric current heating at the footpoints
of a simple near-centered dipole magnetic field, and is likely to require some higher-order
multipole structure (Barnard & Arons 1982; Gralla et al. 2017; Lockhart et al. 2019). We
now need to determine the type of field configuration required, the magnitude of the different
moments, and whether this is feasible on physical grounds. Consideration will also need to be
given to how magnetospheric currents actually map to temperature fields on the stellar surface.
We note that there are clear similarities between the inferred ST+PST configuration and the
current heating distribution contemporaneously derived by Lockhart et al. (2019, see their
figure 6 in particular) via quadrupolar extension of the magnetic field, considering that the
heating ring is asymmetric with respect to the dipole axis, and closely resembles a large-scale
arc-like hot region. There are however also some differences: Lockhart et al. (2019) restrict
their study to configurations where the center of the heated ring is antipodal to the heated
spot (both of which emit as approximate blackbodies), an assumption that would need to be
83In spherical coordinates with polar axis coincident with the stellar rotation axis.
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relaxed to recover our preferred configuration.
There are also implications for pulsar emission in wavebands other than the X-ray (see
the reviews by Grenier & Harding 2015; Cerutti & Beloborodov 2017). If a multipolar
field structure is required to explain the surface temperature field, how does this affect radio
and gamma-ray emission generated further out in the magnetosphere? Could the multipole
structures persist out to the point where emission in these wavebands is thought to happen?
Quadrupole fields fall off faster than dipole fields, as the inverse fifth power of the radius,
but the radius beyond which the field is predominantly dipolar would depend on the ratio of
quadrupole to dipole components. Most current models of radio and gamma-ray emission
assume that the field structure is a centered dipole (e.g. Radhakrishnan & Cooke 1969; Gil
et al. 1984; Kijak & Gil 2003; Dyks & Harding 2004; Johnson et al. 2014), and this would
need to be revisited.
There are also questions pertaining to stellar evolution. Neutron stars are born with a
field structure that could be quite complex as a result of the supernova process (Ardeljan
et al. 2005; Obergaulinger & Aloy 2017) but various diffusive evolutionary processes can
subsequently modify field structure even for isolated NSs (Reisenegger 2009; Viganò et al.
2013; Mitchell et al. 2015; Gourgouliatos & Hollerbach 2018). In addition, rotation-powered
MSPs are thought to go through an extended period of accretion-induced spin-up to reach the
observed spin rates. The accretion process may also act to modify the field structure (Romani
1990; Melatos & Phinney 2001; Payne & Melatos 2004). It remains to be determined whether
a complex multipolar field structure could emerge and survive from birth, or be generated
during the accretion process. If such a field structure is present or evolves during the accretion
phase, there will also be implications for the spin-up process and for X-ray emission during
that phase of NS evolution. If the magnetic field were to channel accreting material onto
two magnetic polar caps on the same hemisphere, for example, this would certainly affect the
emission from accreting MSPs (Long et al. 2007, 2008; Patruno & Watts 2012). Whether
the star is even visible as an accreting pulsar will depend not only on the geometry of the
hot regions where accreting material impacts the star, but also on whether the observer views
the hemisphere containing the polar caps or the other one. The flow at the inner-edge of the
accretion disk, a strong source of potentially variable X-ray emission, would also be affected
by a multipolar field structure. Finally, extremely off-center dipoles or strong non-centered
multipole fields, for instance, will produce asymmetries in the Poynting flux of low-frequency
radiation parallel to the spin axis, with consequences that could include a large space velocity
(Harrison & Tademaru 1975). Lommen et al. (2006) find that PSR J0030+0451 has a
relatively low transverse space velocity—a property that is potentially in contention with a
field far from that of a centered dipole—although since PSR J0030+0451 is isolated its space
velocity would also depend on how the binary was disrupted after the spin-up phase.
Discussion on some of these issues is reserved for an accompanying Letter (Bilous et al.
2019, submitted to ApJL). However, further work on the implications of the inferred configuration for pulsar field structure, emission mechanisms, and stellar evolution is certainly
required. It is clear that the mass and radius inferred for PSR J0030+0451 depend strongly
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on the surface radiation field models (including prior support) that we have explored. Further
study may show that our models are either not general enough or too general (for example
with respect to the prior support). For example: we may find that temperature gradients in the
hot regions cannot be neglected; that field stability considerations impose a minimum angular
separation between the polar caps—and possibly, by extension, the hot regions—larger than
found in our analysis; or that no magnetospheric model can generate a heating configuration
in which one region is a small-scale spot whilst the other an azimuthally extended crescent.
There are a number of computational aspects for pulsar theorists to consider when developing surface heating models suitable for statistical inference. We were only able to consider
the configurations offered uniquely by ST+PST as we approached the limit of our computational resource allocation; we can therefore provide stronger guarantees about the accuracy of
the posterior computation for the lower-complexity models with more than one run (ST-U and
ST+CST). In the future, we suggest that more resources be devoted to models at the ST+PSTlevel of complexity, in particular for work on: (i) parametrization of hot regions with more
complex topologies and/or boundaries; (ii) their efficient numerical resolution for likelihood
function evaluation; and (iii) exploration of the associated parameter space via sampling or
other methods.
We also suggest that additional resources be devoted to research avenues such as selfconsistent theory and computation of surface heating by magnetospheric currents, for the
purpose of statistical computation. A question may be posed as to the generation of highly
non-dipolar surface temperature fields—e.g., arc- or ring-like heating distributions—which
can be: (i) parameterized such that approximate representations find compromise between
accuracy and complexity, capturing the facets considered most crucial to signal generation,
perhaps as a sequence of models increasing in complexity; and (ii) built into efficient software
implementations. Progress on such fronts should encourage a bridge to form between phenomenological efforts and more self-consistent theory for the purpose of efficient statistical
computation, and may also offer a way in which to connect distinct theoretical models (in an
approximative manner) on a continuous space.

4.4.5

Pulse-profile modeling for other types of neutron star

NICER is the first mission designed specifically to use the pulse-profile modeling technique to
infer the mass and radius of NSs. As a soft X-ray telescope with an effective area of less than
a square meter, it is optimized for applying the technique to MSPs, which have soft, stable
pulse-profiles meaning we can use multiple exposures taken over a long baseline to accumulate
a sufficient number of events to statistically probe MSP physics. The technique can however
also be applied to other NSs with emission modulated by rapid rotation: accretion-powered
pulsars and thermonuclear burst oscillation sources.
In accretion-powered pulsars (see Patruno & Watts 2012, for a review), accreting material is
channelled by the magnetic field onto the magnetic polar caps and the pulsed emission has two
main components: thermal emission from the heated vicinity of the accretion impact zones,
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and non-thermal emission from the shock in the accretion funnel (Poutanen & Gierliński 2003).
A third pulsed component may arise due to reflection from the accretion disk (Wilkinson et al.
2011). Thermonuclear burst oscillations (see Watts 2012, for a review) are generated by
rotational modulation of global asymmetries that form in a surface radiation field during
thermonuclear (Type-I X-ray) bursts; such a burst occurs in the ocean of an accreting NS,
driven by unstable burning of accreted hydrogen, helium, or carbon (see, e.g., Galloway et al.
2008). The precise mechanism driving the detectable asymmetry (oscillations) is not clear:
possibilities include disrupted flame spread (Spitkovsky et al. 2002; Cavecchi et al. 2013),
large-scale waves in the burning ocean (Heyl 2004; Piro & Bildsten 2005; Chambers et al.
2019), or patterns triggered by convection (Garcia et al. 2018a,b).
Accretion-powered pulsations and thermonuclear burst oscillations are radiatively harder
(∼ 1–30 keV) than the pulsations of MSPs. Accumulating the requisite number of photons
for tight constraints, in a realistic observing time, also requires a telescope with an effective
area of several square meters (Watts et al. 2016; Watts 2019). Several mission concepts are
currently being developed for large-area broadband X-ray timing telescopes that would access
a larger, fainter population of MSPs than we can observe with NICER, and fuel pulse-profile
modeling for accretion-powered pulsars and thermonuclear burst oscillators: these include
the eXTP (Zhang et al. 2019; Watts et al. 2019), and the STROBE-X (Ray et al. 2019). For
an idea of the constraints that can be delivered by pulse-profile modeling and inference using
existing data, see the Salmi et al. (2018) analysis of Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer observations
of the accretion-powered MSP SAX J1808.4−3658.
Our uncertainty towards surface heating physics affects pulse-profile modeling not only
for rotation-powered MSPs, but also accretion-powered pulsars and thermonuclear burst oscillators. Although the general mechanism that gives rise to the pulsed components in
accretion-powered pulsars is clear, the surface and off-surface temperature field and local comoving beaming function—particularly from the accretion-funnel shock—are a priori highly
uncertain for any given source. Thermonuclear burst emission has a well-understood (local
comoving) beaming function due to the sub-surface thermal origin (Suleimanov et al. 2011b),
but the mechanism for generating asymmetries in the global surface radiation field, which in
turn generate such rotational oscillations, remains highly uncertain. Reducing the remaining
theoretical uncertainties, and developing physically-motivated parameterized models of the
surface temperature field, will be important. However, our analysis of NICER data provides an
important real-world demonstration that pulse-profile modeling is a viable technique for constraining masses and radii of NSs, and that the analysis machinery can operate on somewhat
flexible models, with weakly informative priors, for both source and background emission.

4.5

Conclusion

We reported on pulse-profile modeling efforts for the rotation-powered millisecond X-ray pulsar PSR J0030+0451, conditional on NICER data. We focussed on PSR J0030+0451, a chal-
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lenging source due to the absence of an independent constraint on the gravitational mass (compared to NICER’s other primary target PSR J0437−4715). Nevertheless, PSR J0030+0451
was selected as the optimal source to demonstrate simultaneous inference of gravitational mass
and equatorial radius given weakly informative priors, and to develop our analysis procedures.
The mass and radius each have marginal posterior 68% credible interval half-widths at
the ∼ 9–11% level, conditional on the NICER XTI event data. These constraints are consistent
with those emerging from both gravitational wave analysis and X-ray spectral modeling, and
are expected to improve with further exposure. The compactness is constrained more tightly,
at the ∼ 6% level. Prospects for NICER delivering tight constraints for rotation-powered MSPs
where the mass is known independently to uncertainties of a few percent are clearly excellent.
In addition to inferring properties of the spacetime (mass, radius, and compactness), we
were also able to infer the properties of the thermally-emitting hot regions that we assume
generate the pulsations. For the specific set of models that we considered, the inferred
configuration has both hot regions in the same rotational hemisphere, with one hot region
being a small spot and the other an azimuthally-extended narrow crescent. Models wherein
the hot regions are antipodal are strongly disfavored, implying a complex offset dipolar and
multipolar field structure that, if accurate, has major implications for both pulsar emission
and stellar evolution.
Software.—Python/C language (Oliphant 2007), GNU Scientific Library (GSL; Gough
2009), NumPy (van der Walt et al. 2011), Cython (Behnel et al. 2011), SciPy (Jones et al.
2001–), OpenMP (Dagum & Menon 1998), MPI (Forum 1994), MPI for Python (Dalcín et al. 2008), Matplotlib (Hunter 2007; Droettboom et al. 2018), IPython (Perez &
Granger 2007), Jupyter (Kluyver et al. 2016), tempo2 (photons; Hobbs et al. 2006),
PINT (photonphase; https://github.com/nanograv/PINT), MultiNest (Feroz et al.
2009), PyMultiNest (Buchner et al. 2014), GetDist (https://github.com/cmbant/
getdist), nestcheck (Higson 2018b; Higson et al. 2018b, 2019), fgivenx (Handley 2018),
X-PSI (v0.1; https://github.com/ThomasEdwardRiley/xpsi; featured in Chapter 3).
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A
On parametrised cold dense matter equation of state
inference

A.1

Pathologies in the interior-exterior parameter mapping

In this appendix we present detailed arguments regarding the existence of pathologies in the
general relativistic interior-exterior parameter mapping for the purpose of probability density
transformation (see Section 2.2.3.2).

A.1.1

Single-star interior-exterior solution matching

First we discuss properties of a map f : Y → X, y 7→ x which matches analytic exterior and
numerical interior solutions for a single star (s = 1). See Section 2.2.2.3 and Section 2.2.3
for a reminder of the mapping definition.
The parameters y entirely specify the ensemble of spacetime solutions, so only the map
y 7→ x can ever be information-losing for arbitrary s (see Figure A.1 and Figure A.2 for
example diagrams of information-losing maps). It follows that the number of free exterior
spacetime parameters in an analytic single-star exterior solution cannot be d > n + 2. That
is, we cannot: (i) define a probability density distribution on a space of d > n + 2 free
exterior parameters; (ii) transform that probability density distribution onto a joint space of
(n + 2) interior parameters and (d − n − 2) exterior parameters; and (iii) then marginalise
over those (d − n − 2) exterior parameters. Further, we cannot marginalise over (d − n − 2)
exterior parameters before the transformation: such an operation would project all (exterior)
probability density onto a surface of the same dimensionality as the solution-surface and
this operation has no analogue in the IP-paradigm discussed in Section 2.2.2. In other
words, exterior solutions that are locally associated with precisely zero probability density
(conditioned on the EOS model and general relativistic gravity) in the IP-paradigm would be
assigned a finite probability density and marginalised over. For inference conditioned on data
D acquired by observing a single star, it is required that d ≡ n + 2.
In Section 2.2.2.3 we provided practical examples of the mapping criterion d ≡ n + 2s for
ensembles with s > 1.
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A.1.2

Problematic equation of state parametrisations

In this section we discuss, in general terms, EOS parametrisations whose map f : Y → X,
y 7→ x is not diffeomorphic (Figure 2.2) for a single star, and thus for an ensemble of such
stars.
A generalised local volume transformation (a Jacobian determinant) is required for operating on local scalar densities. The density transformation cannot be everywhere defined
if the Jacobian anywhere loses rank: (i) eigenvectors of the Jacobian of the map y 7→ x
are lost; or (ii) partial derivatives are undefined due to loss of differentiability. Such points
are singularities at which the map y 7→ x is not locally invertible—i.e., the map is locally
non-injective (or degenerate), and thus information-losing.
The origin of such behaviour can be the EOS parametrisation, and this is problematic in
the EP-paradigm for estimation of interior parameters. We note that subsets of interior and
exterior parameters describe a single star, and thus partial derivatives of exterior parameters of
one star with respect to interior condition parameters (central density and rotation frequency)
of another star naturally vanish. The clearest violations of local injectivity may manifest upon
searching for vanishing partial derivatives with respect to the shared EOS parameters. If
partial derivatives of all exterior parameters with respect to an interior parameter anywhere
vanish, it is clear that the map y 7→ x is locally non-invertible. It follows that it is the
single-star exterior spacetime solution surface whose dependence on EOS parameters needs
to be inspected; this understanding can then be applied to an ensemble of stars which are each
associated with such a solution surface.
We now discuss maps for which partial derivatives of all exterior parameters vanish with
respect to one or more EOS parameters in regions of parameter space. The local physics is
parametrised by y ∈ Y ; in particular, the model for the EOS is simply a function P : R → R,
P = P(ε; θ) which is integrated over (when solving the field equations) to execute y 7→ x. A
stable solution contains source matter no denser than that at the centre of the star, and exterior
parameters are sensitive only to less energetic matter elsewhere in the stratified interior.
Moreover, for a particular EOS, there will exist for some rotation frequency a bounding stable
solution in central density.
Consider a functional form for the EOS with the property that the thermodynamic dependence on at least one parameter of θ is restricted to a subdomain in (local comoving)
density. Now consider an ensemble of stars: if all central densities lie below the lower-bound
of such a density subdomain, their exterior spacetime solutions do not depend on the subset
of parameters which control the EOS beyond that lower-bound—i.e., there is no source matter
whose thermodynamic state is controlled by a subset of EOS parameters. It follows that all
partial derivatives of exterior parameters with respect to a subset of EOS parameters locally
vanish (at all orders).
As we illustrate in Figure A.1, this problem can also be expressed in terms of non-injectivity
of the map y 7→ x: each point in some subset of the codomain of f is not the image of at most
one point in the domain of f . This is true both locally and non-locally because the Jacobian
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f: Y !X

Y ⇢ Rn+2s

X ⇢ Rd

Figure A.1: A representation of a non-injective map f under which a continuous subset of points in the domain Y
share an image x ∈ X, where X is the image of Y under map f . The local dimensionality of this subset is equal to
the number of eigenvectors of the differential of the mapping which locally vanish. In the diagram the degeneracy
is depicted as a curve (which may exist in a surface of such curves)—i.e., extending over a non-local sequence of
points—because the local injectivity violations we discuss below tend not to be isolated.

is singular on surfaces. In particular, for fixed central densities and rotation frequencies,
continuous subsets of points (along one or more orthogonal EOS directions) in the domain
Y share single images (sets of exterior spacetime solutions) in X. Moreover, for fixed EOS
parameters (and fixed rotation frequencies), the Jacobian is singular for a continuous subset
of the subspace of central densities. Thus, given a probability density distribution over the
image X, there does not exist a well-defined mapping of that distribution onto its preimage Y .
An important instance of the non-invertibility described above is exhibited by the piecewisepolytropic class of EOS models (Mueller & Eriguchi 1985; Read et al. 2009); we demonstrate
this behaviour and discuss the implications for EOS parameter estimation using piecewisepolytropic models in Raaijmakers et al. (2018). Another instance of this behaviour may arise
if the EOS model is calculated in the thermodynamic limit of some microphysical theory,
and a subset of parameters entering that underlying theory describe source matter interactions
only beyond some (local comoving) density.
Injectivity is not violated in this manner if the thermodynamic dependence of the source
matter on each parameter of θ manifests globally over the density domain. However, the
mapping from EOS parameter space to EOS function space1 may in principle be locally noninvertible even if the parameters exert global control over the function, and such a pathology
carries over as a property of the full map y 7→ x. With a sensible parametrisation, however,
these singularities, if they exist, may only be isolated and thus potentially less problematic.
To a Bayesian applying Equation (2.15) in the presence of Jacobian singularities is commensurate with implicitly defining zero prior density at these points. In this case of the
piecewise-polytropic EOS model, this leads to the a priori omission of entire regions of the
1That is, the space of functions P : R → R, P = P(ε).
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central-density subspace; consequently, the marginal posterior distribution of the parameters
of interest, θ, may be severely distorted relative to a posterior whose prior was directly defined
on a space of interior parameters and is thus well-behaved, and is, e.g., continuously positive
and noninformative within some boundary. Note also that the existence of singularities in the
Jacobian is one of several reasons why the normalisation of a probability density distribution
of exterior parameters may not be conserved under the transformation law given by Equation
(2.15)—we discuss other reasons in Section A.1.3 and Section A.1.5.
The importance of local non-invertibility for implicit prior definition will however depend
on the properties of the (marginal) posterior distribution on the joint space of all exterior
parameters being handled (see Raaijmakers et al. 2018). For instance, if an noninformative
prior is defined on a space of exterior parameters, and a likelihood function (equivalently of
interior or exterior parameters) is negligible everywhere the map is locally non-invertible, an
implicitly defined prior density (on a space of interior parameters) will not be zero where the
likelihood function is non-negligible—i.e., provided the prior density is non-zero on the space
of exterior parameters. Of course, a prior implicitly defined on a space of interior parameters
may exhibit other undesirable properties even if it is not zero or negligible where the likelihood
function is non-negligible. Moreover, likelihoods conditioned on future data may support
regions where past likelihood functions are small (although this may also be indicative of
modelling inaccuracies and statistical bias, and thus the need for model development).
Now we remark on mappings which permit thermodynamic phase transitions. There exist
EOSs which generate disjoint sequences (or branches) of stable solutions to the field equations.
Examples include the hybrid hadron-quark models with phase transitions which manifest as
zeroth-order thermodynamic discontinuities (Alford & Han 2016), and piecewise-polytropic
models with phase transitions which manifest as first-order thermodynamic discontinuities
(Read et al. 2009). In this case we must handle the map carefully because the domain Y is
defined as the set of points associated with stable spacetime solutions, and therefore derivatives
need to be defined at the terminal points of stable branches. If the surface of stable and
unstable solutions is everywhere first-order continuous with respect to the interior parameters
y, partial derivatives can be defined by differentiability of the surface (or equivalently by
semi-differentiability at the boundary of the stable solution-surface). If the surface (of stable
and unstable solutions) exhibits first-order discontinuities with respect to central density due
to the onset of instability, and those discontinuities are corners (see, e.g., the “cusps” described
and illustrated in Alford & Han 2016), one-sided partial derivatives can be computed using the
local stable solutions. If a (one-sided) partial derivative at a first-order discontinuity cannot
be defined (e.g., the discontinuity is a cusp or vertical tangent), we would have to remove that
point from the mapping.

A.1.3

Global injectivity

The map y 7→ x is such that a single image x ∈ X is generated via field equation integration
given point y ∈ Y . In this section we assume that there is no local violation of injectivity,
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f: Y !X

Y ⇢ Rn+2s

X ⇢ Rd

Figure A.2: A representation of a non-injective map f which is everywhere locally invertible but informationlosing—i.e., subsets of points in the domain Y share an image x ∈ X, where X is the image of Y under map f , such
that the map is not globally invertible.

meaning the Jacobian is everywhere non-singular. Image x may still be generated by multiple
points in the domain Y , however, meaning that the mapping is information-losing due to a
global violation of injectivity as illustrated in Figure A.2.2 This might occur, for instance,
if the mapping from EOS parameter space to EOS function space is not globally injective.
In reality it may be the case that global violations of injectivity are intrinsically related to
violations of local invertibility.
In order to highlight the problem with inappropriately applying Equation (2.15), we now
formulate a probability density transformation for an information-losing map y 7→ x which is
everywhere locally invertible. Given some probability density distribution P(y | . . .) spanning
the domain Y , the probability density distribution spanning the image X, where f : Y → X,
is given—cf. Equation (2.12)—by
∫
∂
∂
···
P(y 0 | . . .)d y 0,
(A.1)
P (x | . . .) =
∂ x1
∂ xd
V

where V = { y 0 ∈ Y | f (y 0) ≤ x} is the integral domain, a subset of the domain Y , defined by
the coordinate-wise inequality f (y 0) ≤ x. It follows—cf. Equation (2.14)—that
∫
∂
∂
P (x | . . .) =
···
Θ (x − f (y 0)) P(y 0 | . . .)d y 0
∂ x1
∂ xd
∫
(A.2)
=
δ (x − f (y 0)) P(y 0 | . . .)d y 0 .
2If the converse were true—i.e., a point x ∈ X being the image of at most one point in Y, but the preimage of
some subset of X (containing at least two distinct points) being a single point in Y—the map y 7→ x would not be
information-losing and thus there would exist an inverse map g : X → Y for transformation of the probability density
distribution.
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If the map y 7→ x is everywhere locally invertible and surjective, but not globally injective,
we can write
P (x | . . .) =
=

∫

δ (x − f (y 0)) P(y 0 | . . .) det

Õ
j

∂y
P(y j | . . .) det
∂ f (y)




∂ y0
∂ f (y 0)



df
(A.3)


,
yj

where j ∈ N>0 enumerates points y j ∈ Y which satisfy f (y j ) = x. Whereas the summation
in Equation (2.15) reduced to a single term because a single image x is generated from a point
y, the map y 7→ x is information-losing if there exist single-star exterior solutions which
match to multiple stable interior solutions and thus the summation in Equation (A.3) does not
everywhere (in the image X) reduce to a single term.
Consider now the inversion of this distributional transformation to recover the distribution
P(y | . . .). Consider a point x 1 = f (y 1 ) which does not have a unique preimage in Y .
Applying the transformation implicit in Equation (2.15) and substituting the expression for
P(x | . . .) given by Equation (A.3) yields:
∂ f (y)
P(y 1 | . . .) , P(x 1 | . . .) det
∂y


∂ f (y)
= det
∂y



×

Õ
j

y1


y1

∂y
P(y j | . . .) det
∂ f (y)

∂ f (y)
= P(y 1 | . . .) + det
∂y






(A.4)
yj

∂y
×
P(y j | . . .) det
∂ f (y)
j,1
Õ

y1






.
yj

Evidently, the normalisation of the distribution on Y will not be conserved if the inverse
transformation given by Equation (2.15) is applied. Further, the distribution will be distorted
at points y ∈ Y which do not uniquely match to an ensemble of exterior solutions; since
these points are discretely distributed throughout the domain Y , the distortions result in
local non-differentiability of the transformed distribution. Only if for all preimages y j the
difference between the local probability density before and after the transformation (with a
renormalisation) is negligible relative to the global maximum density on Y , the transformation
law of Section 2.2.3.2 will incur only small distortions of the original distribution spanning
the domain Y . In principle, one option to quantify distortion is to transform from a space of
interior parameters followed by an inverse transformation—e.g., Equation (A.4)—because a
diffeomorphic map would return the original distribution (to within some numerical tolerance).
The original distribution would thus by definition be an exact distribution for the purpose of
comparison.
In principle, we can redefine a map y 7→ x which is locally by not globally invertible by
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defining a discrete exterior parameter D which will enforce that f is information-conserving:
a conditional probability mass distribution P(D | x, . . .) controls the fractional probability
density at point x ∈ X (on the space Rd ) transformed to each preimage y ∈ Y which share
the image x, ∀x ∈ X. The cardinality of the discrete set of preimages y ∈ Y which share
each image x ∈ X is equal to the number of elements on the space of the discrete parameter
with finite conditional probability mass; moreover, for a given image x, there must be an
unambiguous, injective mapping from elements on the space of D to preimages y sharing that
image, such that an inverse map g(x, D) ≡ f −1 (x, D) can be defined, where f : Y → (X, N),
y 7→ (x, D) is diffeomorphic with respect to the continuous spaces Rn+2s and Rd . It is also
permissible for map g : (X, N) → Y , (x, D) 7→ y to be information-losing. If these criteria
are not satisfied, the total probability mass will not be conserved under transformation due to
an ill-defined mapping. Explicitly, we require the following modification to Equation (2.15):

∂x
P (θ | . . .) =
P(x, D | . . .) det
dρdΩ
∂g(x, D)
X


∫ Õ
∂ fx (y)
=
dρdΩ,
P( f (y) | . . .) det
∂y
X
∫ Õ



(A.5)

where x ≡ fx (y), and X is a set of elements on the space N of the discrete parameter D, such
that X = {D : y − g(x, D) = 0}. Again, if the map f : Y → (X, N), y 7→ (x, D) is injective,
the integrand summation reduces to a single term ∀y.
Difficulties arise when one must define such a discrete parameter given a probability
density distribution spanning the image X and one does not possess full understanding of
the interior-exterior map y 7→ x—e.g, due to absence of analyticity—which allows one to
satisfy the above criteria. If the information-loss exhibited by the map y 7→ x was of a
discrete nature, it would be intractable to define some generally-applicable discrete parameter
for information conservation because the mapping can assume many forms and is numerical.
In general however, the map y 7→ x exhibits a more severe form of information-loss, due to
local non-invertibility. Moreover, it may be the case that global violations of injectivity arise
due to local non-invertibility (as a trivial example consider a map R → R with local extrema),
in which case defining an additional discrete parameter would not deal with the singularities.

A.1.4

Local invertibility versus ensemble cardinality

We now focus on the properties of a map y 7→ x assuming that: (i) all parameters which
constitute θ globally control the EOS over the (local comoving) density domain; and (ii) the
image in the EOS function-space of any point θ ∈ T is not the image of any other point
in T ⊂ Rn . By the second condition we mean that the map between EOS parameter and
function spaces is of the form Rn → Rn (where the numbers in the latter space directly
and uniquely enter in a function of the local comoving density ε) and is both locally and
globally invertible; there are then no degeneracies due to information loss. Suppose that these
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x = f (y)

✓

X ⇢ R1

⇢
SI

⌦

Figure A.3: A discrete low-dimensional cartoon representation of a projection of the solution-surface onto a
subspace of R∞ , inducing a self-intersection (a degenerate truncated exterior solution) labelled SI. The labelled
self-intersection will in general be but one of a continuum of such self-intersections. Truncation is discussed in
Section 2.2.2.2 and Section 2.2.2.3, and in this context means truncation in multipolar order of an analytic exterior
solution, whilst rotational corrections at lower-multipole-order may or may not be preserved. If the truncation
is strictly in rotational order, truncation in multipolar order is implicit, and there are also small variations of the
solution-surface in the lower-dimensional space because the interior-exterior map for a single star lowers in rotational
approximation order.

conditions are satisfied: diffeomorphicity can be still be violated if the ensemble cardinality
satisfies s > 1—i.e., if we condition on observations of more than one star.
A digression on the single-star solution-surface (introduced in Section A.1.1) is now
required if we are to address map invertibility. Projections of the solution-surface into
finite-dimensional subspaces are generated by ignoring a subset of coordinates (exterior
parameters). If we define d < n + 2, continua of surface self-intersections are incurred—
a form of degeneracy due to information loss under the map y 7→ x; we illustrate these
properties in Figure A.3. In other words, for a single star, y 7→ x is non-injective because
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exterior solutions match to more than one interior solution. If y 7→ x is defined such that
number of exterior parameters constituting x be sufficiently large so as to guarantee uniqueness
of the exterior solution given values of the interior parameters, injectivity is not violated. In
general, because the (single-star) domain and its image are continuous sets, the space Rd (a
superset of the map codomain) must have a dimensionality greater than or equal to that of
Rn+2 (a superset of the map domain) for injectivity to be satisfied. If the dimensionality of
the codomain is defined to be d ≥ n + 2, the co-dimension of single-star solution-surface is
greater than or equal to zero and therefore the surface in general does not self-intersect.3
Consider an analysis conditional on both observations of a single star and on an arbitrary
set of submodels which share exterior parameters (up to their respective truncation orders). In
this case the solution-surface is not projected into a subspace of dimension d < n + 2, and thus
injectivity is not violated (provided the above axioms are satisfied). However, as discussed
in Section 2.2.2.2 and Section 2.2.2.3, if we are to statistically distinguish between EOSs
whose exterior solutions can (for certain densities and rotation frequencies) be degenerate
with respect to M and Req , and which exhibit approximately universal metric and surface
deformations (e.g., J, Q, and e) due to emergent interior symmetries, the likelihood function
must be highly sensitive to higher-order variations of the exterior spacetime.
The natural solution to this problem in the IP-paradigm (see Section 2.2.2.3) was to
condition on observations of multiple slowly-rotating stars, and to truncate the metric in
multipolar-order to further accelerate likelihood evaluation, provided joint likelihood functions
of remaining parameters (e.g., rotationally perturbed M, Req , and e, and possibly Ω) are
insensitive to such approximations. In the EP-paradigm, we also adopted in Section 2.2.3.2
the notion of using a universal relation for the surface ellipticity when a prior is defined on
a space of exterior parameters; we will return to this example in below. In principle this
can be extended to use of approximate universal relations for J and Q, which are not free
parameters with an associated prior, but defined through a constraint equation in terms of M,
Req , and Ω. The intuitive reason for this is that invoking universal relations in such a manner
may reduce likelihood function inaccuracy, whilst enabling one to condition—in a single joint
analysis—on observations of more stars for a fixed number of EOS parameters.
A consequence of defining vector x as an (s > 1) ensemble-solution (a point in a space
orthogonally spanned by parameters of a set of exterior spacetimes) is that if at least two
rotating stars each contribute at least three exterior parameters to x, the (n + 2)-dimensional
solution-surface must be projected (for each star) into a subspace in order to satisfy d ≡ n + 2s
over the ensemble. It follows that self-intersections are induced: the exterior solution for each
star is truncated at some order and matches to multiple truncated interior solutions for that
star (Figure A.3).4 The most useful and natural case to consider here is that each rotating star
3If Ω is defined as a parameter in both the R n+2 and R d spaces, self-intersections on Ω-hyperslices are problematic
in terms of local injectivity violation because the Ω-direction is a basis vector in both spaces.
4If an analytic exterior solution is truncated at some order in rotation frequency, this means an expansion of the
Einstein field equations is truncated in rotation frequency, and thus so are numerical interior solutions to which the
truncated exterior solutions must match. For slow-rotation, the metric may also be further truncated in multipolar
order to impose spherical symmetry and thus accelerate likelihood evaluation.
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represents a solution to the same field equation approximation: homogeneous projections of
the (n +2)-dimensional solution-surface thus form the exterior-parameter spaces of stars in the
ensemble.5 If the approximation is that of slow-rotation with multipolar metric truncation (to
impose exterior metric spherical symmetry), where the rotation frequencies are defined as both
interior and exterior parameters, and surface deformation is approximated with a universality
relation, the free exterior parameters are x = (M, Req, Ω). There is thus similarity to a case
where the ensemble consists of only static stars (Section 2.2.2.3) in that the mass-radius
plane is the primary focus and source of constraining power on EOS parameters and central
densities.
If all exterior solutions match to stable interior solutions admitted by two or more EOS
functions θ, the map y 7→ x is non-injective and thus non-invertible at those points x which
are not unique images. For instance, if all stable exterior solutions in an ensemble (whose
exterior parameters are collectively denoted by x) are identical, point x clearly matches to
more than one set y of stable interior solutions (e.g., Figure A.3).6 It is interesting to note
the nature of the injectivity violation: the map is in fact locally non-invertible at these points.
The Jacobian loses rank at any point where the central densities and rotation frequencies of
two or more stars are identical because locally there exist one or more orthogonal interior
basis vectors along which none of the exterior solutions change. Since such points form
(intersecting) surfaces in Rn+2s of co-dimension (n + 2I − 2), where I ≥ 2 is the number
of stars with identical interior conditions and thus spacetimes, the Jacobian singularities are
evidently not (all) isolated. These surfaces do not cover the entire space of interior parameters,
so only for a subset of the domain Y is the map not locally invertible: for the remaining subset
the d ≡ n + 2s free exterior parameters x are entirely sufficient to uniquely specify a preimage
y.
If there exists a finite probability density in the local neighbourhood of an ensemblesolution x ∈ X which does not uniquely specify a preimage y ∈ Y (e.g., a point x at which
all exterior solutions are identical), it is not well-defined how to map this probability density
onto the domain Y . If the Jacobian (the transformation law of Section 2.2.3.2) is applied, to a
Bayesian the prior implicitly defined on a space of interior parameters will be ill-behaved as
discussed in Section A.1.2: there will be continuous subsets of points in the space of interior
parameters where the prior density is zero, and in the near-vicinities of these points the prior
density will be small. Final points to note are that: (i) if the rotation frequencies are also
5If the field equation approximations happen to be heterogeneous across the ensemble, the situation is more
complex (as hinted in the caption of Figure A.3), but less pragmatic, and the pathologies we proceed to discuss will
not be appropriately bypassed.
6We note that typically, informative observations of multiple stars with similar exterior spacetimes will not yield
statistical constraining power in excess of that yielded by informative observations of stars with appreciably different
exterior spacetimes. Nevertheless, the truncated exterior solutions associated with a fixed θ = θ 1 (a fixed EOS, but
variable ρ and Ω) can be degenerate with respect to the truncated solutions of some fixed θ = θ 2 (a different fixed
EOS, but variable ρ and Ω). That is, points x exist which are permitted by two or more EOS, and thus are not
generated by unique preimages. A clear example is any point at which the exterior solutions are all identical, and that
particular single-star solution is permitted by two or more EOS (each with some values of ρ and Ω). This example is
non-exhaustive: a second example is any point at which all the exterior solutions are equal to one of two single-star
solutions, and two EOS each permit both of those single-star solutions.
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h: Y ! Z

Y ⇢ Rn+2s

X⇢Z
Z ⇢ Rd

Figure A.4: A discrete representation of a non-surjective map h : Y → Z where the codomain Z is a superset of the
image X of the domain Y. The image X is equivalent to the codomain X of f : Y → X, where the maps f and h
share a domain. An inclusion map ι : X ,−
→ Z is required to map X onto the codomain of h, where Z is defined by
the subset of a d-dimensional space over which a probability density distribution is finite.

considered as exterior parameters, then by definition vectors which do not change any exterior
solutions are restricted to exist in Ω-hyperslices of Rn+2s ; and (ii) if a likelihood function
is highly sensitive to rotation frequencies defined as exterior parameters, and the supported
frequencies of all stars are sufficiently different, these Jacobian singularities may not prove as
important to consider.

A.1.5

Surjectivity

Let us consider the computation of a posterior distribution of the free parameters of an
ensemble of exterior spacetime solutions, where the form of each analytic exterior solution
is shared between stars (with the possible exception of the truncation order). In order to
define where (in the space of exterior parameters) a marginal prior distribution of the exterior
parameters is permitted to be finite conditioned on general relativistic gravity and the EOS
model, we would need to precompute the image, X ⊂ Rd , of Y ⊂ Rn+2s under the map f ;
this image would correspond to the set of stable ensemble-solutions which can have finite
associated probability densities because they match to an ensemble of interior solutions (see
Figure 2.2). Both computation and implementation of the image X is, however, impractical:
it would in general need to be used to restrict the ensemble solutions for which a sampling
algorithm is permitted to evaluate likelihoods (see Section A.1.6 for further discussion on prior
definitions for EOS parameter estimation). We proceed to discuss—in terms of surjectivity
of the map from interior to exterior parameters—the consequences of not precomputing the
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image X.
In Section 2.2.3.2 we introduced the notion of the (n+2)-dimensional surface of single-star
exterior solutions—a subset of some ambient space Rd we define as the image X of Y under
the map f . We then argued that only d ≡ n + 2 parameters of an analytic exterior solution
may be considered free for parameter estimation conditioned on observations of a single star.
Let us now consider a point z ∈ Rd which represents a possible single-star solution: we
may assign a finite local probability density to point z during exterior-parameter estimation
(the first phase of the EP-paradigm). In the post-processing phase of the EP-paradigm, we
must invoke an EOS model and explicitly match stable interior solutions to exterior solutions.
It follows that if we do not precompute the image X in order to restrict exterior-parameter
estimation, point z may not lie on the solution-surface—i.e., point z < X—either because
it does not match to a stable interior solution, or because it simply does not match to any
interior solution. For the latter case, we can reason that a single functional form for the EOS
is conditioned on, and the associated parameter space is of some finite dimension n: the space
of (relativistically permitted) EOS functions is thus incomplete, whilst the exact (assumedly
universal) EOS may require an infinite number of basis functions to reconstruct exactly. It
follows that for Y ⊂ Rn+2 , the map f : Y → X is not in general surjective with respect to the
complete set of physical single-star exterior solutions which match to stable interior solutions
given all permissible functional forms for the EOS; further, there may exist points z which
are assigned a finite posterior probability density but which are not exterior solutions for
any relativistically permissible EOS and are thus unphysical. As an example, suppose the
exterior parameters are M, Req , and Ω: a point z = (M, Req, Ω) associated with a finite local
probability density may not match to any stable interior solution to the field equations when
a certain EOS model is conditioned on.
In Section A.1.4 we justified modelling an ensemble x ∈ X of exterior solutions, where
the map f : Y → X is defined for Y ⊂ Rn+2s , with s defined as the number of stars. Now
let some point z ∈ Rd , where d ≡ n + 2s, be a possible ensemble-solution: as before, we
may assign a finite local probability density to point z during exterior-parameter estimation.
Similarly, in the post-processing phase we must invoke an EOS model and explicitly match
sets of stable interior solutions (admitted by a single EOS θ) to sets of exterior solutions. If
we do not precompute the image X, each single-star exterior solution comprising z will not in
general match to a stable interior solution; on the other hand, if they all match to stable interior
solutions, those interior solutions may not be admitted by a single EOS θ. In other words,
the map f is not in general surjective with respect to the complete set of ensemble-solutions
x generated by all functional forms of the EOS given general relativistic gravity, and further,
there may exist points z which are assigned a finite (posterior) probability density but are
not exterior-solution ensembles which match to any relativistically permissible EOS—such
points are thus unphysical.
To summarise, consider Figure A.4: let us define a map h : Y → Z where the codomain Z
is defined as the subset of a d-dimensional space over which a (posterior) probability density
distribution is finite. The stable ensemble-solutions X ⊂ Rd generated under f : Y → X are
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but a proper subset of Z because ensembles of stable interior solutions (admitted by an EOS
θ) are only matched to ensembles of exterior solutions during the post-processing phase of
the EP-paradigm.
The consequence of map h being non-surjective is that the integral of the probability
density over the image X is not unity. Therefore, the integral of a corresponding density
distribution over the domain Y ⊂ Rn+2s is not unity if the transformation law suggested in
Section 2.2.3.2 is applied, even if the map f : Y → X is invertible—i.e., even if the map h is
injective. Thus the distribution on Y can only be termed a probability density distribution if
we renormalise over Y . We opine that it is most rational to renormalise over the subset of Rn
spanned by the EOS model parameters θ, following marginalisation over ρ and Ω. Finally,
we note that if map h is injective, a distributional renormalisation is equivalent to redefinition
of the codomain of h as the image X, thus forcing equivalence to map f .

A.1.6

The prior under an exterior-interior reparametrisation

In this section we demonstrate the implicit definition of a prior on a space of interior parameters
when the EP-paradigm is invoked. Such an approach has been implemented in the literature
(see Section 2.3).
The fundamental difference between the paradigms is the parameter space on which a
prior is explicitly defined. In the IP-paradigm (see Section 2.2.2.1 through Section 2.2.2.4), a
prior is defined on the space Rn+2s of interior parameters y = (θ, ρ, Ω). In the EP-paradigm, a
prior is defined on the space Rd of exterior parameters z, where we adopt the map h : Y → Z,
y 7→ z as introduced in Section A.1.5. Indeed, if we invoke the ansatz that the map y 7→ z is
everywhere diffeomorphic (see Section 2.2.3.2 through Section A.1.5), the map h is equivalent
to map f : Y → X, y → x; in this special case the points z are elements of the same set
as x. It is important for there to exist two distinct labels for elements (points) of the sets X
and Z, which are not identical without the above ansatz because Z ⊃ X. Under the ansatz
that Z ≡ X, the marginal posterior distribution of the EOS parameters θ can be written—cf.
Equation (2.15)—as
P (θ | D, M, I) =
=

∫

P(z | D, M, I) det

∂z
∂y



∫

∂x
P(x | D, M, I) det
∂y







dρdΩ
(A.6)
dρdΩ.

The notion of post-processing a marginal posterior distribution of the exterior parameters x
to calculate a marginal posterior distribution of the EOS parameters θ is natural and has been
invoked in the astrophysical literature (see, e.g., Özel & Psaltis 2009).
Let us manipulate Equation (2.1) under the ansatz of map diffeomorphicity to obtain
Equation (A.6), in order to demonstrate that the posteriors would be identical if this ansatz
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held true. The (hyper)prior π(θ, ρ, Ω, α, η, β) may be written as
∂x
P(θ, ρ, Ω, α, η, β | M, I) = P(x, α, η, β | M, I) det
∂y




(A.7)

.

Further, let us write the (hyper)prior distribution of the interior parameters, nuisance parameters, and hyperparameters as follows:
P(θ, ρ, Ω, α, η, β | M, I) = P(θ | M, I)P(ρ, Ω | θ, α, M, I)P(α | M, I)

P(η | θ, ρ, Ω, β, M, I)P(β | M, I) (A.8)

and thus
P(θ, ρ, Ω, α, η, β | M, I) = P(x | α, M, I)P(α | M, I)

∂x
P(η | θ, ρ, Ω, β, M, I)P(β | M, I) det
,
∂y


(A.9)

where the prior distribution of the exterior parameters, nuisance parameters, and hyperparameters is
P(x, α, η, β | M, I) = P(x | α, M, I)P(α | M, I)P(β | M, I)P(η | x, β, M, I).

(A.10)

Whilst the prior distribution of the central densities and rotation frequencies is separable over
stars as (see Section 2.2.2.4)
P(ρ, Ω | θ, α, M, I) =

s
Ö
i=1

(A.11)

P(ρi, Ωi | θ, α, M, I),

the prior distribution of the exterior parameters, P(x | α, M, I), is non-separable over stars
because the EOS parameters are shared. Note that whilst the transformed prior distribution
of exterior parameters x, P(x | α, M, I), is conditional on the hyperparameters α on which
control the prior P(ρ, Ω | θ, α, M, I), it is not conditional on the EOS parameters θ because point x represents a set of exterior solutions which deterministically matches to a set
stable interior solutions to the field equations. The EOS parameters θ appear in the prior
P(ρ, Ω | θ, α, M, I), on the other hand, to enforce that only interior conditions (ρ,Ω) which
generate stable interior solutions are assigned finite support a priori.
Equation (2.1) thus becomes
P (θ | D, M, I) ∝

∫

P (D | x, η, M) P (x, α, η, β | M, I) det



∂x
∂y



dηd βdρdΩdα,
(A.12)
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where the prior predictive probability of D is given by
P (D | M, I) =



∂x
∂y



∫

P (D | x, η, M) P (x, α, η, β | M, I) det

∫

P (D | x, η, M) P (x, α, η, β | M, I) dηd βd xdα,

=

dηd βdρdΩdαdθ

(A.13)

and thus
1
P (θ | D, M, I) =
P (D | M, I)

∫

P (D | x, η, M) P (x, α, η, β | M, I)
det



∂x
∂y



dηd βdρdΩdα

(A.14)

becomes
 

∂x
P(x, α, η, β | D, M, I)dηd βdα det
dρdΩ
∂y
 
∫
∂x
dρdΩ,
=
P (x | D, M, I) det
∂y

P (θ | D, M, I) =

∫ ∫

(A.15)

as required. Note that P (D | M, I) is taken under the integral to as the normalisation of the
posterior distribution of the exterior parameters, nuisance parameters, and hyperparameters:
P(x, α, η, β | D, M, I) ∝ P(D | x, η, M)P(x, α, η, β | M, I),

(A.16)

where P(D | x, η, M) is the likelihood function of the exterior parameters x and the nuisance
parameters η. This likelihood is identical to the likelihood of the interior parameters and
nuisance parameters, P(D | θ, ρ, Ω, η, M), provided that in both paradigms precisely the
same analytic exterior solutions are used under the map y 7→ x. The marginal posterior
distribution of the exterior parameters, P(x | D, M, I), spans the image X of the domain Y
under map f .
The EP-paradigm is an approximation to the IP-paradigm characterised by ignoring violations of the ansatz that the map y 7→ z is diffeomorphic. The prior distribution of the
exterior parameters needs to be recast because in the EP-paradigm the prior is not itself the
result of a distributional transformation from the space of interior parameters. In other words,
information about the EOS model is not encoded by the prior distribution of the exterior parameters. It is for this reason that even if the map h is injective, the equality of Equation (A.6)
will be infringed: the prior distribution of the exterior parameters will span some set Z ⊃ X
(see Figure A.4), and thus renormalisation will be required, as discussed in Section A.1.5.
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Indeed, in the EP-paradigm we: (i) define the hyperparameters α as directly parametrising
the prior distribution of the exterior parameters z = h(y); and (ii) define the (hyper)prior
π(z, α, η, β) , π(y, α, η, β) as
P(z, α, η, β | M, I) = P(α | M, I)P(β | M, I)P(η | z, β, M, I)

s
Ö
i=1

P(z i | α, M). (A.17)

An important caveat here is that by assuming the EOS parameters θ are shared by all
stars, each spacetime is fundamentally controlled by two remaining interior parameters: the
central density ρ and the coordinate rotation frequency Ω. Thus, if we desire a meaningful
hierarchical model for the exterior parameters, we can state that for each star only two
exterior parameters (e.g., a gravitational mass and coordinate rotation frequency) are drawn
from a joint prior distribution parametrised by hyperparameters α, whilst all other exterior
parameters are a priori drawn from some (noninformative) joint distribution which represents
our ignorance of the ensemble exterior spacetime solution-surface admitted by the EOS model
(that is, the image X of Y under f ). We note that in general, the prior distribution of the
exterior parameters, nuisance parameters, and hyperparameters could in principle be defined
(at least for a subset of parameters and hyperparameters) as a marginal posterior distribution
conditioned on an independent data set—we discuss this possibility in Section A.1.7.
We then define the marginal posterior distribution of the EOS parameters via an ill-defined
transformation:
PEP (θ | D, M, I) ∝

∫

∂z
P (z | D, M, I) det
∂y




dρdΩ,

(A.18)

where the posterior distribution of the exterior parameters is denoted by P(z | D, M, I),
spans the codomain Z of map h, and is marginal:
∫
P(z | D, M, I) =
P(z, α, η, β | D, M, I)dηd βdα
∫
(A.19)
∝
P(D | z, α, η, β, M)P(z, α, η, β | M, I)dηd βdα.
A pertinent ansatz to address is that of separability of the posterior distribution of (exterior and nuisance) parameters over stars or, more generally, over research groups with the
cognitive and computational resources to contribute to the EOS parameter estimation effort
(see Section 2.2.2.4 for more detail). The likelihood function is separable with respect to observational data from distinct isolated stars. The (hyper)prior, however, is not separable over
stars or groups if: (i) nuisance parameters (η; see Section 2.2.2.1) are shared as in Equation
(A.17); or (ii) hyperparameters (α and β; Section 2.2.2.1) are defined which are shared, also
as in Equation (A.17). In the IP-paradigm the posterior distribution of interior parameters
is fundamentally inseparable—even if all nuisance parameters and all hyperparameters are
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unshared—because the EOS parameters θ are shared by all stars.
Implicit in the ansatz of posterior separability is the ansatz that the prior is separable: this
requires both unshared (exterior and nuisance) parameters and unshared hyperparameters. It
follows that we must either not define shared hyperparameters in the global hierarchical model
M, or fix shared hyperparameters by conditioning on a hyperprior which exhibits singular
support; the latter is more principled because unshared parameters are explicitly drawn a
priori from an assumedly known population-level distribution described by the fixed shared
hyperparameters.
Let us first invoke the ansatz that all nuisance parameters η are unshared between stars.
Equation (A.17) becomes
P(z, α, η, β | M, I) = P(α | M, I)P(β | M, I)

s
Ö
i=1

P(z i | α, M)P(η i | z i, β, M, Ii );
(A.20)

however, (a subset of) hyperparameters remain shared. If we are subjectively ignorant of
the nature of population-level distributions and are uninterested in simultaneously learning
hyperparameters (including nuisance hyperparameters), we can choose not to define hyperparameters. We can then condition on some weakly information or noninformative; such a
prior may be viewed as existing in a space of distributions parametrised by hyperparameters.
In this case Equation (A.20) becomes
P(z, η | M, I) =

s
Ö
i=1

P(z i | M, Ii )P(η i | z i, M, Ii ).

(A.21)

Provided the data D are informative, the marginal posterior distribution of exterior parameters
should by definition be insensitive to the choice of the prior.
Crucially, when shared hyperparameters are fixed, certain parameters associated with
different stars are assumed to be drawn from the same underlying prior distribution, and that
distribution is fixed; thus we are not permitted the choice of different priors for different stars.7
Combining Equation (A.18), Equation (A.19), and Equation (A.21) yields an approximation

7The prior distribution of parameters associated with a given star can itself be a posterior distribution conditioned
on independent data sets, provided that the fundamental prior conditioned on in the Bayesian chain of posterior
updates is consistent with the distribution given by the fixed hyperparameters or is sufficiently noninformative for
posterior exterior-parameter inferences to be insensitive to any inconsistencies.
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Parallelisable posterior evaluation over groups 1 = 1 . . . h
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Figure A.5: The EOS parameter estimation procedure under the EP-paradigm, with fixed hyperparameters α.
Evaluation of the marginal posterior distribution of the exterior parameters z is distributed amongst research groups
in a parallel manner. A single group then post-processes this posterior—via matching of sets of stable interior
solutions to the field equations to sets of exterior solutions—to define a marginal posterior distribution of the EOS
parameters.

to a marginal posterior distribution of the EOS parameters:
PEP (θ | D, M, I) ∝

∫ "Ö
s ∫
i=1


P Di | z i, η i, M P(z i | M, Ii )
#
P(η i | z i, M, Ii )dη i

∂z
det
∂y




dρdΩ,

(A.22)

and thus
PEP (θ | D, M, I) ∝

∫ "Ö
s

#

∂z
P (z i | Di, M, Ii ) det
∂
y
i=1




dρdΩ,

(A.23)

where the marginal posteriors P (z i | Di, M, Ii ) may be computed in parallel, with independent compute resources, by one or more groups. The scope for computational parallelisation
of posterior evaluation thus arises if the shared hyperparameters α controlling the prior
distribution of exterior parameters are fixed.
Let us also consider a more general case in which subsets z 1 of exterior parameters,
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subsets η 1 of nuisance parameters, and subsets β 1 of hyperparameters are unshared by a set
of groups enumerated by 1 ∈ N>0 , but may be shared or unshared between stars. Further, let
each group analyse a data subset Dg assumed to originate from one or more stars. In this case
Equation (A.17) may instead be written
Ö
P(z 1 | M, I1 )P(β 1 | M, I1 )P(η 1 | z 1, β 1, M, I1 ).
P(z, η, β | M, I) =
(A.24)
1

The justification for this form of the (hyper)prior is that the observational data from subsets
of stars may be described with the same underlying type of submodel, and thus nuisance
parameters or hyperparameters may be shared; a group may therefore perform exteriorparameter estimation for an appropriate subset of stars. The marginal posterior distribution
of EOS parameters is then given by
PEP (θ | D, M, I) ∝

∫ "Ö ∫
1



P D1 | z 1, η 1, M P(z 1 | M, I1 )P(β 1 | M, I1 )
#
P(η 1 | z 1, β 1, M, I1 )dη 1 d β 1 det



∂z
∂y



dρdΩ (A.25)

and thus
PEP (θ | D, M, I) ∝

∫ "Ö
1

#
P z 1 | D1, M, I1



det



∂z
∂y



dρdΩ,

(A.26)

where the marginal posterior distributions under the product may be computed in parallel,
with independent compute resources, by the 1th group. There is also scope for cognitive
parallelisation: whilst every group must construct a submodel using consistent analytical
exterior spacetime solutions (where there is freedom to truncate rotational deformations
where appropriate), groups generally have the freedom to define unshared nuisance parameters
and unshared hyperparameters in order to model observational phenomena. We illustrate this
collaborative analysis in Figure A.5. We note that in general the marginal posterior distribution
of exterior parameters z 1 contributed by the 1th group can naturally be the result of a series
of Bayesian distributional updates, as suggested in Figure A.5 and in analogy with the IPparadigm discussed in Section 2.2.2.4. These updates may in principle be applied by multiple
groups (who, e.g., are experts in modelling different observational phenomena from the same
star) who communicate distributions to one another, and these groups may accelerate their
respective likelihood evaluation procedures as suggested in Section 2.2.2.4. Nevertheless,
there are many arrangements of the computation of the marginal posterior distribution of z,
and thus we do not attempt to enumerate the process beyond use of the label 1.
Finally, given that separability of the marginal posterior distribution (of exterior parameters) over groups has been achieved, we remark on EOS parameter estimation. Each
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component posterior distribution of exterior parameters (the distribution of z 1 ) needs to be
communicated to the single group who are to compute the marginal posterior distribution
of EOS parameters by explicitly matching sets of stable interior solutions to sets of exterior
solutions of the field equations. In order for the EP-paradigm EOS parameter estimation
process to be simplified and accelerated, each communicated posterior distribution of exterior
parameters may be some approximation to the full numerical distribution.
As we discuss in Section 2.2.3.4, however, provided a prior on a space of exterior parameters is noninformative relative to the likelihood function, a derived posterior distribution on
that space is likelihood-dominated and can thus be used (in an approximative manner) in the
IP-paradigm, wherein a prior is instead defined on a space of interior parameters. Therefore,
the penultimate marginal distribution depicted in Figure A.5, P(z | D, M, I), could in principle be fed—with instructions as discussed in Section 2.2.2.4—to a single group for use in
the IP-paradigm as an effective nuisance-marginalised likelihood function.

A.1.7

Updating equation of state parameter knowledge

We have argued that the IP-paradigm is principled from the perspective of a Bayesian: inbuilt
is the definition of a posterior as both an updated prior, and a prior to be updated. In
Section 2.2.2.4 in particular, it is manifest how we should go about updating a posteriori our
knowledge of the EOS parameters θ. Conversely, it is not clear how we should update our
(approximate) knowledge of θ if the EP-paradigm is invoked because in general the relevant
prior information would be defined on the space of θ.
Let us briefly consider several notable scenarios in which knowledge is to be updated a
posteriori in a future analysis, given a marginal posterior distribution of θ defined via Equation
(A.26). First, suppose that some arbitrary subset of the exterior parameters z defined in
Equation (A.26) are to be updated given some independent data set (see also Figure A.5). We
advocate that one should never attempt to use a posterior distribution of interior parameters
y—the integrand of Equation (A.26)—as a prior on a space of exterior parameters. Instead
the existing marginal posterior distribution of the exterior parameters z must first be updated
on the relevant subspace of Rd , and only then can an ill-defined transformation onto the
space Rn of EOS parameters be performed (the last stage illustrated in Figure A.5). In other
words, we should: (i) update the relevant posterior distributions of the exterior parameters z 1
(refer to Figure A.5); (ii) combine those distributions multiplicatively to form the marginal
posterior distribution of z; and (iii) only then define the marginal posterior distribution of θ via
Equation (A.26). It follows that (approximations to) the intermediary posterior distributions
always need to be archived so that future updates can be applied where relevant, followed by
subsequent (re)definition of the posterior distribution of θ.
Second, suppose that we aim to use constraints on additional exterior parameters which
do not comprise the exterior parameters z initially considered; these additional parameters
may be associated with an additional star added to the model ensemble to describe new
data acquired through observations of a distinct star, for instance. Clearly this necessitates
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redefinition of the map y 7→ z: the interior and exterior parameter dimensionalities need
to match in order to admit a probability density transformation between spaces. Whilst the
EOS model can be modified to depend on a greater number of EOS parameters, this notion is
not useful if we aim to update our knowledge of the previously applied model. On the other
hand, if the EOS model is unmodified and the exterior solution of the additional star is to be
described by greater than two exterior parameters, one of the exterior parameters previously
defined needs to be neglected; for instance, a star which previously contributed three exterior
parameters must now be omitted from the analysis.
In summary, there is no sensible framework for updating our knowledge of the EOS
parameters via the EP-paradigm because a prior exists on a space of interior parameters
(either explicitly or implicitly, the latter via an ill-defined transformation) and there does not
exist a diffeomorphic transformation between spaces of interior and exterior parameters (see
Appendices Section A.1.2 through Section A.1.5).

A.2

Spectro-temporal X-ray modelling

The discussion in the body of this work has been deliberately general, with little reference
to any of the astrophysical observables which encode information about the EOS. In order
to assist the reader, in this appendix we attempt to render the discussion less abstract by
providing an example application—i.e., a broad description of a model denoted by M (see
Section 2.2.2) in the context of techniques currently being used for EOS inference. We
very briefly suggest what the relevant terminology (e.g., parametrised sampling distributions,
nuisance parameters, and hyperparameters) could mean in this context. It is most natural to
begin with a description of the data (Section A.2.1). We then proceed to describe a model
for the statistical properties of the data which arise due to the action of stochastic processes
(Section A.2.2). Finally, we describe typical model facets which relate parameters defined in
underlying physical theories to the parameters of the probability distributions from which the
data are assumed to be drawn (Section A.2.3).

A.2.1

The data

Let us consider time- and energy-resolved X-ray observations of stars which, under M, are
assumed to be compact and either isolated X-ray pulsars, or accreting matter from a low-mass
binary companion star. An example of an operational instrument that could perform such
observations is NICER (Arzoumanian et al. 2014; Gendreau et al. 2016). Such sources are
also a major target for future proposed large-area X-ray telescopes such as eXTP (Zhang et al.
2019) and STROBE-X (Ray et al. 2019). We note that primary observations of NICER are
of isolated X-ray pulsars (rotation-powered millisecond pulsars), and most NICER papers to
date have focussed on estimation of exterior spacetime parameters, namely the Schwarzschild
gravitational masses and the equatorial radii of stars.
The raw astronomical data Di acquired via such observations of the i th real star on the
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celestial sphere are on-board photon (count) arrival times distributed over a discrete set of
output energy channels in the rest-frame of the detector. The set of photon arrival times and
energies are collectively considered as a random variate drawn from some joint probability
distribution (a joint sampling distribution), as we describe in Section A.2.2. Alternatively, the
arrival times may be transformed into (rotation) phases conditional on some fixed timing model
for a periodic signal (known as phase-folding); the phases and output energy channels may
be subsequently grouped into some fixed set of two-dimensional bins, and the count numbers
across this set may be considered as a random variate drawn from some joint probability
distribution (a joint sampling distribution).

A.2.2

The sampling distribution of the data

A generative model for the data described in Section A.2.1 is a parametrised sampling
distribution of the data; in other words, a statistical model for data generation under the action
of stochastic processes. In general there will be a sampling distribution for the data acquired
from each star. The sampling distribution of the data from each star exhibits distributional
moments (e.g., an expectation, variance, and so on); the values of these distributional moments
dependent on model parameters (see Section A.2.3).
It is first necessary to define the statistical properties of the acquired data Di . Let
us assume that a radiation field incident on a detector is quantum optically described as
an inhomogeneous Poisson point process, such that individual photons in phase-space are
statistically independent, and the discrete sampling distribution of the number of photons over
some finite subdomain of phase-space is a Poisson distribution with expectation given by
an integrated photon phase-space number density. The sampling distribution of the number
of photon incidence events on a detector is a Poisson distribution whose expectation is an
integral of the specific photon intensity over time, energy, solid angle (subtended on the
celestial sphere of a point on the detector surface), and spatial coordinates on the detector
surface; the specific photon intensity is the photon phase-space number density multiplied by
the speed of light.
The response of an X-ray instrument to an incident radiation field does not typically require definition of nuisance parameters which describe the conversion of incident photons
into counts via generation of a current (any such parameters are typically constrained during detector testing and calibration phases and are subsequently fixed for analysis of science
observations). The response is typically described in terms of the expected fractional redistribution of photons in finite-width input energy channels amongst finite-width output energy
channels. Compact stars are not resolvable, so the specific photon flux (the integral of the
specific intensity over solid angle) is uniform over an instrument-sized plane perpendicular to
the direction to the source. The integral of the specific photon flux over input energy channels
yields a discrete set of expected photon fluxes which are to be modulated by the instrument
response matrix (which also accounts for the energy-dependent effective collecting area of
the instrument). The output is the count rate in each of a discrete set of energy channels;
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each count rate, integrated over some finite time interval, is the expectation of the Poissonian
sampling distribution for that channel.
The photon arrival times in Di are countably discrete due to dependence on the imperfect
detector time-resolution; NICER, for instance, has exquisite timing capabilities, meaning that
the expected count rates need not in general be integrated over finite time intervals—the readout intervals are sufficiently small to be considered differential. In general, other detector
imperfections such as dead-time and pile-up (dependent on time-resolution and expectation of
the photon incidence rate over small regions of the detector) distort the Poissonian sampling
distribution of the counts in each channel. In principle we may model such effects (with or
without nuisance parameters), or we may simply assume that the distortions are negligible
and consider a Poissonian sampling distribution.

A.2.3

The dependence of the sampling distribution on model parameters

The sampling distribution of the data is conditional on a vector of model parameters which
govern the statistics of the incident radiation field. The sampling distributions appearing in
Equation (2.2) are P(D1 | θ, ρ 1, Ω1, η 1, M), where the 1th group models the observational
data Di associated with the i th star. Let us recall that: the 1th group models the data
Di from the i th observed star, which requires construction of a model star; ρ 1 denotes
the central energy densities of model stars considered by the 1th group; Ω1 denotes the
coordinate angular rotation frequencies of model stars considered by the 1th group; η 1
denotes the nuisance parameters considered by the 1th group; and β 1 denotes the nuisance
hyperparameters considered by the 1th group. Finally, θ denotes the EOS parameters which
are assumed to be shared by all model stars.
As stated in Section 2.2.2.2, an analytic parametrised exterior spacetime solution (which
matches to stable interior spacetime solutions) is required for describing the propagation of
radiation from the near vicinity of a model star to an instrument. For high-energy radiation
we can invoke a geometrical optics approximation: the invariance in vacuum of the photon
phase-space density along differential bundles of null geodesics which connect radiating
source material to an instrument allows us to straightforwardly map the specific photon
intensity at the source to the incident intensity (see, e.g., Misner et al. 1973; Schneider
et al. 1992). In Section 2.2.2.2 and Section 2.2.2.3 we focussed on practical (perturbative)
spacetime solutions, such as embedding a rotationally deformed, radiating 2-surface in a
spherically symmetric ambient spacetime (Morsink et al. 2007). Bhattacharyya et al. (2005),
Cadeau et al. (2007), Bauböck et al. (2012), Psaltis & Özel (2014), Nättilä & Pihajoki (2018),
and Vincent et al. (2018) improve on such an approximation, with the latter presenting a
fully numerical treatment with the exact field equations. All of these frameworks could be
consistently used in the IP-paradigm in principle, but, naturally, at increased computational
expense.
Given a spacetime solution, we require a parametrised description of local radiative
processes in order to compute incident specific photon intensities. Both exterior parameters
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(metric and surface parameters) and nuisance parameters will in general be necessary to model
radiation transport in plasma both on the model star and in its near vicinity. The radiation
field at the surface (the photosphere) can be handled in numerous ways. A phenomenological
description, for instance, may define nuisance parameters which everywhere control both the
motion of photospheric material (relative to some rotation axis and thus a distant instrument)
and the local comoving radiative properties at the photosphere. These nuisance parameters,
together with exterior parameters, control the transformation of tensorial quantities between
comoving orthonormal frames and Eulerian orthonormal frames—in particular, relativistic
beaming of radiation. Exterior parameters also control the null mapping from (spacetime)
events at the photosphere to (spacetime) events at the instrument. Examples of relevant
nuisance parameters can be found in, e.g., Miller & Lamb (1998), Poutanen & Gierliński
(2003), Bogdanov (2013), Lo et al. (2013), Miller & Lamb (2015), and Özel et al. (2016a),
who all focus on modelling rotationally pulsed radiative anisotropies at the surfaces of compact
stars. Examples include: the inclination of the line-of-sight of the instrument to the rotational
axis; the coordinate angular velocity of photospheric material; the distance between star and
instrument; and parameters which control the comoving specific intensity emergent from the
photosphere, such as those which describe the boundary of radiatively intense regions such
as ‘hot-spots’, and those which control the composition and thermodynamic state of radiating
material.
A more physically self-consistent description, on the other hand, may treat the accretion
process in terms of nuisance parameters and exterior parameters, so the local comoving
radiation field is also dependent on the spacetime. The additional modes of dependence of the
sampling distribution of the data (on the exterior parameters) will in general affect the structure
of the marginal likelihood function of the exterior parameters. The computational expense of
likelihood evaluations will also in general be affected if the local comoving radiation field is
not expressed analytically, but requires numerical evaluation itself.
Nuisance parameters are in general required to model the modulation of time-domain
incident intensities due to the orbital dynamics of the source and detector. Additional nuisance
parameters may be defined to model nuisance sources of radiation (backgrounds) that either:
(i) do not encode information about the exterior parameters; or (ii) encode information about
exterior parameters but the nature of the dependence is not sufficiently well understood for
generative modelling without risk of statistical biasing (which can nevertheless be caused
by poor phenomenological descriptions and thus sensitivity analyses are important). Such
nuisance sources may be in the local vicinity of the star; in the local vicinity of the instrument;
in the interstellar space between the star and the instrument; or maybe of a galactic or
cosmological origin, but coincident with the star in the field of view of the instrument.
Furthermore, the effect of interstellar X-ray absorption may be described with nuisance
parameters.
Nuisance parameters and hyperparameters may be defined which are shared between
stars or between nuisance sources of radiation, and may thus be shared between groups.
Further, nuisance parameters may be defined in order to handle multiple data subsets assumed
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to be generated by different realisations of the same underlying phenomenon (e.g., X-ray
oscillations generated by distinct thermonuclear bursts separated in time by accretion phases;
Watts 2012); in this case a subset of parameters (including both interior parameters and
nuisance parameters) may be shared by the distinct realisations, whilst subsets of nuisance
parameters may be unique to a particular realisation, but associated with hyperparameters
which are shared between realisations. Finally, nuisance parameters could in principle be
tied to a particular instrument during some period of operation in which multiple stars were
observed, and thus enter in parametrised sampling distributions applied to data acquired from
those stars.
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B.1

X-ray frequency evolution

We are primarily concerned with sources whose signals are stable over many pulsations.
Suppose first that the X-ray frequency is non-evolving and the source of radiation co-rotates
(i.e., is coherent) with the stellar surface. It follows that phases computed based on a (radio
derived) timing solution τ̃ 7→ φ may be assumed to be valid X-ray phases—at least up to
a global phase shift—such that φ X ≡ φ and thus ϕX ≡ ϕ = φ − bφc. This is the case for
rotation-powered X-ray pulsars.
However, it is possible to expand scope in a simplistic manner to consider sources whose
X-ray pulsation frequency—due to the global behavior of radiating surface material—evolves
with respect to the coordinate time of the chart globally foliating the spacetime. The rotational
phase function φ(t) is then not equivalent to the X-ray phase function given by
φ X (t) = φ X,0 +

1
2π

∫t

ωX (t 0)dt 0

(B.1)

0

where ωX (t) is the coordinate angular frequency of X-ray pulsations, and the zero phase
φ X,0 B φ X (t = 0). Thus, if a map τ̃ 7→ φ is applied to arrival events based on a radio timing
solution (Section 3.2.6), the derived event phases are not valid X-ray phases. However, if
indeed the X-ray frequency ωX (t) evolves in time relative to the stellar rotation frequency
ω(t), it is possible to statistically model such evolution given non-folded event arrival data
with phases φ defined by the rigid rotation of the stellar source matter (i.e., the rotation of the
surface). The X-ray frequency evolution can be treated in the generative model of the event
arrival data via a parameterized invertible map φ X 7→ φ. One then replaces the phase variable
φ in Section 3.2.7 through Section 3.2.10 with the variable φ X , and similarly ϕ goes to ϕX ,
and so on. Resultantly, the map φ 7→ ϕX is parameterized.
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An assumption that may be verifiable via a preliminary Fourier analysis is the following:1
the ωX (t) identified as the fundamental mode of pulsation via a discrete fast Fourier transform
deviates only slightly from (a harmonic of) ω(t). As an example, the frequency of flux
oscillations during a thermonuclear burst drifts by O(1) Hz over many cycles from the nominal
spin frequency. The map φ 7→ ϕX can thus be parametrized and an unbinned likelihood
function (Section 3.2.9) can be defined which uses an economical2 pulsation signal.
In order to explain the simple forms of time-evolution supported in X-PSI, we decouple the
evolution of the surface radiation field into the following components: (i) the instantaneous
radiation field as a function of spatial coordinates in a chart that co-rotates with some mode
of asymmetry in the surface photosphere and is instantaneously a Schwarzschild chart; (ii) the
coordinate angular frequency of that mode of asymmetry with respect to the Schwarzschild
chart; and (iii) the coordinate rotation frequency of the fluid light-element surface material,
assumed to be equivalent to that of the solid surface. Regarding component (ii): evolution
is permitted, but the phase-delay along rays is evaluated given some coordinate angular
frequency that is invariant over one revolution.
Regarding component (i): we consider general time-evolution of the radiation field in the
co-rotating chart as beyond the scope of X-PSI for the foreseeable future; nevertheless, for
certain restricted forms of time-evolution there is support. For example, one can implement a
custom extension module that modifies the definition of the economically computed pulsation
to be an average over some arbitrary number of cycles; crucially, the discretization of the
surface needs to be both sufficiently high-resolution and time-independent (beyond rigid
rotation), such that intensity of radiation from a given surface element can be simply summed
over revolutions and subsequently propagated to a distant observer (refer to the appendix of
Bogdanov et al. 2019, submitted to ApJLb, for related comments on discretization).
As a toy example, let us suppose that we have to contend with an O(1) Hz frequency drift
of the type detected in the tails of thermonuclear burst oscillation signals (Galloway et al.
2008; Watts 2012; Bilous & Watts 2018), but an accurate (toy) assumption is that the local
comoving surface radiation field is non-evolving between Schwarzschild time hyperslices—
i.e., non-evolving besides evolution at fixed spatial point on the surface due to rotation.
Let the frequency drift be explained by a global fluid mode that propagates azimuthally, at
evolving angular frequency, in a prograde or retrograde sense relative to the bulk periodic
rotation of the radiating fluid. The coordinate angular frequency of the X-ray oscillations
would affect the photon flux function but would not control the Lorentz transformations at the
surface. Therefore, in this limit, one could argue that the effect is small and neglect frequency
evolution for simulation of one rotational pulse—i.e., component (ii) above. The pulse could
then be invoked for describing some segment of the burst over many rotational cycles: phasefold according to φ 7→ ϕX and evaluate an unbinned likelihood function. Whether such a
simple model could perform adequately would need to be tested.
1Although this can be notoriously difficult in practice for some sources to which such analysis is particularly
applicable (Bilous & Watts 2018).
2Refer to Section 3.2.7.
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B.2

Marginalization of the default background parameters

In Section 3.2.10.3 we defined a default background model for phase-folded, binned likelihood
functions. The implementation in X-PSI is enabled by the background parameters being fast,
and by the tractability of likelihood function marginalization. Marginalization reduces the
dimensionality of the sampling space to a non-prohibitive number. In this appendix we
detail how marginalization is performed accurately but rapidly for each likelihood function
evaluation.

B.2.1

Overview

The joint probability mass of the data conditional on a vector of model parameters (θ, B) is
given by
Ö
p({d i }i=1,..., I | θ, {Bi }) =
p(dik | θ, Bi ),
(B.2)
i,k

where i = 1, . . . , I denotes detector channels, and k = 1, . . . , K enumerates a sequence of
phase intervals, each of which has an associated number dik of counts; there is assumed to
be zero statistical covariance between pairs of dik , ∀(i, k). Note that contrary to the main
body of this paper, in this appendix we identify θ as any continuous parameters that are not
marginalized over but form a dimension of the sampling space; these parameters necessarily
include the target parameters θ S , and potentially instrument response parameters as discussed
in Section B.3.2. Given Equation (3.34) and assuming the phase intervals ϕ k are all of equal
length 1/K, let
L(θ, B) B −2 ln L(θ, B)
!∫
!∫


Õ
Õ
Õ




∆t`
dϕ
∆t`
dϕ − sik (θ) − Bi
= −2
dik ln sik (θ) + Bi


`
`
i,k
ϕk
ϕk




Õ
Texp
Texp
(sik (θ) + Bi ) −
(sik (θ) + Bi ) ,
= −2
dik ln
K
K
i,k

(B.3)

Í
up to a known constant, where Texp B ` ∆t` is the total exposure time over all observing
intervals, and sik (θ) is the phase-averaged, expected count rate in (i, k)th interval, contributed
by the target source.

B.2.2

Dangers of the default background model

First, as discussed in Chapter 4, the relative contribution from surface hot regions may be
unconstrained a priori. The phase-invariant background terms are thus in principle permitted
to absorb some phase-invariant contribution from the real surface hot regions—supposing
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that the physical description of the target source is a close approximation to reality. If the
model does not perform adequately a posteriori, it should be clear that model development is
necessary; if, on the other hand, the model does perform adequately, concerns about relative
contribution are arguably not too meaningful because the ground truth is unknown.
Second, depending on the target, there may be a coherent source component with a dependence on the principal phase ϕ that is not captured by the target integrals (see Section 3.2.3)
nor these background parameters. Discussion on this issue may be found in Miller & Lamb
(2015) for bursting sources, and can also be applicable in the context of isolated X-ray pulsars.
Such a component would need to be generated by radiating material in the local vicinity of the
star that corotates with it. Examples of potentially important pulsed signals from accretionpowered pulsars that would not captured by this background model include: (i) accretion
disc reflection; and (ii) off-surface emission from an accretion funnel that is coupled to the
rotating magnetic field of the star. Notably, these components are also dependent on exterior
spacetime parameters.
For non-accreting sources such as rotation-powered X-ray pulsars, off-surface emission
may be unimportant. It may however be reasonable to consider a pulsed signal generated by
uniform surface emission exterior to closed hotter regions. The signal would be anti-phased
relative to the combined signal from the closed hotter regions, and is the simplest additional
component to calculate in X-PSI (at slightly increased computational cost).3 The importance
of such a component is dependent on instrument sensitivity to softer X-rays than typically
emitted by the hotter regions primarily targeted.

B.2.3

Marginalization

We are interested in marginalization of the target (joint posterior) distribution π(θ, B) B
p(θ, B | d):4
∫
∫
π(θ) =
π(θ, B)dB ∝ p(θ) L(θ, B)p(B)dB;
(B.4)
we denote the joint prior distribution as p(θ, B). In order to draw samples directly from the
posterior π(θ) we therefore require the likelihood as a function of θ, marginalized over the
B-subspace:
∫
L(θ) B
L(θ, B)p(B)dB;
(B.5)
hereafter we refer to this function as the background-marginalized likelihood function or
simply as the marginal likelihood function. The joint prior p(B) is assumed to be separable
3It can be efficiently computed via modification of the local radiative specific intensity within the boundaries of
the hotter regions. The signal from the hot regions can then be linearly combined with the phase-invariant signal
from the surface when ignoring the hotter regions.
4We are working in the context of a single model Mdefault with a continuous associated joint parameter space
(θ, B), so for brevity we omit the conditional arguments for the model (including any prior information).
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and diffuse—the latter being relative to the conditional likelihood function of B given θ.
Let us consider the likelihood function given by Equation (B.3) and identify the expected
number of counts in the (i, k)th interval as
cik (θ, Bi ) =

Texp
[sik (θ) + Bi ] .
K

(B.6)

Due to the nature of the generative model for the photon count data—where the background
parameter Bi is unique to the sampling distribution of the data subset in the i th channel—the
marginalization operation is separable over the I channels:
"
#
"
#
∫
Ö
Ö
Ö∫
di k
di k
−ci k
−ci k
cik (θ, Bi )e
cik (θ, Bi )e
L(θ) ∝
p(B)
dB =
p(Bi )
dBi . (B.7)
i

i,k

B.2.3.1

k

Analytical marginalization

We first review analytical and semi-analytical approximations to B-subspace marginalization.
Let the global maximum in the log-likelihood function be
L0 = −2 ln L0 = −2 max [ln L(θ, B)] ,

(B.8)

(θ, B)

such that the parameter vector that maximizes the likelihood function is given by y 0 B
(θ 0, B0 ). A local second-order expansion of the log-likelihood function in the B-subspace (a
θ-hyperslice through the joint space of all model parameters) about some point y B (θ, B 0)5
is given by (Taylor & Kitching 2010)
L(θ, B) ≈ L(θ, B 0) + δBT

∂L
∂B

1
∂2L
+ δBT
δB + O(kδBk 3 ),
2
∂B2

y

(B.9)

y

such that under the assumption of local Gaussianity of L(θ, B), its expectation with respect to
a joint flat (improper) prior density p(B), gives the log-marginal-likelihood function (see the
appendix of Taylor & Kitching 2010)
T

1 ∂L ∂ 2 L
L(θ) ≈ L(θ, B ) −
2 ∂B ∂B2
y
|
{z

−1

0

y

≈−2 ln max B [L(θ, B)]

∂L
© ∂2L ª
+Tr ln  2 ® ,
∂B
∂B y
y
«
¬
}

(B.10)

5Where in general θ , θ 0 as required, and B0 need not necessarily be an accurate approximation to the background
vector B0 that maximizes the global likelihood function in the full model parameter space Taylor & Kitching (2010),
provided the conditional likelihood function on the (nuisance) B-subspace does not exhibit appreciable departures
from Gaussianity in the peak region.
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where the approximation becomes exact if the conditional likelihood function on the Bsubspace is exactly Gaussian.6 If the parameters θ were negligibly correlated with the
parameters B (over some subdomain of the full parameter space where the joint prior density
is finite), and vector B 0 maximizes the likelihood function for some arbitrary vector θ 0 in
the peak region, the second term in Equation (B.10) involving first-order derivatives with
respect to B is in practice close to vanishing ∀θ: L(θ, B 0) ≈ −2 ln maxB [L(θ, B)]. Note that
this second term is restricted to being either positive or zero. The third term will in general
always be negative to account for the correction to the (approximate) ln maxB [L(θ, B)] by
probabilistic averaging of the assumed Gaussian likelihood function on the B-subspace with
respect to the nuisance joint prior distribution on that subspace.
Applying this approximation to the likelihood function given by Equation (B.3):
L(θ) ≈ −2

Õ

dik ln



i,k


Texp
Texp
(sik (θ) + Bi ) −
(sik (θ) + Bi )
K
K
1 ∂L
−
2 ∂B

T

y

∂2L
∂B2

−1

y

∂L
∂B

y

© ∂2L ª
+ Tr ln  2 ® .
∂B y
«
¬
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All derivatives can be calculated analytically. Let us first calculate the first-order derivatives:
(
)


Texp
Texp
∂L
∂ Õ
(sik (θ) + Bi ) −
(sik (θ) + Bi )
dik ln
= −2
∂B
∂B i,k
K
K


Õ
Texp
Texp
∂
∂L
(sik (θ) + Bi ) −
dik
∴
= −2
ln
∂Bi
∂Bi
K
K
k
Õ
= 2Texp − 2
dik (sik (θ) + Bi )−1 .

(B.12)

k

The conditional likelihood function, as required, has second-order derivatives
vanish7 on θ-hyperslices, where here j , i where j B 1, . . . , I, whilst
Õ
∂2L
=2
dik (sik (θ) + Bi )−2 .
2
∂Bi
k

∂2 L
∂B j ∂Bi

that

(B.13)

The second-order derivatives are dependent on B, and all higher-order derivatives (with
respect to non-mixed background parameters) are also finite, so the logarithm of the likelihood
function is not quadratic, as expected. Crucially however, there no inflection points on the
6Note that for a bounded uniform joint prior on the B-subspace, the log-marginal-likelihood function is approximated by Equation (B.10) up to a constant that includes the prior volume in the B-subspace (unnecessary for
parameter estimation but relevant to evidences).
7Note that when marginalized over the θ-subspace, the parameters of B may in principle exhibit finite degeneracies
due to the effective coupling to the parameters θ, provided there exist finite degeneracies between θ and B.
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domain Bi ∈ R ≥0 . For n ∈ N ≥2 :
Õ
∂nL
= 2 × (−1)n × (n − 1)!
dik (sik (θ) + Bi )−n ;
n
∂Bi
k

(B.14)

notably, the signs oscillate with order and thus higher-order corrections partially negate in
the Taylor expansion—B.9. Further, as the number of counts in the i th channel increases,
the expected count numbers within the peak region increase and are raised to the power n in
the denominator, such that the higher-order derivatives are rapidly damped with n for large
numbers of counts. Asymmetry manifests because there is an additional mode of dependence
of the sampling distribution in the (i, k)th interval on Bi , which appears in both the mean and
the variance. In the limit that the data consists of large dik (e.g., for long exposure times),
a maximum-likelihood sampling distribution p(dik | θ 0, B0 ) in the (i, k)th interval becomes
symmetric, and as does the conditional likelihood function.
Let us calculate the inverse matrix for the likelihood function given by Equation (B.3).
The covariance matrix (up to a constant factor) is given by:
"
#
 2  −1
∂ L
1
1
1
= diag Í
, . . ., Í
,
(B.15)
−2
−2
2
∂B2
k d1j (s 1k (θ) + B1 )
k dI k (s I k (θ) + BI )
and thus letting B 0 = (B10 , B20 , . . . , BI0 ) where y , (θ, B 0):


Texp
Texp
0
dik ln
sik (θ) + Bi −
sik (θ) + Bi0
ln L(θ) ≈
K
K
i,k
|
{z
}
Õ



1st term

"

Õ
 −1
1Õ
Texp −
dik sik (θ) + Bi0
+
2 i
k
|
{z

#2 "

# −1
Õ

dik sik (θ) +

 −2
Bi0

(B.16)

k

positive 2nd term

}

 −2 Õ
sik (θ)
ln
2
1Õ Õ
0 I
ln
dik 1 +
+
lnB
,
−
i −
0

2 i
Bi
2
i
k
|
{z
}


negative 3rd term

where the last terms are independent of θ and are thus unimportant for parameter estimation
(conditional on some model) in this approximation. If, ∀(i, k), Bi0 ≈ K dik /Texp and Bi0 
sik (θ), then the dependence of the third term on θ is weak, and the data are not informative
for constraining B only. However, if sik (θ) ∼ Bi0, the dependence of the third term on θ is
stronger if the dependence of the rates {sik } on θ is strong.
Instead of fixing ∀θ the vector B 0, an approximation for each Bi0 could be invoked.
Considering the phase-integrated Poisson process in each channel, approximate conditional
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likelihood maximization in the i th channel is achieved via
!
Õ
Texp Õ
0
dik ∼ Poisson Texp Bi +
sik (θ)
K k
k
1 Õ
K
1 Õ
hdik i k − hsik (θ)i k .
sik (θ) =
∴ Bi0 ≈
dik −
Texp k
K k
Texp

(B.17)

Note that in this approximation Bi0 = Bi0(θ), and thus the penultimate term of Equation (B.16)
is not omitted. Crucially, this approximation can yield negative background count rates if
the count rate from the star is sufficiently high; in such instances, the conditional likelihood
function on the B-subspace may not be well-approximated by a Gaussian, in part due to
truncation. Otherwise, the approximation promises to improve accuracy of the marginal
likelihood function with increasing separation from the global peak on the θ-subspace.
In Miller & Lamb (2015) the likelihood is numerically maximized for each vector θ,
which is a naturally more accurate alternative to the maximization term (the second term)
in Equation (B.16) if the conditional likelihood function on the B-subspace (fixed θ) is not
well-approximated as Gaussian or vector B 0 leads to inaccuracies. The numerical maximization should nevertheless be inexpensive relative to target signal computation because the joint
sampling distribution of the data is separable over channels, each of which is uniquely associated with a fast background rate parameter. One may thus embed some sophisticated low-level
one-dimensional maximization routine within the marginal likelihood function evaluator, with
the routine being executed I times per evaluation given a vector θ (as can be inferred from the
description in Miller & Lamb 2015).
In Miller & Lamb (2015) a different type of approximation is applied: during stochastic
mapping of the θ-subspace, additional tracking of the factor difference between the approximate B-marginalized likelihood and the B-maximized likelihood suggested weak dependence
on θ under the assumption of B-subspace conditional likelihood function Gaussianity. In
terms of the approximation given by Equation (B.10), the third term would need to exhibit
an unimportant dependence on θ. In that case, even if sampling noise on the θ-subspace
was not a dominant source of error, parameter inferences (in the continuous space defined
by some model) would be insensitive to which likelihood is used in practice. However, it
is unnecessary for us to rely on this approximation being sufficiently accurate because fast
numerical marginalization is tractable.

B.2.3.2

Fast numerical background marginalization

We opt to perform numerical marginalization to circumvent the problem of analytically
justifying the invocation of Gaussianity of the conditional likelihood function on the Bsubspace for general use cases. The resulting algorithm can thus be implemented in the low
count-number regime and beyond, and truncation of the marginalization operation at B = 0
is accurately accounted for.
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Numerical integration is, in the same vein as numerical maximization of the conditional
likelihood function discussed above, inexpensive relative to target signal computation. It
follows that I one-dimensional explicit integrals need to be performed to compute the marginal
likelihood of the vector θ, where for each iteration in each channel, the time to reevaluate the
conditional likelihood function is small because the background parameters are all fast. If,
algorithmically, likelihood function evaluation is structured such that varying a Bi for fixed θ
is many orders of magnitude faster than when varying θ, the relative speed difference gives
a handle on the maximum number of conditional likelihood function evaluations (over all
channels) permitted before numerical marginalization becomes as expensive as target signal
calculation. Even if it were the case that marginal likelihood function evaluation was O(1)
times longer than likelihood function evaluation, it is arguably justified in order to ensure the
number of sampling space dimensions is tractable. A sophisticated low-level one-dimensional
integration routine can thus be embedded within the marginal likelihood function evaluator,
with the routine being executed I times per evaluation given a vector θ.
Let us examine how to perform background marginalization via numerical quadrature in
practice. It is necessary to define the prior density distribution p(Bi ) on each background
subspace. For the purpose of parameter estimation given some model, one can in principle
define for each Bi an improper prior density distribution—such as uniform on the semiunbounded domain R ≥0 . Suppose one defines some arbitrarily large, finite upper bound Bi ,
such that the prior density on the interval Bi ∈ [0, Bi ] is constant. In the limit that Bi → ∞,
the posterior density distribution is defined due to the integrability of the conditional likelihood
function. However, even if the prior density functions for each Bi are proper, if the joint prior
density p(B) is separable and weak, the model may clearly diverge from being generative in
the sense that it can generates data that violates some knowledge about the data-generating
process (such as instrumental limits), but the model may be adequately predictive a posteriori
(Gelman et al. 2017).
To enable evidence computation, however, one needs to define finite bounds, because in
the limit Bi → ∞ the evidence is zero for an integrable conditional likelihood function in
the i th channel. Evidences will be critically sensitive to this bound because it exerts control
over the prior predictive complexity. As we caution in Section 3.2.10.3, however, the prior
predictive complexity of a given model is generally always going to be greatly amplified by
invoking this default background treatment, even if the bounds Bi are tailored appropriately
to an instrument and the observational fields containing the target source. Therefore, we
advise that if one opts to couple this default background treatment with some set of target
(and instrument) models, one takes care to apply the same joint prior density distribution on
the B-subspace in order to eliminate differences in prior predictive complexities due to the
background prior choice.
To accurately evaluate the integrand without numerical overflow and with minimal under-
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flow we first consider that
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where const. = − k ln dik ! may simply be precomputed and stored in memory for all likelihood evaluations, and ln dik ! can be rapidly evaluated for dik . O(100) using hard-coded
tables, and via series truncation for larger values—we use the GSL library. We can further
manipulate the integrand by writing
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(B.19)
Í
and const. = − ik ln dik ! is thus not necessary unless the fully marginal likelihood is desired.
The utility of writing the integrand in this form8 is that underflow is circumvented; overflow
is not a problem in general even working with Equation (B.18), however underflow occurs
away from peak regions in each background dimension and the numerical marginal likelihood
function becomes noisy, possibly inducing artificial local modes at very small likelihoods. We
desire a smooth logarithmic function of the likelihood. Underflow occurs due to computer exponentiation of large negative numbers. In Equation (B.19) however, we ensure the exponent
is unity at some point within the integral domain, meaning that the important contributions to
the marginalization operation are accurately evaluated. We proceed to discuss the maximiza8This is merely the integral form of the standard logsumexp manipulation.
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tion operation, which is performed via numerical iteration, given a fiducial background vector
and analytical first and second order partial derivatives of the logarithm of the likelihood
function.
In order to robustly capture the peak in the conditional likelihood function, one needs to
ensure the applied adaptive quadrature routine initially divides the integration domain into
some sufficiently large number of intervals. The integral limits must be specified appropriately:
one can base these limits on the data {dik } and the numerical rates {sik (θ)}. The maximum
in conditional likelihood function satisfies
D
E
Õ
Texp
∂L
.
= 2Texp − 2
dik (sik (θ) + Bi )−1 = 0 =⇒ dik (sik (θ) + Bi )−1 =
k
∂Bi
K
k

(B.20)

Therefore if
Bi 

K
hdik i k − hsik (θ)i k ,
Texp

(B.21)

the conditional likelihood of Bi will be far smaller than the maximum (conditional) likelihood.
The maximization approximation given by Equation (B.17) is not everywhere sufficiently
accurate for centering the bounds of the integral domain, nor for the scaling term appearing
in Equation (B.19). In particular, there may exist fringe regions of the prior hypervolume
in which the signal from the target is exceptionally bright (e.g., small distances and intense
surface radiation fields), meaning that application of approximation Equation (B.19) can result
in negative background count rates, which is nonsensical, and if nonetheless applied can lead
to total expected count-rate functions that are negative for some subdomain of the interval
[0, 1] 3 ϕ, meaning the likelihood function is undefined. We impose a hard physical prior
boundary B = 0 in order to impose meaning on the parameters B as defining a Poissonian
background process;9 it follows that a point calculated via application of Equation (B.19) that
does not satisfy B ≥ 0 is not the point where the conditional likelihood function is maximal
within the marginalization domain.
A critical and general remark to be made is that the conditional likelihood function is
highly non-Gaussian on R if the total expected count rate in any phase interval approaches
zero as a function of the background count rate, where the likelihood rapidly decays and
the curvature diverges. If the expected total number of counts is zero when integrated over
some subdomain of the interval [0, 1] 3 ϕ containing a finite number of observed events,
the likelihood function is zero (provided that such information is not degenerated due to
phase-binning) and thus not close to maximal. Such a scenario can occur if for instance the
flux from the star falls to zero over some subinterval in phase, in which case background
count rates approaching zero have associated likelihoods that decay rapidly to zero. If the
phase-averaged signal from the star is bright, the background count rate that maximizes the
9In principle, discarding the meaning of the parameters B as Poissonian count rates, the maximum of the
conditional likelihood function in a given channel could be permitted to exist at some negative Bi , in which case the
sum of the target count-rate function and Bi must by definition be greater than zero ∀ϕ.
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conditional likelihood function may be small, but is strictly greater than zero.
Consider the expansion given by Equation (B.9): differentiating the conditional likelihood
function along each background dimension we obtain
∂L
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∂Bi
∂Bi
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+
2 ∂Bi



 2
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i
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(B.22)

Requiring an extremum (equivalent for L and L due to monotonicity of the logarithmic
transformation),
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We therefore iteratively update Bi , given fiducial point Bi0, evaluating the analytic derivatives
at new points upon each iteration; the derivatives are given by Equation (B.12) and Equation (B.13). The curvature scale is thus used to approximate conditional likelihood function
maximization, given the first-order derivative of the logarithm. We then need a termination
criterion. Consider that if the conditional likelihood exhibits small departures from Gaussianity, the scale of the modal region of the function along each dimension is characterized almost
entirely by the curvature. Suppose the conditional likelihood function in the i th channel is
approximated as
(Bi − µi )2
L(Bi ; θ) ∝ exp −
2σi2
"

#

∂2L
=⇒ σi = 2
∂Bi2
√

# − 12

"

(B.24)

.
Bi

We can therefore terminate the iterative procedure once |δBi | <  σi (Bi ), for some small
tolerance factor   1; for small departures from Gaussianity, this procedure converges
extremely rapidly, in O(1) steps, and thus in a low-level language is entirely inexpensive. It
follows that for termination:
∂2L
|δBi | B
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−1

Bi
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2
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# 12
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Bi

For cases where the conditional likelihood function rapidly decays to zero for some background
count rate, but the count rate that maximizes the function is in the near vicinity, one needs to
be careful when performing such an iterative maximization procedure because the curvature
and the first-derivative both diverge. As stated above, in general this is expected to only to
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occur for very bright model sources in fringes of the prior hypervolume, where the likelihood
function is everywhere small relative to the global maximum. One therefore needs to protect
against program instability, but need not be concerned too much with precisely calculating
the marginal likelihood—the logarithm of the likelihood should be set to some large negative
number if not inexpensively calculable.
Once we have a sufficiently accurate solution for the maximum likelihood point B̂i , we can
choose bounds of the integral domain such as (ai, bi ) B B̂i ± ασi , where α ∼ 10. Moreover,
we can precompute the integrand scaling term
!
Õ
Õ
max −Texp Bi +
dik ln cik ≈ −Texp B̂i +
dik ln cik ( B̂i ),
(B.26)
Bi

j

k

such that for appropriate initial point Bi0 and small , the exponent of the integrand is at most
O(1). If the exponent is unexpectedly larger than this order, as a safeguard, (doubly) adaptive
quadrature routines exist that can handle difficult integrands.
To obtain an initial value Bi0 it is first necessary to check the lower bound on R at which the
conditional likelihood function decays to zero. The expected count rate from the star is zero
or positive in all phase intervals; the likelihood is defined and positive only for background
count rates greater than the negative of the minimum of phase intervals of the count rate from
the model star. If the count rate is precisely zero over some phase interval, the background
count rate must be strictly positive; the initial value Bi0 is therefore taken as the minimum over
phase intervals of finite data counts, normalized by Texp /n, and multiplied by a small factor
such as 10−2 .
Otherwise, applying Equation (B.19), if Bi0 < 0, we impose that Bi0 = 0, and if upon first
iteration δBi < 0, then it is known that B̂i ≡ 0, and σi is evaluated at zero; if on the other
hand δBi > 0, iteration proceeds from the improved initial point Bi0. If B̂i − ασi ( B̂i ) < 0
we impose that ai B 0; if on the other hand, the count rate from the model star is zero in a
phase interval, ai B Bi0/10, where Bi0 is calculated from the minimum finite observed counts
as described above.
Such a procedure rapidly generates very smooth numerical marginal likelihood functions
over the entire prior hypervolume on the θ-subspace. The time to re-evaluate the function
under a variation in the B-subspace at least O(100) times faster than under a variation in
the θ-subspace. In Figure B.1 we provide an example of how the background-marginalized
likelihood behaves as a function of distance.

B.3

Mixed discrete-continuous model spaces

In this appendix we build general models and joint posterior distributions for Bayesian computation. Such models abstractly encompass instrument calibration uncertainty.
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Figure B.1: An example of the logarithm of a background-marginalized likelihood function, conditional on a
synthetic data set. The likelihood is displayed as a function of distance to a target source, for discrete fixed values of
the angular radius of a circular hot spot on the surface. The parameter vector is otherwise identical to the injected
vector. Note that the scale is double-logarithmic in likelihood. The marginal likelihood rapidly converges to a
constant with increasing distance of the star, as required. For very small distances the logarithm of the marginal
likelihood diverges to large negative numbers. Note that for an order of magnitude change in spot angular radius, the
maximum (conditional marginal) likelihood distance changes by approximately an order of magnitude because the
total flux from the star varies approximately linearly with the integrated proper area of the spot.

B.3.1

Model generalization

Ð
Let us define a discrete-continuous-mixed model M that is, in part,10 a union m∈M Mm ,
where M ⊂ N is the space of a discrete parameter m and where each Mm may be considered as
a model within M . We consider for readability a single discrete parameter, but the formalism
in this appendix is extensible beyond a single discrete parameter. Let each model Mm define
a continuous space Θm ⊆ Rnm such that M defines a space given by the union of Cartesian
products
Ø
({m} × Θm ) .
ΘB
(B.27)
m∈M

The number of dimensions of the space Θm is given by nm .
10A probability measure on the set M is also required for completion.
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Let there exist a set of continuous target parameters θ ? ∈ Θ? ⊆ R? that are shared between
the spaces Θm and of explicit interest for Bayesian computation. Further let us identify for
each m the set of remaining parameters θ m that constitute Θm ; a subset of the parameters
θ m may optionally be shared with one or more spaces Θm0 ,m . Let us define the concept of
parameter sharing more precisely by stating that the shared dimensions of Θm and Θm0 ,m
are a single mathematical object; e.g., the θ ?-dimensions form the space Θ?. Each model
Mm can define a distinct probability measure on the shared dimensions: for instance a joint
prior probability density distribution p(θ ? | m) : M × Θ? → R, where m is, in part, a discrete
hyperparameter. Alternatively, the joint prior may be precisely the same probability measure
∀m, in which case p(θ ?) : Θ? → R.
Let us write the joint posterior distribution of the target parameters as
Õ ∫
p(θ ? | d, M, I ) =
p(θ ?, θ m, m | d, M, I )dθ m
m∈M

=

(B.28)

Õ ∫ p(d | θ ?, θ m, m, M )p(θ ?, θ m, m | M, I )
dθ m,
p(d | M, I )
m∈M

where the prior predictive probability of the data (the fully marginal likelihood) is given by
Õ ∫
p(d | M, I ) =
p(d | θ ?, θ m, m, M )p(θ ?, θ m, m | M, I )dθ m dθ ?,
(B.29)
m∈M

and the joint prior distribution is given by
p(θ ?, θ m, m | M, I ) = p(θ ?, θ m | m, M, I )p(m | M, I )

(B.30)

= p(θ ? | M, I )p(θ m | m, M, I )p(m | M, I ),

where p(m | M, I ) is a probability mass distribution. Note that here we explicitly condition
on both M and on prior information I (a union of independent observational data sets). The
posterior is then written as
p(θ ? | d, M, I ) =

p(d | θ ?, M, I )p(θ ? | M, I )
,
p(d | M, I )

(B.31)

where
p(d | θ ?, M, I ) =

Õ

p(m | M, I )

∫

p(d | θ ?, θ m, m, M )p(θ m | m, M, I )dθ m

(B.32)

m∈M

|

{z

marginal likelihood function

}
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and letting Z B p(d | M, I ),
Z=
=

∫

p(θ ? | M, I )

Õ

p(m | M, I )

∫

p(d | θ ?, θ m, m, M )p(θ m | m, M, I )dθ m dθ ?

m∈M

Õ

p(m | M, I )

∫

p(d | θ ?, θ m, m, M )p(θ ? | M, I )p(θ m | m, M, I )dθ m dθ ?

m∈M

=

Õ

p(m | M, I )p(d | m, M, I ).

m∈M

(B.33)

Note that the posterior mass function on the discrete set M is then
p(m | d, M, I ) =

p(d | m, M, I )p(m | M, I )
.
p(d | M, I )

(B.34)

Let us note the following limits: (i) if M has a solitary member m, then
p(θ ? | d, M, I ) =

p(θ ? | M, I )
p(d | M, I )

∫

p(d | θ ?, θ m, m, M )p(θ m | m, M, I )dθ m

(B.35)

where p(d | M, I ) ≡ p(d | m, M, I ); and (ii) if there do not exist any parameters θ m , ∀m,
such that Θm ≡ Θ?, then
p(θ ? | d, M, I ) =

p(θ ? | M, I ) Õ
p(m | M, I )p(d | θ ?, m, M ),
p(d | M, I ) m∈M

(B.36)

where marginalization is not required to evaluate the likelihood function p(d | θ ?, m, M ), and

p(d | M, I ) =

Õ

p(m | M, I )

∫

p(d | θ ?, m, M )p(θ ? | M, I )dθ ?

m∈M

=

Õ

p(m | M, I )p(d | m, M, I ).

(B.37)

m∈M

The primary sampling technique applied within X-PSI is that of nested sampling (see
Section 3.4.1 and Section B.5). Therefore one requires a practical method for computation
of the joint posterior distribution of the shared target parameters θ ?. Typically, one proceeds
by applying nested sampling to each member of a discrete set of models with associated
continuous spaces, computing for each an evidence Zm = p(d | m, M, I ) and a set of
weighted samples whose weight density approximates the joint posterior distribution
p(θ ? | M, I )
p(θ | d, i, M, I ) =
p(d | m, M, I )
?
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∫

p(d | θ ?, θ m, m, M )p(θ m | m, M, I )dθ m .

(B.38)
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Therefore, let us manipulate Equation (B.31) to obtain
p(θ ? | d, M, I ) =

Õ p(d | m, M, I )p(m | M, I )
p(d | M, I )
m∈M |
{z
}
p(m | d, M , I )

p(θ ? | M, I )
p(d | m, M, I )
|

∫

p(d | θ ?, θ m, m, M )p(θ m | m, M, I )dθ m ; (B.39)
{z
}

numerical weight-density approximation

it follows that to marginalise over the discrete parameter m, one can reweight the nested
samples with a posterior mass function over the set M:
p(m | d, M, I ) = Í

p(m | M, I )Zm
.
m∈M p(m | M, I )Zm

(B.40)

One does not therefore necessarily need to make a decision about which member Mm ∈ M to
select in order to make inferential statements about shared parameters of interest, because the
discrete nuisance parameter is marginalized. Indeed, if a subset of members Mm ∈ M exhibit
comparable posterior masses, that information manifests in the joint posterior distribution of
the shared parameters.
For a set M of sufficiently small cardinality, applying nested sampling software to each
member Mm ∈ M is entirely feasible, and can be achieved in parallel in non-communicating
processes given the appropriate computational resources. If, however, one is in the limit
above—i.e., there are no unshared parameters—such that Θm ≡ Θ?, one could instead
consider redefining M by connecting the discrete models Mm ∈ M in a continuous manner, eliminating the need for a discrete parameter. The continuous parameters that connect
the models are then jointly sampled (or analytically or numerically marginalized to reduce
sampling-space dimensionality) with the target parameters θ ?.

B.3.2

Discrete parametrization of an instrument

As a pertinent example let us suppose that a subset of nuisance parameters are defined to
parameterize the operation of the instrument in response to incident radiation from point
sources.
The matrix elements R?`i j (r̂ P ) and R`i j may in principle each be considered as (continuous) model parameters, and may be measured—i.e., statistically inferred given a data
set acquired in some highly controlled environment such as a laboratory. The joint prior
distribution of these parameters may in principle be highly informative, to the degree that
it dominates any likelihood function given science observations, and the response matrix is
thus fixed because considering the matrix elements as variables may significantly increase
computational cost whilst minimally modulating the joint posterior distribution of the source
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parameters. Unless the instrument parameters can be analytically or numerically marginalized (perhaps with some judicious prior choices) to reduce the number sampling dimensions,
the source contribution to the numerical likelihood function is in general too expensive for
significant inflation of the number of parameter dimensions, as may be the case for a matrix
with many more elements than source parameters.
If, on the other hand, the operation of the instrument is not highly constrained, one
may be interested in performing joint estimation of source (and background) parameter and
instrument parameters. For the reasons given above, however, it may be intractable to consider
each response matrix element as a parameter; instead one might consider a lower-dimensional
continuous parametrization, or a discrete or discrete-continuous-mixed parametrization.
As a toy example, let us consider a scenario in which there exist two fixed models for
the mean instrument operation as appearing in Equation (3.24); let these models be assumed
to bound ignorance to the true operation,11 each of which specifies a response matrix R?(m)
where m ∈ {1, 2}. Instead of identifying two models with the discrete parameter m, we could
define a space of continuous parameters θ such that the applied response matrix is given
by R? B R?(θ; {R?(m) }) where m ∈ {1, 2} purely enumerates the matrices from which
R? is built. Heeding the warning above regarding the dimensionality of the response matrix
parametrization, let us consider a single-parameter family of response matrices to demonstrate
what is effectively the simplest form of model for jointly estimating source and instrument
properties. E.g., one could define
R?(θ; {R?(m) }) B wR?(1) + (1 − w)R?(2),

(B.41)

where w ∈ [0, 1]; it is then the case that the element-wise mixture of the matrices is free, but
the weights are uniform across all matrix elements. The joint posterior distribution of interest
is then given by
p(θ ? | d, M, I ) =

p(θ ? | M, I )
p(d | M, I )

∫

p(d | θ ?, w, M )p(w | M, I )dw,

(B.42)

where p(d | M, I ) is now the prior expectation of the likelihood function over the joint space
of (θ ?, w). It follows that the marginalization integral in Equation (B.42) can be estimated
with a single (nested) sampling process with respect to only continuous parameters (θ ?, w).
An added level of sophistication as demonstrated by Xu et al. (2014) is to consider a
library of calibration products: a discrete set of functions of incident photon energy that collectively span the theoretical uncertainty in the channel-invariant effective area. Uncertainty
in the redistribution matrix is beyond the scope of the work; the approach is thus consistent
with writing the response matrix R? in terms of a discretized effective-area function and
a redistribution matrix, and parametrising the effective-area function alone. The library is
represented by a principal component analysis that summarizes the information within the
11Perhaps, e.g., there are two available response matrices that are discrepant in some manner, and a consensus
cannot be reached as to which to condition on for source parameter estimation.
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library in terms of a set of linearly independent objects; the compression of the number of
library components can be used to construct instrument models with fewer parameters than
there are source parameters, whilst maintaining the majority of the predictive complexity in
the full library of calibration products.

B.4

Comments on priors and analysis workflow

An overarching notion that X-PSI is based upon is that pulse-profile modeling is a promising
technique for deriving inferential statements about interior parameters—in particular those
of cold dense matter EOS models—which may be assumed shared between members of an
ensemble of NSs (e.g., Riley et al. 2018, and references therein; featured in Chapter 2, and
hereafter R18). To this end, it is necessary to consider the problem of prior specification:
an inherent component of any generative model. Moreover, prior specification is dependent
on the parameter estimation workflow—i.e., on the sequence of intermediary computations
which lead to inferential statements on parameters of interest. As discussed below and by
R18, the workflow can take a number of forms involving exterior spacetime parameters (to
which interior parameters are deterministically related via general relativistic gravity).

B.4.1

Overview

X-PSI offers a restricted set of models for a targeted star. The aim is to allow a user to couple
low-level routines for signal computation to customizable high-level tools for building and
applying a pulse-profile model, subject to tractability with open-source sampling software
(see Section 3.4). A prior must be jointly specified for the parameters native to X-PSI and any
ulterior model parameters, discrete or continuous, that a user defines.
Adopting viewpoints from Gelman et al. (2017), informative priors are specified without
reference to a present or future likelihood function (i.e., without reference to observations to
be analyzed), and encode all known information about a problem. In practice, however, it
is mostly the case that complex data-generating processes are approximated in M -complete
or M -open settings (e.g., Clarke et al. 2014), and it is far from obvious how to define an
appropriate prior or even what a prior should purport to mean. Pragmatically, one may refer
to a likelihood function (e.g., in order to construct parametrization-invariant definitions that
are minimally informative from an information-theoretic perspective), or choices to impose
inferential regularity and tractability may be made (Gelman et al. 2017).
Any application of X-PSI to data should be classifiable in either an M -complete or
an M -open context: the target models supplied will at best withstand posterior predictive
scrutiny when linked into a larger generative model, and stating the obvious, the user is
warned that it may not be possible to build a model that is even satisfactory according to
some predictive metric of performance. One reason for this is that target models in X-PSI
are not fully self-consistent numerical simulations with parameterized boundary conditions
and initial conditions, but are necessarily of a rudimentary phenomenological nature where
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physical intuition is lacking. The parameters native to X-PSI may generally be considered as
bounded (or cyclic) mathematically. As an example, a substantial number of parameters might
be defined as coordinates in a physical coordinate system and the underlying mathematical
structure may guide prior definition. The inclination in spherical coordinates subtended by a
distant observer to a star’s rotation axis has compact support, and a flat prior may be intuited
as natural under the notion of isotropy; however, the smaller the inclination (directions close to
the rotation axis being smallest) the greater the degree of time-invariance of the distant signal
on the rotational timescale, meaning pulsations may not be detected—a selection effect. We
are therefore reminded that prior modeling is subsumed within generative modeling and all
inferences are explicitly conditional on the set of models considered.
It is for the above reasons that, beyond noting that proper priors with compact support are
usually more tractable for sampling applications, our purpose is not to advise on the details
of priors. The single exception to the above rule is the focus of the remainder of this section.

B.4.2

Joint priors for exterior spacetime parameters

The exception concerns a workflow wherein interior parameters are not jointly sampled with
any parameters that do not control spacetime structure, instead being sampled after all of
these latter parameters have been marginalized over. Interior parameters as defined in R18
control local source matter properties and are, in the sense of locality, of a more fundamental
nature than global exterior spacetime parameters that are unshared between NSs; in the
astrophysical literature exterior parameters are typically directly constrained conditional on
X-ray event data, with the intent to transform statistical information between exterior and
interior parameter spaces. R18 treat this problem in detail, and to ensure rigor from a
Bayesian perspective, advocate for a framework in which interior-parameter constraints are
derived via direct posterior sampling conditional on (X-ray) data.
R18 also briefly consider the usage of information encoded by a set of samples from
a marginal joint posterior of exterior parameters. It is suggested that if usage of some
archival sample set is unavoidable—perhaps due to some form of resource limitation—then
an approximate (marginal) likelihood function is to be constructed on some space. There
appear to be a number of advantages inherent to such an approach, and it is also this workflow
for which we can impose a formal condition on the form of the joint prior of exterior spacetime
parameters.
First, R18 highlight the utility of information storage on an intermediary space of global
exterior spacetime parameters associated with axisymmetric rotating NSs.12 These parameters
can be used to describe a NS without reference to an EOS. The interior source matter conditions
map via integration to stable or unstable equilibrium spacetimes with known solution form,
which in the exterior domain may be (Hartle 1967; Hartle & Thorne 1968): (i) decomposed
into a countably infinite set of real numbers; and (ii) truncated at some order (in a small
12These parameters are defined such that they exist in the limit of rotating and non-rotating vacuum black hole
solutions.
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dimensionless rotation frequency) to define a small set of exterior parameters that ensure
computational tractability of inference and with respect to which observations are expected
to be informative. It follows that given such information, inferential statements may be
derived regarding some general (discrete-continuous mixed) EOS model space because each
model maps to an exterior spacetime with an approximated marginal likelihood function value
(subject to conditions given below); in fact, the function need only be approximated up to an
exterior-parameter invariant factor for the relative probabilities on the EOS model space to be
derived.
Moreover, while a subset of interior parameters (and in a hierarchical context, hyperparameters) may be assumed to be shared between observed stars, the exterior spacetimes are
unshared with respect to data generation. Therefore, if those exterior spacetimes are explicitly
parameterized, the exterior parameters are unshared; further, a choice can be made to consider
all nuisance parameters as unshared between the data-generating processes of distinct stars,
whilst fixing any shared hyperparameters. A certain form of inferential parallelism then manifests: nuisance parameters may be marginalized over for each star separately (each by some
research group), to draw a set of samples on a low-dimensional space of exterior parameters.
If shared interior parameters were to instead be jointly sampled with nuisance parameters
(the Interior Prior paradigm in R18), it may become necessary to update posterior information
sequentially, each time marginalising over unshared nuisance parameters, in order to both
reduce the dimensionality of sampling spaces and organise workload with respect to research
groups. In this case however, groups may be required to apply a mapping between interior and
exterior parameters, which increases the complexity of each likelihood function evaluation;
ideally a software implementation would be made available to ensure consistency whenever
this shared mapping is applied.
The apparent advantages in terms of resource conservation and workload organisation
should be clear even from this non-exhaustive discussion. We remark upon one other utility:
not all research groups are interested in interior parameters—groups may instead be interested
in implementing exterior-parameter posterior samples as an informative prior in a future
analysis of observations from a given star. Moreover, if the (marginal) likelihood function
is approximated and communicated, a group that implements that likelihood function can
define the prior assumptions—the caveat being that doing so after gaining knowledge of the
likelihood function structure requires appropriate justification (Gelman et al. 2017).
Despite such advantages, there are a number of conditions that, whilst mostly omitted and
otherwise informally stated by R18, must be satisfied for such sample-based exterior parameter
information to be usable for interior-parameter estimation. Ultimately, this approach to EOS
inference may therefore be viewed as somewhat quixotic, and difficult to rigorously and
generally formalize for practical application; below we merely continue commentary on the
validity in practice of making inferential statements derived from exterior-parameter samples.
First, if the joint prior density distribution exhibits flat, compact support13 on the some
13That is, within some closed hyperboundary, or disjoint set of closed hyperboundaries.
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space, the joint posterior density distribution is proportional to the (marginal) likelihood
function on that space. If the joint prior density, whilst proper,14 is not flat on the sampling
space, but exhibits flat, compact support on a space related to the sampling space via some
invertible mapping, then samples may be transformed between spaces in order to approximate
a (marginal) likelihood function via (weighted) posterior density estimation.15 In summary,
flatness is the strictly required property, and compact support is natural for exterior spacetime
parameters based on general relativistic gravity. If, however, flatness is satisfied on the
subspace of exterior parameters but properness is not jointly satisfied in the full parameter
space, proof is required that the posterior is integrable; requiring prior integrability in the
full space, however, eschews proof that the posterior is integrable for application of a sampler
(amongst other benefits). Moreover, requiring compact support on the sampling space often
improves sampling tractability. Given that flat proper priors are commonly invoked, requiring
such conditions is far from outlandish; on the contrary the conditions may well be satisfied
inadvertently. Moreover, given that X-PSI may indeed be used to generate such exteriorparameter samples, the user may opt for a flat joint prior on the exterior-parameter space if
it aligns with their research objectives.
Even if flatness and integrability are satisifed, however, the inexorably finite degree of
sampling noise means that the accuracy of such an approximation to the marginal likelihood
function decays away from the typical set Text —i.e., away from the region of parameter
space that, according to some probability density distribution, maps points within that region
to some intermediate band in density and dominates expectation integrals (e.g., Betancourt
2017). If the set in which a draw is expected to lie is attributed (1 − ε) of the total probability
mass, where ε  1, the typical set is a uniquely defined as that wherein the density variation
across contiguous regions is smallest; equipartition of the contained hypervolume thus results
in some countable number of closed subsets with commensurate probability mass relative to
other sets constructed so as to contain (1 − ε) of the total mass. The typical set does not
coincide with maxima in the marginal likelihood function even when conditioned on a flat
joint prior: the typical set is more generally disjoint and bounds maxima in parameter space,
but the maxima are not members of Text . In other words, the typical set and the highest density
set are not equivalent, with the most probable parameter vector being atypical.
On a theoretical level, a sampler is designed to draw (weighted) samples from the posterior
distribution such that the asymptotic density of weights (in the limit of a countably infinite
number of samples) everywhere converges to the posterior density. In practical applications
this means efficiently generating samples from the typical set; strictly, in practical applications,
the purpose of sampling is not to globally approximate the likelihood function. Having
acknowledged this caveat, the likelihood function in the vicinity of the typical set—and
more cautiously in the vicinity of the maxima—may be considered well-approximated up
14Integrable.
15Posterior density estimation may be numerical in nature, for instance via kernel density estimation, or may be
achieved via some analytic approximation; for an effectively unimodal posterior one might invoke Gaussianity given
an estimate of the mean vector and covariance matrix.
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to a constant factor by the numerical density of weights. For a likelihood function with a
single maximum, the expected Euclidean distance of a sample from a likelihood function
maximum and the mean increases with dimensionality; for a given star the space of exterior
parameters should be low-dimensional—i.e., after marginalization over a subspace of nuisance
parameters. Nevertheless, inaccuracy may arise if, given some EOS model and the exact
likelihood function, the typical set Tint defined on a space of interior parameters does not
map to (stable) exterior spacetime solutions in (or bounded by) the typical set Text , the region
wherein the marginal likelihood function is accurately evaluable given the set of exteriorparameter samples.
If the joint prior distribution is known not to exhibit flat compact support, the marginal
likelihood function is not proportional to the posterior density. In principle one should
therefore attempt to determine to what degree the flatness is violated both in the vicinity
of each maximum in the marginal likelihood function, and between those regions. If the
(analytic) joint prior density is known one option is to approximate the marginal likelihood
function (up to a constant factor) by taking the ratio of the marginal joint posterior density to
the joint prior density function—although not without caveats (see section 2.3.4 of R18, and
in particular the references therein).
Strictly noninformative priors, although rigorously—albeit quixotically—formalized from
an information-theoretic perspective with respect to likelihood functions, are in our view
here inadvisable due to tractability issues, both conceptual and computational (including
integrability). Such priors seem rarely considered in applied fields (such as astrophysics) due
to difficulty when working with complicated models. If we suppose a noninformative prior
can be computed that, for instance, maximizes the mutual information between parameter
space and data space (Berger et al. 2009), it certainly does not appear guaranteed that the
degree of flatness for our purpose here is satisfactory. It may be the case, for instance, that
although the density is approximately flat in the vicinity of each maximum in the marginal
likelihood function, it is substantially different between those regions (e.g., consider a poorly
specified, one-parameter model such that a likelihood function exhibits multiple maxima, and
a reference prior, that of Jeffreys, such that the Fisher information differs to some degree
between those maxima and their vicinities). Moreover, there is no consensus on the definition
(nor philosophical meaning) of noninformative priors, and thus we have digressed in our
pursuit of flatness and integrability.
Alternatively, one might consider the joint prior density as weakly informative with compact support (e.g., Gelman et al. 2017)—such a prior might also be referred as vague or
diffuse. Such priors are often invoked with the aim of deriving a posterior predictive distribution that is locally insensitive to the details of the prior whilst restricting prior support to
some compact set of conditional processes that do not generate synthetic data that appears
strange in comparison to observed data (Gelman et al. 2017). To this end such priors seem
to manifest as sufficiently flat relative to the likelihood function to permit learning from the
data. Whilst we cannot comment universally on whether or not a prior considered as weakly
informative can also be considered appropriate for sample-based marginal likelihood function
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approximation, we opine that such priors seem sufficiently practical and popular to warrant
admission in the face of resource shortage. If the marginal joint prior distribution of exterior
parameters is precisely known and considered weakly informative, we suggest an approximation given by the quotient of the (numerical) weight density and the prior density—i.e., up
to a parameter-invariant factor, exchanging the weakly informative prior for a flat prior with
equivalent support16 (see also Neiswanger & Xing 2016; Abbott et al. 2019).

B.4.3

Further considerations for interior-parameter marginal likelihood function approximation

We now discuss interior-exterior spacetime solution matching criteria, assuming that a
marginal likelihood function can be approximated given posterior samples on some space
of exterior parameters. Any marginal likelihood function approximated on a space of exterior
parameters must, strictly: (i) span the set of stable exterior solutions generated by the joint
prior on the space of interior parameters, meaning that the compact support of the (flat) joint
prior is a superset of those solutions; and (ii) be defined such that the conditional sampling
distribution of the data depends on an exterior spacetime that is wholly defined by the free
exterior parameters (multipole moments), meaning it does not include any fixed additional
multipolar structure in the 2-surface cross-section nor in the metric.
An acceptable violation of the second condition immediately above would be the construction of a parameterized exterior spacetime using a quasi-universal relation between multipole
moments. The purpose of such a construction is to reduce the dimensionality of the space of
exterior solutions given the emergence of interior symmetries (Stein et al. 2014). For a given
stellar rotation frequency, a model may be sensitive to inclusion or omission of higher-order
exterior spacetime structure, but insensitive to the variation in that structure due to EOS
variation. Quasi-universal relations are thus practically useful and are generally derived given
a library of numerical spacetime solutions for some EOS family. In Section 3.2.3 we state
that models within X-PSI necessarily embed an oblate radiating 2-surface within an ambient
Schwarzschild spacetime. The user is free to implement a quasi-universal relation for the
ellipticity (oblateness or polar radius) of the 2-surface; the default relation is that of AlGendy
& Morsink (2014), written in terms of gravitational mass, coordinate equatorial radius, and
coordinate rotation frequency.17 X-PSI models are constructed given a surface radiation
field; it follows that marginal likelihood functions on the joint space of interior parameters
may be sensitive to the inclusion of lowest-order rotational deformation of the 2-surface, but
insensitive to approximation of that rotational deformation via a quasi-universal relation.
An arguably more serious violation would occur if some subspace of free exterior parameters are marginalized over given a joint prior on that space; when evaluating the marginal
likelihood function of a vector of interior parameters (with some associated stable interior
spacetime solution), a single (truncated) exterior spacetime solution must be used that matches
16The subdomain of parameter space mapped to a non-zero density
17The coordinate rotation frequency may be fixed as discussed in R18.
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to the interior solution. The subspace of model parameters marginalized over can therefore
not include any exterior spacetime parameters that modify the structure of the spacetime.
Finally, we note that if interior parameters are jointly sampled with nuisance parameters
(the Interior Prior paradigm in R18), then acceleration of the sequential updating process
via group-by-group (marginal) likelihood function approximation given interior-parameter
samples would encounter many of the problems discussed above, and the dimensionality
of the space of shared interior parameters may be larger than that of the space of exterior
parameters for each star.

B.5

Practical considerations for nested sampling

In this appendix we treat a number of technical matters pertaining to both prior density
function implementation, and expectation integrals whose integrands are problematic for
nested sampling. These details should be considered by the reader who intends to use X-PSI,
but also may be of use to the reader who is generally interested in nested sampling theory and
application.

B.5.1

Motivation

The original formulation of nested sampling (Skilling 2006) uniformly samples from the
joint prior density distribution subject to an evolving likelihood function constraint. The
MultiNest and PolyChord algorithms uniformly sample from a prior via an invertible
mapping from a unit hypercube space to parameter space; whilst both algorithms utilize a
unit hypercube to inverse sample by default, it is not necessary to strictly adhere to canonical
prior inverse sampling rules if those rules are difficult for a given prior. It is, however, strictly
necessary for the density of points within the unit hypercube to be uniform where the density
is finite—i.e., within some disjoint set of likelihood function contours. Both algorithms
implement cluster recognition algorithms to accelerate uniform sampling of the prior whilst
imposing a likelihood function constraint, and these algorithms require the density of points
within a cluster to be uniform. Aside from this condition, we are have some freedom to tinker
with the way in which an invertible mapping between unit hypercube space and parameter
space is constructed in order to simplify implementation of the prior, with the caveat that
the efficiency and applicability of the integration algorithm may in some cases be adversely
affected.
Canonically, when inverse sampling, an invertible map x 7→ θ is constructed from the
space of the unit hypercube H to the parameter space Rn , such that a point x ∈ H maps
to a point θ ∈ Rn at which the joint prior density is finite. It is then the case that the unit
hypervolume spanned by points x ∈ H is equal to the total prior mass. Such a case is treated
in detail in Feroz et al. (2009) and Handley et al. (2015). In this appendix we seek alternatives.
Suppose that p(θ) is a joint prior density distribution with some arbitrary form and
compact support Θ ⊂ Rn ; further let a hypersurface B be the boundary of Θ. The boundary
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B may be trivial to evaluate but an analytic or numerical inverse-sampling map H → Θ may
nevertheless be unwieldy. A pertinent example is any instance wherein p(θ) is of a numerical
nature and, in order to minimize information loss and distortion, is to be used directly rather
than approximately. If construction of a numerical map H → Θ as suggested by Feroz et al.
(2009) proves difficult, one might opt for likelihood function redefinition. Such a prior p(θ)
will generally be of an informative nature (e.g., Gelman et al. 2017), such as that arising when
a (marginal) posterior density distribution is to be updated in a Bayesian sequential inference
framework (e.g., R18). We address this problem in Section B.5.2.
Alternatively, let us suppose that this boundary is non-trivial to evaluate and can in
principle consist of a set of disjoint hypersurfaces bounding disjoint regions of Θ, given by
some set of constraint equations: typically it is inexpensive to determine if some θ ∈ Rn has
finite local density (i.e., whether θ ∈ Θ), but construction of an analytical inverse-sampling
map H → Θ can be difficult, and one may prefer to circumvent implementation of a numerical
map. We address this problem in Section B.5.3.
In practice both the form of p(θ) and the form of B might induce difficulties in construction
of a map H → Θ. The solution in Section B.5.3 is also a generalization appropriate for such
a case.
Finally, in Section B.5.4 we give a detailed discussion on expectation integrals whose
integrands are problematic for application of the canonical nested sampling algorithm. Problematic integrands may occur in practice when computing numerical likelihood functions:
we offer workarounds for a particular class of such integrands, those that we encounter when
implementing the default background model of X-PSI (see Section 3.2.10.3 and Section B.2).
These workarounds do not require modification of nested sampler source code, and a completely rigorous treatment is beyond the scope of this work.

B.5.2

Likelihood function redefinition

As hinted by Feroz et al. (2009), we can subsume information encoded by the joint prior into
a function whose expectation is to be calculated with respect to an alternative joint prior with
(compact) support Θ. We now formalize this option.
Let us write p(θ) = f (θ)p† (θ) for θ ∈ Θ, where the compact support of both the alternative
joint density function p† (θ) and the dimensionless function f (θ) is also Θ. Let us further
define g(θ) B L(θ) f (θ), such that the evidence is the expectation of the function g(θ) with
respect to p† (θ):

Z = E p† (θ) [g(θ)] =
where

∫

gdY (g) =

g(θ)p (θ)dθ B
θ ∈Θ

a

a = min[g(θ)] and
θ ∈Θ
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∫1

∫b

†

g(Y )dY,
0

b = max[g(θ)].
θ ∈Θ

(B.43)
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The aim is to construct an inverse-sampling map H → Θ, x 7→ θ that is trivial, where
H is the unit hypercube. We have the freedom to choose an analytic p† (θ) that approximates
or captures information in p(θ), whilst circumventing the need for a numerical map. As
highlighted by Feroz et al. (2009) for a flat p† (θ), a minor disadvantage of manipulating the
definition of the likelihood function and prior as above is that for an informative prior p(θ), the
information is subsumed within the redefined expectation integrand g(θ) that exhibits greater
curvature, thus causing efficiency loss because compression of the prior mass Y defined with
respect to p† (θ) requires a greater number of iterations. If flat, then p† (θ) = 1/V where
∫
VB
dθ.
(B.44)
θ ∈Θ

Crucially, the numerical integration performed by nested samplers such as MultiNest
natively generates quantities wi ∼ Yi−1 − Yi (given here in the crudest form; Skilling 2006) for
a Riemann-sum approximation of Z as given by Equation (B.43), where i ∈ N enumerates
iterations of the active-point replacement process. In this manipulated form, points θ are
drawn uniformly from p† (θ) within B, subject to the constraint g(θ) > gi and given a uniform
draw x ∈ H. The expected prior mass as a function of iteration number is then given by
E[Yi ] = e−i/n for n active points.

B.5.3

Inverse sampling with rejection for difficult support boundaries

Suppose that the bounding hypersurface B of the compact support Θ of p(θ) is difficult
to compute. Suppose then that the alternative joint density function p† (θ) is defined with
compact support Θ† ⊇ Θ whose boundary is the hypersurface B † ; let the construction of
p† (θ) be such that an inverse-sampling map H → Θ† , x 7→ θ is trivial to construct, where
H is the unit hypercube. Let the joint density function p(θ) be defined on Θ† , and thus
identically zero for θ ∈ (Θ† \Θ). Suppose we were to recast Z as an expectation integral with
respect to p† (θ), via a function f (θ) = p(θ)/p† (θ)—i.e., f : Θ† 7→ R. The integrand g and
integrator Y (the variable) would then be such that Y 7→ g is not everywhere well-defined
on the interval Y ∈ [0, 1], having a form illustrated in figure 14b of Skilling (2006), and
the canonical nested sampling algorithm would not strictly be applicable (at least without
modification). We discuss this problem in Section B.5.4.
Instead our aim is to inverse sample p† (θ) restricted to Θ: a point x is drawn uniformly
from H, operated on via x 7→ θ, and is discarded only if θ < Θ. Such a process may be
considered as inverse sampling subject to a binary rejection condition given by the conjunction
of the constraint equations for boundary B. The points x ∈ H such that x 7→ θ ∈ Θ form
subset of H if Θ† , Θ; the hypervolume H spanned by this subset depends on the properties
of the map H → Θ† and the properties of Θ† \Θ. We require an extension of the definition
of the function f (θ) for the case wherein Θ† ⊃ Θ: we write f (θ) B H p(θ)/p† (θ). The
extended definition smoothly matches the definition given in Section B.5.2 for the case wherein
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Θ† ≡ Θ—i.e., where H = 1.
A practical case is for a flat p(θ) where B is known as a set of constraint equations
that complicate construction of a map H → Θ; we thus consider a flat p† (θ) and a hyperrectangular B † . The fractional hypervolume spanned by points x ∈ H such that x 7→ θ ∈ Θ
is given by the ratio, H = V/V † , of the hypervolume of Θ to that of Θ† .
X-PSI performs inverse sampling with rejection is as follows. The function that performs
inverse sampling is a method bound to a prior object; the method itself is passed to MultiNest as a callback function. When MultiNest calls the callback, passing a point x ∈ H,
the callback returns a point θ ∈ Θ† drawn uniformly from p† (θ). MultiNest handles the
rejection operation indirectly via the native setting logzero. In X-PSI, the user must implement a built-in
call
() method for the prior object that evaluates a set of logical
conditions to check whether or not θ ∈ Θ. If θ ∈ Θ, the
call
() method must return
ln f (θ) − ln H , evaluated simply as ln p(θ) − ln p† (θ);18 if, on the other hand, θ < Θ, the
call
() method must return negative infinity. In the latter case the point is to be
rejected.
The prior callback is itself called by the likelihood callback; if point x 7→ θ is to be
rejected, the logarithm of the likelihood returned to MultiNest is less than logzero to force
MultiNest to ignore it. If, on the other hand, θ ∈ Θ, the likelihood callback proceeds to
evaluate ln g(θ) = ln L(θ) + ln f (θ), implicitly including the ln H term.19 We achieve this
in an automated manner via straightforward Monte Carlo sample integration of the fractional
hypervolume H ≤ 1 within H spanned by accepted points when inverse sampling p† (θ).
The user need not be concerned with estimation of H , but in principle the user is entirely free
to replace the Monte Carlo sample integration routine with a more sophisticated integrator if
considered necessary—perhaps if greater precomputation efficiency is desired. The default
is to estimate H ; if however the user does not require H —because, e.g., it is known to be
unity—the user can deactivate estimation of H , in which case H will default to unity.
Whilst not documented in the official MultiNest literature, it is briefly noted in the
MultiNest v2.13 changelog that points for which the logarithm of the likelihood function
are less than logzero are treated as though they lie exterior to the support of the joint prior
density function. Utilizing this behavior functions well in practice without error provided one
compensates for potential efficiency loss as we detail below.
When a point is ignored, the ignorant MPI process waits for the next instruction to: (i)
draw another point from the prior p† (θ) via inverse sampling; and (ii) subsequently determine
18Note that in the particular case that ∀θ ∈ Θ, p(θ) ≡ p † (θ)/H where H < 1 (such as the practical case
described above), then the user might require H in order to evaluate p(θ). For the example case, where p(θ) is
flat, then p(θ) = 1/V = 1/(H V † ). A try clause with an except clause can be implemented in order to return:
(i) ln f (θ) − ln H = − ln H if H has been estimated; or (ii) zero (the logarithm of a positive number, where the
logarithm exceeds logzero) if, e.g., an AttributeError is raised because there does not yet exist a bound member
of the prior object to which H is assigned once calculated. During the automated calculation of H , calls to the
prior object return zero when a point is accepted, and then H can be assigned to a member of the prior object to
be accessed upon subsequent calls to the prior object in order to return ln f (θ) − ln H = − ln H .
19If calls to the prior object return ln f (θ) − ln H = − ln H , the likelihood callback returns ln g(θ) = ln L(θ)
as required because the likelihood function was not redefined—i.e., ln f (θ) = 0.
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active-point candidacy via a likelihood evaluation if it is not rejected. At the commencement
of sampling—the active-point generation phase—points are generated in this manner until the
user-specified number of active points θ ∈ Θ is satisfied. The prior mass Y encompassed by
this set of active points is taken to be unity at the outset of the active-point nested replacement
phase, and the expected prior mass decays exponentially as a discrete function of the iteration
(replacement) number. Evidence estimation is thus not adversely affected by this approach to
inverse sampling.
Finally, we discuss a nuance to inverse sampling p† (θ) with rejection. The native sampling
space remains as H, in which points are uniformly distributed within disjoint finite-density
subdomains, as required by the clustering and bound-construction algorithms. Moreover,
these algorithms will be applied in H at the commencement of the replacement phase to
determine if there are indeed disjoint regions with finite prior density that need to be bounded
by disjoint hyper-ellipsoids to inverse-sample the prior efficiently. However, for the purpose
of hyper-ellipsoidal decomposition of clusters in H, the fractional hypervolume within H
spanned by points x 7→ θ ∈ Θ is not taken to be H , but instead unity at the outset, followed
by exponential compression with iteration number. Whilst this assumption remains valid for
evidence estimation, it can wreak havoc with sampling efficiency.
We are careful to handle the native efficiency setting, meaning there is effectively no
additional computational cost to this type of prior implementation. We use the estimated
fractional hypervolume H to modify the user-specified MultiNest sampling efficiency factor
setting E , and we then run MultiNest with the modified efficiency factor E /H . MultiNest
uses the exponentially compressed reciprocal of the efficiency factor, H e−i/nlive /E , as the
lower bound for the total hypervolume HK in H bounded by the union of K hyper-ellipsoids at
iteration i (whilst requiring the decomposition is at least minimally bounding)—see algorithm
1 of Feroz et al. (2009). The decomposition is computed by minimizing the total hypervolume
HK subject to HK ≥ H e−i/nlive /E . If the user chooses E = 1, we observe that, as required,
HK ≥ H e−i/nlive . If we neglected such a modification to the user’s specified efficiency factor,
computing resource consumption for a given E would invariantly increase.
If H is excessively small, it becomes more computationally expensive to accurately estimate with small relative error, particularly in higher-dimensional unit hypercubes. Therefore
we advocate that the boundary B † of the compact support Θ† be as close as possible to minimally bounding with respect to the compact support Θ as possible, whilst maintaining a simple
form such as a hyper-rectangle; note however that this condition is not universally sufficient,
but is sufficient for alternative density functions p† (θ) that are reasonably flat. The user has
plenty of freedom to define an alternative density function as it is merely a computational
tool without ulterior meaning. If f (θ) = 1, then the choice of p† (θ) is meaningful because
it contributes to the definition of the prior density function p(θ). In this latter case weakly
(or close to minimally) informative priors (refer to Section B.4 and the references therein)
typically exhibit a reasonable degree of flatness; thus the condition regarding B bounding Θ
should be sufficient.
Lastly, we note that the usual caveats regarding the accuracy of MultiNest’s algorithm
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(for drawing uniformly from the prior subject to a likelihood constraint via a hyper-ellipsoidal
decomposition) for the problem at hand (see Feroz et al. 2009) apply also in the context of
inverse sampling the prior with rejection. The initial collection of active points approximately
form a subset of H spanning hypervolume H : the hyper-ellipsoidal decomposition needs to
conform well20 to this subset of H in order for sampling to be efficient and implementationspecific error low (Higson et al. 2019). The situation is congruent to that of the decomposition
needing to conform well to a hypersurface through H on which the expectation integrand is
invariant: MultiNest does not make a distinction between the distribution of active points in
H having a certain form due to a likelihood constraint or due to the constraint that they report
a likelihood value greater than logzero. Once the approximate minimum-hypervolume
bounding ellipsoid spans a hypervolume less than unity, the clustering algorithm activates;
if the hypervolume H is appreciably smaller than unity, MultiNest attempts to conform
to the set of active points effectively immediately. Fortunately MultiNest is applicable to
large class of problems, and given access to high-performance computing resources, we do
not expect this to be a serious problem for X-PSI.

B.5.4

Problematic integrands for nested sampling

B.5.4.1

Overview

Problems arise for one-dimensional Riemann integration21 of the expectation E p† (θ) [g(θ)] if
the map Y 7→ g is not everywhere well-defined on the interval Y ∈ [0, 1], in particular when
g 7→ Y is discontinuous as illustrated in figure 14b of Skilling (2006):22 there exists a finite
hypervolume within the compact support Θ of p(θ) over which the g(θ) is invariant.23 The
total prior mass associated with g(θ) = g 0 is given from the Lebesgue perspective by the finite
integrator element
1
dY (g 0) =
H

 ∫

∫


1


p† (θ)dθ −
p† (θ)dθ  =


 H
g(θ)≥g0

g(θ)>g0



∫

p† (θ)dθ.

(B.46)

g(θ)=g0

20Without a large fraction of the prior mass at a given iteration being spanned by two or more overlapping
hyper-ellipsoids, which degrades sampling efficiency (Feroz et al. 2009).
21With respect to Y as given by Equation (B.43). Note that if instead a one-dimensional Riemann integral of the
form
Z =a+

∫b

Y(g)dg, where a = min [g(θ)] and b = max[g(θ)],
θ∈Θ

θ∈Θ

(B.45)

a

where typically a  b, then g 7→ Y being discontinuous is not problematic. However, integration is then of a
deterministic nature, where in order to evaluate Z, one requires: (i) the limits of the integral domain; and (ii) the
function Y(g), an integral itself with domain Θ ⊂ R n .
22Skilling (2006) highlighted such a map as “awkward” for nested sampling.
23As opposed to the subset of Θ over which g(θ) is invariant being, ∀g, at most a hypersurface (or disjoint set of
such hypersurfaces) that by definition has zero hypervolume.
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When formulated from the Lebesgue perspective, the integral remains well-defined and is
evaluable: it is after all implicitly equivalent to straightforward Monte Carlo sample integration, which is perhaps more obviously well-defined.
In principle, if the function g(Y ) is known everywhere on the interval Y ∈ [0, 1] and has
compact range, it is not problematic that g(θ) function is invariant over some hypervolume in
terms of posterior integrability: the evidence Z as given by the Riemann integral in Equation
(B.43) would be well-defined even if Y 7→ g is continuous but information-losing. For
instance, if the compact support of the function g(θ) is some subset of Θ there is simply no
contribution to the integral from that subset.24 However, if g(Y ) is non-analytic and Y cannot
be everywhere explicitly and uniquely defined on the unit interval in relation to g, then the
integrand is not well-defined everywhere on the integral domain, thus violating the ansatz that
canonical nested sampling is founded upon: in other words, g(Y ) does not have connected
support because it is undefined for at least one sub-interval of Y ∈ [0, 1].
In order to make the Riemann integral well-defined, meaning must be given to Y on the
sub-intervals of Y ∈ [0, 1] wherein there does not exist a definition in terms of the prior mass
subject to a constraint g(θ) > g 0.25 For the integral to be evaluable with a nested sampler one
needs to extend the integrand g(θ) in a manner that approximates some arbitrary, numerically
close function g + (θ) in terms of which Y is everywhere well-defined on the unit interval, and
thus whose expectation is Riemann-integrable via nested sampling.
B.5.4.2

Occurrence

In general, for a likelihood function L(θ) not modified by information from the prior density
function p(θ), likelihood function invariance over a hypervolume may in principle suggest
needless degeneracy within—or some other undesirable property of—the parametrization of
the problem. Alternatively, if L(θ) is modified by information from a prior density function,
thus defining the function f (θ) = p(θ)/p† (θ),26 the integrand function g(θ) may be identically
zero for Θ† \Θ—i.e., for a subset of the compact support Θ† that is here taken as the domain
of the expectation integral.
More pragmatically, it may be the case that such behavior occurs or is deliberately induced
when the likelihood function is of an approximative, numerical nature (Skilling 2006); in
particular, if one can predict that the likelihood function is going to be very small for some
θ relative to the maxima in the function, one might choose to return an appropriately small
likelihood value to avoid resource consumption whilst inducing negligible systematic error in
the estimation of the evidence integral. As an example, we opt for such an approach when
24Note that if the compact support of the function g(θ) is not exactly the compact support Θ of the intended density
function p(θ)—i.e., if the function L(θ) is identically zero for some subset of Θ—the nested sampling procedure
interprets such behavior as defining the compact support of p(θ) via inverse sampling with rejection.
25One approach is to split the integral into a set of integrals whose domains are sub-intervals of Y ∈ [0, 1] where Y
is well-defined, apply nested sampling to each together with a correction to the prior mass for each; the sub-intervals
where Y is undefined must then be treated separately. Such an approach would however be particularly cumbersome
in all but special circumstances; see Section B.5.4.2 for an example.
26Note the deliberate omission of H here as distinct from in Section B.5.3.
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implementing the default background model in X-PSI (see Section 3.2.10.3 and Section B.2):
if the marginal likelihood is evidently going to be small, it is efficient to simply return
an appropriately small value (e.g., slightly greater than logzero, where logzero is itself
appropriately configured) in order to avoid wasting resources marginalising the likelihood
function over the background parameters, which would otherwise be an expensive operation
in some regions of parameter space despite the marginal likelihood function being relatively
small.
Crucially, lest the prior density at points θ be dependent on the data, the prior density
function cannot be defined as a function of the likelihood function; this includes defining zero
prior density because the likelihood function is relatively small. We cannot therefore solely
apply the solution from Section B.5.3 in this case, which would be equivalent to defining zero
prior density in regions over which the likelihood function is small, after gaining information
from the data. The caveat here is that application of Section B.5.3 would necessitate a
correction that reduces the evidence estimate (see Section B.5.4.4 for a very similar discussion
on such corrections); given such a correction, the approach can be viewed as equivalent to
splitting the Riemann integral into two parts, where one part contributes negligibly to Z and
the other is an integral over a subset of Y ∈ [0, 1] on which Y 7→ g is diffeomorphic (at the
level of numerical precision), and thus may be estimated via the canonical nested sampling
algorithm. However, efficiencies will suffer if H is not accurately estimated, and if H
depends on a numerical likelihood function its estimation can be computationally expensive.
Clearly, if the evidence itself is not of interest, the importance weights are invariant to this
detail and the solution from Section B.5.3 can be optionally applied.
B.5.4.3

The likelihood-extension scheme of Skilling (2006)

The decomposition of the prior density function into elements can only be statistically estimated. It cannot in general be known for (non-analytic) integrands g(θ) whether two points
at which the integrand is equal exist on a hypersurface through Rn of constant and unique
likelihood, or whether there does not exist a unique hypersurface. If numerical precision
during sampling were infinite, no two active points within a finite set of samples drawn from
the prior density distribution will exist within the same differential element of prior mass
labelled uniquely with respect to the integrand. However, given that numerical precision is
limited, it is not necessarily useful to concern oneself with the question of whether or not
there exist, in the vicinity of the reported integrand value, truly unique hypersurfaces with
respect to the integrand.
If two or more active points do report equivalent integrand values, Skilling (2006) offers,
as a technical note, a general scheme in which equal-likelihood active points are extended
with (pseudo)random labels of a small numeric nature (below the level of machine precision
defined by the likelihood value itself); such an extended likelihood then allows the requisite
ordering of points and nested sampling proceeds in the usual manner. Moreover, the ordering
is not important for computation of Z because the likelihood effectively factors out, at the
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level of machine precision, of the associated terms in the Riemann summation.
We note however, that whilst MultiNest (effectively) employs the extended likelihood
scheme of Skilling (2006) to resolve ties between active points in order to choose which to
deactivate upon the i th iteration, it does not natively extend the integrand in such a manner
to resolve ties between draws from p† (θ) (with rejection if required) and the lower-bound at
the i th iteration, gi (or Li if f (θ) B 1). Consequently, the active-point candidates27 are not
generated in a manner that can handle an information-losing map Y 7→ g—as illustrated in
figure 14b of Skilling (2006)—which arises because the integrand is invariant numerically
over a finite hypervolume in parameter space. We require a further extension to the function
g(θ) to handle such a case.
The likelihood extension scheme of Skilling (2006) can also be applied here, but externally
of MultiNest (a notion we will return to). Ideally, the extended likelihood labels are applied,
below the level of machine precision, and stored in memory for all instances where: (i) a draw
from the prior is generated and cannot be distinguished numerically from the lower-bound gi ;
and (ii) if a point drawn from the prior becomes an active-point candidate without requiring
the likelihood extension described in case (i), but ties in likelihood with an exisiting active
point. In the former case the draw is extended in likelihood, and the deactivated point that
defined the lower-bound gi is also extended if not already labelled. In the latter case the
likelihood of the candidate is extended, and so is the likelihood of the existing active point
if it has not already been extended. These conditions ensure that all active points that tie in
likelihood are extended with labels for ordering, and thus the active point to deactivate upon
the i th iteration (and thus define gi ) is proactively guarded against ambiguity.
Crucially, the numeric labels that extend the integrand at a given level of machine precision
must be independent and identically distributed; for instance, one cannot assign a label to
a draw (pending an active-point candidacy decision) based on the label assigned to the
deactivated point that defined the lower-bound gi . Labels applied in this manner impose
an order necessary for the nested sampling algorithm to operate. To see why this is true,
consider a large set of draws from the prior: those draws θ for which g(θ) = gi are extended
to g + (θ) = gi + (gi )` where ` is a continuous random variable drawn from a sampling
distribution ` ∼ q(`) with compact support—such as the unit interval—such that the (gi )`
term cannot be resolved at the level of machine precision set by gi .28 The number of possible
unique labels should always far exceed the number of points θ at a given level g(θ) to which
a label must be explicitly assigned and stored in memory. Now consider a finite prior mass
element dY (gi ) as given by Equation (B.46): a fraction y of draws from the prior at gi are
assigned labels greater than those assigned to a fraction (1 − y) of all such draws, and thus a
fraction y of the mass is assigned labels greater than those assigned to a fraction (1 − y) of the
mass. It follows that as the nested scheme progresses at g(θ) = gi , the label of the extended
lower-bound gi+ lies above the labels of an increasing fraction (1 − y) of the mass; thus the
27Where in general candidate generation workload is distributed amongst a set of MPI processes.
28The extension must be stored in memory via assignment to two variables: one variable, such as a double on a
given architecture, for gi , and another double for the label `.
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probability of a draw θ from the prior reporting g(θ) = gi and not being outright rejected (and
instead being listed as an active-point candidate29) is ydY (g 0), which decays with iteration
number.
Effectively any labelling function `(θ) can be applied—provided that an order is resultantly
imposed—without adversely affecting the evidence integral. The sole condition to be adhered
to is that the probability of a draw from the entire prior being used as the replacement is equal
to the remaining prior mass at g + (θ) = gi+ ;30 above this is satisifed by identifying y as both
the survival function of q(`) and as the fraction of the prior mass at g(θ) = gi with larger
labels. The expected evolution in prior mass Y is then given by
E[Yi ] ∼

e−i/nlive
H

∫

p† (θ)dθ,

(B.47)

g(θ)≥gi

where i is the number of iterations after reaching gi in the nested scheme. The nested sampler
is “seeing” the following contribution to the evidence at g(θ) = gi :
gi
∆Z(gi ) = −
H


∫`b  ∫
∫



†
†
p (θ)dθ −
p (θ)dθ  ,




`a `(θ)>` 0 +d` 0
`(θ)>` 0


(B.48)

where the variable is ` 0, and if, e.g., ` ∼ Uniform(0, 1), then (`a, `b ) = (0, 1).31
The caveat here in practice is that MultiNest applies the lower-bound of gi internally, at
the level of precision set by gi , and thus without extending the integrand. It thus becomes
necessary to numerically extend the likelihood of a draw from the prior above the level of
machine precision defined by the value of the lower-bound gi , if MultiNest would otherwise
reject the draw. We do not access the lower-bound gi , which is defined and stored internally by
MultiNest, and therefore we only suggest a solution for the case wherein the user understands
where the integrand (which is defined externally of MultiNest) has been artificially induced
to be numerically invariant over a finite hypervolume in parameter space, and in particular to
be very small relative to maxima in the integrand (as reasoned above). The function g(θ) may
well also be discontinuous at the sharp boundary of the region within which it is artificially
set to some special small invariant value: such behavior would be similar to that illustrated
in figure 14a of Skilling (2006), together with the plateau at the lower likelihood values as
in figure 14b of Skilling (2006). In this case, the user can define a likelihood callback
29The probability of the draw being used as the replacement in the same iteration i depends on the number of MPI
processes. The probability of the replacement draw, considering all MPI processes, reporting g(θ) = gi remains
equal to ydY(g0 ).
30For more than one MPI process this probability naturally needs to be scaled according to the number of processes,
but when considering all processes collectively the probability remains equal to the prior mass at g+ (θ) = gi+ .
31Note that here ` is written as a function operating on R n : because the range of ` is one-dimensional (e.g., R),
the map R n → R is information-losing, but in practice it is not necessary to distinguish between draws with equal `
values. This is analogous to not having to distinguish in practice between draws from a given hypersurface through
R n over which the integrand is invariant.
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object that, if it would otherwise return the special value of g(θ), instead extends it with a
label that can be resolved internally by MultiNest for ordering. For instance, if the special
value is logzero (which will be some large negative number), labels could be defined such
that g + (θ) = logzero × (0.1 + 0.9`) where ` ∼ Uniform(0, 1).
We also need to remark that a given implementation of nested sampling needs to draw
uniformly from the prior according to g(θ) ≥ gi for the above scheme to operate. However,
implementations are generally designed to efficiently sample according to a hard likelihood
constraint and resultantly do not sample uniformly from H, but over disjoint subsets of H.
For the case discussed immediately above with MultiNest, the draws need to be subject to
g(θ) ≥ logzero. MultiNest imposes the condition that the hyper-ellipsoidal decomposition
must be bounding; it follows that because the active points that report a random extended
likelihood g + (θ) near logzero are uniformly distributed over a subset of H, the sampling
region should not significantly contract until the region wherein g(θ) = logzero (before
extension) has largely been traversed. We reason that this must be true because the `-ordering
of the points is independent of θ ∈ Θ (and x ∈ H) and thus clustering is not expected to
be recognized in H; instead, at most a small number of hyper-ellipsoids should contiguously
span both this region and the set of active points that report larger likelihoods. There may be
repeated decomposition attempts because the hypervolume of the union of hyper-ellipsoids is
greater than expected (see Feroz et al. 2009), slightly increasing computational expense until
the region is traversed; however, performance should subsequently improve.
With the above scheme, PolyChord may well exit with an error that the integrand is
non-deterministic: this is true, but is only problematic due to the nature and assumptions of
the chordal sampling algorithm, which aims to improve sampling efficiency for well-behaved
integrands. In summary, the viability of this form of likelihood extension is dependent on
the specific algorithm implementing nested sampling (see Section B.5.5 for a pointer to an
empirical demonstration that MultiNest can operate with such likelihood extension).
B.5.4.4

Corrections in the absence of a likelihood-extension scheme

Upon application of the default MultiNest configuration to a problematic map Y 7→ g as
described in Section B.5.4, the statistical evolution of Y is erroneously treated. Above we
have considered a pragmatic rationale for the induction of problematic behavior, but unless
appropriate measures are taken, the performance of the nested sampler degrades—to be
precise one explicitly introduces systematic error. We remark that this is in contrast to the
effects highlighted in Section B.5 where without proper attention one can cause a degradation
in the efficiency at which samples are drawn from the prior density function subject to an
integrand constraint, but one does not explicitly suffer from remarkable systematic errors—in
Section B.5 such error was of a more implicit nature, discussed elsewhere (in particular Feroz
et al. 2009; Higson et al. 2018b; Higson 2018b; Higson et al. 2019).
Consider now a numerical function g(θ) that is invariant over some finite hypervolume
within the support Θ of the prior density function. For simplicity let further us consider
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a case wherein: (i) the true value of g(θ) in this region is very small relative to maxima
in g(θ) for θ ∈ Θ, and thus is artificially set to some exceedingly small default value such
as MultiNest’s logzero in order to avoid computational overhead; and (ii) the invariance
occurs in the fringes of Θ near to where some weakly informative prior delimits (i.e., density
falls to zero) what parameter vectors are considered “physical” (see also Section B.4).32 In this
case the first active point selected as a replacement—implicitly and internally by MultiNest
via the likelihood extension of Skilling (2006) as described in Section B.5.4—will be a point
θ i that reports g(θ i ) = logzero.
Suppose that we do not extend the function g(θ) as detailed in Section B.5.4. Now,
crucially, when drawing from the prior to identify candidates for the replacement point,
MultiNest will outright reject all draws that report g(θ) = logzero. The severe consequence
is that if m of the initial nlive active points report g(θ) = logzero, MultiNest will commence
by performing m iterations wherein the replacement point strictly report g(θ) > logzero.
Once the first m points have been replaced, the nlive active points at the start of the (m + 1)th
iteration are drawn uniformly from the prior density function (with support Θ) subject to
g(θ) > logzero, thus spanning the prior mass Y (logzero) given by
∫
1
Y (logzero) =
p† (θ)dθ.
(B.49)
H
g(θ)>logzero

The canonical, expected evolution of Y is such that at the j th iteration (Skilling 2006;
Feroz et al. 2009; Handley et al. 2015)
E[Yj ] =

j
Ö

(B.50)

E[ti ] ≈ e−j/nlive ,

i=1

in the absence of systematic implementation-specific nested sampling error (Higson et al.
2018b; Higson 2018b; Higson et al. 2019). The expected number of initial active points that
report g(θ) = logzero is given by
(B.51)

E[m] = [1 − Y (logzero)] nlive .
Once such points are replaced, the evolution of Y is such that
E[Yj ] =

j
Ö
i=m

E[ti ] ≈ e−(j−m)/nlive Y (logzero) =

e−j/nlive
| {z }

canonical factor

em/nlive Y (logzero)
|
{z
}

(B.52)

correction factor

where i here enumerates sampling iterations after replacement of the m initial active points
that report g(θ) = logzero.
In principle Y (logzero) may be known effectively exactly via straightforward Monte
32The latter property is unnecessary but certainly plausible.
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Carlo sample mean integration with respect to the prior of an integrand that implements the
condition that g(θ) > logzero. However, determining whether the function g(θ) will be
sufficiently small to neglect generally requires integrand evaluation, which for X-PSI models
will generally be expensive. One can instead opt for a crude measure given the number m
based on the sample files written to disk: with MultiNest the first m samples in the ev.dat
file with the largest weights wi will be empirically determinable. A rough estimate of can
Y (logzero) can thus be obtained by inverting Equation (B.51) where nlive is user-specified.
On the other hand, with an independent determination of Y (logzero) the correction factor
will exhibit greater accuracy. Moreover, to improve efficiency, given an advance determination
of Y (logzero) together with an estimate of m using Equation (B.51), one can modify (as in
Section B.5.3) the efficiency setting of MultiNest by the reciprocal of the correction factor
given in Equation (B.52).
To reduce systematic error in the estimate of Z, one simply modifies the Riemann summation:

ln Z ≈ logsumexp {ln wi + ln gi }i=1,..., j

m
→
+ ln Y (logzero) + logsumexp {ln wi + ln gi }i=m+1,..., j ,
nlive

(B.53)

where the first m terms in the summation: (i) are negligible when artificially using g(θ) =
logzero; and (ii) should contribute negligibly to the evidence estimate if the true numerical
values of g(θ) were used instead of logzero. Clearly the importance weights, being relative,
are (almost exactly) invariant to such a modification.

B.5.4.5

Concluding comments on problematic integrands

If all points drawn uniformly with rejection from p† (θ) report identical values of the function
g(θ), there are no points guiding the nested sampling process towards the subdomain(s) where
g(θ) is higher (Skilling 2006), which is an issue particularly in high-dimensional spaces or if
the required subdomain(s) occupy a small fraction of the prior support Θ† . Indeed, MultiNest
terminates if all active points report equal values of the integrand—see the v2.14 changelog;
provided that there do exist active points that report higher integrand values, MultiNest
proceeds.
On the other hand, if a likelihood extension scheme (or ordering or labeling) from Section B.5.4.3 is applied to every initial active point (because they report the same likelihood
value) before it is communicated back to MultiNest, the MultiNest algorithm cannot be
expected to operate properly to locate the region(s) where the integrand is deterministic and
larger. It is therefore important desirable for any θ-invariance of the integrand to be associated
with as small a prior mass as possible.
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B.5.5

Concluding remarks

In the source code for X-PSI we supply a Jupyter notebook in which we apply MultiNest
to compute an inexpensive evidence integral using a number of approaches. These calculations serve to empirically demonstrate the admittedly technical discussion in this appendix
pertaining to nuances in how MultiNest in particular can be applied to expectation integrals.
Implementation of the prior density function for nested sampling—and perhaps more rarely
a numerical integrand with some artificially induced properties—can be a bane for certain
problems, but we have shown above how the canonical configuration can be manipulated to
conform to the problem at hand without any modification of the sampler source code.
Lastly we note that under likelihood function redefinition, the nested sampling process is
organized such that the typical set (or posterior bulk; Feroz et al. 2009) is strictly integrated
over whilst monotonically incrementing the modified likelihood function g(θ). It follows that
if the function f (θ) is not flat on Θ, then the sample drawn with the maximum value of g(θ)
is not in general the sample drawn with the maximum value of the likelihood function L(θ).
The target of computation in nested sampling is not some estimator of the parameter
vector that maximizes the likelihood function; nevertheless, if the integration process is
organized with respect to increasing L(θ), then in the limit that the remaining evidence (in
the active points upon termination) ∆Z → 0, the sample density (not weight density) is,
loosely, maximal in the vicinity of the global maximum in the likelihood function assuming
that peak is resolved in a given process. The relevant caveat here is that there is no restriction
on the number of active points being invariant during nested sampling provided the statistical
properties of sampling variables are monitored correctly, and indeed MultiNest reduces the
number of active points when approaching termination (Feroz et al. 2009).33
If integration is performed whilst increasing g(θ) one therefore needs to modify the values
of g(θ) associated with samples by the function g(θ) to recover the likelihood function values.
If the function g(θ) is defined such that it is proportional to the posterior density function,
the sample density in the limit that ∆Z → 0 is, loosely, maximal in the vicinity of the global
maximum in the posterior density function, and therefore the expected accuracy of the (already
crude) maximum likelihood estimator given by the highest likelihood sample is degraded.

33The number of active points is also variant in dynamic nested sampling (Higson et al. 2018a).
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C.1

Posterior computation

Here we describe how we derived posterior inferences conditional on the models defined in
Section 4.2.

C.1.1

Nested sampling

We implemented nested sampling using the open-source software MultiNest1 (Feroz &
Hobson 2008; Feroz et al. 2009, 2013; Buchner et al. 2014). For a subset of model-nodes
in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.11 we executed two production runs—i.e., we generated two
realizations of a particular stochastic sampling process—with the following resolution settings:
the number of active (or live) points was 103 ; the bounded-hypervolume expansion factor
was (at least2) 0.3−1 ; the termination condition as a function of iteration number i was,
schematically,


 
bi + ∆Z
c i − ln Z
bi < x =⇒
ln Z

bi
Z
> e−x,
b
c
Zi + ∆Z i

(C.1)

bi is an estimator for the evidence integral up to iteration i over estimated prior mass
where Z
c i is an estimator for the maximum remaining contribution to the evidence
b
(1 − Xi ), and ∆Z
bi . As x → 0, e−x → 1− and the estimated
over the complementary estimated prior mass X
amassed evidence entirely dominates the estimated remaining evidence; we generally set
x = 10−1 , which is five times smaller than suggested by Feroz et al. (2009).3 The number
1MultiNest v3.11 can be located at https://github.com/farhanferoz/MultiNest with SHA1hash 4b3709c. PyMultiNest v2.6 can be located at https://github.com/JohannesBuchner/PyMultiNest
SHA1-hash 5d8c103.
2A lower-bound for reasons pertaining to the implementation of the joint prior distribution; the lower-bound itself
is numerically transformed into an appropriate MultiNest setting in order to achieve at least this desired expansion
factor. Further detail is beyond the scope of this description (refer to Chapter 3).
3The minimum tolerance used for any process was x = 10−3 to confirm that termination was not premature.
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of active points is chosen to be a number that is larger than will be typically reported in the
literature for similar dimensional problems (perhaps with simpler distributional structure), or
recommended by the authors of MultiNest, for a compromise between resource consumption
and accuracy. The hypervolume expansion factor is, for all but one run,4 greater than the
number recommended by the authors of MultiNest for accurate evidence estimation. The
combination of a number of active points—which is between 40 and 80 times larger than
the dimensionality of the sampling space—and the recommended expansion factor, targets
posterior computation with an implementation-specific error5 that is smaller than the error
due to the inherent stochasticity of Monte Carlo sampling.
The constant-efficiency MultiNest bounding variant should in general be avoided where
tractability is not compromised to reduce risk of under-sampling when a hyper-ellipsoidal
decomposition does not conform well to likelihood level hypersurfaces; we did not use this
bounding variant. However, in the higher-dimensional contexts we are approaching in this
work, it could be useful to activate this bounding variant if integration is forecasted to consume
too many computing resources (e.g., the acceptance fraction drops too low below 10−3 when
using a high-performance system and an expensive likelihood function). Imposing a target
acceptance fraction may be useful for initial exploratory runs in order to probe for configurations with high (marginal) likelihood—a weak indicator of potential model performance
if future efforts achieve greater computational efficiency. When constant-efficiency mode is
activated the evidence estimates should be assumed to be positively biased unless importance
nested sampling is also activated (which can consume an appreciable fraction of the memory
on a typical supercomputer node for ∼ 108 likelihood function evaluations). The acceptance
fraction decaying to such levels is indicative that the minimum-bounding hyper-ellipsoidal
decomposition does not conform sufficiently well to the nested likelihood function level hypersurfaces, resulting in: (i) a large excess of hypervolume exterior to the likelihood surface but
within the bounding union of ellipsoids; and/or (ii) the union of bounding ellipsoids exhibits
a large fractional overlap. In such cases one could construct an alternative parametrization
of the problem that is more tractable with the MultiNest bounding algorithm (in the native
sampling space), or use an alternative (nested) sampling algorithm.
The mode-isolation sampling variant was not activated unless stated otherwise. This
variant isolates the evolution of local modes whose hyper-ellipsoidal clustering decompositions are mutually non-overlapping; upon isolation, the active points of sampling threads
constituting each mode cannot migrate between modes at subsequent iterations—they are
locked in, which can alleviate premature mode deactivation. Sampling resolution, however,
can be absorbed by unimportant modes, which is undesirable. The mode separation sampling
variant generates distinct statistics for each mode and labels actives points according to mode
association.
4The ST+PST model was implemented as we were exhausting our computational resources and thus we lowered
resolution—increased the nested-sample acceptance fraction—to ensure completion of an exploratory run—see
Table 4.2.
5I.e., the error due to not sampling from the entire prior hypervolume subject to a given likelihood function
constraint.
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With the above settings, amongst ulterior numerical settings for marginal likelihood
function evaluation, X-PSI typically executes O(107 ) marginal likelihood function evaluations
in O(104 ) core hours via MultiNest.

C.1.2

Summary of information presentation

We now summarize how we opt to present probabilistic information in the form of figures and
tables. We condition on a set of model variants that are treated in effectively the same manner,
and the information presentation is consistent for these models; we thus here describe the
information once. Figures and tables are displayed in the main body—see Section 4.3—for
the model we deem to perform best considering both prior and posterior predictive measures
and checks; we refer the reader to Table 4.2 and Figure 4.12 through Figure 4.21 for reference.

C.1.2.1

Graphical posterior predictive checking

In a figure such as Figure 4.12 we display salient information for assessing performance of a
model in isolation. Our generative modeling process is fundamentally built on the statement
that we do not believe the true data-generating process exists within the model space considered
(refer to Section 4.2.2); however the models may, for the purpose of generating data, be deemed
adequate approximations. We aim to graphically approximate an answer to the question: Does
the model generate, a posteriori, synthetic data that emulates structure in the real event data?
Graphical posterior predictive checking here relies on the power of human identification of systematic structural differences, which if physically characterized can drive future
model development towards better-performing approximations. Structural differences include
spectro-temporal correlations between random variates assumed to be statistically independent (e.g., the ST-S version of Figure 4.12 in the online figure set), and inaccurate noise
modeling leading to under- or over-estimation of the variance of random variables; the latter
also may manifest due to excessive, non-physical predictive complexity (over-fitting). In the
top panel of such a figure we display the data set for convenience. In the center panel we
choose to display the posterior-mean Poisson expected count numbers:
∫
Õ
λi j B Eπ(θ) [ci j (θ)] =
ci j (θ, Bi )π(θ, Bi | d)dθ ≈
wk ci j (θ k ),
(C.2)
S

k

where θ k ∼ π(θ | d) are samples with normalized importance weights wk drawn from the
background-marginalized posterior density π(θ | d), and S is the prior support. Crucially,
we do not sample the joint posterior distribution π(θ, B | d) because of prohibitive scal-
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ing of expense with dimensionality;6 therefore in order to compute a data-space posteriormean quantity, we opt to maximize the conditional likelihood function L(Bi ; θ k ) with rebi , such that
spect to each background count-rate parameter Bi , generating an estimator B
b
ci j (θ k ) B ci j (θ k , Bi ). In the bottom panel we display standardized residuals between
data count numbers and the quantities λi j , where we define Poisson random variables
xi j ∼ p(xi j | λi j ). We consider the set of figures associated with Figure 4.12 as graphical
posterior-checking plots. If no clear systematic structure manifests during posterior predictive checking and the posterior-predictive distribution is well-approximated by a sampling
distribution conditional on a parameter vector, we consider the model to be appropriate for
predicting future observations against which the model may be falsified.
Bayesian global performance measures—such as the evidence—are useful for determining
the utility of increments in the complexity of a generative model. However, whilst being
a target of our posterior computation, prior predictive probabilities are known to not be
universally robust and can be sensitive to prior choices and parametrization, especially in
phenomenological contexts. Thus in order to assess performance and identify model features
that conform well to data structure, it is necessary—and natural—to also visually inspect
predictions a posteriori. We consider other measures such as the expected posterior utility
(i.e., power for future statistical falsification) beyond the scope of this work (Vehtari & Ojanen
2012).
In this work we refrain as much as possible from invoking point measures—based on
parameter vector point-estimates—to quantitatively summarize and compare models. The
reason we do this is twofold: (i) a point estimate is usually the parameter vector that is
estimated to globally optimize some quantity, and subsequent to estimation all information
encoded by the posterior distribution is not explicitly regarded; and (ii) the target of our
statistical computation (nested sampling) is not any particular point measure, but instead to
draw samples from the posterior typical set for the purpose of estimating posterior integrals.
It follows that stronger guarantees can be made about the accuracy of statistical estimators
that are posterior integrals than can be made about those that are point estimates; we therefore
view integral estimators as generally more helpful and robust than point estimators.
As an example, consider the canonical estimation of the parameter vector that globally
maximizes the likelihood function conditional on some model. In our case, our posterior
computation does not target accurate maximization, and we are forced to marginalize over the
phase-invariant (background) count-rate parameters in order to define a nested-sampling space
6If our set of samples was drawn from the joint posterior distribution π(θ, B | d) we could better-approximate
the expectation integral in Equation (C.2), or at greater cost, approximate the posterior-predictive probability mass
distribution in data space:
∫
Õ
p(xi j | d) =
p(xi j | θ, Bi )π(θ, B | d)dBdθ ≈
wk p(xi j | θ k , Bi, k ),
k

whose expectation E[xi j ] and variance V[xi j ] are indicators of residual structure in the data relative to the model
a posteriori. The posterior predictive distribution may also be constructed by jointly generating samples from the
Bayesian joint distribution: x k ∼ p(x | θ k , B k ) and (θ k , B k ) ∼ π(θ, B | d).
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Figure C.1: Summary of the two-dimensional residual panels in the online figure set associated with

Figure 4.12. For each model we identify the sample (parameter vector) θ̂ BMML that reported the highest
background-marginalised likelihood function value amongst identified posterior modes, together with
the background count-rate vector B̂CML that maximizes the conditional likelihood function√given
θ̂ BMML . Given the expectations E[xi j ] = λi j (θ̂ BMML, B̂CML ), we evaluate the residuals (λ − d)/ λ for
each phase-channel interval, where {di j } are variates of independent Poisson-random variables {xi j }.
We display in each panel the distribution of these random variates (the real count numbers). The
minimum number of expected counts in any phase-channel interval is ∼ 30, and thus the {xi j } drawn
from the sampling-distribution
are, approximately, identically and normally distributed if transformed
√
as y B (λ − x)/ λ. The smooth black distribution in each panel is a normal distribution. The data
sampling-distributions for the ST-U model and models higher in complexity do not exhibit systematic
structural inaccuracies in the context of the variates: there are no clear signs of noise-model inaccuracy
or over-fitting, nor are there clear signs of residual correlations in, e.g., Figure 4.12. These models can
thus perform adequately as point-measure predictors of structure in the real count-number data. The
residuals conditional on the ST-S model are distributed with larger variance than unity (normal): more
weight is visible in the wings, and less in the near vicinity of zero.

whose dimensionality is not prohibitive. We thus do not guarantee that the sample (parameter
vector) θ̂ BMML that reported the highest background-marginalised likelihood function value
amongst identified posterior modes, together with the background count-rate vector B̂CML
that maximizes the conditional likelihood function given θ̂ BMML , is an adequate estimator of
the joint vector (θ, B)ML that globally maximizes the likelihood function. In Figure C.1 we
consider the joint vector (θ̂ BMML, B̂CML ): empirically we see that all but one model (ST-S) has,
within prior support, parameter vectors that perform adequately as point-measure predictors
of structure in the real count-number data.
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C.1.2.2

Parameter kernel density estimation and credible regions

We applied the post-processing module of the X-PSI package (v0.1; refer to Section 3.4.5).
X-PSI wraps—combines and adds functionality—to several other packages for statistical
computation: relevant here for Gaussian kernel density estimation (KDE) is GetDist.7 We do
not use GetDist to compute numerical one-dimensional credible intervals on each parameter,
but GetDist is used whenever KDE is necessary for post-processing (posterior) samples into
estimators: for calculation of the plotted one- and two-dimensional density functions; for
calculation of the plotted two-dimensional (joint) credible regions; and for one-dimensional
Kullback-Leibler divergence estimation, where both the marginal posterior and marginal prior
density functions need to be estimated from samples.
GetDist can execute smoothing using either a manual Gaussian kernel bandwidth or an automatic optimized bandwidth. For all parameters and models, for simplicity and consistency,
we invoke a manual bandwidth of 0.4 times the estimated parameter standard deviations,
based on the GetDist guidelines for choosing analysis settings. Moreover, GetDist performs
various smoothing corrections to avoid smoothing bias as one attempts to mitigate finitesample noise: (i) smoothed-density correction near hard one-dimensional parameter bounds
defined through the prior support, with capability to estimate a finite local density function
gradient; and (ii) iterative multiplicative bias-correction to the estimated density function to
nullify over-smoothing. Density estimation near non-trivial prior support boundaries in two
parameters does not account for the local boundary, but this is not problematic for our work
here. We roll with the default bias-correction settings: a linear boundary kernel (in both
one- and two-dimensional spaces) and zeroth-order multiplicative bias-correction (a single
application with no iterations).
C.1.2.3

Error analysis for statistical estimators

Two frameworks now require distinction: (i) the parametric probabilistic framework of the
generative model (a Bayesian context) for the data; and (ii) a non-parametric probabilistic
framework that operates with realizations of a stochastic sampling process, which in turn
operates on a deterministic target probability distribution defined in the parametric framework
given data and a generative model (e.g., Skilling 2006; Higson et al. 2018b). The sampling
process has a mixture of known and approximated properties, including fixed non-physical
settings. Estimators derived from the process output are stochastic and we are interested in
their distributions.
The purpose of executing some number of computationally expensive repeats is for error
analysis—specifically the estimation of implementation-specific error (Higson et al. 2019)
pertaining to sampling from the joint prior subject to a likelihood function constraint (a more
7https://github.com/cmbant/getdist. Specifically, tag v0.3.1, with some minor plotting customization locatable at https://github.com/ThomasEdwardRiley/getdist/tree/customization, with SHA1hash 61f69d0. The technical KDE notes for GetDist are located at https://cosmologist.info/notes/GetDist.
pdf.
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thorough review of error analysis techniques in Section 3.4.4). One way to approach this
problem is to compute posterior marginal density functions for many bootstrapped realizations
of each stochastic run and then graphically probe for the manifestation of implementationspecific error (Higson et al. 2019).
X-PSI wraps the package nestcheck8 (Higson 2018b; Higson et al. 2018b, 2019) to access existing error analysis routines. As an example of application in this work, consider
Figure 4.20: in the associated online figure set, where we supply a higher resolution version
of each panel, we display the marginal posterior density distributions for each parameter as
a set of shaded error bands. The shaded bands represent the distribution of posterior density, at each parameter value, based on simulated nested sampling process realizations; the
posterior density function is estimated for each realization with GetDist as described above
in Section C.1.2.2. The colorbar denotes the percentage of realizations spanned by a band
with a given shade, where each band connects intervals (at each parameter value) containing
the highest realization density of posterior density. Note that the colorbar is not associated
with the shaded joint density distributions in the off-diagonal plots. The contours in the
on-diagonal panels thus encode information on the variation of the parameter kernel density
estimator due to the inherent stochasticity of each of sampling processes; the estimator distributions are connected as a function of each respective parameter to delineate the behavior of
the probability mass. If the member processes are deemed to exhibit consistency under visual
inspection, the combined process may be invoked to estimate distributions of estimators.
We apply nestcheck routines to bootstrap re-sample threads and simulate weights for:
the one-dimensional quantiles in posterior mass for each parameter, which are in turn used
to report the credible intervals; the global and parameter-by-parameter Kullback-Leibler
divergences; and the evidence. The numerical values we report are in some cases (ST-S,
ST-U, and ST+CST) derived by combining two realizations into a single realization with
O(103 ) active points (sampling threads), if the runs are considered sufficiently consistent and
exhibit sufficient resolution for our purposes here. However, due to computational expense
we could only afford at most two runs, and for both ST+EST and ST+PST we were limited to
a single run with O(103 ) active points. Moreover, note that processes executed by the modeseparation algorithm are incompatible with the notion of process combination: the theory
nor software implementation exists at the time of writing, and therefore we only display such
a run—when relevant and available—in the posterior figures, but do not use it to calculate
numerical estimators.
C.1.2.4

Estimating posterior information gain

In a Bayesian context, the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence (Kullback & Leibler 1951)
can be applied as a non-negative real scalar9 measure of posterior information gain about a
parameter—or jointly about parameters—of a generative model, conditioned on the data set;
8Specifically, tag v0.2.0, with customization to support use of GetDist KDE, locatable at https://github.
com/ThomasEdwardRiley/nestcheck/tree/feature/getdist_KDE with SHA1-hash 4555df0.
9And thus parametrization invariant.
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it is also known via information-theoretic interpretation as relative entropy. Equivalently it is
the posterior-expected additional number of bits necessary to encode the value of a parameter
sample for lossless communication between agents, if the (marginal) prior distribution is
invoked to design an optimal encoding. Alternate interpretations exist to satiate a variety of
readers—e.g., Shlens (2014).
KL-divergence maximization is central to an information-theoretic—but often in practice
intractable—definition of a minimally-informative prior via reference to the generative model,
but without reference to the data (via data-space marginalization). Whilst we cannot feasibly
determine the maximal KL-divergence with respect to the space of all proper prior density
functions, the number of bits of information gain is a useful indicator of the degree to which the
likelihood function dominates the information encoded in the posterior. The KL-divergence
has, as an example, recently been applied by The LIGO Scientific Collaboration et al. (2018)
to probe posterior information gain and sensitivity to prior assumptions.
For continuous symbols, the KL-divergence is defined in the limit that a discrete symbol
becomes a continuous subset of Rn ; in practice, of course, computer representation of the
reals is discrete. Given the existence of a known optimal prior encoding, the number of
additional bits for lossless communication of a posterior sample at a given precision is, in the
context of our inference problem, far less than the number of bits required to store the sample.
Mathematically, in units of bits:




∫
Õ
π(θ | d)
π(θ k | d)
dθ ≈
wk log2
,
(C.3)
DKL (π || p) =
π(θ | d) log2
p(θ)
p(θ k )
k
S

where θ k ∼ π(θ | d) are samples with normalized importance weights wk drawn from the
background-marginalized density π(θ | d). Computation of a single scalar divergence for the
n-dimensional joint posterior is straightforwardly given by


∫
π(θ | d)
dθ
DKL (π || p) =
π(θ | d) log2
p(θ)
S

∫

p(θ)
1 p(d | θ)
dθ
=
π(θ | d) log2
(C.4)

Z
p(θ)

S
∫
Õ
= − log2 Z +
π(θ | d) log2 L(θ)dθ ≈ − log2 Z +
wk log2 L(θ k ).
S

k

It is more useful, however, to compute a marginal divergence for each parameter, yielding a
handle on which parameters the (marginal) likelihood function is most insensitive to in the
context of the (marginal) prior, and thus which prior assumptions global posterior inferences
may be most sensitive to. The parameters that exhibit the lowest marginal posterior information
gain are those for which prior assumptions are generally more important to be aware of and
should thus be an accurate representation of prior belief. Divergence estimation for each
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parameter (or jointly for m < n parameters) requires more involved post-processing because
kernel density estimation is performed for evaluation of the quotient of marginal densities
appearing in the integrand.
Note that if the marginal KL-divergence for some parameter θ is small (relative to the
divergences of other parameters) but the divergence is close to the theoretical maximum
expected divergence, the prior exists in the minimally-informative limit whilst being relatively
informative. E.g., if the Fisher information for θ is everywhere relatively small—meaning
the experiment is at most a weak probe of the parameter—the marginal posterior for θ should
be dominated even by a minimally-informative prior, but posterior inferences about other
parameters should be insensitive to all information about θ. If, on the other hand, the
likelihood function is a useful probe of θ whilst the marginal divergence is relatively small,
the global posterior may be sensitive to prior information about θ. In practice, we determine
that the parameters that typically exhibit the smallest divergences—pulsar distance D and
NICER instrument parameters α and γ—are assigned marginal priors that are not weakly
informative in the context of the likelihood function; moreover, we do not need to calculate
Fisher information to understand that the likelihood function itself is a useful probe of these
parameters, which exhibit degeneracies with other pulsar parameters. Therefore we conclude
that small divergences in these cases do indicate that our global posterior inferences are
strongly conditional on these prior assumptions.

C.2

Prior transforms

For nested sampling we aim to transform from a native sampling space—a unit hypercube
H = [0, 1]n —to a (physical) parameter space Rn according to an inverse transformation of the
joint prior density distribution p(θ) defined on Rn (typically with some compact support). We
thus require implementation of a mapping x 7→ θ where x ∈ H and θ ∈ Rn . In this appendix
we give the prior transforms implemented in order to facilitate reproduction of the sampling
processes, and also to provide a demonstration of some of the necessary architectural work
for parameter estimation via nested sampling.
In this work we provide a summary table for each model; as an example, refer to Table 4.2.
Within each table the joint prior density function q(θ) and its support S are reported. Here
we give a prescription for drawing a sample from a given prior: (i) draw a sample for each
parameter according to the listed sampling distribution p(θ) with support S † ⊂ Rn —using
one-dimensional inverse sampling—to generate a candidate vector e
θ ∈ Rn ; (ii) systematically
evaluate the constraint equations to determine whether e
θ ∈ S ⊂ Rn or whether S = e
θ ∈ Rn ;
and (iii) accept the candidate sample if e
θ ∈ S, otherwise reject the sample. The form—i.e., the
relative marginal density at two values of parameter θ—is, for a subset of parameters, not given
by the one-dimensional distribution θ ∼ q(θ) (whose definition in some cases, as the distance
D, requires explicitly stated truncation bounds) explicitly written in the prior column: the set
of constraint equations defining the joint compact support S often non-trivially modulate the
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density distribution q(θ) if θ appears in constraint equations jointly with some subset of the
other parameters. If the joint prior is separable with respect θ to then by definition p(θ) ≡ q(θ).

C.2.1

Gravitational mass and equatorial radius

We defined our joint prior distribution of gravitational mass and equatorial radius in Section 4.2.3.1. We apply a technique from Section B.5: inverse sampling of a joint flat density
function q(M, Req ) with a trivial rectangular boundary M ∈ [Ma, Mb ] and Req ∈ [Ra, Rb ],
and subsequent rejection only if Req < [3rg, 16] km.10 In this case, let H = [0, 1] × [0, 1]
and let the support of q(θ) = q(M, Req ) be S † ⊂ R2 . The mapping is then H → S †, x 7→ θ,
where S † ⊃ S. For (M, Req ) ∈ S, the joint prior density p(M, Req ) ∝ q(M, Req ) because the
constraint equation in compactness is dependent only on M and Req , and not on any ulterior
source parameters. Such a procedure is also summarized in the preamble of Section C.2
above.
A standard transform (in the context of the nested sampling software) on the other hand
would take the form H → S, x 7→ θ. To construct such a map, one may write p(M, Req ) =
p(Req | M)p(M) where
Rb
∫

p(M) =

p(M, Req )dReq ∝ Rb − 3rg (M).

(C.5)

3rg (M)

Then define x B (x M , xR ) where
x M (M) =

∫M

(C.6)

p(M 0)dM 0

Ma

and
xR (Req ; M) =

Req
∫
3rg (M)

Req
∫

0
0
=
p(Req
| M)dReq

3rg (M)

0 )
p(M, Req

p(M)

0
=
dReq

Req − 3rg (M)
.
Rb − 3rg (M)

(C.7)

Inverting, one has
Req (xR ; M) = xR Rb + 3(1 − xR )rg (M),

(C.8)

and similarly one obtains a non-linear function M(x M ).
The problem with such a standard transformation is clear from inspection of xR (Req ; M).
The common (M, Req ) degeneracy in pulse-profile modeling is linear due to sensitivity to com10Strictly speaking, we also impose several ulterior constraint equations. However, for the spin of PSR J0030+0451
these constraint equations are unimportant for defining the prior support on the joint space of M and Req .
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pactness M/Req . Therefore, requiring a constant compactness rg (M)/Req = const. implies
xR (Req ; M) =

const. − 3
,
Rb /rg (M) − 3

(C.9)

where M = M(x M ), meaning that xR = xR (x M ; M/Req ) is generally a non-linear function.
An optimal mapping would preserve the linearity of the degeneracy, and thus we do not opt
for a standard transformation where H → S, x 7→ θ; instead we inverse sample with rejection
as described above.

C.2.2

Hot regions

The joint prior distribution for the parameters of the members comprising both hot regions
is non-trivial to implement, requiring a number of considerations. Moreover, the difficulty
scales with the complexity of the hot regions. Here we break down the implementation into a
series of steps.
C.2.2.1

Parameter space

The joint parameter space for the members may be denoted v = (Θ p, φ p, ζp, Θs, φs, ζs, . . .),
where the six parameters explicitly written are inherent to every model wherein antipodal
reflection symmetry is not imposed, and any ulterior parameters depend on the model. For
ST-U, these six parameters are sufficient.
C.2.2.2

Region-exchange degeneracy

If the two hot regions sharing the stellar surface are of equivalent complexity, the prior support
for the coordinates of the regions can be defined so as to avoid degeneracy of the likelihood
function under exchange of the region positions.
For regions related via antipodal reflection symmetry, the prior support for the colatitude
of the regions can be defined such that only at (or near to) the support boundary are there
configurations wherein a pair of regions mutually map onto one another via a rotation about
the stellar rotation axis. The same condition applies if the regions are not related via antipodal
reflection symmetry, but have equivalent complexities—e.g., ST-U meaning two ST regions.
For instance, for ST-U, we can impose that Θ p ≤ Θs , where Θ p and Θs are respectively the
colatitudes of the centers of the primary and secondary ST regions.
If the regions are not related via antipodal reflection symmetry and do not have equivalent
complexities—e.g., ST+CST or ST+EST—then by definition it is not true that an arbitrary point
in parameter space yields exactly the same system configuration as distinct point in parameter
space due to region exchange. Indeed, region exchange degeneracy may only be exist for a
subset of parameter space, and thus one need not impose a joint constraint on the prior support
for the colatitudes of the regions.
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C.2.2.3

Ceding- and superseding-member radii

As highlighted in Section 4.2.4.3, it is advisable to define one’s native nested-sampling space
in order to linearize certain continuous degeneracies where possible.
The angular extent of the regions are remarkable in this respect for models constituted by
at least one region at the CST complexity level or beyond—i.e., when a hot region is constituted
by a superseding member and a ceding member, each with an angular radius. Whilst it is not
clear how to fully linearize degeneracy of type I illustrated in Figure 4.4 (see Section 4.2.4.2),
the important11 degeneracy of type IV can be linearized by working with the joint space of
ψ and ζ, the radii of the superseding and ceding members respectively (see Section 4.2.4.3).
Although such a choice may be appear obvious in isolation, it may not be the space on which
one chooses to intuitively define a joint prior density distribution.
Transforms for a CST or an EST region. If the superseding member subtends smaller
angular extent than the ceding member, it is useful to consider ψ B f ζ where f ∈ [ f , 1]
for small (or zero)  f . Moreover, it is common to invoke uniform prior density distributions
for parameters with the intention of choosing a weakly informative prior but without rigorous
proof. We therefore consider a flat separable density for f and ζ, such that q( f , ζ) = q( f )q(ζ)
where f ∼ U( f , 1) and ζ ∼ U(ζ , π/2 − ζ ) for small (or zero) ζ . More generally, one might
choose ζ ∈ [ζ , bζ ]; in our case bζ B π/2 − ζ . We then require the marginal density function
q(ψ) and the conditional density function q(ζ | ψ) in order to define a map H → S † , where
H = [0, 1] × [0, 1] and where S † indicates that the support S of p(ψ, ζ), after all considerations
in this appendix (see Section C.2.2.4), will be such that S † ⊃ S.
We must now consider the size of  f and ζ : these limits determine the boundary of the
prior support in the joint space of ψ and ζ. For a single-temperature hot region, we simply
choose  f = 0, such that either the superseding or ceding member can subtend zero angular
extent at the boundary of the support; for a dual-temperature region one might choose a small
finite value for  f given that it is filled with material of finite temperature. Given the choice
 f = 0 the choice of ζ is unimportant for deriving the prior distributions of interest.
The joint density q(ψ, ζ) is given by
q(ψ, ζ) = q( f , ζ)

∂f
= ζ −1 q(ψ/ζ)q(ζ).
∂ψ

(C.10)

The marginal density function q(ψ) is thus given by

q(ψ) =

∫

ζ −1 q(ψ/ζ)q(ζ)dζ ∝


∫b ζ



 ζ −1 dζ






ζ
 ∫b ζ











ζ −1 dζ

if ψ ≤ ζ
(C.11)
if ζ < ψ ≤ bζ ;

ψ

11In terms of prior mass in comparison to that associated with other degenerate structures.
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and further that
(

ln bζ /ζ
q(ψ) ∝

ln bζ /ψ

if ψ ≤ ζ

(C.12)

if ζ < ψ ≤ bζ .

Now define x B (xψ, xζ ) where the mass
xψ (ψ) B

∫ψ

(
0

0

q(ψ )dψ ∝

0

ψ ln bζ /ζ

if ψ ≤ ζ



ψ − ζ − ψ ln ψ/bζ



if ζ < ψ ≤ bζ ;

(C.13)

note that xψ (ψ) is continuous at ψ = ζ , and that xψ → 1− as ψ → b−ζ because q(ψ/ζ)q(ζ) =
(bζ − ζ )−1 where the joint density q( f , ζ) is finite. The function ψ(xψ ) is not obviously
obtainable in closed-form for ψ > ζ , and thus we interpolate to perform the transformation
xψ 7→ ψ.
We now require the conditional density q(ζ | ψ):
(

ζ −1 /ln bζ /ζ
q(ψ, ζ)
q(ζ | ψ) =
= −1

q(ψ)
ζ /ln bζ /ψ

if (ψ ≤ ζ ) ∧ (ζ ≤ ζ ≤ bζ )
if (ζ < ψ ≤ bζ ) ∧ (ψ < ζ ≤ bζ ).

(C.14)

Then define the mass
xζ (ζ; ψ) B

∫ζ
a(ψ)



ln ζ/ζ /ln bζ /ζ
q(ζ | ψ)dζ =

ln (ζ/ψ) /ln bζ /ψ
(

0

0

if (ψ ≤ ζ ) ∧ (ζ ≤ ζ ≤ bζ )
if (ζ < ψ ≤ bζ ) ∧ (ψ < ζ ≤ bζ ).
(C.15)

The function ζ(xζ ; ψ) is written in closed-form as
(
ζ(x) =

ζ exp xζ ln bζ /ζ

if (ψ ≤ ζ ) ∧ (ζ ≤ ζ ≤ bζ )



ψ(xψ ) exp xζ ln bζ /ψ



if (ζ < ψ ≤ bζ ) ∧ (ψ < ζ ≤ bζ ).

(C.16)

Transforms for a PST region. If the superseding member can subtend a larger angular
extent than the ceding member we consider the parameters f ∈ [ f , 2 −  f ] for small (or zero)
 f and ξ ∈ [ξ , bξ ] for small ξ . If f ≤ 1, we define ζ = ξ and ψ = f ζ, whilst if f > 1
we define ψ = ξ and ζ = (2 − f )ψ. We consider a flat separable joint density for f and
ξ: f ∼ U( f , 2 −  f ) and ξ ∼ U(ξ , bξ ). We again require the marginal density function
q(ψ) and the conditional density function q(ζ | ψ) in order to define a map H → S † , where
H = [0, 1] × [0, 1] and where S † indicates that the support S of p(ψ, ζ), after all considerations
in this appendix (see Section C.2.2.4), will be such that S † ⊃ S.
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The joint density q(ψ, ζ) is piecewise with respect to f , given by
(
ζ −1 q( f )q(ξ) if f ≤ 1
∂( f , ξ)
q(ψ, ζ) = q( f , ξ)
=
∂(ψ, ζ)
ψ −1 q( f )q(ξ) if f > 1.

(C.17)

We must now consider the size of  f and ξ : these limits determine the boundary of the prior
support in the joint space of ψ and ζ. For a PST region, we simply choose  f = 0, such that
either the superseding or ceding member can subtend zero angular extent at the boundary of
the support; for a PDT region one might choose a small finite value for  f given that it is filled
with material of finite temperature. Given the choice  f = 0 the choice of ξ is unimportant
for deriving the prior distributions of interest.
In order to construct a map H → S † , we aim to obtain the joint density p(ψ, ζ) in the
conditional form p(ψ, ζ) = p(ζ | ψ)p(ψ). The marginal density function p(ψ) is given by

q(ψ) =

∫ψ

−1

ψ q( f )q(ξ)dζ +

0

bξ
∫

(C.18)

ζ −1 q( f )q(ξ)dζ .

ψ

If ψ < ξ , then: for f > 1, q(ξ = ψ) = 0; and for f ≤ 1, q(ξ = ζ) = 0 for ζ < ξ . It follows
that

q(ψ) ∝

bξ

∫





ζ −1 dζ






if ψ < ξ

bξ

∫ψ
∫



−1
 ψ dζ + ζ −1 dζ




ψ
 0

if ξ ≤ ψ ≤ bξ ,

ξ

and further that
(

ln bξ /ξ
q(ψ) ∝

1 + ln bξ /ψ

(C.19)

if ψ < ξ

(C.20)

if ξ ≤ ψ ≤ bξ .

Now define x B (xψ, xζ ) where the mass
xψ (ψ) B

∫ψ
0

(
0

0

q(ψ )dψ ∝

ψ ln bξ /ξ

if ψ < ξ



2(ψ − ξ ) − ψ ln ψ/bξ



if ξ ≤ ψ ≤ bξ ;

(C.21)

note that xψ (ψ) is continuous at ψ = ξ , and that xψ → 1− as ψ → b−ξ because q( f )q(ξ) =
(bξ − ξ )−1 /2 where the joint density q( f , ξ) is finite. The function ψ(xψ ) is not obviously
obtainable in closed-form for ψ > ξ , and thus we interpolate to perform the transformation
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C.2 Prior transforms

xψ 7→ ψ.
We now require the conditional density q(ζ | ψ):



ζ −1 /ln bξ /ξ





q(ψ, ζ) 
q(ζ | ψ) =
= ψ −1 / 1 + ln bξ /ψ

q(ψ)




 ζ −1 / 1 + ln bξ /ψ


if (ψ < ξ ) ∧ (ξ ≤ ζ ≤ bξ )
if (ξ ≤ ψ ≤ bξ ) ∧ (0 ≤ ζ ≤ ψ)

(C.22)

if (ξ ≤ ψ ≤ bξ ) ∧ (ψ < ζ ≤ bξ ).

Then define the mass
xζ (ζ; ψ) B

∫ζ

q(ζ 0 | ψ)dζ 0

a(ψ)





ln ζ/ξ /ln bξ /ξ


ζ 


  −1
1 + ln bξ /ψ
=

ψ





 [1 + ln (ζ/ψ)] 1 + ln bξ /ψ −1


if (ψ < ξ ) ∧ (ξ ≤ ζ ≤ bξ )
if (ξ ≤ ψ ≤ bξ ) ∧ (0 ≤ ζ ≤ ψ)
if (ξ ≤ ψ ≤ bξ ) ∧ (ψ < ζ ≤ bξ ).

The function ζ(xζ ; ψ) is written in closed-form as



ξ exp xζ ln bξ /ξ






ζ(x) = xζ ψ(xψ ) 1 + ln bξ /ψ






 ψ(xψ ) exp xζ 1 + ln bξ /ψ − 1

C.2.2.4

if (ψ < ξ ) ∧ (ξ ≤ ζ ≤ bξ )
if (ξ ≤ ψ ≤ bξ ) ∧ (0 ≤ ζ ≤ ψ)

(C.23)

if (ξ ≤ ψ ≤ bξ ) ∧ (ψ < ζ ≤ bξ ).

Non-overlapping hot regions

We implicitly define the support S of the joint density p(v), where the vector of parameters
controlling both hot regions sharing the stellar surface is v = (Θ p, φ p, ζp, Θs, φs, ζs, . . .), by
imposing a constraint equation in terms of v: we require that the regions are non-overlapping.
More explicitly: two radiating regions associated with distinct regions cannot overlap—if
they were to overlap, additional logical conditions would be required to specify an order of
precedence for intensity evaluation at spacetime events at the stellar surface.
For single-temperature regions with a single member—i.e., simply-connected and circular
—one need only determine whether the ceding members, with their simple (circular) boundaries, overlap; the same condition is true if there exists a superseding member that is a hole in
a ceding member—i.e., ST, CST, or EST. For dual-temperature hot regions, whose boundary
is always constituted by a maximum of two simple (circular) boundaries, one need only determine whether any pair of members—from two distinct regions—overlap. However, for a PST
region the boundary of the radiating region is more unwieldy for evaluating whether or not
the radiating region of the PST region overlaps with another region sharing the stellar surface;
in this case we simply define an overlap condition only in terms of the simple boundary of the
ceding member, a subset of which is superseded by non-radiating surface.
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To derive the joint prior density p(v) and its support S, we: (i) define q(v) as a product
of density functions; (ii) inverse sample as H → S † , x 7→ v; and (iii) accept the sample e
v if
the regions are determined to be non-overlapping. Algorithmically, we identify a set of pairs
of members with simple boundaries whose center coordinates and angular radii are defined
by vector e
v, and evaluate via a spherical coordinate transformation whether or not the angular
separation of the member centers is at least equal to the sum of their angular radii. If any of
the pairs of members overlap, then e
v < S.
As an example, for ST+EST, v = (Θ p, φ p, ζp, Θs, φs, ψs, ζs, εs, ϕs ) where the coordinates of the center of the ceding member of the EST region is derived from the vector
(Θs, φs, ψs, ζs, εs, ϕs ). Overlap is then evaluated for this ceding member in relation to the ST
spot whose boundary is derived from the vector (Θ p, φ p, ζp ). The marginal density function for every parameter constituting (the space of) vector v is thus modulated by excluding
overlaps.

C.3

Model summary tables

In this appendix we provide posterior summary tables for all models applied to the event data
of PSR J0030+0451, other than ST+PST (Table 4.2). For ST+EST see Table C.1. For ST+CST
see Table C.2. For ST-U see Table C.3. For ST-S see Table C.4. For CDT-U see Table C.5.

C.4

Supplementary ideas for model extension

We now make note of models within the scope of this work that were either clearly (without
need for explicit posterior computation due to the posterior properties of simpler models) not
competitive for PSR J0030+0451 or unhelpfully complex in phenomenologically describing
the structure of a hot region. Excess complexity does not mean that the modeling has been
optimized, but indicates that a particular extension to a model is not warranted because we
are insensitive to a subset of parameters (or combinations of parameters) and the signals
that maximize the likelihood function are signals that are effectively generated by a simpler
(nested) model.
ST+EDT and ST+PDT. Obtained via simple extension of ST+EST and ST+PST: let the
superseding member (the hole for EST) contain radiating material. Refer to Figure C.2.
EDT-S and EDT-U. Refer to the online figure set associated with Figure C.2. For EDT-S,
the surface radiation field associated with the secondary region is derived exactly by applying
antipodal symmetry to the primary region: there are no free parameters associated with the
secondary region. Conversely, for EDT-U, the secondary region is endowed with distinct
parameters—i.e., it is not derived from the primary region under antipodal symmetry. However, the parameters of the secondary region have an otherwise equivalent meaning—in terms
of surface radiation field specification—to their primary-region counterparts. As an example,
the azimuth of the center of the secondary ceding member is defined relative to the meridian
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Figure C.2: Schematic diagrams of models wherein an ST region shares the stellar surface with a

higher-complexity EDT or PDT region. The complete figure set (3 images) is available in the online
journal.

passing through the center of the secondary hole and through the rotational poles.
PDT-S and PDT-U. Refer to the online figure set associated with Figure C.2. For PDT-S,
the surface radiation field associated with the secondary region is derived exactly by applying
antipodal symmetry to the primary region: there are no free parameters associated with the
secondary region. Conversely, for PDT-U, the secondary region is endowed with distinct
parameters—i.e., it is not derived from the primary region under antipodal symmetry. However, the parameters of the secondary region have an otherwise equivalent meaning—in terms
of surface radiation field specification—to their primary-region counterparts.
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Parameter
P [ms]
M [M ]
Req [km]
Θ p [radians]
φ p [cycles]
ζp [radians]
Θs [radians]
φs [cycles]
ψs+ [radians]
ψs [radians]
εs
ϕs [radians]

log10 T p [K]
log10 (Ts [K])
i [radians]
D [kpc]
NH [1020 cm−2 ]
NICER α
NICER β
NICER γ

Description
coordinate spin period
gravitational mass
coordinate equatorial radius
compactness condition
ST region center colatitude
ST region initial phase (from Earth)
ST region angular radius
EST region hole center colatitude
EST region initial phase (from Earth antipode)
EST region angular radii difference
EST region hole angular radius
EST region annulus fractional angular offset
EST region annulus azimuthal offset
non-overlapping hot-region annuli
ST region NSX effective temperature
EST region NSX effective temperature
Earth inclination to rotation axis
Earth distance
interstellar neutral H column density
calibrated matrix scaling
reference-to-calibrated matrix weighting
reference matrix scaling

Prior (density and support)
P = 4.87, fixed
M ∼ U(1, 3)
Req ∼ U[3rg (1), 16]
Req /rg (M) > 3
Θ p ∼ U(0, π)
φ p ∼ U(a, a + 0.2)12
ζp ∼ U(0, π/2)
Θs ∼ U(0, π)
φs ∼ U(−0.5, 0.5), periodic
ζs ∼ U(0, π/2), ψs+ B ζs − ψs
fs ∼ U(0, 1), ψs B fs ζs
εs ∼ U(0, 1)13
ϕs ∼ U(0, 2π)
function of (Θ p, Θs, φ p, φs, ζp, ζs )
log10 T p ∼ U(5.1, 6.8), NSX limits
log10 Ts ∼ U(5.1, 6.8), NSX limits
i ∼ U(0, π/2)
D ∼ N(0.325, 0.009)
NH ∼ U(0, 5)
α ∼ N(1, 0.1), α ∈ [0.5, 1.5]
β ∼ U(0, 1)
γ ∼ N(1, 0.1), γ ∈ [0.5, 1.5]

c
CI68%
−
1.46+0.17
−0.18
13.89+1.14
−1.30

bKL
D
−
1.15+0.02
−0.02
0.69+0.02
−0.02

2.22+0.09
−0.10
0.45+0.00
−0.00
0.07+0.01
−0.01
2.66+0.07
−0.09
−0.51+0.01
−0.01
0.03+0.01
−0.01
0.25+0.04
−0.04
0.45+0.45
−0.33
0.79+0.35
−0.26

3.01+0.03
−0.03
6.59+0.02
−0.03
4.78+0.03
−0.02
3.36+0.02
−0.03
4.28+0.03
−0.02
2.93+0.03
−0.03
2.29+0.02
−0.03
0.08+0.01
−0.01
0.64+0.06
−0.06

6.11+0.01
5.03+0.03
−0.01
−0.03
+0.01
6.11−0.01
5.60+0.03
−0.03
1.01+0.07
2.40+0.03
−0.07
−0.02
0.33+0.01
0.02+0.01
−0.01
−0.01
+0.03
0.61+0.18
2.84
−0.03
−0.16
+0.09
0.99−0.09
0.02+0.01
−0.00
0.16+0.17
1.07+0.03
−0.11
−0.03
+0.01
0.99+0.09
0.04
−0.01
−0.09
Continued on next page
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Table C.1: Summary table for ST+EST, introduced in Section 4.2.4.7 and illustrated in Figure 4.10.

Table C.1 – Continued from previous page
Sampling process information
number of free parameters: 19
number of runs: 1
number of live points: 103
inverse hypervolume expansion factor: 0.3
termination condition: 10−1
d
evidence:14 ln
Z = −36367.81+0.48
−0.43
bKL = 62.1+0.8 bits
global KL-divergence: D
−0.8
number of core15 hours: 61210
likelihood evaluations: 88965106
nested replacements: 53149
weighted posterior samples: 17671

ε(1 + f )ζ + f ζ ≤ ζ =⇒ ε ≤ (1 − f )/(1 + f ).
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14Defined as the prior predictive probability p(d | ST+EST). We report the interval about the median containing ±45% of 103 joint bootstrap-weight replications for the
combined run.
15Intel® Xeon E5-2697Av4 (2.60 GHz; Broadwell) processors on the SURFsara Cartesius supercomputer.
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12Where φ p = a is an arbitrary phase dependent on event data pre-processing. We set a = 0.35.
13If we were to parameterize the eccentricity in terms of the sum of angular radii of the superseding (hole) and ceding regions, ϑ B ε(1 + f )ζ, a conditional prior such
as ε | f ∼ U(0, (1 − f )/(1 + f )) would be necessary, where the upper-bound imposes that the radiating region is not simply-connected (i.e., is an annulus):

Parameter
P [ms]
M [M ]
Req [km]
Θ p [radians]
φ p [cycles]
ζp [radians]
Θs [radians]
φs [cycles]
ψs+ [radians]
ψs [radians]


log10 T p [K]
log10 (Ts [K])
i [radians]
D [kpc]
NH [1020 cm−2 ]
NICER α
NICER β
NICER γ

Description
coordinate spin period
gravitational mass
coordinate equatorial radius
compactness condition
ST region center colatitude
ST region initial phase (from Earth)
ST region angular radius
CST region center colatitude
CST region initial phase (from Earth antipode)
CST region annulus angular width
CST region hole angular radius
enforce ST and CST colatitude order16
non-overlapping hot regions
ST region NSX effective temperature
CST region NSX effective temperature
Earth inclination to rotation axis
Earth distance
interstellar neutral H column density
calibrated matrix scaling
reference-to-calibrated matrix weighting
reference matrix scaling

Prior (density and support)
P = 4.87, fixed
M ∼ U(1, 3)
Req ∼ U[3rg (1), 16]
Req /rg (M) > 3
Θ p ∼ U(0, π)
φ p ∼ U(−0.5, 0.5), periodic
ζp ∼ U(0, π/2)
Θs ∼ U(0, π)
φs ∼ U(−0.5, 0.5), periodic
ζs ∼ U(0, π/2), ψs+ B ζs − ψs
fs ∼ U(0, 1), ψs B fs ζs
Θs ≥ Θ p
function of (Θ p, Θs, φ p, φs, ζp, ζs )
log10 T p ∼ U(5.1, 6.8), NSX limits
log10 Ts ∼ U(5.1, 6.8), NSX limits
i ∼ U(0, π/2)
D ∼ N(0.325, 0.009)
NH ∼ U(0, 5)
α ∼ N(1, 0.1), α ∈ [0.5, 1.5]
β ∼ U(0, 1)
γ ∼ N(1, 0.1), γ ∈ [0.5, 1.5]

c
CI68%
−
1.44+0.18
−0.19
13.88+1.23
−1.38

bKL
D
−
1.07+0.02
−0.02
0.61+0.01
−0.01

2.24+0.09
−0.09
0.46+0.00
−0.00
0.07+0.01
−0.01
2.60+0.05
−0.06
−0.50+0.00
−0.00
0.04+0.01
−0.01
0.23+0.03
−0.03

5.14+0.03
−0.02
6.66+0.03
−0.02
4.59+0.02
−0.02
2.79+0.02
−0.02
7.33+0.02
−0.03
2.71+0.02
−0.02
2.52+0.02
−0.02

6.10+0.01
4.99+0.02
−0.01
−0.02
+0.02
6.11+0.01
5.58
−0.01
−0.02
+0.07
1.02−0.08
2.32+0.02
−0.02
0.33+0.01
0.01+0.00
−0.01
−0.00
0.62+0.19
2.75+0.02
−0.02
−0.18
+0.00
0.99+0.10
0.01
−0.10
−0.00
+0.18
0.98+0.02
0.16−0.11
−0.02
0.99+0.09
0.01+0.00
−0.00
−0.09
Continued on next page
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Table C.2: Summary table for ST+CST, introduced in Section 4.2.4.7.

Table C.2 – Continued from previous page
Sampling process information
number of free parameters: 17
number of runs: 2
number of live points per run: 103
inverse hypervolume expansion factor: 0.3
termination condition: 10−1
d
evidence:17 ln
Z = −36368.00+0.34
−0.33
bKL = 62.9+0.6 bits
global KL-divergence: D
−0.5
combined number of core18 hours: 23010
combined likelihood evaluations: 39501475
combined nested replacements: 105264
combined weighted posterior samples: 32839

C.4 Supplementary ideas for model extension
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16Based on learning that additional complexity (of the form we consider in our model space) beyond ST is not warranted for the one region, but is warranted for the
other region.
17Defined as the prior predictive probability p(d | ST+CST). We report the interval about the median containing ±45% of 103 joint bootstrap-weight replications for the
combined run.
18Approximate equal-partition between Intel® Xeon E5-2697Av4 (2.60 GHz; Broadwell) and E5-2690v3 (2.60 GHz; Haswell) processors on the SURFsara Cartesius
supercomputer.

Parameter
P [ms]
M [M ]
Req [km]
Θ p [radians]
Θs [radians]
φ p [cycles]
φs [cycles]
ζp [radians]
ζs [radians]


log10 T p [K]
log10 (Ts [K])
i [radians]
D [kpc]
NH [1020 cm−2 ]
NICER α
NICER β
NICER γ

Description
coordinate spin period
gravitational mass
coordinate equatorial radius
compactness condition
p region center colatitude
s region center colatitude
p region initial phase (from Earth)
s region initial phase (from Earth antipode)
p region angular radius
s region angular radius
eliminate region-exchange degeneracy
non-overlapping hot regions
p region NSX effective temperature
s region NSX effective temperature
Earth inclination to rotation axis
Earth distance
interstellar neutral H column density
calibrated matrix scaling
reference-to-calibrated matrix weighting
reference matrix scaling

Prior (density and support)
P = 4.87, fixed
M ∼ U(1, 3)
Req ∼ U[3rg (1), 16]
Req /rg (M) > 3
Θ p ∼ U(0, π)
Θs ∼ U(0, π)
φ p ∼ U(−0.5, 0.5), periodic
φs ∼ U(−0.5, 0.5), periodic
ζp ∼ U(0, π/2)
ζs ∼ U(0, π/2)
Θs ≥ Θ p
function of (Θ p, Θs, φ p, φs, ζp, ζs )
log10 T p ∼ U(5.1, 6.8), NSX limits
log10 Ts ∼ U(5.1, 6.8), NSX limits
i ∼ U(0, π/2)
D ∼ N(0.325, 0.009)
NH ∼ U(0, 5)
α ∼ N(1, 0.1), α ∈ [0.5, 1.5]
β ∼ U(0, 1)
γ ∼ N(1, 0.1), γ ∈ [0.5, 1.5]

c
CI68%
−
1.09+0.11
−0.07
10.44+1.10
−0.86

bKL
D
−
2.09+0.02
−0.03
1.44+0.03
−0.03

2.48+0.06
−0.06
2.78+0.02
−0.02
0.46+0.00
−0.00
−0.50+0.00
−0.00
0.14+0.02
−0.02
0.29+0.04
−0.03

6.92+0.02
−0.02
4.08+0.02
−0.02
7.51+0.02
−0.02
8.05+0.02
−0.02
3.95+0.02
−0.02
2.98+0.02
−0.02

6.11+0.01
5.53+0.03
−0.01
−0.02
+0.01
6.10−0.01
5.71+0.02
−0.02
1.04+0.07
2.38+0.02
−0.08
−0.02
+0.02
0.35
0.33+0.01
−0.01
−0.02
+0.17
1.23−0.17
2.82+0.02
−0.02
0.96+0.10
0.11+0.01
−0.10
−0.01
+0.02
0.23+0.23
0.57
−0.02
−0.16
+0.10
0.91−0.09
0.56+0.04
−0.03
Continued on next page
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Table C.3: Summary table for ST-U, introduced in Section 4.2.4.1 and illustrated in Figure 4.2.

Table C.3 – Continued from previous page
Sampling process information
number of free parameters: 16
number of runs:19 2
number of live points per run: 103
inverse hypervolume expansion factor: 0.3
termination condition: 10−3
+0.36
d
evidence:20 ln
Z = −36377.60−0.35
b
bits
global KL-divergence: DKL = 63.7+0.5
−0.5
combined number of core21 hours: 9588
combined likelihood evaluations: 25346841
combined nested replacements: 121617
combined weighted posterior samples: 49481

C.4 Supplementary ideas for model extension
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19The mode-separation MultiNest variant was deactivated for these two runs that were combined to compute estimators. Mode-separation means that modes are not
evolved independently and nested sampling threads contact multiple modes; a mode-separation run was executed and is displayed in Figure 4.19 and in the figure sets
available in the online corresponding to Figures 4.20 and 4.21. The theory nor software implementation exists for combining this run with the two reported in the table.
20Defined as the prior predictive probability p(d | ST-U). We report the interval about the median containing ±45% of 103 joint bootstrap-weight replications for the
combined run. See the footnote in Table 4.2.
21Approximate equal-partition between Intel® Xeon E5-2697Av4 (2.60 GHz; Broadwell) and E5-2690v3 (2.60 GHz; Haswell) processors on the SURFsara Cartesius
supercomputer.

Parameter
P [ms]
M [M ]
Req [km]
Θ p [radians]
φ p [cycles]
ζ [radians]
log10 (T [K])
Θs [radians]
φs [cycles]
i [radians]
D [kpc]
NH [1020 cm−2 ]
NICER α
NICER β
NICER γ

Description
coordinate spin period
gravitational mass
coordinate equatorial radius
compactness condition
p region center colatitude
p region initial phase (from Earth)
ST region angular radius (shared)
ST region NSX effective temperature (shared)
s region center colatitude
s region initial phase
Earth inclination to rotation axis
Earth distance
interstellar neutral H column density
calibrated matrix scaling
reference-to-calibrated matrix weighting
reference matrix scaling

Prior (density and support)
P = 4.87, fixed
M ∼ U(1, 3)
Req ∼ U[3rg (1), 16]
Req /rg (M) > 3
Θ p ∼ U(0, π/2)
φ p ∼ U(−0.5, 0.5), periodic
ζ ∼ U(0, π/2)
log10 T ∼ U(5.1, 6.8), NSX limits
Θs = π − Θ p , derived
φs = φ p + 0.5, derived
i ∼ U(0, π/2)
D ∼ N(0.325, 0.009)
NH ∼ U(0, 5)
α ∼ N(1, 0.1), α ∈ [0.5, 1.5]
β ∼ U(0, 1)
γ ∼ N(1, 0.1), γ ∈ [0.5, 1.5]

c
CI68%
−
2.93+0.01
−0.01
15.97+0.02
−0.04

bKL
D
−
6.75+0.03
−0.03
6.11+0.04
−0.04

1.26+0.02
−0.02
−0.09+0.00
−0.00
0.09+0.01
−0.00
6.08+0.00
−0.00

4.07+0.03
−0.02
8.57+0.02
−0.03
6.55+0.02
−0.02
6.97+0.02
−0.02

1.23+0.02
3.98+0.03
−0.03
−0.02
+0.00
0.02
0.32+0.01
−0.01
−0.00
+0.03
0.02−0.02
5.93+0.04
−0.04
1.00+0.09
0.01+0.00
−0.00
−0.09
0.36+0.22
0.35+0.02
−0.19
−0.02
+0.00
1.01+0.09
0.03
−0.00
−0.09
Continued on next page
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Table C.4: Summary table for ST-S, introduced in Section 4.2.4.1 and illustrated in Figure 4.2.

Table C.4 – Continued from previous page
Sampling process information
number of free parameters: 12
number of runs: 2
number of live points per run: 103
inverse hypervolume expansion factor: 0.3
termination condition: 10−3
+0.29
d
evidence:22 ln
Z = −37211.71−0.31
b
bits
global KL-divergence: DKL = 51.3+0.5
−0.5
combined number of core23 hours: 1494
combined likelihood evaluations: 1666483
combined nested replacements: 87488
combined weighted posterior samples: 30202
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22Defined as the prior predictive probability p(d | ST-S). We report the interval about the median containing ±45% of 103 joint bootstrap-weight replications for the
combined run. See the footnote in Table 4.2.
23Intel® Xeon E5-2697Av4 (2.60 GHz; Broadwell) processors on the SURFsara Cartesius supercomputer.

Parameter
P [ms]
M [M ]
Req [km]
Θ p [radians]
φ p [cycles]
ψ p+ [radians]
ψ p [radians]
Θs [radians]
φs [cycles]
ψs+ [radians]
ψs [radians]

Description
coordinate spin period
gravitational mass
coordinate equatorial radius
compactness condition
p region center colatitude
p region initial phase (from Earth)
p region annulus angular width
p region hole angular radius
s region center colatitude
s region initial phase (from Earth antipode)
s region annulus angular width
s region hole angular radius

Prior (density and support)
P = 4.87, fixed
M ∼ U(1, 3)
Req ∼ U[3rg (1), 16]
Req /rg (M) > 3
Θ p ∼ U(0, π)
φ p ∼ U(−0.5, 0.5), periodic
ζp ∼ U(0, π/2), ψ p+ B ζp − ψ p
fp ∼ U(0, 1), ψ p B fp ζp
Θs ∼ U(0, π)
φs ∼ U(−0.5, 0.5), periodic
ζs ∼ U(0, π/2), ψs+ B ζs − ψs
fs ∼ U(0, 1), ψs B fs ζs

c
CI68%
−
+0.17
1.44−0.18
13.86+1.16
−1.26

bKL
D
−
1.15
0.68

+0.08
2.24−0.08
4.68
+0.00
0.46−0.00
6.75
+0.16
0.08−0.06
2.59
+0.01
0.07−0.01
5.28
+0.05
2.61−0.06
2.98
−0.50+0.00
7.38
−0.00
+0.01
0.04−0.01
5.23
+0.03
0.23−0.03
3.66
Continued on next page
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Table C.5: Summary table for CDT-U, introduced in Section 4.2.4.3 and illustrated in Figure 4.5. In this table we
only give the numerical details for one completed run. However, we attempted to perform a higher-efficiency higherresolution second run, without activation of the mode-separation MultiNest sampling algorithm. Our attempt to
improve the sampling efficiency by linearizing the degeneracy (type IV in Figures 4.4 and 4.6) observed in the first
run; however, we failed to fully apply the necessary transformations (later applied to models ST+CST and beyond,
as described in Section 4.2.4.3 and Section C.2.2), and the mapping from the native sampling space to the physical
parameter space inadvertently preserved the non-linearity of the degeneracy. We thus did not attain higher efficiency,
which coupled with higher-resolution calculation, meant that this run was nearing—but did not reach—termination
according to the standard criterion used for the other sampling processes reported in this work. Due to the low
sampling efficiencies being reported, we ceased computation after consumption of ∼ 160540 core hours in order
to preserve resources and redesign our modeling route as described in Sections 4.2.4.4 and 4.2.4.7. The highestlikelihood points from the posterior mode in this second run were however utilized, in combination with those from
the first run, to map out all of the degenerate posterior structure in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. The inefficiency suffered
during CDT-U posterior computation served as a stark reminder that we should design our problems as carefully as
possible in order to avoid resource wastage, and was the motivation behind considering in detail the question of “How
much hot-region complexity is helpful?” Whilst we could in principle conclude this adjourned run with additional
computing resources, we have argued in this work that would not be fruitful do so.


log10 T p [K]

log10 Tp [K]
log10 (Ts [K])
log10 (Ts [K])
i [radians]
D [kpc]
NH [1020 cm−2 ]
NICER α
NICER β
NICER γ

Table C.5 – Continued from previous page
eliminate region-exchange degeneracy
Θs ≥ Θ p
non-overlapping hot-region annuli
function of (Θ p, Θs, φ p, φs, ζp, ζs )
p region annulus NSX effective temperature
log10 T p ∼ U(5.1, 6.8), NSX limits 5.43+0.23
1.11
−0.20
+0.01
p region hole NSX effective temperature
log10 Tp ∼ U(5.1, 6.8), NSX limits 6.11−0.01
5.06
s region annulus NSX effective temperature
log10 Ts ∼ U(5.1, 6.8), NSX limits 6.11+0.01
5.56
−0.01
s region hole NSX effective temperature
log10 Ts ∼ U(5.1, 6.8), NSX limits 5.47+0.19
1.30
−0.23
Earth inclination to rotation axis
i ∼ U(0, π/2)
1.02+0.07
2.37
−0.07
+0.01
Earth distance
D ∼ N(0.325, 0.009)
0.33−0.01
0.02
interstellar neutral H column density
NH ∼ U(0, 5)
0.70+0.19
2.70
−0.18
calibrated matrix scaling
α ∼ N(1, 0.1), α ∈ [0.5, 1.5]
0.99+0.09
0.02
−0.09
+0.17
reference-to-calibrated matrix weighting
β ∼ U(0, 1)
0.16−0.11
1.05
reference matrix scaling
γ ∼ N(1, 0.1), γ ∈ [0.5, 1.5]
0.99+0.09
0.03
−0.09
Continued on next page
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24The mode-separation MultiNest variant was activated, meaning that isolated modes are evolved independently and nested sampling threads migrate between multiple
modes. A local posterior mode was identified, corresponding to a weaker phase solution in which the primary and secondary hot regions transpose—relative to the global
posterior mode—in their coupling to pulse components visible in the phase-folded event data. The number of live points locked into the mode with dominant posterior
mass was 637, a number assigned according to the prior mass distribution upon mode separation and under the influence of Monte Carlo noise. The posterior mass ratio
(or ratio of local evidences) is estimated to be ∼ 1100. As stated in Section C.1.2.3, because of activation of mode-separation sampling, we cannot perform error analysis
via process bootstrapping, and we would not be able to combine with another run, supposing one was available. We nevertheless have an error on the log-evidence
reported natively by MultiNest. Another consequence of the activation of mode-separation is that sampling resolution was absorbed by the local posterior mode with
much lower mass—in other words the active points were sparser in the dominant mode. In combination with sampling error due to likelihood isosurface non-linearity, the
consequence was that the dominant and degenerate posterior mode—which forms a large connected structure in parameter space as discussed in Section 4.2.4.4—was not
fully resolved. In particular, the type I degeneracy branch (refer to Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.6) was not fully resolved, with sampling threads (active points) migrating to
and densely populating the type IV branch (again refer to Figure 4.6) in an unbalanced manner. The second albeit incomplete run described in the caption of this table
exhibited much improved resolution of the dominant mode (see the points in Figure 4.6); the resolution remained incomplete, however, which we attribute to sampling
error due to the clear non-linear degeneracy present in the mode.
25We decreased the expansion factor to 0.8−1 when the acceptance rate decayed to below 5 × 10−4 , which slightly decreased the rate of decay. At this point the process
was sampling from the typical set and nearing termination (2 × 104 core hours remaining at low acceptance fraction).
26Defined as the prior predictive probability p(d | CDT-U).
27Intel® Xeon E5-2697Av4 (2.60 GHz; Broadwell) processors on the SURFsara Cartesius supercomputer.
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Table C.5 – Continued from previous page
Sampling process information
number of free parameters: 20
number of runs: 1
number of live points:24 103
inverse hypervolume expansion factor:25 0.3
termination condition: 10−1
d
evidence:26 ln
Z = −36366.76 ± 0.21
bKL = 64.0 bits
global KL-divergence: D
combined number of core27 hours: 101917
likelihood evaluations: 156707329
nested replacements: 54610
weighted posterior samples: 17503
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Het overkoepelende probleem.— Het onderzoek gepresenteerd in dit proefschrift is ontstaan
uit een project met als doel—en dus gefinancierd voor—het bestuderen van dichte materie
door middel van fluxoscillaties gedetecteerd tijdens thermonucleaire röntgenuitbarstingen (zie
Watts 2012, voor een fysisch en observationeel overzicht van deze fenomenen, welke hieronder
alleen kort worden behandeld). Een thermonucleaire “uitbarster” is een neutronenster in een
dubbelstersysteem die massa opneemt van de niet-compacte lage-massa ster in het systeem,
wat resulteert in een helder, maar niet-katastrofisch, röntgensignaal dat veel korter duurt dan
de tijdschaal waarop accretie plaatsvindt.
Uitbarstingen zijn dynamische processen op observationele tijdschalen van O(100 –101 ) s
(Galloway et al. 2008). De helderheid van al deze kortstondige fenomenen versterkt snel (de
stijging) en vervalt vervolgens gedurende een langere periode (de staart). Vaak kunnen er,
voor een subgroep van uitbarstende bronnen en een subgroep van hun uitbarstingen, oscillaties
verschijnen en verdwijnen tijdens de stijging van de helderheid tot in de staart, wat gepaard
gaat met fractionele amplitudeontwikkeling: bovendien kan de frequentie van de oscillaties,
wanneer deze detecteerbaar is, ongeveer O(100 ) Hz verschuiven. Voor uitgebreide en uniforme datamining van gearchiveerde oscillerende uitbarstingen waargenomen met de Rossi
X-ray Timing Explorer zie Bilous & Watts (2018). Gelijktijdig focust hedendaagse theorie
zich op mechanismen voor de ontsteking en verspreiding van thermonucleaire verbranding van
opgenomen plasma op het oppervlak van de ster, wat leidt tot rotatiegemoduleerde asymmetrieën in de straling (e.g., Spitkovsky et al. 2002; Heyl 2004; Piro & Bildsten 2005; Cavecchi
et al. 2011, 2013, 2016, 2017; Garcia et al. 2018a,b; Chambers et al. 2018; Zingale et al. 2018;
Chambers et al. 2019).
Over de jaren heen is het originele overkoepelende doel, met behulp van oscillerende thermonucleaire uitbarstingen de toestandsvergelijking (EOS) van extreem dichte materie bepalen, vanzelfsprekend vervangen door meer fundamentele problemen die eerst moesten worden
aangepakt om vooruitgang te boeken. Deze problemen bevinden zich in het algemeen op de
scheiding tussen fysische theorie en observaties: een verbindende taal, waarschijnlijkheidsgebaseerde statistiek, is dus noodzakelijk.
Bayesiaanse statistiek is populair in gerelateerde vakgebieden—e.g., het wordt uitvoerig
gebruikt door de zwaartekrachtsgolvengemeenschap, en nog breder in precisiekosmologie. Er
bestaan moderne, high-performance softwaretools voor algemene Bayesiaanse berekeningen
die openbaar zijn. De populariteit (i.e., divers gebruik) van zulke tools en technieken zijn
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een functie van robuustheid, toegankelijkheid, flexibiliteit en mogelijkheid tot uitbreiden. Om
dergelijke middelen te benutten gebruiken we een Bayesiaans perspectief in dit proefschrift
om telescoopdata te genereren.
Dit heeft als gevolg dat zo’n perspectief als volledig toepasselijk wordt beschouwd voor
de op te lossen problemen. Een goed voorbeeld hiervan is de aanname van een universeel
gedeelde toestandsvergelijking1 voor lage-temperatuur supranucleaire materie in een neutronenster: Een Bayesiaanse formulatie van stralingsfenomenen kan van nature een kans
toewijzen aan fysische modellen wanneer gedeelde EOS parameters zijn geformuleerd als een
realisatie van een multidimensionaal willekeurig proces. Ondanks de nuttige eigenschappen
van een Bayesiaans perspectief is er geen consensus over of het een objectieve en complete oplossing is voor het beschrijven van een kader voor het modelleren van alle fysische processen;
discussies focussen zich in het algemeen op de filosofie en de uitvoering van het specificeren van de a-priori-kans, wat frequent terugkomt in dit proefschrift. Niettemin is het een
kader dat aantoonbaar krachtig is gebleken als we kijken naar andere moderne astrofysische
vakgebieden.
Een groot deel van dit proefschrift focust op de statistische formulatie van het modelleren van pulsprofielen als mathematische objecten en aansluitend op het berekenen, via
interfacing, van deze objecten met open-source software voor probabilistische integratie via
het genereren van data.2 Om dit proces handzaam te maken zijn er praktische beperkingen op de formulatie van de waarschijnlijkheidsfunctie waar we ons van bewust moeten
zijn. Vanzelfsprekend bestaan begrijpelijke fysische modellen van thermonucleaire röntgenuitbarstingen met efficiënte software implementatie voor het genereren van signalen—en dus
waarschijnlijkheidsevaluatie—nog niet. Het is voornamelijk om deze overwegingen dat we
afwijken van het doel om de toestandsvergelijking van dichte materie te leren middels het
bestuderen van data van uitbarstingoscillaties; deze afwijking is echter vooral oppervlakkig,
omdat blijkt dat de benodigde simplificaties vereiste componenten zijn voor elke toekomstige
studie dat als doel heeft om informatie in zulke data te gebruiken, of tenminste cruciaal zijn
in de ontwikkeling van zulke studies.
Aan de andere kant genereren milliseconde-pulsars (MSP) die door rotatie worden aangedreven pulsaties die stabiel zijn gedurende vele rotatieperioden en dus veel langere tijdschalen:
als gevolg hiervan zijn deze MSPs een natuurlijke basis voor het ontwikkelen van de infrastructuur voor het modelleren van pulsprofielen, voordat er wordt overgegaan op het bestuderen
van meer complexe bronnen. De symmetrie in de tijdstranslatie van een signaal gegenereerd door een enkele rotatie van een ster is een zeer belangrijk concept: zo’n signaal kan
1Dat binnen een zekere tolerantie stijgt wanneer de dichtheid stijgt (i.e., richting de korst) en dat perturbatieve
effecten verklaart zoals een eindige temperatuur, magnetische velden en accretiehistorie.
2Er worden verschillende notaties gebruikt voor zulke objecten in verschillende hoofdstukken; specifiek Hoofdstuk 2 gebruikt duidelijke een andere notatie, maar heeft ook een veel breder theoretisch bereik dan Hoofdstuk 3 en
Hoofdstuk 4. In principe zouden we de notatie kunnen aanpassen voor globale consistentie, maar op deze manier is
visuele associatie van objecten in een bepaald hoofdstuk met het bijbehorende artikel gemakkelijker. In praktische
termen zou het een hoop gedetailleerde aanpassingen vereisen en het reproduceren van een subset van de figures die
bepaalde notaties gebruiken.
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computationeel worden opgelost—in een mate die voldoende is voor het gebruiken van geavanceerde spectrale-timing telescopen—door een enkele processor in een niet-belemmerende
tijd. Hieruit volgt dat statistisch modelleren handzaam is wanneer een model, geconstrueerd
met behulp van tijdstranslatie symmetrie, synthetische data kan genereren die qua structuur
lijkt op observaties.
We focussen ons op de formulatie en uitvoering van datagedreven modelleren en het
creëren van een softwarepakket dat dit doet. Als gevolg hiervan blijft er weinig aandacht
over voor het merendeel van de fysische processen die plaatsvinden in neutronensteren,
met uitzondering van de stralingsprocessen die vereist zijn voor de (al dan niet primitieve)
modellen voor röntgen pulsprofielen. Een sprekend voorbeeld is het ontbreken van een
gedetailleerde behandeling of zelfs beschrijving van de microfysische processen (interactie
tussen subatomaire en fundamentele deeltjes) die bepalend zijn voor de EOS; we voeren het
onderzoek inderdaad bijna compleet uit zonder referentie naar zulke natuurkunde,3 in plaats
daarvan beschouwen we een EOS model slechts als een ruimte van R → R, ε 7→ P functies die
voldoen aan bepaalde fysische voorwaarden,4 en die worden gebruikt met inachtneming van
de algemene relativiteitstheorie. Er is veel onderzoek gedaan naar effectieve representaties
van gedetailleerde microfysische EOS met simpele geparametriseerde functies (e.g., Read
et al. 2009), maar we gaan hier niet verder in op het ontstaan van zulke modellen.
De infrastructuur voor het modelleren van pulsprofielen was verre van compleet bij de
start van dit onderzoek en op het moment van schrijven geldt dit nog steeds. We hebben
enige vooruitgang geboekt richting een coherent raamwerk voor het modelleren en richting op
maat gemaakte software die openbaar wordt wanneer Hoofdstuk 3 van dit proefschrift wordt
gepubliceerd zodat deze verder kan worden ontwikkeld in het publieke domein. Een hoofddoel
van het originele projectsvoorstel was om te onderzoeken of—in de context van een bekend
datageneratie proces—systematische vertekening ontstaat in de geschatte gezamenlijke aposteriori-kans van de massa en radius van neutronensterren door een inaccurate behandeling
van hinder-natuurkunde in een pulsprofiel model (van een oscillerende uitbarsting). Op een
betwistbare manier hebben we expliciet gedemonstreerd, door het analyseren van echte NICER
data, dat zulke schattingen inderdaad gevoelig zijn voor het model dat aangenomen wordt
voor het stralingsveld op de oppervlakte en dat tegelijkertijd meerdere van zulke modellen
data genereren met dezelfde structuur als echte data—tenminste wanneer dit grafisch wordt
geïnspecteerd door een mens. Zo’n bevinding is misschien wel van grotere waarde dan
een soortgelijke conclusie getrokken in de theoretische context van een bekend datageneratie
proces.
We hebben nu de basiscapaciteit om te beginnen met het modelleren van sterren zoals
door rotatie aangedreven MSPs, die zeer stabiele signalen genereren. Helaas zijn onze
3Duidelijk uit de beknoptheid van Sectie 1.1.1.
4Deze fysische voorwaarden
p zijn lokale hydrodynamische stabiliteit en causaliteit, wat betekent dat de snelheid
van geluid voldoet aan 0 < dP/dε < c (e.g., Lattimer 2012), met een aantal uitzonderingen met betrekking op
discontinu of niet-differentieerbare P 7→ ε functies die EOS met sterke faseovergangen representeren (e.g., Alford
et al. 2013).
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huidige capaciteiten objectief bekeken primitief: er zijn vele onopgeloste problemen die
zelfs voor zulke sterren nog moeten worden aangepakt. Daarbuiten moet het raamwerk
voor het modelleren van pulsprofielen nog worden ontwikkeld dat toepasbaar is op sterren
die signalen genereren die dynamisch zijn op korte tijdschalen; slechts dan zijn we in staat
de volledige potentie te benutten van telescoopmissies in de nabije toekomst die gericht
zijn op het bestuderen van exotische materie. Dit werk vereist toegang tot geavanceerde
faciliteiten zoals NICER; openbare tools en publieke archieven; toegang tot high-performance
computersystemen; en bovenal een gezond en divers team voor cognitie.
Hoofdstuk 2.— De drijfveer van dit werk is de behoefte voor een theoretische generalisatie
van hoog-energetische astrofysische literatuur over de afleiding van een gedeelde EOS; in het
bijzonder Özel & Psaltis (2009); Steiner et al. (2010, 2013); Lattimer & Steiner (2014a,b); Özel
et al. (2016b); Nättilä et al. (2016b); Raithel et al. (2017); Alsing et al. (2017). Gezamenlijk
spraken deze auteurs de behoefte uit naar het probabilistisch uitdrukken van modelparameters,
gebaseerd op observationele datasets. Er moet echter nog veel werk worden verzet om de
relaties tussen verschillende methodes grondig te begrijpen vanuit een probabilistisch oogpunt.
In de kern onderzoekt dit werk de ruimte waarin we de gezamenlijke a-priori-kansverdeling
moeten definiëren wanneer parametersets binnen een theorie (algemene relativiteitstheorie)
deterministisch zijn verbonden; een overzicht van de staat van het veld, het bepalen van de
hoogenergetische EOS, wordt gepresenteerd in de context van een generaliserend raamwerk.
Hoofdstuk 3.— Gezien de interesse in het modelleren van röntgen pulsprofielen vanuit
de wetenschappelijke gemeenschap is het van nut om een openbare software te ontwikkelen
dat vrij gebruikt kan worden om: (i) te helpen bij het ontwikkelen van missies en surveys
door bijvoorbeeld statistische voorspellingen te doen van de prestaties voor bepaalde astrofysische en instrumentale modellen; en (ii) het statistisch analyseren van verkregen observationele
data. In dit hoofdstuk documenteren we de openbare X-ray Pulsation Simulation and Inference
software (X-PSI),5 ontwikkeld voor Bayesiaanse analyse van spectrale-timing van röntgenpulsaties afkomstig van de roterende, stralende oppervlakte van neutronensterren. De sturende
prioriteit van ons algoritme en softwareontwikkeling is het bouwen van een gestroomlijnd
pakket van statistische applicaties; het is dus noodzakelijk een compromis te vinden tussen
computationele kosten, hoe verfijnd het model is, flexibiliteit en robuustheid. We richten ons
op het gebruik van high-performance computersystemen voor Bayesiaanse parameterschatting door het verbinden van numerieke waarschijnlijkheidsfuncties met populaire openbare
sampling software.
Gaandeweg bij de ontwikkeling van X-PSI beschouwen we twee bovengenoemde types
van discretisatie van het computationele domein: oppervlaktediscretisatie voor de implementatie van de waarschijnlijkheidsfunctie; en beeldvlakdiscretisatie voor het crosschecken van
pulsprofiel integratie-algoritmes, voor de toevoeging van lage-order rotatieperturbaties van
de metriek, en voor visualisatiedoeleinden. In Hoofdstuk 3 bediscussiëren we het integreren
van pulsprofielen ten behoeve van het uitvoeren van efficiënte statistische berekeningen, maar
5Specifiek, v0.1; https://github.com/ThomasEdwardRiley/xpsi.
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verder verwijzen we de lezer naar de meest recente technische documentatie die beschikbaar
is bij het X-PSI softwarepakket voor een verslag van algoritmevormgeving en fysische details
die ontbreken in dit proefschrift.
Hoofdstuk 4.— We passen het modelleren van pulsprofielen toe op X-ray Timing Instrument (XTI) observaties van de door rotatie aangedreven MSP PSR J0030+0451. PSR
J0030+0451 is ontdekt als een radiopulsar door Lommen et al. (2000) en vervolgens geïdentificeerd als een röntgenpulsar (Becker et al. 2000), heeft een spinfrequentie van 205 Hz en
bevindt zich op een afstand van 325 ± 9 pc (Arzoumanian et al. 2018). In dit werk bepalen we
de totale massa en de equatoriale radius van de ster, respectievelijk gedefinieerd als de massa
in de Schwarzschild metriek en de radiuscoördinaat in de Schwarzschildkaart. Er zijn geen
onafhankelijke a-priori restricties op de massa of radius. Daarnaast beschouwen we een reeks
geparametriseerde modellen voor de spatiële structuur van de hete gebieden op de oppervlakte
van de ster; deze reeks is datagedreven omdat we ons model aanpassen aan de hand van het
ontstaan van niet-verhelderende complexiteit a-posteriori. Terwijl elke parameter die de hete
gebieden beschrijft schertsend kan worden omschreven als een hinder vanuit het oogpunt
van het bestuderen van dichte materie, zijn alle aldus afgeleide marginale bepalingen over
de structuur van de ruimtetijd afhankelijk van de hinderdetails; bovendien heeft de structuur
van de hete stralende gebieden betrekking op pulsarevolutie en emissiefysica en is daarom op
zichzelf al interessant.
Onze analyse gebruikt het X-PSI pakket (Hoofdstuk 3), dat waarschijnlijkheidsfunctionaliteit van röntgenpulsaties koppelt aan openbare statistische sampling software voor gebruik
op high-performance computersystemen. We passen nested sampling (Skilling 2006) toe via
MultiNest (Feroz et al. 2009) en rapporteren over het gebruik van een beurs van 500,000
core-uren op de Nederlandse supercomputer Cartesius.6 Het werk dat we presenteren in
dit hoofdstuk is de eerste echte applicatie van het X-PSI pakket en draagt bij aan de eerste
gezamenlijke bepaling van massa en radius gebaseerd op MSP data van NICER. Het is ook
een van de eerste studies die datagedreven statistische berekeningen demonstreert—in de context van het modelleren van pulsprofielen—op een grote schaal; dit werd mogelijk gemaakt
door de bevoorrechte toegang tot een van de eerste geavanceerde röntgen spectrale-timing
telescoopmissies die naar verwachting in het komende decennium online komen.

6https://userinfo.surfsara.nl/systems/cartesius.
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